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HEARING ON THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
HIGHER EDUCATI9N ACT OF 1965

TUESDAY, MAY 21, 1991

HOUSE OF REPRMENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMnTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:45 a.m., Room 2175,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. William D. Ford [Chairman]
presiding.

Members present: Representatives Ford, Gaydos, Lowey, Sawyer,
Payne, Serrano, Andrews, Reed, Roemer, Coleman, Molinari, Good-
ling, Petri, Roukema, Gunderson, and Armey.

Staff present: Thomas Wolanin, staff director, Jack Jennings,
education counsel; Maureen Long, legislative associate; Gloria
Gray-Watson, administrative assistant; Jo-Marie St. Martin, minor-
ity education counsel; and Beth Buehlmann, minority education co-
ordinator.

Chairman Foam I'm pleased to reconvene the Subcommittee on
Postsecondary Education for this, the 11th of hearing in a series of
45 on the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. I might ob-
serve, Tom, that every time I read this statement, the top number
keeps going up. We're up to 45 now.

Today is our first hearing in a series of three which addresses
one of the most crucial issues we face during reauthorization: the
integrity of the Federal student financial assistance p

roWe must restore and reinforce public confidence ingadirral stu-
dent aid. Indeed, restoring public confidence in the programs is an
absolute precondition for accomplishing the other goals of the sub-
committee for this authorization, goals such as renewing the com-
mitment to grant assistance and extending Federal aid to middle
income and working families.

It is particularly appropriate that these hearings are scheduled
during the next 2 weeks. Just yesterday, Senator Nunn's perma-
nent Subcommittee on Investigations released its report entitled
"Abuses in Federal Student Aid Programs." This report is a culmi-
nation of a year of hearings by the Investigation Subcommittee in

the Senate.
I look forward to hearing the comments and suggestions of our

witnesses, and I am especially pleased that we have before us today
a distinguished member of this subcommittee, Marge Roukema, to
testify on her legislation, KR. 1118.

(I 1



Mrs. Roukema has been very active in the past years on the
issue of improving p ' integrity, and I look forward to work-
ing with her to accomplish this goal.

We also have two other distinfuished Members of Congress to
share with us their recommendations. Representative Bart Gordon
will describe his experiences in Tennessee which led him to intro-
duce two bills before us today, H.R. 327 and H.R. 2246.

Representative Maxine Waters, who serves the same California
district that the former chairman of this committee, Gus Hawkins,
served, has extensive experience in the California legislature deal-
ing with student aid program integrity.

I'm hopeful that these hearings will expose the integrity prob-
lems our student aid programs are facing and will give us an op-
portunity to explore ways to effectively address these problems.

Tom, do you wish to make a statement?
Mr. COMMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I have a statement for

the record, which I will ask to be submitted. But I, too, believe that
this is one of the more important hearing subjects that we're going
to address during the reauthorization.

I think in the public, and the public perception, is that there are
many things broken with this system that need to be fixed. They
get their information from Readers Digest articles, from exposes on
national television. And to a certain extent, many of that is true; it
is a correction needed type perception.

The report that the Chairman referred to was submitted yester-
day and released by the Senate committee. While it may list some
things that we have corrected in previous legislation, it might have
some findings that may be less than evidentiary. It does contain a
number of the points which we ought to address.

I, personally, believe that part of the problem that needs to be
fixed is the accreditation process. Key to the entire opportunity for
institutions to be ultimately certified and to receive of Federal
funds which we authorize in this higislation.

So I will be asking some, hopefully, piercing questions to those
who will be coming forward on other panels, to try to get to the
meat of this issue, which I think is extremely important. It is one
which is a difficult one to get to, but one which we must answer in
our own minds in this reauthorization in order to make this system
better and to make it work better.

And that's what I would like to try and accomplish in these hear-
inp on the issue of integrity. So thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman FORD. Thank you. Mr. Gaydos.
Mr. GAYDOS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Under normal circum-

stances, I would insert my remarks in the record, but I think it's
important enough to take a few minutes to give them.

During the past few years, the reported cost of student loan de-
faults, and criticism of the loan program has increased dramatical-
ly, and we all know that. Unfortunately, instead of addressing
some of the real issues surrounding loan defaults, some people
have taken the easy route and found a scapegoat: career training
schools.

Some people believe that the sole purpose of these schools is to
rip off the government through the student loan programs. This is
completely untrue and false.
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In Pennsylvania, there are 341 private career schools. They do
not receive tax dollars like their State supwrted counterparts, and,
unlike their non .flt counterpart!, they do pay taxes.

In the 1989-1 s period, according to the Pennsylvania Depart-
ment of Education, these 341 said schools paid over $12 million in
Federal taxes and an additional $5.5 million in State and local
taxes.

Now, I'm not saying there are no bad apples in the career train-
ing sector of higher education; obviously, there are some. But we
must concentrate our efforts on getting rid of the bad apples, and
not eliminating good schools from this program.

More than 2 weeks ago, this subcommittee heard from experts
who told us we, as a Nation, need a more skilled work force if we
are going to remain competitive in the world market.

Arnold Packer, Executive Director for the Secretary's Commis-
sion on Achieving Necessary Skills, sat in this very room and said

that we need career training schools.
Before we embark, individually or otherwise, on a witch hunt

and make every student attending these schools ineligible for grant
and loan assistance, there are several issues that should be consid-
ered. And briefly mention just two or three of them right now.

First, study after study has shown that the number one reasons
students default on their education loans is because of inability to
pay, not unwillingness to pay or dissatisfaction with the quality of
education they receive. It's a misconception floating arounit

Over the years, we have seen the balance between grant and
loan assistance completely reverse itself. Grants initially represent-
ed about 75 percent of student assistance; in the package, and
loans, around 25 percent. Now, today, grants make up about 25
percent of student assistance packages and loans, roughly 75 per-
cent.

The Department of Education has five categories of defaults, but
only three of them indicate true default status. The categories are:
(1) the loan was defaulted and resolved; (2) the loan was defaulted
but is now in repayment; (3) the loan was defaulted but paid in
full; (4) the loan was defaulted and written off or compromised; and
(5) the loan was permanently assigned to the department for collec-
tion.

Should we really be counting loans in categories two and three-
the loan default now in repayment and the loan defaulted but paid
in full? No. Students who are either making payments on their
loans or who have already paid their loans in full are obviously not
in default.

And, third, there has never been a really acceptable audit of the
student loan program in this country. The Higher Education Act of
1965 clearly requires the General Accounting Office to conduct an
audit every year. GAO has tried to conduct the audits on numerous
occasions but the Department of Education keeps such deplorable
records that GAO has never been able to complete even one of

these audits to date. And that's a fact.
The department has been operating on assumptions and esti-

mates for the past 25 years. And while we have no idea how accu-
rate their estimates are, GAO has told my staff that because of the
record keeping problems they have encountered, the estimates can
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not be very accurate at all. It's up to all of us to make our own
conclusions as to the degree of accuracy, if any.

I, for one, really don't like to have to make policy decisions that
directly affect our students' educational choices, the quality of this
Nation's work force and the economic competitiveness of this
Nation, based on estimates that are described by experts as not
very accurate at all.

These are just three issues that should be given serious consider-
ation before making career training schools a scapegoat for every
real or perceived problem in the student loan programs which
we're experiencing today.

Yes, obviously some career schools misuse Federal dollars by
doing a lousy job of preparing their graduates for future employ-
ment, And, yes, something should be done about these schools, but
not at the expense of those schools, particularly in my State, who
have been turning out top notch graduates for years and who con-
tinue to do so under the adverse criticism.

There are an extraordinarily number of high quality career
schools out there; all of us know that. And I know this for a fact
because I've personally visited many of them in Fitt* rgh and
other places. The graduates from these schools go on to make out-
standing accomplishments in their chosen careers and exemplary
contributions to their communities. Hopefully, the witnesses before
us today are discerning enough to realiw that all career training
schools can not be and should not be painted with the same brush
that has been tainted by the bad schools, and that, I think, we
should get rid of.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Hon. Joseph M. Gaydos follows:]

I 0
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Opening Statement
Joseph M. Gaydos
May 21, 1991

Postsecondary Education Bearing

During the past few years, the reported cost of student

loan defaults and criticism of the loan programs has increased

dramatically.

Unfortunately, instead of addressing some of the real

issues surrounding loan defaults, some people have taken the

easy route and found a scapegoat -- career training schools.

Some people believe that the sole purpose of these

schools is to rip off the government through the student loan

programs. This is completely untrue.

1n Pennsylvania there are 341 private career schools.

They do not receive tax dollars like their State-supported

counterparts. And, unlike their non-profit counterparts, they

pay taxes.

In 1909-90, according to the Pennsylvania Department of

Education, these 341 schools paid over 12 million dollars in

Federal taxes and an additional five and a half million

dollars in State and local taxes.

I'm not saying there are no bad apples in the career

training sector of higher education, there are. But we must

concentrate our efforts on getting rid of the bad apples, not

eliminating good schools from the program.

More than two weeks ago, this subcommittee heard from

experts who told us we, as a nation, need a more skilled

workforce if we are to remain competitive in the world market.

-
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Arnold Packer, Executive Director for the Secretary's

Commission on Achieving Necessary Skills, sat in this room and

said that we need career training schools.

Before we embark on a witch hunt and make every student

attending these schools ineligible for grant and loan

assistance, there are several issues that should be

considered. 111 briefly mention just three of them right

now.

First, study after study has shown that the number one

reason students default on their educational loans is because

of inability to pay, not unwillingness to pay or

dissatisfaction with the quality of education they received.

Over the years we have seen the balance between grant and

loan assistance completely reverse itself. Grants initially

represented about 75 percent of a student's assistance package

and loans 25 percent. Today grants make up about 25 percent

of a student's assistance package and loans 75 percent.

Common sense tells us that when a student who should be

receiving grant assistance is forced to take out loans

instead, he or she is not going to be able to repay the loans.

Second, we are not accurately counting the number of

students who have defaulted on their loans.

The Department of Education has five categories of

defaults but only three of them indicate true default status.

The categories are: (1) the loan was defaulted and

unresolved; (2) the loan was defaulted but is now in

repayment; (3) the loan was defaulted but paid in full; (4)

- 2 -
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the loan was defaulted and written off or compromised; and,

(S) the loan was permanently assigned to the department for

collection.

Should we really be counting loans in categories two and

three as defaults? Nol Students who are either making

payments on their loans or have already paid their loans in

full, are obviously not in default.

And third, there has never been an audit of the student

loan programs.

The Higher Education Act of 1965 clearly requires the

General Accounting Office to conduct an audit every year. GAO

has tried to conduct the audits on numerous occasions but the

Department of Education keeps such deplorable records that GAO

has never been able to complete even one of these audits.

The department has been operating on assumptions and

estimates for the past 25 years. And, while we have no idea

how accurate their estimates are, GAO has told my staff that

because of the recordkeeping problems they have encountered,

the estimates cannot be very accurate at all.

1, for one, really don't like having to make policy

decisions that directly affect our students' educational

choiceb, the quality of this nation's workforce, and the

economic competitiveness of this nation based on estimates

that are described by experts as not very accurate at all.

These are just three issues that should be given serious

consideration before making career training schools a

scapegoat for every real or perceived problem in the student

- 3 -
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loan programs.

Yes, some career schools misuse Federal dollars by doing

a lousy job of preparing their graduates for future

employment. And, yes, something should be done about these

schools, but not at the expense of those schools who have been

turning out top-notch graduates for years and who continue to

do so.

There are an extraordinary number of high-quality career

schools out there. I know this for a fact because I have

personally visited many of them.

The graduates from these schools go on to make

outstanding accomplishments in their chosen careers and

exemplary contributions to their communities.

Hopefully, the witnesses before us today are discerning

enough to realize that all career training schools cannot be

painted with the same brush that has been tainted by the bad

schools.

4
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Chairman Foam Thank you. Mr. uoodling. Before I recognize
you, the staff has just handed me two clips from y_esterday, one en-
titled, "Curbing student loan defaults from The Washington Post,"
and one from Congressional Quarterly, "Nunn Blasts Loan System
in Long Awaited Critique."

Both of them contain statements that I can not criticize as being
inaccurate, but they are misleading. In CQ, it sap, "In the House,
however, Education and Labor Chairman William D. Ford is a
strong defender of tho trade schools and attended one himself."

There's the misconception. I went to Henry Ford Trade School,
which was a euphemistic way to describe a plan by which, at age
14, I was paid 20 cents an hour to work in the Ford Motor Compa-
ny while they taught me how to use tools.

That was not a trade school that trained people to work for Gen-
eral Motors or Chrysler or anybody else. It was intended to train
me, if I had been smart enough to stay there instead of going back
to high school, to become a tool and dye maker for Ford Motor
Company.

If you went throughand this was in 1940 as we were coming to
the end of the Depression and into World War II, every single grad-
uate or person who successfully completed 4 years in that school,
and it was a 4 year program, went to work immediate for Ford
Motor Company and didn't start with the automobile assemblers;
you started with the junior officer corps.

Preference for that school, incidentally, was given to the children
of Ford workers who died. And one of the strange accidents about
it is that they used to kill a lot of black people in the foundry.

And so the first place that I ever went to school with another
student who had black skin was at the Henry Ford Trade School.
And that was Henry Ford's idea of the way to reward a family
whose breadwinner had lost their life in his plant.

The point is that it was not a business being run with some ex-
pectation like the University of Michigan or Harvard or Stanford
or any of the other outstanding names you know of that provide an
educational opportunity of which you take and go where you will
with it and see what you can do with it.

This was a very specific experience. Now, I want to say that by
way of indicating that I did not attend what these people are ge-
nerically calling a trade school. I attended what these people I
think would identify as an industrial employer's training program.
It was a very sophisticated one.

And, as a matter of fact, one of the reasons that I've been so
quick to identify with that experience in my life in my Congres-
sional district is that a large number of the independent machine
shom, parts manufacturers in my district, are small companies
with anywhere from 50 to 500 employees, which are run by people
who learned the trade, if you will, of being a machinist at the Ford
Trade School. And, indeed, some of them ended up as top people in
engineering and design for General Motors and Chrysler.

But it was not Ford's design to train anybody for anybody else.
We were being taught to do things the Ford way.

For those of you who are mechanically inclined, you might be in-
terested in the fact that during the war when I took a pre-engi-
neering course, I had to relearn my math because Henry Ford did

13
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not use SAE standards. Anybody in the room old enough to remem-
ber Ford cars before World War II can tell you that you could not
use a Chevrolet spark plug in a Ford car. The threads on the spark
plug were different.

Henry Ford took an inch and a foot and a yard and divided it
into hundredths and tenths, not the way the British and we do it.
It was not the metric system because the metric system uses a
meter as the basic measurement. He took a yard and set up his
own mathematical system and made his nuts and bolts accordingly.

So if you owned a Ford car, you couldn't use a standard set of
wrenches to work on it; you had to have a Ford monkey wrench.
And somebody heard me telling this story and gave me one recent-
ly. It looked hke the letter "F" as a matter of fact.

I say all of this by way of clearing up a confusion that I seem to
have caused by making reference to having gone to a trade school.
That was its name, a trade school. Amongst the people I grew up
with, it was a very respected thing for a young man to do. And as a
white, young, suburban male, my family was extremely proud
when I was accepted at Henry Ford Trade School. And I've never
been ashamed that I attended it.

I don't, however, feel that it is fair to try to characterize my pro-
tection of the population that does have to fall back on the trade
schools after they fall through the cracks in our public school
system as being identified with me only because I went to a trade
school. They're identified with me because I have a concern that
the Federal Government never decided that the education needed
to be a brain surgeon is far more honorable than the education
needed to study pre-Columbian art or to be an auto mechanic.

That's really what's at the bottom of my concern, and I hope
that the writers of these articles will, in the future, remember that
I'm being much more socialistic or plebian, maybe, or populist,
than you're giving me credit for. It isn't a prejudice stemming from
a delightful experience making 20 cents an hour repairing parts for
Henry Ford; it's the idea that there are other ways than the way I
ended up going to law school to make a decent, respectable living.
And that many people have no choice but to go in those directions,
and they have no options to get those except going to the military
or going to schools that, for a fee, will try to teach them a specific
level of skills.

And as the gentleman from Pennsylvania said, there are some of
these schools, and there always have been and always will be, who
do not fulfill the promise to the students. But I don't want W try
ticking off the number of colleges and universities who might fall
into that same category.

The number of times we hear of a Ph.D. with outstanding stu-
dent loans who says the reason I'm not paying back the student
loan is after I got my Ph.D. I could never find a job; therefore, the
school that gave me the Ph.D. cheated me. That's one of the
we used to hear about, Joe, before they got on propriety sch
the Ph.D. who didn't paiebaaot his student loan. And that goes back
to the beginning of the administration.

So you can find failures in the educational system wherever you
look, just as you can fmd successes. And I hope that we can stay
away from class warfare in the consideration of reauthorization.

6
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Mr. Good ling.
Mr. GOODLING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will read only a

paragraph out of my statement and ask that the rest be included
in the record.

Chairman Fox°. Without objection, it will be included, as well as
Mr. Coleman's.

Mr. GOODLING. And I would apologize to my three colleagues. I've
been trying to find out for 3 years what people mean when they
say choice in education. So I have to go upstairs to find that out.
We have a hearing up there and they're going to tell me what is
meant when they say choice. And they're going to answer 150 ques-
tions that I have about what they mean.

In my prepared statement, I just wanted to read one paragraph.
My only hope is that in our zealousness to combat the default rate,
we do not throw the baby out with the bath water. Given our work
force needs in the coming years, we need a strong postsecondary
system. Schools and students should remain eligible for student aid
regardless of the type of postsecondary training, so long as the pro-
gram offers good educational services. We should be less concerned
about the type of institution, whether that institution is public or
private, academic or trade, nonprofit or propriety, and more con-
cerned with insuring program quality and continuing student
access into those quality programs.

I realize there are those who point to the high default rates in
the trade and technical schools, but in my home district, these
schools have extremely low default rates; in fact, lower than many
colleges and universities in Pennsylvania, and they offer a high
quality program that serves the needs of the area that I represent.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Hon. William F. Goodling follows:}

1 7
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Me Honorable William P. Goodling
of Pennsylvania

Subuomaittee on Posteecondary Education
Hearing on the Roauthor zation
of the Higher Education Act

Hay 21,.2991

Hr. Chairman, I wish to thank you for holding a hearing

today on the Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, which

will focus on program integrity. The integrity of the loan

programs have come under serious question. Defaults have risen

to an unacceptably high level; over $2 billion annually is

currently going to pay for the defaults in the loan program. As

a result, we have already begun to place a number of

requirements on schools, students, and lenders.

My only hope is that in our zealousness to combat the

default rate, we do not "throw the baby out with the bath

water." Given our workforce needs in the coming years, we need

a strong postsecondary system. Schools and students should

remain eligible for student aid regardless of the type of

postsecondary training so long as the program offers good

educational services. We should be less concerned about the

type of institution, whether that institution is public or

private, academic or trade, or nonprofit or proprietary and more

concerned with ensuring program quality and continuing student

SWAIOS into those quality program!OI realize their are those

who point to the high default rates in the trade and technical

schools, but in my home district these schools have extremely

low default rates and offer high quality programs that serve the

needs of south central Pennsylvania:7'

s
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Page 2

I am hopeful that we can find ways to ensure quality

throughout postsecondary programs. I believe this can be

adhievad with incentives to reward those programs that offer

good educational services to students. I believe we can enhance

the structure of the higher education act to include goals for

programs, measure and standards, and accountability through

licensing, aocreditations and oversight.

Again, I wish to thank Chairman Ford for bolding this

hearing and I wish to thank the witnesses in advance for their

testimony. I am certain that your recommendations will guide us

wisely for decisions we will be required to make for the

reauthorization.

1 )
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Chairman Foiw. Mr. Sawyer.
Mr. SAWYAR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just want to associate

myself with the comments of many of those who have spoken
before me. It's clear that unless we find a good, solid way to
staunch the flow of Federal funds that are being lost to defaults,
these programs are going to lose public support, and with it the
confidence that's necessary to keep sound programs going.

I've read about the reports from the Senate Government Affairs
Committee that places the blame squarely on proprietary schools. I
wish the problem were that simple and that easy. I think it's a
good deal more complex than that.

It's important to understand that proprietary schools fill an im-
portant place in the postsecondary spectrum, and we've just simply
got to find a way to continue to offer student financial aid to meet
the full range of postsecondary choices if this Nation is going to
continue to be as strong as we have every right to expect that we
can be.

And I thank you for your indulgence, Mr Chairman.
Chairman FORD. Mr. Roemer.
Mr. Room. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will be very brief. I

just wanted to welcome my three colleagues, and I look forward to
their expert testimony and their insight. From reading through
some of their testimony last night and this morning, I especially
look forward to, as my colleague from Tennessee points out, hear-
ing about some basic fundamental problems, one being that the
government does not even know nor care to know about the du-
dent that is applying for Federal aid.

As a big proponent of, and one who worked with the chairman
on the floor to get an increase in education funding, it is going to
be very difficult for me to justify to my constituents at home in-
creases in funding for education if we can not keep track of the
funding that we already have for the programs existing in the Fed-
eral Government.

So on those two points, I look forward to the testimony and the
vision of my colleagues and also hope that they will look not just
toward the problems that we have here today, but also toward
what trade schools may look like in the future, and address the vo-
cational, technical and professional skills that we need in the work
force. Maybe they can address that both in their statement and in
the questions that we'll ask.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I look forward to hearing from
all three of you this morning.

Chairman FORD. Mrs. Lowey.
Mrs. LOWRY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I appreciate having

the opportunity to hear from my colleagues this morning. I look
forward to your testimony.

As I've been travelling around my district, the key problem with
so many of our constituents besides health care, besides housing, is
how we're going to send our children to college. They are feeling
squeezed; they're feeling as if they're caught in a vise. And they
just don't know how they're going to survive, nevertheless, how
they're going to send their kids to college. At the same time, we
find that billions of dollars are being lost in waste and fraud, and

2 1)
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that is limiting our ability to respond to the needs of America's
families.

So I really look forward to your testimony, and I hope that you
can shed some important light on this critical issue of integrity in
the student aid programs. Thank you for appearing before us
today.

Chairman Foam. Mr. Andrews.
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I appreciate this con-

tinuing development of the issues before us. I look forward to the
testimony of our three colleagues today.

In reviewing your written testimony, I really think you're serv-
ing almost a microscope function for us. We started the process
knowing that there is a default problem. When you turn the micro-
scope more intensively, you see that it focuses to a great extent on
proprietary schools, but you're taking us the next step, which is to
get us beyond that generalization and give us the tools to begin to
distinguish between proprietary schools which are serving a viable
and legitimate function and those who are abusing the system.

So I anxiously look forward to your remarks, and thank you for
your time this morning. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman FORD, Mr. Reed.
Mr. REED. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I, too, want to welcome my

colleagues here. They have firsthand experience with some of the
abuses in the Graduate Student Loan Program that we see result-
ing in ill service to our students and ill service to the taxpayers.

I think, though, as we look at this issue and as we focus on the
testimony, we have to understand that trade and technical schools
do provide a route to opportunity and to advancement for many
Americans. And so our task is to winnow out those programs and
those institutions which don't serve the public, and reinforce those
programs which do.

I'm pleased to be participating in this process. Thank you, Mr.
Chairman.

Chairman Foan. My understanding is that Marge Roukema had
to go to the Committee on Banking, so without objection, her state-
ment will be placed in the record. And we'll be hearing a good deal
from her as we go on with this process.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Marge Roukema
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CONGRESSWOMAN MARGE ROUKEMA

TESTIMONY

SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

REAUTHORIZATION HEARING ON HIGHER EDUCATION ACT

TUESDAY, MAY 21, 1991

Thank you Mr. Chairman for the opportunity

to testify before my own Subcommittee, on an

issue I have had an intense and sustained

interest in for many years -- waste, fraud and

abuse in the Student Financial Aid Program.

Stop me if you have heard this one before.

A federal insurance program that protects

thousands of AmeriCan citizens begins to lose

money. After years of drain, the telltale signs

of insolvency appear. Congress is warned. A

solution is proposed. The special interests

step forward to say the problem is being

e xaggerated and that half-step reforms are

ufficient. Congress debates and delays action

until, finally, the program goes bankrupt With

billions of taxpayer dollars at stake, the

government steps in with a costly bailout.

This is not the well-worn saga of the

savings and loan debacle. I'm talking about the
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default scandal in the Federal Guaranteed

Student Loan program where the cumulative total

Of defaults has reached nearly $13 Billion

dollars!

The Federal Student Loan Program and the

SAL industry 're by no means the same. But,

unless we act wisely today, the parallels

between the two may be more than rhetorical. As

Yogi Berra once said, "Its deja vu all over

again!"

Each time we are faced with a program in

crisis, Congress tries to avoid politically

difficult decisions. The result is that

relatively minor problems are permitted to

fester until they require huge bailouts.

As my colleagues on the Education Committee

know, I have pressed since 1987 to reform the

student loan program through a legislative

mandate. The growth in defualts is clear

evidence that the system is lacking the

necessary safeguards against fraud, waste and

abuse.

Why do so many students default on their

loans? To a large extent, the increase in

student loan defaults is directly attributable

to the explosion in the number of trade and

technical schools over the past 10 years. Many

of these schools are simply scam operations that

f)')
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go into business tor the sole purpose of bilking

th government out of student aid money. Some

of these scam schools are operating with annual

defualt rates as high as 70 percent!

Please do not misunderstands I do not mean

to imply that all trade school operators are

malicious. In fact, many of these schools

provide an important link in our education

pipeline. Just last month, I had the pleasure

of visiting a fine trade school in my district

to observe fiat hand both the fine educational

program and job placement record.

However, there are bad apples. These

schools enroll students, secure guaranteed loans

from banks and provide such a poor..education

that many students either drop out or are unable

to find employment in the field for which they

were supposedly trained. The school keeps the

student aid money, the bank gets its

government-backed loan payment, and the student

is left holding the bag with a poor credit

rating, no job, and no income to repay the

student loan.

What we need is legislation that goes to

the heart of the problem and takes immediate

action to stop the hemorrhaging in a program

that is essential to the higher education of

many students. Mr. Chairman, as you know, I
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have introduced the Student Loan Reform Alt,

R.R. 1110, to make these much needed changes.

My bill requires lenders to examine the

legitimacy of the schools to which they lend,

and share the risk for loans gone bad. It

requires that the federal guarantee insurance

will be reduced from 100% to 95% when for any

consecutive two year period a school has a

default rate of more than 30%. It prohibits the

flagrant recruiting abuses and accreditation

fraud perpetrated by the scam schools.

My bill calls for tougher accreditation

standards to prevent an owner of a trade school

from serving on the very accrediting board which

certifies his school. My reforms call for

student loan guaranty agencies to be allowed to

get information from State licensing boards to

help locate defaulting borrowers who have

pursued careers in professions requiring State

licensure.

My bill requires an independent audit of

graduation and placement statistics and tuition

refunds when a school misrepresents its

educational program. In addition, my bill

prohibits the use of commissioned recruiters who

are paid by the number of people they bring into

the school.

01,
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Finally, my student loan reforms require

students to provide more information to mak#1

them easier to locate when they default.

I did my best to have my student loan

default reforms added to the Souse bill H.R.

5115, the Equity and Excellence in Education

Act, during the last Congress. My amendment,

howver, was defeated.

Nevertheless, my efforts were validated --

or vindicated -- when three of the very same

reforms included in my Student Loan Reform bill

were adopted in the Fiscal Year 1991 Budget.

The "Ability-to-Benefit" provision which

requires that any student on the basis of

"Ability-to-Benefit° must, prior tp enrollment

pass an independently administered examination;

High Default Rate Cut-Off which calls for

schools with default rates of 35S for Fiscal

Year 1991-1992 and 30% for the following years

to lose their eligibility to receive federal

aids and Delayed Disbursement which creates a

30 day delayed disbursement for all loans to

first time borrowers.

Let there be no mistake about my

intentions. My aim is sot to eliminate the

trade school industry. However, we can and must

dredge from the system the scam schools that are

ripping off the taxpayer and harming deserving

students.

2 1;
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No one wants to cut access to higher

education to any group. Some have put fort.h the

argument that most of the high default rate

trade schools serve minority students and if you

cut loans to these schools, you will deprive

minorities of career training. Nothing can be

further from the truth.

The hard fact is that these schools are

doing far greater harm to minority students by

remaining in business. What happens all too

often is that a scam school will recruit an

inner city student for courses and sign them up

for a federally guaranteed student loan. The

student enrolls and drops out because the school

lacks the ability to train students in

marketable and needed skills, leaving the

student unable to find a job, saddled with debt

which they cannot pay back and with a ruined

credit record. Any one in their right mind

cannot say that this benefits minorities.

In addition to financial losses to the

taxpayers, the losses extend to thousands of

worthy students who will be deprived of the

opportunity for higher education because money

was wasted on defaults. In the end, our

nation"s ability to compete in world markets

will suffer if we wait any longer to fix the

program.

1 ...7
... 4
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I look forward to working with my

colleagues on the Education Committee to

eliminate fraud, waste and abuse and return

financial integrity to the student loan program.

Thank you again, mr. Chairman.
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102o CONGRESS H. R. 1118I aT Salmon

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1988 to redoes student loan defaults, and
for other purposes.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

FICSRUAEY 28. 2991

Mrs. RotrKEstA introduced the following bill: which was referred to the
Committee on Education and Labor

A BILL
To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to reduce student

loan defaults, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 lives of the United States of America in Congr.ess assembled,

3 SECTION. 1. SHORT TITLE; REFERENCES.

4 (a) SHORT TITLE.This title may be cited 8.8 the "Stu-

5 dent Loan Default Prevention Aet of 1091".

6 (b) REFERENCES.Referenees in this title to "the Act"

7 are references to the Iligher Education Act of 1965.
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2

1 SEC. 2. RISK SHARING BY LENDERS TO STUDENTS AT HIGH

2 DEFAULT RATE INSTITUTIONS.

3 Section 428(bX1X0) of the Act (20 IIS.C.

4 1078(b)(1)(G)) is amended to read as follows:

5 "(0) insures not less than 100 percent of the

6 unpaid principal of loans insured under the pro-

7 gram, except that if one-third or more of the prin-

cipal amount outstanding during any conseeutive

9 2-year period on loans of an eligible lender con-

10 sists of loans to students for the cost of attend-

11 ance at a high default rate institution, the pro-

12 gram insures 95 percent of the unpaid principal of

13 the loans of such lender that are insured under

14 the program:".

15 SEC. 3. GUARANTY AGENCY PROHIBITION ON THE SALE OF

16 CERTAIN STAFFORD STUDENT LOAN LETS.

17 Section 428(b)(3) of the Act (20 U.S.C. 1078(bX3)) is

18 amended-

19 (1) by striking out "or" at the end of subpara-

20 graph (B);

21 (2) by striking out the period at the end of sub-

22 paragraph (C) and inserting in lieu thereof a semicolon

23 and "or"; and

24 (3) by adding at the end thereof the following:

KR MO IR
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3

1 "(D) sell lists of stzdent borrowers who have

2 loans made, insured, or guaranteed under this

3 Part".

4 agc. 4. GUARANTY AGENCY USE OF STATE LICENSING BOARD

5 INFORMATION.

6 Section 428(b) of the Act (20 U.S.C. 1078(b)) is amend-

7 ed by adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

8 "(7) STATE GUARANTY AGENCY INFORMATION

9 REQUEST OF STATE LICENSING BOABDS.EaCh guar-

10 anty agency is authorized to enter into agreements

11 with each appropriate State licensing board under

12 which the State licensing board, upon request, will fur-

13 nish the guaranty agency with the address of a student

14 borrower in any ease in which the location of the stu-

15 dent borrower is unknown or unavailable to the guar-

18 anty agency.".

17 SEC. 5, SPECIAL LIMITATION ON ME DEFERMENT OF PAY-

18 DIM OF PRINCIPAL AND INTEREST ON PLUS

19 LOANS.

20 Section 428B(cX1) of the Act (20 U.S.C. 1078-2(c)(1))

21 is amended-

22 (1) by striking out "(A)"; and

23 (2) by striking out "; and (B) during any period

24 during which the borrower has a dependent student for

25 whom a loan obligation was incurred under the section

3 1
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4

1 and who meets the conditions required for a deferral

2 under clause (0 of either such section".

3 SEC. & CREDIT BUREAU&

4 (a) NOTICE OF DELINQUENCY.Section 430A(a) of the

5 Act (20 U.S.C. 1080a(a)) is amended-

6 (1) by striking "and" at the end of paragraph (2);

7 (2) by redesignating paragraph (3) as paragraph

8 (4); and

9 (3) by inserting after paragraph (2) the following:

10 "(3) with respect to any payment on a loan that

11 has been delinquent for 90 days, information concern-

12 ing the date the delinquency began and the repayment

13 status of the loan; and".

14 (b) NOTICE TO Bonsowan.Section 430A(c) of the

15 Act (20 U.S.C. 1080a(c)) is amended-

16 (1) by striking "and" at the end of paragraph (3);

17 (2) by striking the period at the end of paragraph

18 (4) and inserting "; and"; and

19 (3) by adding at the end the following:

20 "(5) with respect to notices of delinquency under

21 subsection (aX3), the borrower is informed that credit

22 bureau organizations will be notified of any payment

23 that is delinquent for 90 days or more.".

24 (c) LIMITATION ON REPORTiNo.Section 463(cX3)(B)

25 of the Act (20 U.S.C. 1087cc(cX3XB)) is amended by striking

8,HR 1115 15
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5

1 ", if that account has not been previously reported by any

2 other holder of the notes".

3 SEC 7. REVISED DISCLOSURE REQUIREMENTS OF 8LS LOANS.

4 Section 433(a) of the Act (20 U.S.C. 1083(a)) is

5 amended-

6 (1) in subsection (a) by inserting "and except as

7 specified in subsection (e) of this section" after "section

8 428C"; and

9 (2) by inserting the following new subsection after

10 subsection (d):

11 "(e) SPECIAL Erma FOR SuPPLEKENTAL Loalra PON

12 STUDENTE.Loans made under section 428A shall not be

13 subject to the disclosure of projected monthly payment

14 amounts required under subsection (aX8) of this section, pro-

15 vided that the lender provides the borrower with sample pro-

16 jections of monthly repayment amounts assuming different

17 levels of borrowing and interest accruals resulting from capi-

18 talization of interest while the borrower is in school.".

19 SRC S. REQUIRED INDEPENDENCE OF ACCREDITING AGIN.

20 CIES FOR VOCATIONAL SCHOOL&

21 Section 435(c) of the Act (20 U.S.C. 1085(c)) is

22 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new sen-

23 teller. "The Secretary shall not include on such list any ac-

24 crediting agency or association any of whose officers or direc-

OM 1118 III
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6

1 tors is affiliated, in any way, with a school seeking or obtain-

2 ing eligibility under this subsection.".

3 SEC. 9. NOTICE ON DELINQUENT LOANS REQUIRED.

4 (a) PEE-CLAIBIS ASSISTANCE.Section 435(d) of the

5 Act (20 U.S.C. 1085(d)) is amended-

6 (1) in paragraph (1) by striking "through (5)" both

7 places it appears and inserting "through (6)"; and

8 (2) by adding at the end thereof the following new

9 paragraph:

10 "OP ftwEsT POE FEE-CLAMS ASSISTANCE.

11 To be au eligible lender under this part, each eligible

12 lender shall, if the agency that guaranteed the loan

13 offers pre-claims assistance for default prevention, re-

14 quest pre-claims assistance within the first 10 days

15 such assistance is available as specified by the guaran-

16 tee agency.".

17 (b) NOTICE.Section 428(k) of the Act (20 U.S.C.

18 1078(k)) is amended by-

19 (1) redesignating paragraph (2) as paragraph (8);

20 and

21 (2) inserting the following new paragraph after

22 paragraph (1):

23 "(2) PROVISION OF NOTICE OF REQUEST FOB

24 FEE-CLADIS ASSISTANCE TO ELIGIBLE INSTITU-

25 TIONS.Each guaranty agency shall, within 30 days

WM We 1.11
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1 of receipt of the request for pre-claims assistance,

2 notify each eligible institution, with respect to students

3 who are delinquent on the repayment of any loan re-

4 ceived for attendance at such institution, of the lender's

5 request for pre-claims assistance for default prevention

6 on such loan. Such information may be provided to the

7 eligible institution by submission of a copy of the lend-

8 er's pre-claims request or through other means.",

9 SEC. 10. REDUCIION IN SPECIAL ALLOWANCE.

10 (a) AMENDMENTS.Section 438(b)(2) of the Act (20

11 U.S.C. 1087-1(b)(2)) is amended-

12 (1) in subparagraph (A)(iii), by striking "3.25 per-

13 cent" and inserting "3.0 percent";

14 (2) in subparagraphs (B)(i) and (D)(i), by striking

15 "substituting '3.5 percent' for '3.25 percent' " and in-

16 serting "substituting '3.25 percent' for '3.0 percent' ";

17 (3) in subparagraph (BXii)

18 (A) by striking "2.5 percent" and inserting

19 "2.25 percent";

20 (B) by striking "1.5 percent" and inserting

21 "1.25 percent"; and

22 (C) by striking "0.5 percent" and inserting

23 "0.25 percent".

RR 1119 1H
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1 (b) EFFECTIVE DATE.The amendments made by sub-

2 section (a) of this section shall apply with respect to loans

3 made on or after the date of enactment of this Act.

4 SEC. 11. ELIGIBLE INSTM.ITION ACCREDITATION RULE.

5 Section 481(a) of the Act (20 U.S.C. 1088(a)) is

6 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

7 paragraph:

8 44(5) Whenever the Secretary determines accreditation

9 for the purpose of paragraph (1), the Secretary shall not ap-

10 prove the accreditation of any eligible institution of higher

11 education if the eligible institution of higher education is in

12 the process of receiving new institutional accreditation by a

13 national or regional accreditation agency unless the eligible

14 institution submits to the Secretary all materials relating to

15 the prior accreditation, including the reasons, if applicable,

16 for changing the accrediting agency or association.".

17 SEC. 12. ADDITIONAL BORROWER INFORMATION REQUIRED.

18 Section 484(b) of the Act (20 U.S.C. 1091(b)) is

19 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

20 paragraph:

21 "(5) In order to be eligible to receive any loan under

22 this title, a student shall provide to the lender at the time of

23 applying for the loan the driver's license number of the stu-

24 dent borrower, if applicable, and the name and address of the

25 next of kin of the student borrower.".

GMT 1118 III
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9

1 Sze. 13. EXIT INTERVIEW INFORMATION.

2 Section 485(b) of the Act (20 U.S.C. 1092(bXl)) is

3 amended by inserting before the last sentence thereof the fol-

4 lowing new sentence: "Each eligible institution shall require

5 that the borrower, at the completion of the course of study

6 for which the borrower enrolled at the institution or at the

7 time of departure from such institution, submit to the institu-

8 tion, the address of the borrower, the address of the next of

9 kin of the borrower, and the driver's license number, if appli-

10 cable, of the borrower during the interview required by this

11 subsection.".

12 SEC. 14. 'TOLL-FREE CONSUMER HOTLINE

13 Section 485 of the Act (20 U.S.C. 1092) is amended by

14 adding at the end thereof the following new paragraph:

15 "(e) TOLL-FREE CONSUMER HOTLINE.(l) In addi-

16 lion to the toll-free telephone information provided for in sec-

17 tion 483, the Secretary shall contract for, or establish, and

18 publicize a toll-free telephone mutter for use by the public,

19 in order to permit students who allege fraud or unfair prac-

20 tices by eligible institutions to inform the Department of such

21 fraud or unfair practices.

22 "(2) The Secretary shall, directly or by way of contract

23 or other arrangement, make the toll-free telephone number,

24 and the availability of the consumer hotline established by

25 this subsection, generally available to students receiving fi-

26 nancial assistance under this title.".

'MI Ills DI
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1 SEC. 15. AUDIT OF GRADUATION AND PLACEMENT

2 STATISTIC&

3 Section 487(a)(8) of the Act (20 U.S.C. 1094(aX8)) is

4 amended by inserting after "most recent available data" the

5 following: ", certified on the basis of an audit performed by

6 an independent public agency,".

sEc. IS. RESTRICTIONS ON INSTITUTIONAL PROMOTIONAL

8 ACTIVITIES.

9 Section 487(a) of the Act (20 U.S.C. 1094(a)) is further

10 amended by adding at the end thereof the following:

11 "(12) The institution does not-

12 "(A) use any contractor or any person other

13 than salaried employees of the institution or a vol-

14 unteer to conduct any activities related to recruit-

15 ing and admission of students, including canvass-

16 ing, surveying, promotion, or similar activities; or

17 "(B) pay any commission, bonus, or other in-

18 centive payment based directly or indirectly on

19 success in securing enrollments to any person en-

20 gaged in any such activity.".

21 SEC. 17. ACADEMIC YEAR DEFINITION.

22 Section 487(a) of the Act (20 U.S.C. 1094(a)) is further

23 amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

24 paragraph:

OM Hie LB
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1 "(13) The institution will use the smie definition

2 of 'academic year' for all programs authorized by this

3 title.".

4 SEC. is. TUITION REFUNDS.

5 (a) REFuto RumSection 487(cX2)(BXi) of the Act

6 (20 U.S.C. 1094(c)(2)(B)(1)) is amended by adding at the end

7 thereof the following new sentence: "In addition, the Seere-

8 tary may require such eligible institutions to make refunds in

9 accordance with division (iii).".

10 (b) REFUND PROCEDURES.Section 487(eX2)(B) of the

11 Act is amended by adding the following new division after

12 division (ii):

13 "(ill) When the Secretary determines there has been a

14 violation, failure, or misrepresentation pursuant to division

15 (i), the Secretary may require the institution to refund the

16 student's tuition and fees. The Secretary shall establish pro-

17 cedures for refunding the tuition and fees. Such procedures

13 shall-

19 "a) first require the payment by the institution to

20 the United States Government of any portion of the

21 tuition and fees paid with Federal funds received under

22 this title (other than funds under subpart 8 of part A

23 and part B of this title); and

24 "CII) then require payment by the institution to

25 the lender of that portion of the tuition and fees attrib-

OAR 11113 111
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1 utable to a loan made, issued, or guaranteed under

2 part B of this title.".

3 SEC. 19. SPECIAL ACCREDITATION RULES.

4 Section 487(c) of the Act (20 U.S.C. 1094(c)) is

5 amended

(1) by redesignating paragraph (3) as paragraph

7 (5); sad

8 (2) by adding after paragraph (2) the following

9 new paragraphs:

10 "(3) The Secretary is authorized to carry out the provi-

11 sions of paragraph (1XD), relating to limitation, suspension,

12 or termination of an eligible institution whenever the institu-

13 tion withdraws from a nationally recognized accrediting

14 agency or association during a show cause or suspension pro-

15 ceeding brought against that institution.

16 "(4)(A) Whenever a nationally recognized accrediting

17 agency or association reports pursuant to subparagraph (B)

18 that an eligible institution was denied institutional accredits-

19 tion, the Secretary is authorized to carry out the provisions of

20 paragraph (1)(D) relating to limitation, suspension, or tenni-

21 nation of an eligible institution.

22 " (B) The Secretary is authorized to enter into such ar-

23 rangernents with accrediting agencies and associations as

24 may be necessary to assure notice of the denial of institution-

25 al accreditation in order to carry out subparagraph (A).".

RR 1116 10
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1 SEC. 20. REGULATIONS FOR INSTITUTIONAL DISCLOSURE OF

2 BORROWER RECORDS.

3 The Secretary shall promulgate regulations specifying

4 the legal restrictions and the requirements of eligible institu-

5 Lions relating to loan counseling and reporting requirements

6 including but not limited to disclosure of borrower records to

7 third parties, the Fair Debt Collection Practices Acts and any

8 other applicable Federal law.

0
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Chairman Foal). And we'll start with Mr. Gordon. Without tbjec-
tion, the prepared statements you have with you will be insert- in
the record immediately following your comments. You may add to
them or summarize in any way that you think will be most helpful
to the record.

STATEMENT OF HON. BART GORDON, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF TENNESSEE

Mr. GORDON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and members of the
committee. I appreciate the chance to be with you today. And I
want to compliment you on your really aggressive set of hearings
on this very important issue. I looked over the list of hearings and
topics and I was veiy impressed at what you're doing.

And let me say timt I'm one that has consistently and enthusi-
astically been supporting increases in student financial aid. And,
quite frankly, in my gut, in the past when I would hear people
criticize a lot of the programs, I felt that they were just looking for
an excuse to undermine them.

But after being directly involved and looking at this over the last
year, I have changed some of my views. I haven't changed my
views as to whether or not financial aid for postsecondary educa-
tion, and for trade schools, is important or not; I still think it's
very important.

But I have changed my mind as to the value to the taxpayers
and to the students. My investigation began with my own concern
that for-profit trade schools that have bankrupted the Higher Edu-
cation Assistance Fund could do the same thing to the Tennessee
Student Assistant Corporation, my State's only other guarantee
agency.

State guarantee agency failures, due to high default schools in
almost every State, threaten students hoping to attend college or
any ot.her type of postsecondary institution. As my investigation
continued, I found problems in our student aid programs to be
broader and deeper timn I'd ever imagined.

Now, I only have a brief time today, so I'm going to make three
very quick points. Number one, we don't know enough about
what's going on in our student aid programs. For example, we
spend more than $5 billion per year on the Pell grant program, but
no member of Congress can tell his or her constituents whether a
single Pell grant student is completing course work, finishing
school, or getting a job.

The Department of Education does not cross reference all stu-
dent financial aid forms with t,he IRS to see if the student is actu-
ally or accurately reporting their income. The Department of Edu-
cation does not have the names of all the students who have gotten
student loans, much less keep track of students' repayment status.
The Department of Education does not check a student's Social Se-
curity number with the Social Security Administration to see if
that student even exists.

The fact is that the Federal Government, in over 26 years, has
committed over $100 billion and, now, over $18 billion annually, to
a program that has no comprehensive centralized student record
system. We must do better.

4 0
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Number two, scores of individuals in every part of this country
are worse off for ever having participated in the student loan pro-
gram. The other day, a staff person said this, and I quote, "Despite
waste, fraud and high default rates, if even one underprivileged
student in four or five or ten is helped at even the worst school,
then our tax dollars are well spent." I can assure you that staffer
has not been hearing from the three in four or the nine in ten that
weren't helped at that bad proprietary school.

I found that even the most irresponsible diploma mill will gradu-
ate and place a few at risk students. My father used to say, "Even
a blind hog will occasionally get an acorn." But I think you'll find
that most often times these students are going to succeed because
of their motivation and, oftentimes, despite the quality of instruc-
tion they're receiving.

But what about those low income students that end up with little
or no worthwhile training, with no job remmbling the one they
were pmmised, if any job at all, debt they can't pay, bad credit, no
chance ior future student aid, and, maybe worse of all, a loss of

their own self-esteem?
Those are the students that I've been hearing from almost daily

for the past few months, the people who are worse off, much worse
off, for ever having signed a student aid form.

And I'd like to read a few lines from one of many letters that
I've received. And I quote, "It sounded wonderful. I was then ex-
plained that just signing this paper would give me a way to go to
school and not owe a thing. A grant, they called it. Well, to make a
long story short, the course was a joke. I can not see any way that I
can repay this thing back. I'm working at a minimum wage job and
barely make it now. I can't pay it; I can't see any way out. Can you
help?"

We can help by toughening accrediting standards so that stu-
dents have a better chance of getting something when they sign
the dotted line.

My accreditation bill, H.R. 2246, would require accrediting agen-
cies to take into account default rates and course of study comple-
tion rates, and would require agencies that accredit vocational and
proprietary schools take mto account job placement rates.

Number three, the most simple and easy solution to the default
problemjust provide more money in grantsis really no solution
at all. With the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1990, we decided
schools with 40, 50 or 60 percent default rates should not continue
to receive student loans, but we did nothing to prevent those same
schools from continuing to take unlimited Pell grants.

That doesn't make sense. A school that isn't handling loan dol-
lars responsibly can't be expected to do better with grant money.
My bill, H.R. 327, addresses the prcklem by basically applying the
default standards contained in OBRA 1990 for student loans to the
Pell grant program.

In closing, I would ask that each of you take a long, hard look at
this issue. You will hear reassuring words today that it's just a few
bad schools, and that all the problems will soon be solved. Before
you accept all the comforting assurances you hear, take a look for
yourself at the default rates for schools in your own State. Go to
your State vocational school and talk to the director. Let that di-
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rector tell you about the students that are coming to those schools
from proprietary schools that didn't do the job. Read the GAO fmd-
ings on accrediting agencies and student loan defaults or Senator
Nunn's report, released last Friday.

And, most importantly, take time to listen to people who have
been spun out of the system by false promises. If you really believe,
as I do, that the Federal Government must provide financial assist-
ance to give Americans a wide range of educational opportunities,
and if you really believe we need a more technically skilled work
force, and if you really are concerned about what is happening to
the at risk students out there, then don't turn your back on the
problem we face.

Solutions won't be easy or pleasant, but this program is worth it.
Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Bart Gordon followsl
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OPENING STATEMENT OF U.S. REP. BART GORDON

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, I appreciate the
opportunity to be hare and have a chance to discuss the issue of

federal student financial aid.

Mr. Chairman, I particularly want to thank you and your staff

for your help and leadership on this issue.

Mr. Chairman, I think that most of the people involved with the
student loan and grant prograva share the same goal - giving young
Americans a chance for a better life through education and training.

Members of Congress, especially members of the Committee,

officials at the Department of Education, students and their
families, as well as the vast majority of those involved in
post-secondary education share this goal. It's a goal that I
brought with me when I came to Congress.

For ma, the goal of providing students, especially
underprivileged students, with the opportunity to go to school and

get good jobs has not changed in the last year, but my view of how

our programs are succeeding and failing, both for students and
taxpayers, has changed.

I began to investigate our student aid programs closely when
the guarantee agency in my home state, the Tennessee student
Assistance Corporation, called me with some serious concerns about
high default rate schools. The Tennessee Student Assistance
Corporation was worried about a financial failure, a ecenario that
could have lad to thousands of future Tennessee students being
denied aid.

After close to a year of looking carefully at this issue,
could go on for hours, but in my brief time here I want to make 3

points of concern:

Number 1: We don't know enough about what's going on in our
student aid programs.

Right now, the Department doesn't even check a student's social
Security number with the SSA to see if that student exists.

The Department doesn't cross reference all student financial
aid forms with the IRS to see if the student is accurately reporting
their income.

The federal government can't even give taxpayers:

- An accurate assessment of the status of repayment for most
students who took out loans.

- The names of all the students who have gotten student loans.

1 5
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- We can't tell if our Pell Grant recipients are getting jobs,
or even if they are completing their coursework. or even finishing
school.

Number 2: Scores of individuals have come to me who are far
worse off for ever having become a part of any of these programs.
There ars those who believe that if our student loan and Pell Grant
programs help 2 in 10, or even 1 in 20 people they are worth it.
Many people in congress carry that understandable view.

Here are sons examples:

"Dear Congressman Gordon,

Ny nano is William L. Merritt and five years ago, when I
was 18 years old, I made a very stupid mistake. I enrolled in
USA Training, a truck driving school. They went a
representative to my house, and to make a long story short, I
got sucked in."

William goes on to state:

*To sum it all up my credit is ruined, I'm laid-off from
my job.*

OR:

"Dear Congressman Gordon:

*It sounded wonderful. I was then explained that just
signing this paper would give me a way to go to the school and not
owe a thing - a grant they called it, Well to make a long story
short, ... The course was a joke. They wore not even certified in
Tennessee to be teaching that course. And now there iS a 87,000.00
'grant' that will be paid off (if payments are made) when I am 50
years old. ... I cannot see anyway that I can repay this thing
back. I am working at a minimum wage job and barely make it now.
... I can't pay it and I can't see anyway out. Can you help?*

Number 3: The most simple and easy solution - just give larger
and more Poll Grants - is really no solution at all.

I support the idea of increasing aid to students, but I don't
support pouring more money into the coffers of irresponsible
sdhoole.

Let me conclude by saying, I believe in giving to
underprivileged students. But I've been out there in many of those
schools, and many of the places I visited, don't even give high risk
students a remote chance of getting a solid education, they simply
churn out another diploma and turn the student out on the street
with a large debt, and no job skills.
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102D CONGRESS H. R. 327iST SESSION

To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delay the disbursement of Pell
Grants to first-year students, to make ineligible for participation in the Pell

Grant program any institution with a high default rate on student loans, and

for other purposes.

LK THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JANUARY 3, 1991

Mr. GORDON introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Committee

on Education and Labor

A BILL
To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to delay the

disbursement of Pell Grants to first-year students, to make

ineligible for participation in the Pell Grant program any

institution with a high default rate on student loans, and for

other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 tires of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

4 This Act may be cited as the "Educational Grant

5 Reform Act of 1991".
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2

1 SEC 2. AMENDMENTS TO THE HIGHER EDUCATION ACT OF

2 IBM

3 (a) INrnAL DISBURSEMENT REQUIREMENTS.Sec-

4 Lion 411(e) of the ifigher Education Act of 1965 (20 U.S.C.

5 1070a(e)) is amended by adding at the end the following:

6 "The first payment made under this section to a student who

7 is entering the first year of a program of undergraduate edu-

8 cation, and who has not previously obtained a grant under

9 this part, shall not (regardless of the amount of such grant or

10 the duration of the period of enrollment) be presented by the

11 institution to the student for endorsement until 30 days after

12 the student begins a course of study, but may be delivered to

13 the eligible institution prior to the end of that 30-day period."

14 (b) INELIGIBILITY BASED ON HIGH DEFAULT

15 RATES.Section. 312(bX1) of the Higher Education Act of

16 1965 (20 U.S.C. 1058(b)) is amended-

17 (1) by striking "and" at the end of subparagTaph

18 (E);

19 (2) by redesignating subparagraph (F) as subpara-

20 graph (0); and

21 (3) by inserting after subparagraph (E) the follow-

22 ing:

23 "(F) which is not ineligible to participate in a

24 program under part C as a result of high default

25 rates as described in section 435(aX3) (20 U.S.C.

26 1088(a)); and".

OMR 317 Ill
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3

1 (c) Emenvz DATILThe amendments made by this

2 section shall be effective with respect to any awards made for

3 any academie year beginning after the expiration of the 30-

4 day period beginning on the date of the enactment of this

5 Act.

6 SEC. 3. STUDY OF ACCREDITATION OF PROPRIETARY

7 SCHOOLS.

8 (a) IN GENZRAL.The Secretary of Education shall

9 conduct a study on the accreditation of proprietary institu-

10 tions of higher education (as defined in section 435 of the

11 Higher Education Act of 1965). Such study shall-

12 (1) examine conflicts of interest with respect to

13 members of the boards of proprietary institutions of

14 higher education; and

15 (2) determine if the current system of accredita-

16 Lion adequately represents the interests of the public by

17 accrediting institutions that educate students adequate-

18 ly and use public funds responsibly.

19 (b) REPORT TO CONORESS.The Secretary of Educa-

20 tion shall transmit a report to the Congress on the study

21 required by subsection (a) before the expiration of the 180-

22 day period beginning on the date of the enactment of this

23 Act.

0
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.102a) CONGRESS w R. 2246IST Sasso)/

To amend the Higher Edimetion Mt of 1965 to strengthen the osemight
by the Semetary of Bduaatioe of the fiumtimoing of eilage accrediting
agencies, and for other purposes.

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

MAT 7, 1991

Mr. GORDON introdneed the Mowing bill; which was referred to the
Committee on Education and Labor

A BILL
To amend the Higher Education Act of 1965 to strengthen

the oversight by the Secretary of Education of the func-
tioning of college accrediting agencies, and for other
purposes.

1 Be t enacted by the Senate and House of Representa-

2 Noes of the United States of America in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. SHORT TTTLE; REFERENCES.

4 (a) SHORT TITIALThis Act may be cited u the

5 "Accreditation Oversight Act of 1991".

6 (b) REFEssNats.References in this Act to "the

7 Act" are references to the Higher Education Act of 1965.
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2

1 SEC. 2. FINDINGS.

2 The Congress finds that-

3 (1) The various agencies that accredit institu-

4 tions of higher education have an important respon-

5 sibility to assure that minimum educational stand-

6 ards are met and that the institutions are providing

7 their students with a valuable education.

8 (2) One important measure of educational value

9 ought to be the sueoess students at a particular in-

10 dilution eqjoy in finding suitable employment after

11 attending the institution. Repayment of federally

12 guaranteed student loans is one indicator of the sue-

13 case former students have in finding suitable em-

14 ployment.

15 (3) Accrediting schools that do not provide edu-

16 tuitional slue perpetuates the national problems of

17 students receiving a poor education and taxpayers

18 getting stuck with billions of dollars a year in stu-

19 dent loan defaults.

20 (4) Therefore, Congress should enact legislation

21 that improves Department of Education supervision

22 of accrediting agencies in order to assure that the

23 agencies only accredit schools that provide educe-

24 tional value for their students and make proper use

25 of Federal financial aid funds.

EM 22411 M
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3
1 szc. 3. ACCREDITATION mum= anunuouorra

2 (a) AmmunaNT.Title XII of the Efigher Educa-

3 tion Aet of 1965 is amended by adding at the end thereof

4 the following new section;

5 is= 1214. ACCREDITATIMI =mum

6 "(a) AMICABILITY OF SECTION.The require-

7 ments of this section shall apply to the identification by

8 the Secretary of nationally recognized accrediting agencies

9 and associations under sections 435, 481, and 1201 of this

10 title.

11 "(b) ORGANIZATIONAL REQUIREMENT.The head of

12 the bureau or office of the Department of Education re-

13 sponsible for the pedormance of identifying and approving

14 nationally recognized accrediting agencies and organiza-

15 tions shall report directly to the Abstant Secretary for

16 Postsecondary Education and shall not report to or be

17 subject to supervision by any officer or employee who is

18 subordinate to such Assistant Secretary.

19 "(e) ACCREDITING AGENCIES AND ORGANIZATIONE

20 REQUIRED TO REVIEW DEFAULT RATES AND JOB PLACE-

21 MENT RATES.

22 "(1) DEFAULT RATES,.The Secretary shall

23 not identify or approve an accrediting agency or or-

24 ganization for purposes of section 435, 481, or 1201

25 of this Act unless such agency or organization has

26 adopted adequate procedures to use high cohort de-
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4

1 fault rates (as that term is defined in section

2 435(m)) as an indication that the academic program

3 of an institution requires nuttier review in order for

4 the instithtion to retain its accreditation.

5 "(2) Comm OF STUDY COMPLETION RATES.-

6 The Secretary shall not idea* or approve an ac-

7 crediting agency or organization for purposes of sec-

8 tion 435, 481, or 1201 of this Act unless such agen-

9 cy or organization has adopted adequate procedures

10 to use low oourse of study completion rates as an in-

11 dieation that the academic program of an institution

12 requires further review in order for the institution to

13 retain its aecreditation.

14 "(3) JOS PLACEMENT RATES FOR VOCATIONAL

15 AND PROPRIETARY sonoms.The Soweto'''. shall

16 not identify or approve an accrediting agency or or-

17 ganiration for purposes of section 435(c), 481(b), or

18 481(e) of this Act unless such agency or institution

19 has adopted adequate procedures to use low job

20 placement rates as an indication that the academic

21 program of an institution requires further review in

22 order for the institution to retain its accreditation.

23 The Secretary shall, by regulation, establish prow-

24 dures by which such job placement rates shall be re-

25 ported to the Secretary.

IRR MS Ill
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1 "(d) SPECIAL Rzynnws BASED UPON DEFAULT

2 RATE8.The Secretary shall order a special review of the

3 operations of any accrediting agency or organization if the

4 cohort default rate of more than 35 percent of the institu-

5 tions accredited by that agency or orpnization exceeds 25

6 percent.

7 "(e) REPORT ON CONFUCTS OF INTEREST.The

8 Secretary shall, within one year after the date of enact-

9 ment of this section, conduct a study of, and submit to

10 the Congress a report on, the extent to which conflicts of

11 interest impair the proper functioning of accrediting agen-

12 cies and organizations for purposes of programs under this

13 Act. Such report shall contain such recommendations for

14 remedial action as the Secretary considers necessary and

15 appropriate.".

0
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Chairman Fox"). Thank you. Ms. Waters.

STATEMENT OF HON. MAXINE WATERS, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Ms. Wamas. I would first like to thank you for providing the op-
portunity for me and my colleagues to be here today testifying on
this very important subject. I feel particularly honored as a new
member to have the opportunity to have input at such an early
stage in my career here.

I have worked for quite some time on this issue in California and
offered reform legislation there. And I had not anticipated that I
would have the opportunity to enter the subject matter as quickly
as I am. And, due to you and your hearings, I'm able to do that.

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, the district that I
represent is located in the south central portion of Los Angeles.
That is the district that was so ably represented by Gus Hawkins,
who chaired this committee.

Most of my constituents are African American and hispank.
Many of them are desperately looking for a better life. They're
trying to achieve that dream by following the American wayedu-
cational advancement leading to job opportunities leading to eco-
nomic betterment.

While Congress and the American people have tried to help
them and millions like them throughout the Nation achieve that
dream, fast buck artists have been able to exploit the hopes of ear-
nest students and pocket millions of tax dollars through the oper-
ation of poorly run, often outright fraudulent voce*Ional school pro-
grams.

Abuses by private, for profit vocational schools have become not
only a national scandal, but a national tragedy. Many of these
schools' antics entice students to enroll based on misleading, if not
completely false, representations.

Many of the students find that the training or materials provid-
ed are inadequate, if not completely meaningless; that potential
jobs at a living wage are not available at all upon graduation; that
available jobs, such as in the security guard field, do not require
any advance training or experience; or that inadequate training re-
ceived at schools does not qualify students to obtain or retain em-
ployment.

An example of a recent case filed by the California Attorney
General's Office illustrates the tate of shame.

Wilshire Computer College was first accredited by AICS, one of
the national accrediting bodW- recognized by the United States De-
partment of Education in 1985. In just 8 years, Wilshire's annual
tuition income jumped from approximately $2 million to over $7
million. Well over 95 percent of the Wilshire students all or part of
their courses with student loans and grants. The California Stu-
dent Aid Commission has not guaranteed over $28 million in stu-
dent loans to Wilshire students for 4 month to 8 month courses
that cost from $5,000 to $7,000.

According to court documents, Wilshire solicits students through
recruiters who advertise job openings, not education. The recruiters
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earn $300 to $400 per head. Wilshire also uses ads that claim, and I
quote, "In just 16 weeks you can earn up to $15 an hour."

In fact, few, if any., graduates earn that much. Wilshire offered
an English-as-a-second-language course in conjunction with its com-
puter course. Although students were induced to sign up for loans,
the ESL class was supposed to be free if the students withdrew
before the start of the computer course. Students who only took the
ESL course were later surprised when lenders brought collection
actions for the so-called free course.

The statements filed with the court show that Wilshire used an
improperly administered fourth grade level entrance test to deter-
mine is students it enrolled had the ability to benefit from the
course.

Declarations of former student's former school employees and
employers show the equipment used to teach was inadequate, often
broken and out of date. If graduates were lucky enough to get a
job, it was usually at a very low salary for a job that required no
special training. Nevertheless, before California instituted a pro
rata refund requirement, if students realized their mistake in en-
rolling at this school and dropped out after the first quarter of the
course, Wilshire kept all of the tuition.

Like many vocational schools, Wilshire processed its students'
loan applications through one or two lenders, chosen by the school.
The students had no contact with the lender. The only knowledge
students had about their student loan obligations was what Wil-
shire told me.

One court document shows that a number of students com-
plained to one lender, the Bank of America, about various misrep-
resentations, including that the ESL course was free, but B of A
continued to loan to Wilshire students for many more months.
Needless to say, these students who did not receive an adequate
education or a job are still faced with paying off thousands of dol-
lars in student loans.

Wilshire is just one sad story in the tragic saga of vocations
school abuse. I have been informed that various law enforcement
agencies have filed or are investigating cases involving illegal prac-
tices of vocational schools affecting more than 100,000 current and
recent students in California alone.

In addition, I have personally spoken to literally hundreds of my
constituents who have been cheated by vocational schools. I have
sponsored regular workshops in the public housing projects and
other places in my district to help people prepare resumes, learn
how to search for jobs, and present themselves in job interviews.

At these workshops, I have asked how many people have been
ripped off by vocational schools. Usually, 60 to 70 percent of the
workshop participants raise their bands. I have hundreds of ques-
tionnaires completed by my constituents that attest to the unfair
recruitment practices, shoddy training, inadequate placement serv-
ices, and utter failure of those so-called schools to provide any
meaningful education leading to jobs.

The s ocking and unacceptable experiences of my constituents
are hardly unique. Just ask student, especially poor and minority
students, in urban areas throughout this country. While these
abuses reveal a national tragedy, the Federal Government's role in
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fueling this system of fraud and abuse is a costly national emhar-
moment.

Simply stated, the current systems permits vocational schools to
exploit students and treat them as mere conduits for the transfer
of tax dollars from the Treasury to the pockets of school owners.
We are not talking about petty theft.

For example, the recent bankruptcy of Allied Education Corpora-
tion, which operated about 30 schools in poor urban areas nation-
wide, revealed that owners reaped about $900,000 in annual sala-
ries, and the corporation's assets included, for example, a Ferrari
Testarosa valued at $175,000, two Jaguars, one Mercedes automo-
bile, a condominium, a 65 foot Hatteras yacht valued at over $1
million. Incidentally, the school paid more money in salaries to re-
cruiters than to teachers.

The owner of Wilshire Computer College, a four-campus oper-
ation in Los Angeles, drew $1 7 million in annual salary, approxi-
mately 30 percent of the school's income, leaving the school with
liabilities that exceeded its assets.

The owners of National Technical College, a two-campus oper-
ation in Los Angeles with affiliated schools in Chicago and Detroit,
withdrew $800,000 in just one quarter.

Vocational schools received 'a percent of the $12 billion in stu-
dent loan guarantees in 1989, but these schools were responsible
for 44 percent of the total student loan defaults. Nationally, the
total bill for proprietary vocational school defaults exceeded $1 bil-
lion. In CAlifornia, proprietary vocational defaults in fiscal year
1989 amounted to $135 million, a 62 percent default rate.

It is no wonder that these astronomical sums are squandered be-
cause the system does not provide adequate safeguards to assure
that only students with a demonstrable ability to benefit form the
education are eligible for funds; that only schools with a demon-
strated track record of success in educating and placing students in
jobs are eligible to participate in the Federal programs; that all
students are given the opportunity to withdraw and receive re-
funds from the portion of courses not taken; that all students are
not forced to pay for misrepresented or inadequate education; that
the Department of Education is given adequate oversight of the
quality of integrity of schools.

It is absolutely incredible that a vocational school whose educa-
tional mission is to train people for jobs may obtain tens ofmillions
of dollars of Federal grants and insured loan funds and yet never
be required, never be required, to graduate any students or place
any students in jobs.

lifter an examination of the issues by the Senate PermaL,
Subcommittee on Investigations, Senator Nunn observed that, and
I quote, "What we have found is overwhelming evidence that Fed-
eral student loan programs are riddled with fraud, waste, abuse
and pervasive patterns of mimanaent."

We have to decide as a Nation whaher we are interested in pro-
viding job training or enriching the few who know how to milk the
system. If the latter is our goal, we should just direct deposit mil-
lions into the accounts of people who profess interest in operating a
school. We can avoid the inconvenience associated with deceptive
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recruitment and shoddy education, and thereby, bypass harming
students.

On the other hand, if we are truly interested in meaningful voca-
tional training, the time has really come to change this wasteful
program.

Now, I can go into discussing proposals for reform; however, I
want to deal with two false issues frequently raised by vocational
schools in attempting to hold on to the free flow of student loan
dollars.

These schools claim that they are the saviors of African Ameri-
can and hispanic students who could not obtain any job training
without their help. These schools attempt to intimidate political
leaders from curbing their abuses by claiming that any reduction
in money or increases in standards will create a system of educa-
tional apartheid, subjugating minority students to inferior or non-
existent opportunities and foreclosing employment.

This allegation is just nonsense; it's a lie. The current program
only assures that vast profits to the unscrupulous and broken
dreams to minority students. Just look at the news reports, the tes-
timony of students, the reports of the Department of Education's
Inspector General, and the few action filed by government agen-
cies.

Just look at the Higher Education Act itself and the Department
of Education's regulations, which provide few, if any, requirements
related to the prevention of misrepresentations, the promotion of
educational quality, or any standards of school education account-
ability or performances.

The unfortunate truth is that, for many proprietary vocational
schools, education is not the end product, but an overhead expense.
The more the overhead is reduced, the more the owner gets to
pocket. Vocational school reform seeks to channel money to educa-
tion and not to fancy yachts and cars. It's high time we contribute
to the education of students instead of to their victimization.

The other lie is that private, for-profit vocational schools should
be subjected to the same rules as public community collwn: and
other similar institutions. Although all segmenth of education
should meet high quality standards, there are distinct differences
between proprietary and public schools.

A relative small percentage of students at public community col-
leges participate in the student loan programs. In California, for
example, less than 1.5 percent of community college students have
Federal student loans, compared to 70 percent or more of the stu-
dents at proprietary schools.

Indeed, at the worst private schools, nearly 100 percent of the
students are involved in the Federal program. The public schools
are not guilty of the fraudulent enroament practices epidemic in
the proprietary sector. Public community colleges in California
have an open enrollment policy, and access should be preserved.

The ultimate questionswhere is the problem, where is the
abuse, where are the mAjor defaults, where are the dollars being
lostall lead to the same answer: private vocational schools.

I want to highlight a few of the proposals which I have made to
the committee staff to curb many of the problems. But, Mr. Chair-
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man, instead of doing that, I have submitted some of the proposals,
and I would like to answer questions.

I know that my testimony may be shocking to some of you, and
particularly to those of you who kind of warned us in advance that
you feel very strongly ,out your support for some of these private
postsecondary schools.

I have deep respect for you and your experiences and respect for
those schools that offer real education and job opportunities, but I
want to tell you, and I will bring to you the documentation. I have
been getting students to document it now for almost 34 to 4 years.
I have boxes of affidavits that have been filled out about the fraud-
ulent practices in the 29th Congressional District alone, some of
which I have cited to you today.

I welcome the opportunity to be here with you today and wel-
come any questions you may have about my testimony about any
of the proposals that I have offered to you for consideration. Thank
you very much.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Maxine Waters follows.]
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rullmoix of commemonem mAXZM WATERS

Mr. chairman and Members of ths Comittues

Ths district that I roprosont is located in the south central
portion of los Angola,. Mat of my constituents aro African-
American and Hispanic. Pony of them are desperately looking for a
batter lap. They are trying to mbieva that dream by following
the American my! educational advancement loadinW to Joh
opportunities leading to economic betterment.

andthe Mario= people have triod to halp the*
and millions 11Am them throughout ths notion achieve that droam,
fast bunk artists hove boon able to oxploit the hopee of earnest
studsnts and poOkst millions of tax dollars through tho operation
of poorly run and often outright fraudulent vocational school
program.

Abuses ny private, tor-profit vocationsl schools ham ammo
not only a national smodal Out a national tragedy. Many of them
*shoots entios students to enroll based on misleading, II not
complataly roprosontations. May of the stUdonts find that
the training or matorials provided are inadequate, if not
completely moaninglseet that al lobe at * living mays are
not availablo at all upon that availsblo lobe, such as
in the osoorlty guard fiel,do not regain. any advance traUting or

or that imamate training received at schools does
::flusAlancy stodents to itin or retain employment.

An example of a repent moo filed by ths California Attorney
canoralte office illuntratas tho tol of shame.

Wilshire Cestputer Collage vas first mcoreditedbyAICS, one of
the national morseling bodies recognised by the 4.5. Departeent
of adsostion, in lOSS. ft just three years, Wilsnire's annual
tuition imams lumped from apprOXinately $3 million to over $7
million. wall over 95 mumt of the Wilshire otudants financed
ail Or pot of Weir c111:::I=OIWO AOSIMI ono 0:10o04
California Student Aid now 'Mamma over 921
millitn dellars in student loans to Wilshire students tor tour
month to eight south merges that met from $5,000 to $7,000.

tO *curt dOmmentee Wilshire solicits tudents
throm::79=orm lobo advertisejob °palming!, not edmostion. Whe
recruiters earn f$00 to len par hood. Vilahix. also mos ads thst
claim, l5 005W 10 IMPS TOW els SASS Ur se Ingivomm In gust,
fer if any, graduates omen that mu0h. Wilshire offend an

-as--m000nd-language course in oonlonotion vith its
cumputer course. Although students sere inducted to sign Itag:
loans, the 201, alias me supposed to ha free if students wi
before the start of tbo computer °ours*. Students oto only took
the In donMs rare later ousprieed 'Oen lenders brought collection
actions for the °free course.
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The statement. filed with the court show that Wilshire ueml an
ly administered fourth grade level entrance test to

ne if students it enrolled had the ability to benefit rrom
the course.

Declarations of former students, former **heel employees WM
employers show the equipment used to teach vas inadequate, often
broken and outi-ofdate. If graduates were luaky enough to get a
job, St was usually at a low salary for * job that required no
special training. Nevertheless, before California instituted a
pro-rate refund requirement, if students realised their nisteke in
enrolling at this school end dropped out after the first quarter et
ths course, Wilshire kept all of the tuition!

Like nany vocational schools, Wilshire processed its students*
loan applications through one or two lenders, chosen by the school.
The students had no oontaat with the lender. The only !mow lodge
students had about their student loan oblidationo was what Tenably*
told then. Ons court deassent shows that a number of 'students
complained to one lender, bank of Mario., about various
sierepressntetions, including that the TOL course wu free, but B
ot I oontinued to loan to =thin students for *any *ors months.
needless to say those students who did not receive an adsgiaata
education or a lob are still faced with paying off
dollars in student loans.

Wilshire is just one sad story in the tragic -sags of
vocational :Owl Owl. I have bean interned that various law
engem:wont agencies have filed or ars investivelvagosses
involving illegal practises ot vocational schools at more
them 100,000 current end repent students in California alone.

Zn addition, I have persocally spoken to literally hundreds of
sy constituents who have been cheated bY vocational achoolo
have sponsosed regular workshops in the housing projects and other
plasma in my district to help people resume learn how to
Dearth for jobs, and present ow in job iniarviews. At
these Mertsbopet I have mated bow many people have been ripped
tiZtaw gszerional schools. Usually 600 to 70* of ths workshop

raise their hands. I have Inmdreds of queetionnaires
mapletsd by my constituents tbat attest to the unfair reoruitasnt
Pwacticaft allOddr training, inedegnate plaument services and
utter failure of thesa se-called schools to provide any meangful
education leading to lobs.

the shocking end unecosptable experienoes of my constituents
are hardly unique. Oust ash students, es_ mthLty poor end minority
students, in urban areas throughout -WU °pantry, Wile thou
abuses reveal a national tragedy, the federal government's role in
fueling this system of fraud and abuse is s costly national
saberresement.

2
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imply stated, tha currant system permits vocational schools
to exploit students and trust them as mars conduits tor the
transfer of tax dollars from ths Treasury to the pocket. of school
owners. Ws ars not talking about petty theft. tor example --

mew cscont ban3utcy of allied Education Corporation, which
:Mattabout 34, in poor urban ems nationwide, revaalod

s: owners reaped about $200,000 in annual salaries and the
corporation's mute includeA a Ferrari Tostarosa valued at
$175,002, 2 Jaguar and 1 moroadso automobilas, condosiniuo, and
a SD foot Maktownul yacht valued at owls $1 aillion. Incidentally,
tits school paid sore money in salaries to recruiters than to
towbars.

I Tbs moor of Wilsbire Computer Collage, a tour-campus
operation in toe Angeles, draw $1.7 million in annual sslary,

with
inatoly_30 poroentof tho school's inmost loovino tho schwa

tbat excleodod its assets.

The owners of altional Tsohnical Canoes, a twV-campus
operation in tos Angeles with affiliated schools in chicago and
Detroit, withdraw 0$00,0110 in just one quarter.

Vocational 'wools waived 12* of ths $32 billion in student
loan_goorantoos In SORO, but Om sobools were responsible tor oat
of NO total otudont loan default.. nationally, tbe total bill tor
prIguistgry wooatiOnal mho.' do/suits am000doi $1 billion. In
Callforaia,

it S. no wonder that these astronomical aums are squander/6d
because thr system doss not provide adoquato 'tato/cards to *sours
that --

s3y studonts witb demonstrable ability to benefit from
tbe deoation ars eligiblo for fUnds.

MOWS schcW. with dsmonstrated track record of mom* in
educating and p110105 studonte in lobo sr. eligible to participate
in tbo Moral program.

142 whodonta ars givsn tbo opportunity to withdraw and
recolVs refund* ter tha portion of courses not taaan.

studantm are nill forced to pay tor mistvprosantad or
inadspato odueation.

Departasnt Do Education is given adequate oversight of
tbs qua:bOy and integrity of schools.

It is absolutely inorodible that a vocational school whose
oduoationaloisoion is to train people for jets say obt4n tens of

3
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millions of dollars of federal grants and insured loan funds and
yet nonx be regUired to graduate Any students or place Any
students in jobs.

Atter an examination ot the issue by the Senate Permanent
Subcommittee on rzwasttg.tiune, Senator Nunn observed that "What we
have found is overvh.lsing evidence that federal student lean
progress are riddled with fraud, waste, abuse and pervasive
patterns of mismonagement.

V. have to decide es a notion whether we are interested in
providing job training or enriching the tow who know how to silk
the systole. 2t tba latter is our goal, we should just direct
deposit 'anions into the accounts of people who profess interest
in es could avoid the Inconvenience associated
with d ve georuitnent and Shoddy education and thereby bypass
harming s

On the other bend, if va are truly interested in meaningful
vocations/ tgaiSilliff the time has COMO 110 change this wasteful
program.

Before nriefiy disoweing WwGIMLIS far reform, I want to deal
with two false iseees trequently raised by vocational schools in
atteeptimi to hold en to the fres flow of student loan dollars.
These sohools claim that they are the saviors of africen-Ameiican
and nispanio studente who weld not obtain any job traininrwithout
their help. Whose eftools attempt to intimidate political leaders
iron mM. ng the abuses by claiming that any reduction in money or
increase in standards mill oreateasystem of educational apartheid
sadsttg! opwirrigis.ny students to inferior or non-saistont
edam ties and foreclosing employment.

This al/option is not just nonsamael it is a lie. The
current program only assures vast profit, to the unocrepelous and
broken divans to minority stnoents. Just look at the neve reports
the testimony of students, Cm reports of the Depertment
24uoatioe's neaeotor Generals and the taw actions tiled by

most look at tba Bigler Salucation act and the
epsrtaeot of Idloationfe regulations which povide few, if any,
requirements related to ths prevemtioa of miereprosentations, the
promotion of eftestional spality, or say standards of school
edUeational etwountekilltY sr Verforssms

The unfortunate truth is that, tor manguroprietaxy vocational
usboas, sductstalt not klub end avftft en overlasadexpense.
2ba sore the overhead is reamed, the more the owner gets to
pocket. Vocatiossal school reform seeks to Ohannel money to
education end not t4 fancy yachts ind oars. We high time that we
contribute to the education of students instead f their
victimisation.

4



The other lie ie that privet*, tor-protit vocational schools
should be sUbjected to the seas rulas as public community colleges
andsAlmsreimilar institutiona. although all someone of education
should soot high quality standards, there aro distinct differences
between proprietary and public schools. A relatively snail
PetehMugh) of students st public conaunity colleges paxtiotpat. in
the student loan program. in California, tor example, less than
1.54 of community college students have fsderal atudant loans
comparsd to 70* or more of tha students at proprietary schools.
Indoad, at the worst private scnools, nearly 1000 of ths eta:hints
are inVOlvod in the federal program. The publics schools are not=g onof the fraudulent rollmant practices epidemic in the

tary *actor. Public comaunity colleges in California have
an open enrollment policy, and 40449* should be proserved.

Ths ultimate questions - where is the problem, where is ths
abuse, whore are the 'major defaults, where are the dollars Wing
lost -- all laid to the 0424 answers private vocational schools.

i want to highlight a few of ths proposals which I have made
to ths oommitteefe stiff to curb many of the prOblemas

1. A proprietary vocational school's aligibi3ity to
participate in federal studont aid programs should be based on its
compliance with state education and consumer protection laws and
acoreditation standards. The Department of Education end guarantee
*wales should:saws the ability to initiate administrativa action
under ostablishad administrative procedures to modify or terminate
a schOol'S continued eligibility to participate in the federal
student old programa it 4 schoOl taloa to comply with tA404
standards.

2. Schools should not he permitted to operate as sills for
the processing of grant end loan funds. Bather, institutions
should Appeal to a broader bum of sty:tents than recipients of
financial aid. TO avoid the problem of schools preying on 0:
educational benefits, the Vaterans adainistration 'Unita school
eligibility to sohools where no nore than Silt of the students
rooeive Th benefits. I propos& a stellar requirement.

3. Current law has tailed to assure that schools ars not set
up for the pPos. a immediatelymilking the financial aid
Programs. although the law provide* that schools must be in
existence fOr tWo years, the provision is a sham proteation. The
provision is lumpily Circumvented through changes in ovnership and
control,_ Creation of new branch*, for nominally established
iststitutices, and dramatic changes in programs of instruction or in

numbers ot students. Tor examplo, a sohool with a taw stodonta
that bail beton in erI.ta.nos gOT two years can be sold te a new 01 MeV
olio changes Os program of training and enrolls hunoreas or
thousands of now tudents. Although the institution has no

resemblance to the *mom and pop' operation of the previous two

61
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years, tha radically transform/4 aghast is treated as if it Irmo in
existent* tor two losers.

a vocational 8000 should not be oligibls to partioipato in
studont financial aid unloose it has bean in existenoo for 2 years
under tits sane enmershipsnd control, ham not substantially changed
its prOgran of instruction, end has not substantially changed in
sirs.

4. Schools should enroll only students with an ability to be
.uoc..afuUY trainsd in the occupations to whit* a program of oftV
is to load insethar or not students haw conraeted high
a

S. Commissioned recruiters should be bannod or the ocumiasion
structure should be controlled so that thor do nor Um an
incentivs to enroll as many people ae they can ciaica OW 00441V4
into signing a contract.

C. Schools should be raguirod to disclose completion and job
placement retool before studonts ontroll. Schools should also be
requirod to disclose information concornino tho starting saloriso
of graduates esponially benne* the starting salaries of smy jobs
ars 004V the *WW1 woos. Salary disolosures aro partioulorly
significant if the aol mhos ear ropramontations about salaries
te. g., noun up to $10/hr.9 . This Lntoi'aati0 will holm sem
students to *ORM, sollools and to ovaluate the claims and
representationa made by reorsitora.

7, finsnolal standards should be enbaneee and monitored to
assure that vocational schools have sufficient resources to provide
promised traininaroarauto pay refunds. 2 kayo provided tne staff
with detailed

I. Studente should bo permitted a short period of tilos within
which they wad canOel enrollment agreements and not be liable to
the mama or a tondos. California law permits a studont to canal
within five oliiso dogs after the stotient attanded the first plays.

C. aohools should be raguired to paid: pro rata refund if
students withdraw before reeoirseemt would
addrose * moltitatiO of illsa..aCtill.schoole would hate a strong
inoentive to rotain studentes sennyi deceptive or unfair

practices designed to discourage attendance Ass student rotund
ris lapse would disimish and schools would ha enoeuraged to
offer oilOnSe.ling and other service, rather then pay rofund0 to drop
outs.

ignificantly. Moslem would benefit. Students who drop out
before ocopietion are the most likely to &fault on student loans.
If a refund wore paid for the portion of the course not taken, the
refund maid reduos the gumboot's liability and hence the risk and

6
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finanoial burdsn to the federal program in tbs event the londer
makes a claim after default.

in addition a full pro rata policy follows the examplo of the
vA educational b4nefita prorsa tor unaccredited schools. In light
or the failure of accred ting age:otos to adequately overasa
vocational institutions, a pro rata policy for all proprietary
vocational schools Is appropriate.

la. Sows standards tor performance and accountability should
be iosod on vocational school*. It is as appalling as it is
astonishing that propristary vocational schools need not satisfy
any perfornance standards. 12maltirally, a school could helm no
graduates, could have provided no training actually loading to

mart for its studants, and could nonotholess ailatiaus to be
t°, participate AR the federal loan and grant programs.

Voostional *Oboole have a unique mission or providing
intensive eduoation and training in a relatively short tara to fit
or prepare a student for employment. Schools which do not
adequately perform should not oontinue to be eligible tor student
aid. 0e/Ifernia recently adopted a atandartiregglriag that SO* or
atudonts complete tboir courses and that 700 of the groduatos
obtain employment within sin months of mduation. I would
MONISM a similar standard for the federal lorocrts-

il. federal financial aid program should not be evailablelor
instruction in field iodise governme=mensored
demonetrates the existenco of a large in the regli=
job narkot for the mbar of avtNi =by training. The survey
should also demonstrats that the prevailing Ize will be sufficiont
to permit students to mot living their loans.
This imovision would stop the runnaltie4s2 monsyrigio training tor
jobs that do not currently exist or do not provide sufficient
earnings to enable student, to repay their loans.

U. The Dapartment of Xdueation should ho given 0* authority
to write off loans Ls tho event a school closes before studonts are
WA. to maga* the program of training.

is. A etudes* Tuition Mowery Stand *Wald be setablished to
cover students in states which do not have such a fund sufficient
to cover lassos from closed schwas. The fund would cover the
student's econosie loss stommingfrom Ws* closure et the school up
te the amount of tho total charge for tuition, equipment! and
notarial. end interest on the student loan. The runs woad be
booed on assessments levied on a small percentage of the tuition
chargod by schools. ?ha Department would administor the fund and
doduot the reasonable met of administration from WNW in the
fund. A similar fund hos boon established in California,

ti. a student who is horsed as a result of any violation of

7
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federal lay should be able to bring en ectson tor appropriate
relief and should be able to assort the ame defenses to the
payment et the loan that the student could have asserted against
the whoa.

Mena you, isr. Chairman end cambers of the coomittae, fcr
giving se the opportunity to express theae views.

47-032 0-91-8
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Chairman FORD. I thank you very much. Maxine, what time
frame were you talking about where the student had this short
period of what they thought was a free experience in school and
then later discovered that they owed a student loan program?
When did that happen?

Ms. WATERS. Exactly when did it happen in California? What
time period did it happen after the enrollment?

Chairman Form. Yes What year was that?
MS. WATERS. I bw your par*n?
Chairman Fowl What year was that?
MS. WATERS. I think we're talking about 2 years ago.
Chairman Foam The reason that it's important to us is that we

made a change specifically with that kind of thing in mind in the
Reconciliation Act in 1989, which I assume would have become ef-
fective in 1990, which got us in trouble with all the people sitting
behind you in the front row. None of whom are from proprietary
schools, all are from our more respectable institutions.

We said when you originate a loan you have to wait 30 days to
get the money. Because if a kid walks in the front door, signs the
paper and disappears, we shouldn't be lending the money and get-
ting no education for it.

We made that applicable across the board. I didn't hear from the
proprietary schools, but I sure as heck heard from all the other
schools. Nobody wants you to hold their money back.

But the kind of situation you were describing there is either
worse than you described it because it's a clear violation of the
Federal statutes, or it was before the lending institutions were told
to withhold their money for the 30 days to see if the student was
actually going to show up and go to school.

We tried, incidentally, in this committee to go 60 days, but when
we found out we were going to close every place from Harvard to
Stanford if we did that, we backed off.

We have, so for, in adopting these tightening regulations in guar-
anteed student loans, tried to hold everybody to the same standard,
being conscious of the fact that if we try to apply one standard to
one kind of school and one to anaher, that we're going to be in
court and found to be discriminatory.

Do you agree that if we are going to tighten up the requirements
on guaranteed student loans they should apply to people in all
schools, or just proprietary schools?

MS. WATERS. Oh, they should apply to an schools. You should not
be deterred from having tight standar* because somehow you may
harm the good schools. If the standards make good sense, then ev-
erybody should have to abide by them and I think it would serve
the system well.

I don't think we can continue to allow the system to be ripped off
because somehow we fear that the good schools can't meet the
standards. If they're sensible standards, everybody should be able
to meet them.

Chairman Foan. Bart, how about you?
Mr. GORDON. I agree with Maxine's statement, and I very sin-

cerely want to compliment her on, particularly, what she calls the
two big lies and associate myself with her remarks.

t.)
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Let me address the question you just asked concerning should ev-
erybody be treated equally. Certainly, they should be treated equal-
ly, but I think we also have to keep in mind the fact that proprie-
tary schools enroll about 10 percent of the students, and they ac-
count for 50 percent of the defaults. Now, that's got to tell you
something.

Now, I think that, potentially, what you might look at doing, and
what we often do as businessmen, and various pmple come into my
office and say, "Why are you putting additional regulations on us?"
And I point to the S&L and other problems.

And what often happens is when you put Federal money on the
table, most folks are responsible. But you can have a few bad
apples that ruin it for everybody else. Most S&Ls weren't crooks; a
few were. And so what we as legislators wind up doing is overregu-
lating the good people in order to protect us from those very few
that can cause a great deal of problems.

And I think there is a distinction between a school with a 60 per-
cent or 50 percent or 30 percent default rate, and one with a 2 or 3
percent default rate. And I think that some of the regulations that
we have, the paperwork, things of this nature, you could have a
cut-off, maybe at 10 percent or something, of default rates. Those
below that would have to have less paperwork than maybe those
over that amount so that you don't overburden the schools that are
doing a good job.

And let me say that I think we need to be doing more today than
indicting proprietary schools. But from the comments from the
podium, I've just got to tell you that maybe Maxine's and my expe-
rienciAs are different. Maybe California and Tennessee are different
than Pennsylvania and Michigan.

But let me tell you, I have gone into thcme schools. I have pre-
tended that I was a student. I have been hot-boxed. I have written
an article about that in the paper afterwards. And when I did so,
students came out of the wall to tell me about problems they've
had. Administrators of programs came out of the walls to tell me
how they were asked to misrepresent the institutions on a variety
of forms. And they finally had to leave those schools. They were
afraid. They thought it was immoral.

Again, maybe our States are different. But you can't just go in to
the showpiece proprietary schools and talk to the students there.
You've got to look deeper. We have in our States, and believe me,
believe me, there is a problem. And it's go to be addressed or
you're going to kill the goose that laid the golden egg.

And what I see coming down the pike is this: Ithink we all share
a common interest, and that is that part of the problem with the
default rates is that we're overburdening people that are low
income, at risk, and we're putting too much loan burden on them.

And one of the options is to provide more grants rather than
loans. You can't be providing these additional grants until you
clean up the system. There is a problem there right now.

And you'ie g.omg to have these folks come to you and say, "It's
just a few ba4 apples. We're cleaning up our act and we need to
Ilave a larger grant system. Let's don't burden these people with
loans."

t;
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And I'll tell you what will happen is this: Right now I found that
many schools, their pricing system is the Pell grant plus whatever
amount you can get for loans.

Ms. WATERS. 'Ma's what it is.
Mr. GORDON. And that what you're going to fmd is these schools

are going to change that. They're going to say, "Fine. We don't
want to be in the loan program." And if we might have had an 18
month program before to teach you to be a truck driver or what-
ever, how our programs are going to cost exactly whatever the
grant is going to be. And they'll reduce their time periods.

Chairman Foam You do know that we've put over 400 of those
schools out of business in the last year?

Mr. Goanobi. And there are many more that need to be put out
of business.

Chairman FORD. Well, we'd like to see how many we're putting
out of business with what we've done before we tighten it up any
tighter.

GORDON. Part of that, Mr. Chairman, is why in the world do
we not apply the same standards for Pell grants as we do to stu-
dent loans? If it's good business to say that a school with a high
default rate shouldn't be getting loans, then why are we turning
grant money over to them?

Should we not overlap those same restrictions on these Pell
grants, particularly since there is absolutely no control over them?
You can not, you know, go to the Department of Educationif a
constituent of yours came to you and said, "Bill Ford, how many
students that got Pell Grants last year graduated? How many got
jobs?" You couldn't tell them. There's no record of that whatsoever
anywhere.

Chairman Foal). I can't tell them how many Ph.D.'s got jobs last
year either, Bart.

Mr. GORDON. Right. Fine.
Chairman Foam That's the mystery of dealing with this thing

called education. You don't know when you've got a person educat-
ed. You don't know when you've given the right kind of education,
and you don't know how much it should cost.

Mr. GORDON. But don't you think we should have some account-
ing? Don't you think we should have some idea? On a $5 billion
pro4ram shouldn't we have some idea?

Chairman Form. When the American people decide to make me
the Education Czar of this country, who can write the rules and
regulations without consultation with anybody else and with no
due process to anybody involved, I'll take care of these problems.

Short of giving up all you would have to give up to give me that
kind of power, you've got to expect something less than a perfect
system. And you've got to make a trade-offhow much Federal dic-
tating do you want to do against how much freedom you want to
take away from people. And it's tough.

Now, those of us who were here when this legislation originally
passed constantly had to reassure our opposition that we would not
empower Washington to do too much. And we filled the legislation
up with thou-shalt-nots for Secretaries of Education.

And now people come in and say, "Why doesn't the Secretary of
Education decide what is and what is not a good school?" I've
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never met a Secretary of Education that I would trust with that
kind of power. And t t's our problem. We have a system for all
our colleges and universities, and high schools for that matter, of
accreditation that's very much like the system for the proprietary
schools. It's voluntary membership and MI supported by the people
who belong. It's not government

There's nobody in the government that tells the high schools in
Tennessee what a good high school is. What's the accrediting
agency in Tennessee? Middle States? Southern States?

Mr. GORDON. The Southern Association.
Chairman Font). The Southern Association. That's a voluntary

association. Middle States is the one that's in trouble because it
wants diversity. In my part of the country it's North Central.

And when I was a school board attorney, I used to wonder about
this. They're threatening to take away our accreditation. So what?
Well, the so what was that our kids couldn't get into college with-
out taking an entrance exam, even if they successfully graduated
from high school. So it was a heavy threat.

And then I started looking into it as a lawyer. How do you deal
with these people? Well, you don't because they're not a govern-
mental agency. You can't scream and holler under the constitution
that the government's doing something to you. It's an accrediting
agency doing it.

Mr. GORDON. But the problem, Mr. Chairman, is y ou have accred-
iting agencies that have developed a good old boy system. For ex-
ample, one of the accrediting agencies has a board member with a
school that has a 53 percent default rate that last year had $24
million in defaults. This person is on one of those boards.

So you have a variety of boards and if you are decertified from
one school, then they go to another accrediting agency. It has
become a good old boy system. accredit you and you don't cause
me a problem.

Chairman Foam Just like doctors and lawyers.
Mr. GORDON. That might very well be the case. And if doctors

and lawyers were given
Chairman FORD. You're a lawyer, aren't you?
Mr. GORDON, Yes, I am.
Chairman Fox°. Well, in my State, on average, 35 percent of the

graduates of law schools ranging from the very top schools in the
country to some that are a little cheaper to attend, fail the bar ex-
amination on the first try.

That has been consistent since I took the bar examination in
1951. There's never been less than 35 percent of the successful
graduates of law school who fail the bar exam.

Now, nobody says that the law schools are not doing their job be-
cause only 65 percent of the people who successfully fmish law
school can get a license to practice law.

Mr. GORDON. Part of what's happening is the licensing process is
doing its job by weeding them out.

Chairman FoRn. No. You can come back and take it again. Some
do it two or three times. But the point is that, generally in educa-
tion, except for lawas a matter of fact, tiody can tell you
whether a doctor knows a darn thing when they get through with
medical school because they take the same test that a nurse takes
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in my State, a general science test, which is passed by a nurse with
2 years of college.

Jnd it's the same test that a doctor has to take. The medical so-
ciety decides when a doctor is ready to practice and when he won't.
The bar association decides when I'm not going to practice law in
Michigan anymore.

And we do it in all these fields so this is not unique in education
to let educators make these decisions among themselves.

Mr. GORDON. But the distinction is that 10 percent of all the
school students are going to proprietary schools, and they result in
50 percent of the defaults. That's got to tell you something.

Chairman FORD. Well, I don't want to denigrate community col-
ma, but you better make some more comparisons. Community

colleges in major cities, for example, like mine, are pretty bad. The
kinds of things that Maxine claims that they are using to sucker
young minority students and adults into the programwe're the
only hope they have got.

That part of it is bad, but the truth of the matter is that there's
enough truth in it to make it believable. And it's hard to break
through that.

I don't want to take any more time because I have other mem-
bers here. Joe Gaydos.

Mr. GAYDOS. Let me ask my two colleagues this. Mr. Gordon, you
have made an undercover investigation at one school, right?

Mr. GORDON. At a couple schools.
Mr. GAYDOS. A couple of them. Could you give me some back-

ground and the circumstances as to who had initiated it and which
agency did it, or did you do it on your own? Just give me a little
background.

Mr. GORDON. I was concerned that, you know, that HEAF went
bankrupt because of the proprietary schools, the loans there, the
defaults. I was afraid that with those schools coming into the Ten-
nessee Student Assistance Association it might bankrupt our
system and no one would have access to loans.

So I got out the list of default rates in Tennessee and was ap-
palled at these. And I took a couple of the highest ones. I went to a
school that had a 66 Fte r cen t default rate. I did it on my own.

And I went in as if I was a student, and I was hot-boxed. I was
told I could get free money. You know, it was simply an effort to
not tell me I had any kind of responsibility, but rather, to get me
to enroll there.

And I found out from recruiters in other parts of the State, that
recruiters are paid more than the instructors. Their purpose is to
get people in, not to educate them.

Mr. GAYDOS. Maxine, in your situation over there you
Ms. WATERS. Before we continue, we're going to have to have

some rules I know that you will appreciate. If he is Mr. Gordon,
I've got to be Ms. Waters. You can't call me by my first name
unless you do it for everybody. Is that okay? I was going to tell the
chairman that, too.

Mr. GAYDOS. All right.
Ms. %amis. All right.
Mr. GAYDOE If you feel better, that's fine with me.
Ms. WATERS. Well, no. Just consistent. Yes.
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Mr. GAYDOS. All right, Ms. Waters, let me ask you, on the par-
ticular school you referred to. how long was it in existence? Was it
just a fly-by-night or has it had a goW history, say, like a 5 or 10
year life period? Could you answer me that?

Ms. WATERS. I think they've been around for somewhere between
5 and 10 years, yes.

Mr. GAYDOS. Do you know accurately how long they've been
around?

Ms. WATERS. No, I don't know exactly.
Mr. GAYDOS. Would I be wrong in assuming that it would be one

of these newer schools?
Ms. WATERS. You would be wrong in assuming that it's a fly-by-

qight school and it is unusual rather than the order of the day in
California.

Mr. GAYDOS. Well, is it a national school?
Ms. WATERS. One of them that I mentioned here is national.
Mr. GANDOS. Well, the one you were talking about, the one that

you hadand I'm not questioning your sincerity in raising your
points because from what you described, it looks like it's a pretty
raw operation.

But what I'm getting at is that we do have, and it's understand-
able, a lot of fly-by-nights that have come into existence the last 5,
6, 7 years, you know. For instance, I like to compare it with the
schools that we have in Pennsylvania, 30 and 40 years in longevity,
where they've been turning out secretaries, they've been turning
out medical assistants for 20 and 30 years.

And those are the schools that I'm pretty familiar with. And I've
always found i,hat the newer schools seem to be, may be, those that
have some of those propensities that you described.

Ms. WATERS. I see. Well, the only thing that I can say is if these
schools fall within the category of new, as you describe as some-
where between 5 and 10n years, there's just too many of them.

I don't even quarrel with the default rate as much as some
people do. What I quarrel with are practices such as these phony
testh that, basically, ask "can you spell cat?" If you can spell cat,
you qualify to come into the program and you will benefit somehow
from training for something called a physician's assistant, kind of a
nonexistent job.

I quarrel with the fact that some students simply go in and sign
the forms, walk through the door, kick back money, for example, to
the operators, and never show up for training. I quarrel with the
fact that you have computer schools in America with no computers.

I quarrel with the fact that you have rec uiters that stand in un-
employment lines and at grocery stores and welfare lines and hold
out that their schools are going to train people in 4, 6, 8, 10, 12
weeks for jobs that do not exist.

I quarrel with the fact that we don't have standards that they
must comply with before the Federal Government will allow ther
to be in this system.

Mr. GAYDOS. Well, with your permission, I quarrel with those
facts, too.

Ms. WATERS. Why don't we do something about it?
Mr. GAYDOS. I find them unacceptable.
MS. WATERS. Yes.
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Mr. GATDOS. But let me ask you a question. We've had witnesses
before this committee that have testified in the past on several oc-
casions that they don't want a comparison drawn between proprie-
tary schools and so-called career school and the more formal educa-
tional institutions because proprietary schools, by their very
nature, will draw upon the student that is least capable of paying
the loan back.

Now, I want to ask you the question. Do you think there's any
credence to that distinction, and should we be sensitive in that
area? That a lot of students that go, for instance, to learn the
wherewithal to be a refrigeration expert or to be a medical techni-
cian. It may be a 6 month course, maybe a year and a half course
because some of them are that long.

Those are the ones, many times, that are going to be unable or
have been unable to make reyments. And there's always been
the argument that they should get grants rather than loans be-
cause of their background.

And we're trying to address their problems. May I have your
opinion along those lines. Do you think that's a valid distinction
that should be held? Is it something that we should pursue? Be-
cause you're quite critical, And I'm not questioning you for being
critical because you've experienced something that I figure is unac-
ceptable and I would with you is unacceptable is you have
that type of operation.affleven't experienced that in my particular
State, so could you give me some advice along those lines?

Ms. WATEss Well, let me just tell you what I think about how
our system should work in terms of training people in this country.
I think that folks who want to be trained in vocational schools, et
cetera, should have assessments. I think the assessments should
help direct them to the best training for them.

klor example, if someone walks in the door and they can't read or
write, I think it is unconscionable to train them for something
called medical technician when they can't read what the tools are
that they're supposed to be using. I think they should be funneled
into another system where they can avail themselves of some very
basic education that will help get them to the point where they
could benefit from certain types of training.

Mr. GATDOS. Well, do you have evidence and do you feel that
that's the case today? That that's occurring?

Ms. WATERS. Absolutely.
Mr. GAYDOS. You do?
Ms. WA:rass. Absolutely.
Mr. GAYDOS. Could you make them available to me? I'd be very

interested in having that.
Ms. WATERS. Well, come on out to California. take you by

some of them.
Mr. GORDON. Joe, could I quickly go to your first question?
Mr. GAYDOS. Yes, sure. See, under the existing regulations, a lot

of schools can't do that, or aren't supposed to. If they do do it, then
that is justifiable cause to close them down. And if that is occur-
ring, fme. But I'm talking about indicting the whole system, which
I resent. And I have made effort on my part to try to defend
against indicting the whole system because you're not supposed to
be dong that.
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Ms. WATEss. We're not indicting the whole system. And, you
know, when that is referred to as indicting the whole system, I
take issue with that. What I'm telling you is we have a scandal on
our hands. I'm part of the problem.

Mr. GAM*. Yes. Aren't you part of it?
Ms. WATERS. I'm part of the problem now. We have a scandal on

our hands. In my estimation, the scandal is as outrageous as the
S&L scandal that we were confronted with because we Lire allowing
thousands of unscrupulous private proprietary schools to rip off the
government. They do not train anybody for any jobs. No wonder
the people can not pay the loans back. They don't learn anything.
They can't get mr jobs based on, supposedly, the training that
they were suppd to get at these schools.

at I'm saying to you is we have an opportunity to make this
system better. I am not suggesting to you that there is no need for
vocational schools. What I'm suggesting to you is we do not need to
close our eyes and say, "Well, we ion't think the problem is so
bad." The problem is so bad.

We don't need to say we can't do anything about it. We don't
need to pull in the good schools and say if we have certain stand-
ards we're going to hurt the good schools and we don't need to do
that We need to take the blinders off, support education, alterna-
tive education. Vocational schools, public schools, I don't mind.

But if you have standards, if they have to go through some hoops
in their State to comply with consumer and Department of Educa-
tion laws in their State before they are eligible to be able to get
these Federal Government loans, I think you will see the default
rate go down. I think that some of the bad operators won't get a
chance to defraud the system in the manner that they're doing.

In a few years, you're going to look back at communities that
have received billions of dollars, and everybody is going to throw
up their hands and say, "See, we tried to help them. We put some
money into these areas and nothing happened. They didn't take ad-
vantage of it."

Well, people are being taken advantage of These people who get
up and Igo someplace and say, "I'm going to try one more time.
Even if I dropped out of school, I'm going to enroll in this school,"
only to find that they are victimized by these operators are people
who will never make it in the system.

Mr. GAYDOS. If I may, we're very familiar with those situations.
We've had some in our own State. Pennsylvania is not exclusive,
but I'm going to follow what the chairman has suggested, or follow
his lead. And he's very concerned and I am too, and I think the
committee is, that somewhere along the line the correction in
course, or the remedy, if pursued as some suggest, is going to hurt
some of the good authentic proprietary and career schools. That's
what we're concerned about.

Ms. WATERS. It doesn't have to. I think that we can--
Mr. GORDON. We're all going to be hurt if the system collapses.
Mr. GAyroos. Well, let me ask you one thing then, Mr. Gordon.

When you made that investigation, have you investigated other
schools, too?

Mr. GORDON. Yes, I have.
Mr. GAYDOS. How many did you do?
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Mr. Gomm. I have. And what's happened isand I think Ms.
Waters makes a good point. It's not just the taxpayers being ripped
off, you know, it's the students that are being mistreated. And by
virtue of the coverage, if you will, that I received from some of the
things that I did, then students and administrators across the State
who had wanted to tell their story started coming to me because
they thought this is somebody that we can listen to.

AO has licone into one of tlie schools now. You know, there are
other investigations as well. As a practical matter, most of the
horror stories we're talking about are illegal. And you have regula-
tions that are supposed to stop that. But the Department of Educa-
tion is not overseeing it. And that's what's got to happen. There's
got to be some oversight; the rules have got to be enforced.

What we have found, and earlier you said, are these new schools.
Most of them are schools that have been there for the last 5 or 10
years.

Another thing that I found, and, again, I can give you the docu-
mentation on it, was that a number of former employees from the
Department of Education, many of which were in enforcement, left
the Department of Education, set up schools, and became partners
in schools that they used to regulate, and fmd all the loopholes.

And you'll find that they are in some of the worst default schools
around because they're taking advantage of the information that
they learned. Simply, we've got to do a better job of enforcing it.

There really is a problem, and it really is broad based.
Mr. GAYDOS. One very quick final question because some other

members want to ask some questions. Have you experienced or
have you visited or do you have knowledge of 2 year schools, 4 year
colleges, community colleges? Have you gone into that sector, too?

Mr. GORDON. We have looked at those rates, and quite frankly,
you know, with limited time and limited resources, most of those
institutions have a 5 percent or less default rate.

Mr. GAYDOS. Well, I assure you there are many of them that
don't have that default rate. I can assure you.

Mr. GORDON. I'm sure. And, again, there ought to be more than
just a default rate. It should be more than the only gauge. But we
don't have much else to look at right now.

Mr. GAYDOS. Well, then you're suggesting, and it's probably a
correct suggestion, that since the proprietary schools or the career
schools seem to have the greater default rate, that that's where we
should direct our attention primarily.

Mr. GORDON. I'm saying that if you have 10 percent of all the
schools are causing half of all defaults, limited time and limited re-
sources would seem to indicate that that is where you spend your
first attention, which is not to say that's the only problem. But it's
certainly a place to start looking.

Mr. GAYDOS. That was the factor involved in your decision to go
into this particular school and make an investigation?

Mr. GORDON. Yes, sir.
Mr. GAYDOS. Well, Ms. Waters, is there any other thing you want

to add?
Ms. WATERS. No, except to say that the sad facts about many of

these people who are being ripped off by these schools. The facts
are that they can not then avail themselves of rental assistance
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money and many other Federal programs because once they de-
fault in this area and they can't pay the loans back, it's a vicious
cycle. Then they can't get any money to go to a community college
or to a public school; they can't get rental assistance from Federal
Government; they can't get a whole host of resources that would be
available to them had they not defaulted. And I think we're doing
them a great disservice to allow this to continue.

Mr. GAYDOSI. Well, thank you very much. Mr. Coleman.
Mr. COIZMAN. Thank you. Thank both of you for bringing to our

attention the down side of some of these programs. That is why I
indicated earlier that there axe some things broken that need to be
fixed. And I think your comments are along those lines.

Mr. Gordon, let me ask you, in your bill. H.R. 2246, which makes
some significant recommendations and changes here. One of the
things we've found in the past is that while completion rates may
indicate to some that the course work was good or bad and the
quality was good or bad and what have you, we also have this phe-
nomenon of the nontraditional student who may want to go back,
for example, to a community college and take a course or two or
three.

And I know that in your course of study completion rate that
this is going to be an identifying factor for purposes of evaluation
and accreditation. And I wonder how any suggestionsI think you
understand thathow we might be able to recognize this phenome-
non and at the same time &Al with what I think the thrust of
what you're getting at is?

Mr. GORDON. I think the way you do that is have reasonable
thresholds. Certainly, a school in an inner city, like here in Wash-
ington, DC, teaching the same course as a school in Michigan, Vir-
ginia is probably going to have a lower completion rate, and a

;gher default rate. And I think we have to recognize that.
But we have to have some kind of bench mark. And I think by

using default rates, and by using course completion rates, and by
using job placement rates, it gives us more bench marks to start
looking deeper.

But I think the important thing is, you don't say, okay, a 5 per .
cent level. Certainly, when we passed legislation last year, that
said that a 35 percent default rate would be the demarcation line,
that was a narrow threshold. And by using higher thresholds on
completion rates and default rates in this, within this 25 to 35
range, I think you take into account those schools that do deal with
the so-called at-risk population.

But you get rid of these outrageous places with 50 and 60 percent
default rates and low completion rates. We've also got to do more
in accrediting. Do I have a better suggestion? Is this the perfect
way to do it? No. Do I have a better suggestion? No. And I haven't
seen anybody else come up with anything.

Will some good schools, some good students, be probably mis-
treated by this? Yes. But you have to have some type of system or
you're going to have many, many more students mistreated by
winding up at schools that don't do the job.

Mr. CoLzbuoi. Well, I think this is one of the challenges that we
face. And I hope that there may be some suggestions by those who
follow as to how we might be able to define your broad language,
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which I think we have always found to be good in spirit. But when
it comes to practical implementation, it runs into some troubles.

Mr. GORDON. As a practical matter, I know I'm not a member of
this committee. I'm not going to be totally specific.

Mr. COLEMAN. 01, I'm not putting you down for that.
Mr. Gonnox. I know. So that's the reason I tried to be broad be-

muse you're the ones that deal with this every day. You're the
ones that know more about this than I do. I tried to give some
broad categories, some broad ranges. And then I trust your exper-
tise in building interest in this subject to narrow that down.

Chairman Foan. Will the gentleman yield?
Mr. Coutictx. Sure.
Chairman FORD. I should have made it clear earlier. We noted

Sam Nunn's report yesterday. He's an old friend of mine and I
have a great deal of respect for the way in which he goes about
investigating anything. And we've invited himthere are three
hearings on this same subject matterto appear but we've got a
time problem with his schedule. And if he isn't able to appear in
person, we will place in the record contemporaneous with your
statements the report that he released. We don't want anybody not
to have the opportunity of every approach that's being taken to
airing these problems.

One way or another, the results of the Nunn investigation will
become a part of this record and will be considered along with
what everyone else says.

Mr. COLEMAN. Does the State of Tennessee, do you think, have
adequate safeguards in place for licensure?

Mr. GORDON. No. To be eligible for student loans and financial
aid, you have to have your State licensing, you've got to have one
of these accrediting agencies give you accreditation, and then the
Department of Education has to sign off on it.

Many States are very lax in licensing. I think there was some
model State licensing program that's been developed that Tennes-
see now has implemented. And it's something like you have to
have a $5,000 bond. You know, it's a very small thing.

But I think 10 percent of the schools, many of those fly-by-night
type of schools, were eliminated because of that. And I certainly
think that one thing your committee needs to do is look at those
uniform licensing procedures for the States, maybe update them a
little bit, use them as a model, and potentially even say, just as we
say to States, "You can't fiet road money if you don't have 55 or 65
mile an hour speed limits.

We might also say. "If you don't have at least a minimum
amount of State licensing requirements, then you're not eligible for
fmancial assistance." I think you might give some though to that.

MS. WATERS. I think it's a good idea. I think the States should be
more involved in oversight and responsibility for the licensing of
these schools prior to the Federal Government allowing them to be
in the system. I think that would be very helpful.

Mr. CoutatAx. The administration is proposing something along
those State risk-sharing lines such as strengthened licensing proce-
dures and default triggers. So there's something brewing out there
reg_arding that.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Mr. GORDON. You know, after I introduced my Pell Grant bill the
administration included language that would eliminate high de-
fault schools from the Pell Grant program in their budget. It's im-
portant that on this Pell grant issue we put the same type of,
whether it's restrictions or guidelines, we have for student loans on
Pell Grant eligibility as well as we do for student aid. That's some-
thing the administration has proposed, and I hope this committee
will give very serious consideration to doing that.

Mr. GAYDOS. Mr. Gordon, did you state, for a point of clarity,
that 10 percent of the career students are constituted in career
school of the total students?

Mr. GonnoN. It's my understanding that proprietary schools
amount to about 10 percent of the students in the student bank,
that they have about 35 percent of the grant dollars, and that they
amount to about 50 percent of defaults.

Mr. GORDON. Well, we'll have some witnesses that will be testify-
ing along those lines. So that's your concept.

Mr. GORDON. That's my understanding, you know, in those gener-
al, easy to understand figures.

Mr. GAYDOS. Mr. Sawyer.
Mr. SAWYER. No questions.
Mr. GAvnos. Mr. Andrews.
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you, both col-

leagues, for your excellent testimony. Congressman Waters, I
know, in point ten of your recommendations you suggest new
standards for performance and accountability. A,nd I know Mrs.
Roukema's statement talks about the fmancial standard of ac-
countability by reducing the percentage of the Federal guarantee.

I would ask each of you to respond to this idea: What if we were
to devise criteria which, somehow, fairly distinguished between le-
gitimate proprietary schools which have acted in good faith and
have a good track record, from proprietary schools who have ex-
ploited the process, much in the way that you've outlined for us
today, and required that for those who have exploited the system,
their students could not receive any further guaranteed student
loans unless the principal of the school co-signs the guaranteed stu-
dent loan note as a co-guarantor? What would your reaction be to
that?

MS. WATERS. Well, it certainly wouldn't bother me. I think the
school would go out of business. They would not want to operate.

Mr. Armenvs. Is that a bad thing?
Ms. WATERS. It's a good thing. I am impressed with the idea that

you would be willing to separate in some fashion the good schools
from the bad schools. I guess you would have to set up some way of
determining if you have done this, if you have been, you know,
been filed on by the attorney general this many times, however
you would set it up to distinguish them, if that could be done, that
would be wonderful that we could pull out the bad ones from the
good ones.

As far as signing on to guarantee the student loan, it sure
wouldn't bother me. It would be better than seeing operators with
boats and cars who have been exploiting students maybe have to
put them to some good ube when they come and get repossessed
when the student defaults.
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Mr. GORDON. My concern with thatand I would certainly like
to see the risk shared broadermy concern, though, is what about
the poor student, the so-called at-risk student, the underprivileged
student, that even if it's a 95 percent loan, doesn't have, you know,
maybe a parent at home or a friend that can sign that loan, then
they can't get it.

So I thirA we have to be concerned that those low income folks
that can't fmd a guarantee or guarantor, we don't want them out
of the system. Ancl so whatever we do in trying to share that risk,
we have to have a safety net, sorry to use that term, for those low
income students.

Mr. ANDREWS. Maybe one of the ways that we
MS. WATERS. Well, I thought the owners would guarantee it then.
Mr. ANDREWS. Yes. I'm talking about the operators of the school.
Ms. WATERS. They would guarantee for those students that

you're describing. That's whet you said, isn't it?
Mr. GORDON. Mmt I would say, again is that everybody's not

going to make it through. Potvntially, you might say that they
guarantee a 50 percent or a 35 percent or some default rate. In
other words, if everybody defaulted, then they wouldn't have to pay
the two or three that did.

Mr. ANDREWS. Right.
Mr. GORDON. But once they reach a threshold of some figure, 35

percent, 25 percent, 50 percent, then money starts coming out of
their pockets.

Mr. ANDREWS. There are two premises of my question that I'm
interested in you evaluating. The first is that it is possible to fairly
distinguish between the good guys and the bad guys. And I pose
that as a questior. I think it is. And I think there are many more
good guys than bad guys in this field.

And Olen :he second premise is that the most effective means of
regulation is to give a vested fmancial disincentive for those who
would exploit the system. Make them pay for it, and, essentially,
give them a negative vested interest.

The other point that I'd make in response to Bart's point, is I
think that if we're going to evaluate accountability, more credit
should be given to a school that takes on a harder case to educate
and place. Clearly, it is more difficult to educate and place a 17-
year-old unwed mother than it is a 35 year old electriml engineer.
And there ow. ht to be some kind of credit given to a school that
takes on that lmrder placement case.

But I'm interested in any further thoughts you'd have beyond
today as to effective means of creating fmancml disincentives to
the operator of the school, the bad school, if you will, to exploit the
system.

MEL WATERS. Well, I appreciate that and I, too, would support the
idea that you would e ve credit to those institutions that are taking
on the greater share of hard to educate or hard to train students. I
think that makes a lot of sense.

You had one other point that you closed with. Would you repeat
that?

Mr. ANDREWS. Well, my initial premise was that it is possible to
fairly distinguish between the schools that are legitimately trying
to educate people and those that are trying to rip off the system.

Su
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And, again, my premise is that the huge majority of the proprie-
tary schools fall into the first category. ey're legitimate people,
the ones I'm familiar with.

But is it possible to draw a fair and rational line between the
two?

MS. WATERS. I think so.
Mr. GORDON. I think there can be. But also, Rob, you're going to

have to keep in mind when you do that, there are going to be some
legitimate schools and some good students that are going to be cut
out. And I think you have to keep in mind, "Yes, we're going to
have a line, and unfortunately, there are going to be some people
that are going to be victims of that line."

But if you don't draw that line, everybody is going to be a victim
because, again, you're going to kill the goose thet laid the golden

lir. ANDREWS. Well, I think what you very eloquently have
pointed out this morning is that the ultimate losers in this system
are the students who most need the education. Because there are
fewer dollars available, there is less credibility publicly for the pro-
grams. And in the individual case, individual f'amilies and students
are exploited by the enethical operators.

Mr. GORDON. You have to have a system where the instructors
are being paid more than the recruiters. And that is not the case
now with most. And as a recruiter told me from one of these
schools

Mr. ANDREWS. Don't tell the NCAA that, by the way.
Mr. GORDON. They were bounty hunters and they recei.fed bo-

nuses for the students that came in there. There was no bonus to
the instructor for the students that passed. There was no bonus to
the recruiter for the student that got out and got a job.

And so I think you're going to have to look again at default
rates, course completion rates and job placement rates. And some-
where, in the wisdom of this committee, you're going to have to
draw some arbitrary lines that are going to hurt some people. But
more are going to be hurt if you don't draw that line.

Mr. ANDREWS. I thank you colleagues for your very, very inspir-
ing testimony. Thank you.

Mr. GAYDOS. Mr. Roemer.
Mr. Rowers. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. 1, too, would like to as-

sociate myself with the remarks of the gentleman from New Jersey
up here and thank the both of you for your expert testimony, your
cogent insight and your overall analyses. If the chair will bear with
me, I agree with much of what you're saying. I understand the
chairman's concerns about getting at this problem without harm-
ing those many good schools that are educating people, and that
are helping those people that need help most.

From a constitutional perspective, I understand the chairman's
concerns as well. But, also, as we study this issue, we see that the
big losers are going to be all our studer.ts and all our people out
here fighting for more education dollars if we don't clean this
system up.

In Indiana, for example, the S&Ls are in pretty good shape. But
that does not distinguish the problem within our State for Hoosiers
who are saying the government is not doing its job.

S I
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I think we can draw the same analogies here. Maxine pointed
out that so many of these trade schools are computer oriented
without computers. I have read of truck driving schools without
trucks. We have 700,000 graduates a year that can not read their
high school diplomas and some trade schools that are exploiting
precisely these people.

They are not helping them, and we are not doing anybody a serv-
ice, not these people seeking an education and not our own efforts
to get money for education. The American public is going to come
to us and say, "Look, they are not spending the money well, so we
are not going to give them any more across the board."

I would like to hone in a little bit more and ask you specifically
how we restructure this system not to penalize those good trade
schools that are doing the job. I went to a graduation ceremony on
Friday from WS, the Employment Training Services, that gets at
these most difficult people to teach and to educate, people that are
28, 30, 35 years old, that have three kids, that have dropped out of
school, that don't have a GED.

How do you envision these trade schools operating in the future?
How do we restructure them is my first question. And then, sec-
ondly, Bart and Maxine, if we don't have this oversight at the
State level, how do we get the oversight within the Department of
Education to cross reference, and to keep better track of the stu-
dents, where they are and what they have repaid?

What are some means by which we can manage and oversee this
process better so that we can argue in the future for more educa-
tion dollars?

Ms. WATERS. Let me just start withone of the proposals that I
have talks about only students with a demonstrable ability to bene-
fit from the education are eligible for the funds. I really do believe
that we should have assessments so that students are directed to
the correct institutions to deal with their problems.

If we have students who are rate, they should be directed to
the systems that provide basic a. .cation in order to teach them to
read. If we have students who would benefit from certain kinds of
technical training, then they should be directed into the systems,
be it vocational or public schools, that would train them in the
areas that they have demonstrated that they could benefit from.

And I think it is not too difficult to set up those kinds of systems.
That's one thing I don't think that we should have private schools
that give no tests and say we're administering tests to see if you
can benefit from training. And the tests, in fact, do not test any-
thing. They simply are tests that ensure that everyone is eligible to
benefit from the training that they give.

Secondly, only schools with a demonstrated track record of suc-
cess in educating and placing students in jobs are eligible to par-
ticipate in the Federal program. If you have students who graduate
no one, who ^nnects no one with jobs, then those students, those
schools should nit be eligible to participate in the program.

All students are given the opportunity to withdraw and receive
refunds for the portion of courses not taken. There's no reason why
schools should receive payment for students who drop out after
they've only been in the school for a few weeks. And that is going
on all over the country.

S no,
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If they do not get to a certain point in that education or in tha6
traini, then the school should be made to refund to the students
the doliars that they are receiving by way of student loans.

All students are not forced, are not forced to pay for misrepre-
sented or inadequate education. You have schools that have some
of the most ridiculous advertising that's going on in newspapers
across this country. And we read it, we see it all the time. We pass
right by it.

It is so outrageous until you laugh at it. I call them all the Joe
Blow School of Computer Nothing because the ads are just abso-
lutely outrageous and ridiculous. And you know them in your State
and your communities. You know that they're not training.

And when they have that kind of misrepresentation, students
should not be forced to pay. If they Fay that, you know, 90 percent
of our students get jobs making $15 an hour or more and they ad-
vertise that, we should bust them ror that lie if they can't prove it.

The Department of Eduzation is given adequate oversight of the
quality and integrity of the schools. Now, this business of us not
being able to tell the Department cf Education what it should do is
kind of outrageous. We are the Congress of the United States of
America, public policy making body, that is supposed to be able to
legislate in ways that will direct our agencies and departments.

And I think we should get about the business of doing this in-
stead of feeling like we're victims that can't do anything about
giving some direction in this area. I would like to see State controls
prior to schools being eiigible to participate, and I would like to see
the Federal Government have some oversight so that it ensures
thet all of the States have licensing requirements and other kinds

requirements that would make good sense before these private
postsecondary schools can even be considered. Those are just some
of the things that I would recommend.

Mr. GORDON. Tim, let me try to maybe be quick in a broad way.
Since we've talked a lot about proprietary schools, let's define what
a proprietary school is. A proprietary school if a for-profit school.
And how are they making their profit now? They're making their
profit not be educating students; they're making their profits by
enrolling students.

And I think we need to change that system. You know, their
profit ought to be based on educating students, not enrolling stu-
dents. Then you'll find that teachers are paid more than recruiters.

So what do we do? You know, you have to have some kind of
bend, mark for success when it's over with. And once again, I go
back to completing courses, graduation rates. I think that's a bench
mark. Getting a job, job placement, that's a bench mark. Paying
back your loan, that's a bench mark.

And so if you will use these bench marks, draw some lines, and
say, "Okay, if you don't meet these rates, then you're not eligible
for the loans." That means they're not able to make a profit.
You're going to see the way they do business change. You're going
to see, if you can make it where to make a profit you have to edu-
cate rather than recruit, you're going to see them, as Maxine says,
they're going to test them when they get there. And they're going
to say, "Okay, this person would make a truck driver, but to put
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him in hygienist school would be ridiculous. But right now, as long
as I'm getting money for whatever they do, why should I care?"

So if you have to educate them, they're going to try to test them
and place them in the best location. Maey're going to try to have
counselors to try to get them through those courses. And then,
when it's over with, they're going to have someone to help get
them placed in a job.

You've got to make the for-profits make a profit on educating,
not recruiting. And that's how I think you'll change the system.

Your next question, as far as the reccrdkeeping system, the De-
partment of Education for the last 3 or 4 or 5 years has been trying
to do this. They just haven't simply gotten it done. And this com-
mittee is going to have to mandate it, provide the funds, do what-
ever is necessary, so that these universal lists are available where
you can plug in to the IRS and see whether or not these people are
telling the truth on their application forms.

You know, there's a fellow in prison now in Tennessee that was
a recruiter at one of these schools. He got into trouble for some
other reasons, but he's in prison right now. He said on the record
that the toughest thing for him to do was to come up with false
names. It got to the point where he was just writing people's names
down and addresses. He had trouble coming up with new names,
and this was the hardest thing he had.

You know, you're going to have to be able to plug into Social Se-
curity numbers and make sure these people are real students. You
need this kind of a universal list.

I had a staff person in my office call over to the Department of
Education and just say, you know, "Do you have any record of me?
Do you know whether I ever had a loan?" Well, he had one, but
they had no earthly idea.

Mr. ROEMER. Bart, when you talk about bench marks and you
talk about graduation rates and you talk about getting a job, where
do we start to draw those kind of somewhat arbitrary bench
marks? You know, we surely don't apply that to Notre Dame in my
district or St. Mary's in my district

Ms. WATERS. But you do it with JTPA.
Mr. Ronne. PaMon me?
Ms. WATERS. Job Training Partnership Act that operates in your

State for job training. You do have bench marks. You do exactly
that in the Job Training Partnership Act progrc.

If you take a look at that, and they have been working them to
make them more workable all the time, what you will fmd is they
put out requests for proposals to those who want to do job training
and they have to do certain things before they are eligible for the
dollars.

Not only do they have to place the studentsit's called perform-
ance based contractsin some way, and I grant you all of what I
have seen does not in any way ensure that the way that it has
been struc+ured is the absolute way. But I think that is the general
approach to dealing with how you pay people for what they do or
do not pay them for what they do not do. Sc you may start there.

Mr. ROEMER. But, Maxine, where would you set those bench
marks? I mean, what kind of graduation rate would it be? Would it
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be steeped? Would it eventually be introduced over a period of
time?

MS. WATERS. Well, see, I don't know. But what you could do, you
could start out with some very low rates. For example, if you have
no requirements and you have 10 percent of the schools participat-
ing or something in that amount who graduate no one, make it 2
percent to start. Make it 1 percent. Make it 3 percent and you'd be
doing better than what you're doing now.

I'm not suggesting. that it would have to be 75 percent. Since we
don't have any, let's start very low. Let's say 3 percent. I don't
think that's unreasonable. If they can't graduate 3 or 4 percent, I
mean, what are we talking about?

If we say job placement, since we have no bench marks now, let's
start with something very low. Let's say 5 percent. Is that too
much to ask? Two percent, 1 percent, anything. Let's show that we
want to do something.

Mr. GORDON. Last Congress, or last session, this Congress made
an arbitrary figure of saying if you have a 35 percent default rate
or more over a 3 year period, then you won't be eligible for student
loans, and in 1993 it goes down to 30 percent.

This was an arbitrary figure, but it was something that we tried.
And I think that what you have to do is, Notre Dame is not at risk
now because they probably have a couple percent default rate. If
they had a 50 percent default rate, then I think that you would be

a harder look at them.
And I think that you're going to have to use expertise from folks

that know more than we do. And you're going to have to decide,
again, and I think, as Maxine says, let's maybe ez r on the side of
too high and have a higher default rate, have, like, the 35.

Make those standar& less restrictive now and see what happens.
And then start to pull them down if we need to. But somewhere
you're going to have to draw the line even though some people are
going to be hurt. You're still going to have to draw that line or
you're going to have a worse problem.

Ms. WATERS. Just look at it very carefully. And, again, take into
consideration whether or not the institution is solely supported
with student loans. When you have a mix, or you can require a
mix. I understand the Veterans Administration does. There is some
information that leads me to believe that they have rules that
sayhere, let's see.

Some institutions rely substantially, if not exclusively, on funds
emanating from the Federal financial aid program to exist. These
schools tend to be mills for the processing of grant or loan ftr -ds,
rather than institutions which have appeal to a broader base of
students than recipients of financial aid.

The Veterans Administration experienced similar problems with
schools which were established principally to enjoy the fruits of VA
sponsored educational benefits programs. The VA limits schools'
eligibility to schools where no more than 85 percent of the students
receive VA benefits.

Maybe we could propose a similar requirement. I have submitted
all of these recommendations that have been put together by a
number of people who have worked on this for many years. I would
suggest you take a very close look at it.
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Mr. ROEMER. Again, Mr. Chairman, I would like to thank our col-
leagues for their great testimony today. Last year we requested the
Secretary of Education to provide, or at least to look at and evalu-
ate, the measures of graduation rates of these schools. Maybe we
can, as a committee, encourage an expeditious review and they can
get back to us with these measures and variables and bench marks
in the not too distant future.

Can you do thet, Mr. Chairman?
Mr. Arinszws. [presiding] I can do anything, Mr. Roemer. I ap-

preciate your deep respect and affection for the Chair.
Mr. Roxrazx. Mr. Chairman, could you come to my district, too?
Mr. ANDREWS. You want to win, don't you? Thank you very, very

much, Maxine and Bart, for very informative and inspiring testi-
mony this morning. We thank you for your time and effort.

We are privileged to have as our panel this morning. And I
would ask each of the witnesses to step forward so we may begin:
Elizabeth Imholz, who is Director of the Consumer and Employ-
ment Unit of the South Brooklyn Legal Services in Brooklyn, New
York; Robert Atwell, President of the American Council on Educa-
tion in Washington, DC; Stephen J. Blair, President of the Nation-
al Association of Trade and Technical Schools in Washington, DC;
Arthur Resso, Chairman of the Board of Directors of the Associa-
tion of Accredited Cosmetology Schools in Falls Church, Virginia;
Marc L. Brenner, President and Fiscal Financial Aid Director of
the Ohio Auto Diesel Tech in Cleveland, Ohio; and Robert B. Knut-
son, Chairman and CEO of the Education and Management Corpo-
ration in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

Ladies and gentlemen, your statements have been distributed to
the members of the committee, and without objection they will be
made part of the permanent record of the hearings in each case.
We would invite you to, wherever possible, sammarize so that we
may get on with questions as quickly as we can.

We'll begin to my right, with Mr. Knutson. Welcome.

STATEMENTS OF ELIZABETH IMHOLZ, DIRECTOR, CONSUMER
AND EMPLOYMENT UNIT OF THE SOUTH BROOKLYN LEGAL
SERVICES, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK; ROBERT ATWELL, PRESI-
DENT, AMERICAN COUNCIL ON EDUCATION, WASHINGTON, DC;
STEPHEN J. BLAIR, PRESIDENT. NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
TRADE AND TECHNICAL SCHOOLS IN WASHINGTON, DC;
ARTHUR RESSO, CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF DIRECTORS, ASSOCIA-
TION OF ACCREDITED COSMETOLOGY SCHOOLS, FALLS
CHURCH, VIRGINIA; MARC L BRENNER, PRESIDENT AND
FISCAL FINANCIAL AID DIRECTOR, OHIO AUTO DIESEL TECH
IN CLEVELAND, OHIO; AND, ROBERT B. KNUTSON, CHAIRMAN
AND CEO. EDUCATION AND MANAGEMENT CORPORATION,
PITTSBURGH, PENNSYLVANIA

Mr. KNUTSON. Thank you. I'm happy to be here this morning. As
you indicated, I am Chairman and CSO of Education Management
Corporation. Our employee owned company, as art institutes in
major cities throughout the United States which offer a wide varie-
ty of associate and baccalaureate degree programs.
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Our 13,000 students come from every State in the union and
from 50 foreign countries. We have reciprocal credit transfer ar-
rangements with a number of collftw and universities. And, in ad-
dition, our organization's post graduate activities have consulting
affiliations with universities in various cities in the United States
and in Europe.

I am sympathetic to the statement made by Mr. Ford earlier
when he referred to his experience. And I would characterize the
art institutes as professional schools. And I, for one, while I'm a
graduate of the University of Michigan in studies in economics,
have a great personal commitment to the view that there is dignity
in all kinds of work. And I think we need to keep that in mind as
we review these student aid p

And I think at the heart oflere shearings is the question of the
relationship between students and the Federal Government I feel
that we need to ask ourselves what should be the primary responsi-
bilities of the Federal Government and the States and the accredit-
ing agencitis as they facilitate that relationship between students
and the Federal Government.

And as some of my colleagues on this panel this morning know,
we have strongly held views on that sukject. And our organization
is very active in the process of reauthorization of the Higher Edu-
cation Act. We have networked among the various higher educa-
tion associations.

We have prepared a document which you have and other mem-
bers have that contains 85 specific recommendations for construc-
tive change in the administration and delivery of student aid pro-
pms. And we're ve7 pleased that a number of our proposals
have been incorporatW into the proposals that others in this panel
will refer to this morning.

The main point that I would like to make this morning is that
the present system, the triad of the States and the Department of
Education and the accrediting agencies, can work. But the primary
responsibilities of each member of the triad need to be dermed and
need to be integrated. And the members of the triad need to act as
partners with full and open communication. And that is not hap-
pening today.

We believe that there needs to be minimum Federal standards,
as has been indicated in the earlier panel. And we agree with that
for State licensing. And we think the States should be primarily re-
sponsible for consumer protection, just as we feel that the U.S. De-
partment of Education diould be primarily responsible for ensuring
that institutions have administrative and financial capability. And
we feel that the accrediting agencies should be primarily responsi-
ble for ensuring academic quality.

But those primary responsibilities are interdependent. Some
people will go further into other partner's areas, if you will. But in
the document that you have in front of you and in our testimony,
we have ticked off various points. And just to highlight briefly, the
minimum Federal standai* for State licensing, we think that is
essential if we're going to ensure the importance of the State li-
cense as a prerequisite to Title iV eligibility.

And we feel that every institution in a State should meet the
same standards of consumer protection. And we have recommend-
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ed that there be funding provided under the Higher Education Act
to assist those States that meet those minimum Federal standards
in their State oversight responsibilities.

And we have also recommended that there be a single State offi-
cial charged with coordinating the enforcement of State licensing
requirements and regulations as it pertains to institutions that are
in the higher education programs.

We also feel that there should be minimum Federal standards
for the recognition of the regional and national accrediting bodies.
And we believe that those minimum Federal standards should
cause the accrediting agencies in the way they address the academ-
ic standards of their institutions to get into such areas, for exam-
ple, as curriculum, as credentials of faculty, facilities and equip-
ment, student services and the like.

We feel that the membership in accrediting agencies should be
voluntary. And we believe that there should be a clear separation
from a financial and administrative standpoint between the accred-
iting agency and any related professional association. We believe
that the accrediting agencies themselves should be charged with
oversight that goes beyond what might be taking place today, on-
sight review in certain instances.

As to the Deix.etment of Education itself, as it carries out its pri-
mary responsibilities to ensure the financial and administrative ca-
pability of institutions that participate in Title IV funds, our basic
premise there is flirly simplistic. And that is you can not expect
what you don't inspect.

And as has been indicated in the previous panel, part of the
problem today is that it has not been taking place. We have recom-
mended that there be program reviews conducted by the Demi-
rnent of all participating institutions every 3 years and that there
be recertification reviews every 5 years, that there be targeted re-
views of certain institutions that meet indicators such as high de-
fault rates, withdrawal rates of students, high rates of faculty and
staff turnover, such as concerns of fmancial stability or material
findings by the accrediting bodies or by the States.

In other words, for the department to take a more activist role
on that score. We think it's absolutely essential that the depart-
ment develop an institutional data base. There is something like
8,000 institutions that participate in the Title IV programs today
that are not talking with one another. And, of course, plainly, the
members of the triad aren't communicating the way they need to.

Essentially, the department, if I could put it in a single sentence,
needs to take responsibility for Title IV funds. It's vital with all of
this, as I said a moment ago, that there be open communication
among the triad partners of the States, the Federal Government
and the accrediting agencies, so that the left hand knows what the
right hand is doing. Because, clearly, these three bodies are inter-
dependent.

And I'd like to just end with the statement that, in my view, and
I think there are others on this panel and in this hearing today
that would ascribe to the view that we truly have a superb, diversi-
fied higher education system in the United States of America. It is,
in fact, the envy of the world. Sure, we have problems, and some of
them are serious. But today, look at what we have. We have public
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and private institutions which offer education and training pro-
grams that are long, that are short, that are highly diversified,
that have a wide range of outcomes, and, in fact, do address our
Nation's human resource needs.

And I think we can establish the right standards, the right rules,
the right gate keeping, the right enforcement, within the existing
system. That can be done.

What I think is going to be a harder challenge, and if I can make
one fmal pitch, and that is that unless we develop the political will
to look at education as the Nation's number one priority and as the
solution to our problems and as an investment with an enormous
future return, until we do that we are really missing the boat be-
cause it is something that needs to happen. And with reauthoriza-
tion, we have the opportunity to make a real difference in the
future of our country. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Robert B. Knutson followsl
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Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee on

Postsecondary Education, I a* Robert B. Knutson, Chairman and

Chief EXOCUtive Officer of Education Management Corporation (ENC)

of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Our employee-owned company operates

The Art Institutes of Atlanta, Dallas, Fort Lauderdale, Houston,

Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Seattle and The Colorado Institute of

Art.

The Art Institutes International serve 13,000 students in

associate and baccalaureate degree programs. Our students come

from every state in the Union and from 50 foreign countries. We

also provide postgraduate paraloyal training to students through

The National Center for Paralegal Training and its consulting

affiliations with universities in the United States and Europe.

Our primary mission is to develop human potential. Our 1,800

faculty and staff know that student success is everyone's job.

I appreciate the opportunity to present our recommendations

for improving the program integrity of the Title IV student

assistance programs.

The Title IV student aid programs were created under the

Higher Education Act of 1965 to provide ell aualified students

yith an eoual ooportupitv to pursue a postsecondary education

raardleem of family financial means. Federal student aid

programs have played a critical role in maintaining student

access and freedom of choice in education. As we begin the

!II
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process of reauthorization, the effectiveness and integrity of

these programs will come under close scrutiny.

411.01. 4 *I. - It 111. . I , as they have served

millions of our students well. However we share the view

expressed by others that iligationtialzeuxiLlaLiajzzgar,

In our 85 recommendations for reauthorization, which we have

already provided to the Subcommittee and are submitting today for

the record, we have made a number of proposals related to the

student aid programs. In addition, we have addressed the

institutional eligibility and oversight responsibilities of the

Triad: the states, the accrediting agencies and the U.S.

Department of Education. kajalimuthat_thitarlAcmatemud

ra192n11.1kilits111-111S1-111111-611.thgrita_12L-InraLig_thiLialliLla=111101

Anuaittir_stalinisuansLintastrAtig. The Triad partners'

responsibilities are interdependent; each partner must carry out

its principal role fully in order to ensure individual and

collective success.

212XLiasLiyatem_aauxiLizszuguarksLsinsuariAtIgn. For

example, students have been hurt by school closings which might

have been foreseen or even prevented if the Department, the

states, or the accreditirm agencies had exercised their

responsibilities and informed the other Triad partners.

2
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There is no minims federal standard for state regulations

and, as a result, s. t

tat*. Many states simply do not allocate the necessary

resources to properly oversee their institutions or to address

serious problems when they occur.

V. p - l' p ? I have

developed a reputation for behaving like private clubs that

protect their membership. This perceived conflict of interest

seriously threatens the integrity of the accrediting process.

Accrediting agencies are increasingly driven by crisis

management, in part because they have assumed responsibilities,

e.g. student loan default prevention, which they are ill equipped

to handle.

Due to staff reductions in the 1980s, the Department of

Educatipn does not have enough trained personnel with the

necessary expertise to oversee the approximately 8,000

institutions that participate in Title IV programs. The

Department possesses a great deal of information about eligible

institutions, but has not consolidated it into a usable :late

bass. As a result, it cannot identify schools which are

experiencing adninistrative or financial difficulties.

:he Department of Education's eligibility and certification

processes are inefficient and overly dependent on paper

processing. In the past ten years, institutions have installed

3
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sophisticated data procmssing systems. Collectively, they keep

track of hundreds of thousands of students' detailed financial

records related to their participation in the Title IV programs.

It is unbelievable that the Departsent of Education has not been

able to consolidate information on 8,000 participating

institutions.

In order to strengthen the integrity of the Title IV

programs, we propose the following:

Ealablisli_ailliMiLlsgazaLitanslAnULL2r_itate_limming.
InsumIstr_IsLAIIIIILitatat An_thaiLsysizaight

Lighar_Sslucatiealat_ta_gualde_lagazaLtund&istAtalga
that meet minimum federal standards for state licensing.

latuisLIImiliglinrEduratimiztAcLinclitsbLieskrail
statutory standards for the Secretary's recognition of

Kagi2nal_ansLnaticanaLmazsgitincLasumgin, in order to

assure the integrity of the accrediting process.

REIZIACLE_Ihe_liatisznallialiisorLSonittss_sn_ihaareslitstion

andinatitatignajilisakiiity with a National Advisory

Committee on Institutional Quality and Integrity, which

is representative of all types of institutions within

higher education.

Reguire_mcbmemlar_sLIULazieuLlsLebare information

regarding all final decisions and the final results of

any site visits (with institutions' comments attached)

with every other Triad member.

4
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NO I s to establish a

central data bases of institutional information.

Edu

alistibilitx_iinCsiLtitistatimuutecum-

gatmaish a sinala definition of "inatiMainn_gt hiaher

klimaialan.0 The purpose of the Title iv programa is to

support needy students in their pursuit of a

postsecondary education, regardless of the governance of

the institution or fine distinctions in program

objectives.

zar_rmsulactAxiistmLamuktai2muLsja_zsintags, rather than

expand, =rActiisma,Lxialuuki_thiuxiagi.
- The principal responsibility of the 'Aetna should be to

assure that consumers ars protected.

The principal responsibility of the accrediting agem.iqg

should be to assure the effectiveness and high quality

of the education programs their schools offer.

- The principal responsibility of the ka,Ammtmant_gi
Education should be to assure that participating

institutions meet necessary administrative and financial

standardn.

5
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Ws have an enormous opportunity as we approach

reauthorization of the nigher Education Act. We need to make the

system work for our students and, consequently, for roux country.

With this Committee's leadership, I an confident we will succeed.
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Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, Mr. Knutson. I'm informed that Mr.
Atwell has an early plane to catch so we're going to go out of order
and ask Mr. Atwell if he would testify next Nlielcome.

Mr. ATWELL. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and with apologies to
my fellow panelists. And after I make my few brief remarks I hope
you will feel no disrespect if I have to leave. And I'd be pleased to
answer any written questions.

The testimony I offer today is on behalf of the American Council
on Education and 11 other higher education associations, and is ac-
companied by specific legislative proposals. I would ask that my
previously submitted written testimony be made a part of these
proceedings.

Federal student aid programs have come under severe fire in
recent years because of the circumstances which you've heard dis-
cussed earlier in this hearing. Now, fortunately, steps taken al-
ready by the Congress and the relevant accie&ting bodies have
started us on the road to reform.

The high costs associated with fraud and abuse and defaults are
one of the reasons for the growing imbalance between grants and
loans in student aid packages. And, in particular, high default costs
have restrained the ability of the Congress to provide sufficient
Pell and other grant funds to meet the demonstrated needs of stu-
dents.

Our system of higher education, generally recognized as the best
in the world, is also unique in the world in a number of respects.
And for purposes of today's hearing, one of the most unique fea-
tures of that system is that the monitoring of educational quality is
assigned to what Mr. Knutson referred to as the triad consisting of
State licensure and regulation of the institutions providing the edu-
cation; voluntary accreditation and Federal program eligibility de-
termination; and oversight

In most other nations, all of these oversight functions rest in cen-
tral ministries of education. Now, our decentralized system has
worked reasonably well in assuring minimum academic standards,
but on the whole, it has not performed satisfactorily in assuring
good management and reasonable standards of probity.

For one thing, State licensure and regulation has been most no-
tably ineffective because of understaffing, the dispersal of responsi-
bility among several agencies within some States, and the reluc-
tance of many States to undertake activities which they believe to
be a responsibility of the Federal Government.

Secondly, accreditation, while well-suited for the determination
of minimum academic standards, is, on the whole, ill-equipped to
deal with a host of management and probity issues which come
with the rapid expansion of enrollment. And that's been made pos.
Bible, of course, in part through the growth of the student aid
system, which is largely Federal.

The Congress has determined that Federal program eligibility
should be determined through an arrangement whereby the Feder-
al Government recognizes and monitors the voluntary accrediting
bodies, rather than making individual determinations of which in-
stitutions should be eligible for Federal programs.

While the decision to leave Federal program eligibility largely in
the hands of voluntary accrediting bodies is consistent with our

0
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whole approach to the role of the Federal Government, there have
been difficulties. Chief among them being the fact that the Depart-
ment of Education's role, both in overseeing accrediting bodies and
in monitoring institutional performance with Federal funds, has
suffered from inadequate funding and management inattention.

And our specific proposals address all three legs of the triad. And
they do so against a background of what the Congress has already
done to address the problems I've tried to identify. I would refer,
specifically, to the prolaition on borrowing by students at high de-
fault institutions and reduced SLS limits for students in programs
of less than I year.

In the area of State licensure and regulation, we recommend
that the Secretary of Education be authorized to develop standards
for State laws and policies which provide a more adequate system
of State licensure, oversight and compliance. And these standards
should be developed in cooperation with the State higher education
executive officers and the States.

With respect to accrediting bodies, the Secretzlry would be re-
quired to develop specific standards for recognizing accrediting
bodies for the purpor of institutional eligibility for Title IV pro-
grams, and we have indicated what some of those standards might
be.

Thirdly, we have a number of proposals to clarify and strengthen
the role of the Department of Education in student aid programs,
including adequate staffing, performance standards for institutions
and others.

It is my personal hope that in developing performance standards,
and you heard refrrence to performance standards earlier in this
hearing, special attention would be paid to such factors as high de-
fault costs, high default rates, the proportion of Federal or federal-
ly guaranteed funds to total institutional income, changes in insti-
tutional ownership, proportion of ability to benefit students, mate-
rial findings in audit reports and others.

It is my judgment that thresholds could be established whereby
poor performance on several of these indicators would trigger
closer scrutiny than would be the case for other institutions.

In arguing for these threshold indicators, I'm fully aware that in-
stitutions serying academically hiih risk students should be expect-
ed to have higher default rates. But I do believe that institutional
accountability would be strengthened through such standards.

And, finally, we have some proposals on regulatory reform, chief
among them being to extend to the Higher Education Act the same
negotiated rulemr.king authority provided for the Perkins Voca-
tional Act last yftr.

Our propmab are designed to assure that regulations are devel-
oped in cooperation with the higher education community. And in
sumipary, we believe that the combination of the proposals we are
offering will provide better accountability, greater integrity and
lesser costs than would be the case in the absence of these meas-
ure. And in that manner, we will better serve our students, which
is the purpose behind all of our activities.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And I would like to be excused, if I
may.

[The prepared statement of Robert Atwell follows:]
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

On behalf of ascensions representing all secton of American

higher education, I appreciate this opportunity to present our

recommendations to improve the idministration and enhance the

integrity of federal student aid programs.

To strengthen program integrity, two important issues must be

dealt with during the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act:

(I) Serious problems persist in the adminbtration of the

programs by the Education Department, and in the Departments

shared responsibility with the states and private voluntary

accredidng agencies for determining institutional eligibility for

participation in federal student assistance.

Lax administration of Tide IV programs which annually

distribute some $20 billion in student assistance has led to widely-

reported instances of fraud and abuse, particularly in short-term

occupational programs which enroll a high proportion of low-income,

high-risk students. Such instances have eroded public confidence in

the programs, although most institutions do a responsible job of

managing federal funds.

(2) Increasing statutory and regulatory requirements imposed

on the programs to deal with management problems at a relatively

small number of schools has created a costly regulatory overburden

for the majoeity of iustitedons.

To address the first issue, we believe it is vital to clarify the

role and responsibilities of the Department, postsecondary

institutions, the accrediting agencies, and the states in determining

eligibility for federal student aid programs, and to strengthen

led
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institutional management controls and accountability. The second

issue requires several steps to reform the regulatory process.

It- .t .. I Pa I'M I

We are encouraged that Secretary Alexander has moved

quickly to adopt a sweeping management improvement plan to

refocus and resttucture the Department's student aid programs. The

plan is based on the report of an ED-OMB review team which found

the management capacity of the Office of Postsecondary Education to

be inadequate, understaffed, and lacking the basic accounting records

required to fulfill its responsibilities.

To make sure tlo Department provides adequate staffing 9f the

=lent aid programs M the future.. we recommend that a line item

of_TilleaLimigtams. This would make the staffing needs for proper

administration of the programs (including training of financial aid

administrators) a mattes for formal review in each budget cycle.

I, 104 P t t

consultation with the ocutsecondary community. objective

.1- SI 'It I It I !II I

Title IV programs, Such standards would enable the Department to

regulate differentially on the basis of such factors as the institution's

mission, program, type of governance, and administrative capacity.

and would include reliable criteria for identifying institutions which

are having difficulties in operating and managing the programs.

We also recommend that the Department be required to

I ye
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.0 I I.-SO 6.* 6 6i1

review$- Based on these oversight activities, the Department should

prepare and distribute an annual report evaluating the nature and

extent of administrative and regulatory problems and concerns

identified in the programs, and their frequency by sector.

IF, 114 II, I : 11,0 , Ir

inliiintianal iniamaism. to promote uniform reporting

and full integration of all data available from sources within and

outside the Department, including the Eligibility and Certification

Division, the Audit and Program Review Division. the Financial

Management Section. the Office of the Inspector General, the regional

offices, the Veterans Administration, state agencies, and regional and

national accredidng agencies.

11151 I I

autL.monitar_thiLdainy_mnion that assume contractual
responsibility for adminirtration of Title IV programs. Third-party

servicers for institutions should be subject to control and audit

requirements similar to those that apply to institutions. The

Department should also be authorized to regulate third-party

consultants on student aid matters, and to require satisfactory

performance standards for consultants.

We also urge consideration of the Administration's proposal for

authority to provide conditional certification for a one-year period to

enable the Secretary to take timely action against institutions with

no proven record of ability to administer federal funds.
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iLitiostgosing_ingliniiimaLucannzakility
In the last two years Congress has taken several steps to limit

program abuse and to make institutions more accountable for their

management of Tide IV programs, including a prohibition on

borrowing by students at high-default institutions (with appropriate

waivers for institutions with special circumstances), reduced SLS loan

limits for students in programs of less than an academic year,

imposition of a 30-day delay in die disbursement of guaranteed

loans, and restrictions on the eligibility of ability-to-benefit students.

We recommend several further steps to improve the

accountability of all institutions:

As a prerequisite to certification or recertification, inAtimagas

101 I I-0 4, , I Nil t tjl 11 11,1,-

ub

for their two most recent fiscal yam Institutions identified in the

certification process as having actual or potential management

and/or financial problems should be required to provide interim

reports as a follow-up to certification.

1,-.1 II 11-0

administered by NCES).

la addition, institutions accredited by two or more agencies

should be required to identify which one provides accreditation for

the purposes of Title IV eligibility, provide the Department and their

accredidng agencies with full disclosure of the reasons for their
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multiple accreditation, and notify the Department when OW of their

sources of sccreditation is dropped or withdrawn.

We also support several recommendations included in the

Administration's reauthorization proposals transmitted to Congress

April 30, including:

siandailLiCsamialtaLludraLgiaxasmi. Pr 0112110 tif le"
than 600 boars typically provide training for eaury-level, minimum-

wage jobs, and needy students should not be permited to assume

large debts for such training.

t...it 1041

4,4,0 4

.4,11 TIL , 4)1

4: ,-;4 4 1-.4 , ... 1

ailligliai-AliatInti or on student aid volume to persons engaged in

making final admissions or financial aid eligibility determinations, or

recniltment of prospective students by third party agents dr

contract/MS.

It- 1 10,110 t.k.1

Title IV eliebility.
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A recent study by the State Higher Education Executive Officen

(WM) found that the states are highly inconsistent and often too

weak in their licensing standards for postsecondary institutions to

assure reasonable standards of educational quality and consumer

protection. SNEED is currently working on the development of

standards for state licensing.

We believe the time is right to accelerate this process through

federal leadership. We...LeramMeati111111_3121...SecielatYImmthoziand

A-.
r .1' III

adagilistigma_smithings,
We also recommend that states be required to report to the

Education Department and regional or national accrediting bodies any

negative action affecting the license of an institution to operate,

including denial suspension, or termination of authority, and the

final results of any on-site review of the institution.

IlAinasibsnimAaralitiaLlgdits
Federal law forbids the Secretary or any officer of the

Education Department from "exercising any direction, supervision, or

control over.., any accrediting agency or aswciation." This is an

important safeguard for the private, voluntary system of

'Accreditation by which the world of higher education attempts to

assure dm quality of its institutions. Nevertheleu it is entirely

appropriate for the Secretary to establish criteria by wMch

1
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ataedidng assocIations may be recognized for purposes of

determining institutional eligibility for federal student aid.

Thlz_12/tligibility. An agency should be required to demonstrate that

it has the ability and experience to operate as an accrediting body.

that its principal purpose is the accreditation of postsecondary

institutions and/or programs, that it maintains a clear distinction

from any professional or trade organization. that it determines that

the program length is appropriate to the subject matter taught, and

otherwise assures that the institutions it accredits provide

utisfactory education and training, including the provision of

adequate student support services where appropriate. Agencies

should also be required to report any final negative action affecting

the accreditation of an institution.

We . also recommend that the Secretary's National Advisory

Committee on Accreditation and Institutional Eligibility be

strengthened by the addition of representatives of public and

independent four-year institutions, community colleges, proprietary

institutions, professional schools, public members, puents and

students, and representatives of the Council on Postsecondary

Accreditation. The Committee should be re-named the National

Advisory Committee on Institutional Quality and Integrity. with

responsibWty to advise the Secretary on standards of recognition and

to recommend changes in policies affecting institutional eligibility

and certification.

1 G
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L Regulatoxy Refozm

For the past decade the Department has consistently failed to

consult with the higher education community as it developed

regulations in difficult problem areas. As a result, regulations

published for comment in the Federal Resister often propose

unrealistic and unworkable solutions which take the community by

surprise, create an uproar of controversy, and require the

intervention of Congress to resolve.

juscsamnaziLisp_gajggligi_EgnaiirgLAELskik

11. '0:11

Education Act last year. This would require the Secretary to

establish a negotiated rulemaking committee representing affected

sectors of the community whenever it is in the public interest to

attempt to reach consensus on a proposed rule before it is published

for comment in the Winer. Such consultation in advance with the

higher education community with respect to regulatory matters that

affect it would permit the sharing of information and expertise on

the nature of the problem, and the impact of various options for

remedial action, before Departmental policy is determined, rather

than after the fact.

.11. *I' - b.IMI

gaulatne_tatam. Fos example, problems that have bees identified

in short-term, skill training programs have resulted in the imposition

of inappzopriate, costly, and burdensome reguladons on two-year

and four-year degree-granting institutions. Establishment of
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performanco-bssed standards could tesult in specific and more

effective reguladons for sectors of postsecondary education with

different missions and goals; it could also provide criteria for waiving

regulatory requirements for inidtutions which meet high

performance standards or valid alternative standards. The

Depanment would no longer be in the position of penalizing all

institutions to stop a small minority from abusing the system.

Finally, we believe that the Department should be encouraged

to seek new ways to reduce the regulatory burden on institutions.

Therefore,
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Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Atwell, thank you very much for your pa-
tience and your testimony. We will now hear from Mr. Brenner.

Mr. Mumma Thank you. We have provided you with a full
length copy of our position paper. Mr Chairman, members of the
subcommittee, my name is Marc Brenner, President and Fiscal Fi-
nancial Aid Director of Ohio Auto Diesel Technical Institute, a 22-
year-old proprietary school located in Cleveland, Ohio.

Currently, I also chair the Reauthorization Task Force of the Na-
tional Association of Student Financial Aid Administrator& It is
indeed a pleasure to have the opportunity to appear before you
today to express the views of NANAA and its nearly 3,300 mem-
bers on changes that we believe must be made to help ensure the
integrity of the Federal student aid programs.

We are aware that there are people that perceive the Federal
student aid programs as wasteful, extravagant and fraudulent.
NASFAA does acknowledge that some of this criticism is valid and
justified. But much of the condemnation is unfair and does not az-
curately portray the value such assistance provides to students and
their families.

And we are all aware of the abuses that have been publicized in
the press. While some of these reports were either overstated, mis-
interpreted or isolated incidents, the fact remains that these occur-
rences can not simply be ignored, nor can we continue to delay con-
structive actions to reduce or prohibit such incidents in the future.

Singularly, perhaps none of these incidents would necessarily
create a major cause for criticism of overall educational operations;
however, taken collectively, the occurrences have cast a negative
shadow on our industry and, more specifically, the Federal student
aid piwrams.

What I want to emphasize is that the majority of postsecondary
institutions are credible, reputable, and they deliver the education
and training that they promise in meeting the needs of their stu-
dents.

NASFAA recognizes that much needs to be done to ensure the
integrity of the programs. And Congress and the administration
have already accomplished much since the last reauthorization to
enhance program management. to prevent fraud, waste, abuse, and
to reduce student loan defaults.

Every member should be aware that the steps that they have al-
ready taken to reduce student loan defaults are, in fact, working.
And more recent changes need time, they need a chance to actual-
ly begin to work.

The mind set that too many borrowers once had that they could
default on their loan obligations without consequence is disappear-
ing. People are getting the message.

Let me stress that the majority of students are not defaulter&
The fact is that in the history of the program, billions of dollars
have been lent, and millions of loans are being repaid at the cur-
rent time. These loans represent aspirations fulfilled, career goals
achieved and studies completed with degrees awarded.

As professionals who are more directly involved and responsible
for the administration of Federal student aid than anyone else, we
understand the complexities involved in the system and the oppor-
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tunities for some to take advantage of a system designed to work
for educational opportunity.

In the past, some have joked that financial aid administrators
act like Federal program money is their own. Well, we do seriously
take the stewardship and the accountability responsibilities that
Congress has entrusted to us in order to carry out the goals of the
Title IV programs.

As members of Congress serving on this subcommittee, we know
you have to justify the Title IV programs to other members and to
your constituents. We appreciate your support in defense of the
student aid in the past, just as we look forward to working with
you now to help ensure the integrity of and restore public confi-
dence in the student assistance programs.

Nothing you can do will be more important to both the long term
and short term success of the student aid programs than what
you're doing now. We firmly believe that there can be no improve-
ments or increases in aid to the neediest students or to middle
class families or to others without Congress directly addressing the
issue of program integrity.

NASFAA has approached the issue of program integrity from
several different perspectives. In the written statement that I've
provided, I've gone into much more detail, but let me summarize a
few of our recommendations now.

To help reduce defaults, NASFAA strongly urges the Congress to
change the funding structure of the Pell grant program by creating
an entitlement for students, rather than maintaining the current
discretionary appropriation system. Failure of the appropriations
committees to follow the policy decisions of the authorizing com-
mittees has necessitated more borrowing and has contributed, we
believe significantly, to the default problem.

We've suggested establishment of reduced annual loan limits for
three-quarter and half-time students. Further, we recommend that
institutions be allowed to establish lower loan limits than those
previously described in statutes. These changes will prohibit excess
borrowing, and thus, lower the default rates.

NASFAA further recommends extending the current 10 yftr re-
payment period to 15 years, keeping monthly payments affordable
to help prevent defaults.

Another major initiative under the category of program integrity
endeavors to set up systems of checks and balances to allow the De-
partment of Education and institution to monitor and manage the
programs better, and to limit student and institutional participa-
tion in the programs where appropriate.

NASFAA recommends the creation of a statutorily based self-
regulatory quality assurance program based primarily on the suc-
cessful institutional quality control pilot project currently in place.

NASFAA recommends the use of performance criteria, not only
in limiting eligibility for participation and student aid programs,
but also as a means of encouraging good performance by institu-
tions and others. NASFAA feels strongly that although sanctions
and additional procedures are necessary for certain institutions,
there are many whose ability to successfully manage the program
is impeded by excess regulations, sanctions and procedures.

11U
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NASFAA also supports the concep of negotiated rule making
that has been advanced by other higher education associations.

In conclusion, Qmgress should carefully examine the root causes
of the problems and design sensible, sensitive and effective solu-
tions.

A proper solution to an integrity problem in student aid should
have the fallowing characteristics: it should identify, isolate, and be
germane and proportionate to the problem.

At my school, we teach new students to use the proper diagnostic
equipment and the correct parts to repair an engine that is not
working. An incorrect valve part of a missed diagnosis of an
engine, just as an incorrect student aid legislative solution, will not
solve the problem, and, in fact, would lead to greater and unantici-
pated problems.

The Congress must also do the same and not try to force a solu-
tion which will cause even greater complications or system break-
downs, or, in fact, hurt students.

NASFAA looks forward to working with the subcommittee to
ensure not only appropriate program standards, but also to restore
public confidence in these important and essential financial aid
programs. I would be pleased to answer any questions that you
may have, and I thank you for the opportunity.

[The prepared statement of Marc L. Brenner followsl
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Mr. (barman and Manben of the Subcommittee. my name is Marc Bremer, Plead= and Fiscal

Financial Aid Director of Ohio Auto Diesel Technical Institute. a twenty-two year old pmprietary

school located In Oeveland, ONo. Cumendy. I chair the Reaudionzation Task Force of the

Nadonsi Association of Student nosiest Aid Administrators (NASFAA). It is indeed a pleasure to

have the opportunity to appear before rus today to express die areas of NASFAA and in nearly

31XJ0 members on changes that we believe must be made to help ensure the integrity of the federal

student aid nograms.

We are aware tha there are people that paean the fedend student aid pmgrams as wasteful.

exnavagant. and fraudulent. NASFAA acknowledges that some of this criticism is valid and

justified. But, much of the condemnation is unfair and does not accurately portray thr value such

assistance provides to students and their families.

NASFAA recognizes that much needs to be done to ensure the integrity of the programs, but we

also must remember that the Congress and Administration have done much in the last

Reauthorization and since to enhance program management, prevent fraud. waste, and abuse, and

reduce landau loan defaults_ We should revitw these changes, improvements and reforms,

For eurnple. among those changes am reporting of borrowers in default to national consumer credit

bureaux using citrate collection agencies, Justice Department law suits, garnishment of wages. co-

payable cheeks to the student and institution and multiple disbursements of loans, 30-day delayed

disbursement. universal tared analysis to determine eligibility for loans, IRS tax offset of refunds,

ruthodty for aid adminisuators to reduce or deny a loan, tightening up on SI,S eligibility, and cut-

offs of eligibility for loans at schools with high default rates. We understand why the Congress

made these modifications to the Higher Education Act. However. same of these changes. well-

mean without question. have caused real hardships for millions of students that art not part of the

problem darn revisions intend to come. NASFAA has wonted with the Congress to help reduce

1 I 3
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student loin defaults and tome= pregram buegrfty just ma we have supponed actions of the

Depanment af Education such as rewiring reporting of a drivers license or nest-of-kin information

to better track borrowen, inmease =ratability and plumate better prop= management.

I win' to address the topic of student loan defaults which is one imponata area when conskiering

propam integrity. We are aware that them me people that cemeive the federal student aid

pogroms as wasteful. extravagsm, and fraudulent. NASFAA acknowledges that some of this

criticism is valid and justified. But, much of the rademnation is unfair and does not mecums-1y

pommy the value inch assistance provides to student' and their families. And. we all axe aware of

the abuses that have been piblicimd br the press. While some of these reports wen either

rammed, misinterpreted. or isolated inckleths, the fact temains that the mammon carat simply

be ignored. nor can we amtimie to delay corstrucdve actions to reduce or pmhibit such incidents

in the hiture. Singularty, perhsps now of these incidents would necessarily create a major cause

for critidiM of overall educational operations. However, taken collectively, the occunences have

cast a negative shadow on our industry and more specifically, the fedetel student aid programs.

But, Wen I wam to emphasize is that the majority of postsecondary hativnions are credible,

reputable, and deliver education and veining meeting the needs of their students.

Every Member should be aware that the step already taken to teduce student loan defaults are

ototking mid mom recent changes need to be given a chance to ay& The mindset that too many

bonne.= once had that they could default an their loan obligations without consequence is

disappearing. Student bOTTOWCIS now know that their cirdit ratings will be affected by a loan

default, that their federal income tax refunds can be withheld to pey for a defaulted loan, and that

they face not only efforts to collect their debts by collection agencies, but that the Justice

Depanmai wW =seam them.

1 I 4
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There we emes in which indivkluals have go= to closing co the purchase of a home and a nudent
loan dela& on the swords bas panned them flea obtaining a loan for that home. US.
Attorneys in Phibdelphia have what the automobiles of a headed of piotessionals who refused to

acknowledge their college loan debts. Imagine runeff in the position of these individeals who
have detailed and. subsequently, find that they cannot close on their ram homes, thet their car is
not in the driveway an evening, or thst the tax refund they wen wades will never be issued.

These measures am brush. but for those who biammly abuse the government-hacked student loan

system, these remedies am nocasny end approptiate. People ars gearing the message.

However, in me weal that most rade= are not dergultess and Most do tepay their loans pmntpdy
and billy. Many of the individuals wbo do default typically are non-high school graduates who
hive nm completed their pogrom of postsecondary education, are underemployed or unemployed.
or are single-parma heni-of-hounhoids who do not have the income to repay. For many of these
individuals, a student loao default creates additional hardships fn their already difficult personal

circumstance. And, let us not forget thst the student loan default pmblem did not aPPear
oventight and that & prime reason dx situation became so serious is that the Department of
Education for so many yean fox whatever reason. Le. lack of attention to the ptoblem. absence of

leadership, or thadequate tosourcos, did not conduct the proper oversight and management of the

student loan programs ss was required. NASFAA is cautiously optimistic that the recent student

financial aid martegemem chonges announced by Secretary Alexander will result in these crucial

programs finally getting the anention and proper management that they deserve.

It is important to note that one reaSon default can to the government have tisen is that mots

students an hamming mixer amounts. Cumulative lam volume has grown from $21.2 billion in
1950 to $101.6 billion in 1959. One consequence of this growth is an increase in deltat claims

paid hy the gmentmart. even thougb the rale of default has remained fairly stable, le. 10.1 percent
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ITY-S0 us 92 pram in FY49.

We need, however, to step back Men the problems in the loan programa to =ember that the

federal males% financial assists= mann are working and ea working well. Over lO,000

laden pertielpsa in the loan progams. Appeximmely 4.7 million snidest loans are made a yea

providing 112.4 Mon in loon ftinds for postsemaley education. 771: avenge tmdergraduate lam

to $2,425 and the image grsduate loan is $5247 as =Waned by the Depanment of Education in

FY-92.

Ilea ens impassive Aguas, bet I believe even more impassive is the educational oppommity

presided to those individuals who mielve student loans. lbe Dm is that in the history of the

maw billions of dollars in loans lave been made and millions of loans am being repaid or have

been repaid. These loans apresent aspire:tom fidfilled, career goals achieved, and studies

oonOeted vdth degrees awnnied.

Federal student loan programs have no insernatiorad eatoparison and our nation is richer for them.

Ban with news of the problems in American education, student loans have contributed in pmviding

us with an educated eitizmuy that contributes to our eCOODtak compedzivenas, national defense,

researds mid developmem agenda, health cam system and so many other aspects of our national life

and well-being.

As pmfessionals who are mare direedy bwolved and responsible for the adm inistrati on of fedend

student aid than anyone else at American postsecondary institutions, we realize the complexities

involved le the system and the opportimilles for UM to take advantage of a system designed to

wort for Wm:Wand opportunity. Student financial aid administraton know fim-hand what is

mama to aviation the will of Omgress as expressed through the Higher Educadon Act What
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mot:edam and nuoigemem techniques will ensue that the law is carried out and that Depanmem

of Edueetkis regulations are matted properly. Whin steps must be Wen to =nue that the federal

appopristkuts minuted to us are not only well-spent to promote access to a postsecondary

education for our students, but abo ate accountable to the taxpayer. In the pm& acne have joked

that fhtmcial sid adminhastors am like the blend program money is dais own. We do take

seriously lb ssewmdsitip and immutability naponsibillties that Cony= has entnuted to us as a

profession in ceder to cony out the gods of the Tide IV program

As Members of Coolness serving on this Suboammittenove know you have bid to justify the Tide

IV programs to other Nimbus and to your consdtuents. We appreciate your support and defense

of student aid in the pia just as we look frawanl workitur with you now to !sett) ensure the

integrity of Ed public confidence in the student mina= Fenn= Nothing you can do will be

mom importing to both the britte1111 aid abolt41:1III =CM Ctt the student aid pogroms thin this.

We firmly believe there cm be no improves:au or increases In aid to the needles students or to

middle-Income families or to others without the congress directly addreesing du issue of program

b this Itt. NASFAA makes the following recommendstions to assist in miring propose

integrity aid public confidence hi the Tide IV pups=

NASFAA bm appfDlelled the bane of pogrom integrity from three different petspecdves.

First, NASFAA does =optics that carbine the incidence of student loin defaults is of umm

importance during this rautisnizsdat. As I have dimmed. Cons= and the Depastment of

Edocithan lave already done much to oven IMO defaultsand mmy of these acdons still need dme

to show milts. NASFAA, however, 11000112112016 the following additional chews to protect

117
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minable federal funds in the snider* loan programs and. equally s important, to safeguard students

from the mere consequences of having a defer& on their credit record.

(1) NASFAA strongly urges the Congress to change the funding sutra= of the Pell Grant

Ptogram by creating an entitlement for students rather than maintaining the current discretionary

Wocidalion Mica.

Since the Pell Or= Program's fim authorizazien in FY 1973, the Appropriations committees have

handed the program at its authorized MI111011111 only three timesmost recently in FY 1979. In

eve*, other year, the program maximum has been below the policy levels set by tbe authorizing

committees. Failure of the Appropriations committees to follow the policy decisions of the

authorizing comminees has necessitated more honouring an the pan of needy student4 and has

contributedwe believe significantlyto the default pmblem.

(2) In otarfunction with our recommended increased loan limits for the Guarametd Studem Loan

Programs, NASFAA's recommendations would also establish reduced annual loan limits for three-

quarter owl half-dnie students. In addition, NASFAA recommends that 111510111110111 be allowed to

establish lower institutional loan limits than those prescribed in statute. We feel that these changes

are neensary to prevent excess bonowing and the potential for default. I would also MAC that as a

remit of last years Reconciliation Act, financial aid administrators currently have the autharhy to

deny or reduce the mom of a student's loan in certain circumstances. NASFAA supported this

provision and believes that it will be a useful tool for institutions to use in default prevention.

(3) Abo related to our recommended increased loan limits. NASFAA suggests extending the CUM=

10 year repayment period to 13 yeam to accommodate borrower's who take advantage of these

increased loan limits. NASFAA believes that this increase is necessary to assure that student
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boom= v411 be able to allbrd the Idgher monthly loan payments associated with such increased

booming. Keeping monthly repayments aftbniable for boomers will keep incidence of default at

a minimum.

(4) NASFAA also has mcommended subsounial increases in PLUS loan limits for parents. but with

several additional safeguards to pavan abue and the potential for default. NASFAA believes that

such increased limits are appropriate provided that credit dodo; are conducted that fluids are either

eleemodeally transferred to the Institution OT checks am made co-payable to the institution and the

patent borrower, and that PLUS loan funds me multiply disbursed.

(5) NASFAA tecommends limiting eligitility for the Supp lememal Loans for Students (RS)

Progom to graduatriprofessimal soda= with underwaduate eligibility established through

podessional judemem only. NASFAA believes that SLS loon have been utilized too frequemly by

some undergraduate students and should be used only m a last reson for these borrowers.

Ahhough NASFAA believes that =eh of the inappmprime" usage has already been curbed by

leeisladve means, we make this recommendation as an additional safeguard.

(6) NASFAA recommends that the current requirement that a student be enrolled on at least a half-

time basis to be eligible for Pan B loam be continued We note that, in some CUM a student

would not eater mpaonent for oteessively long penods of time if sorb loans were defened for

=dots enrolled less than half-time. While NASFAA is sensitive to the needs of those students

who cannot moll in postsecondary education on m least a half-time bmis. we fed that allowing

these students to bonow does not serve than well and may contribute to default costs.

(7) NASFAA recommends a consolidation of the detention provisions for student loans into three

cetegories. We believe that simplification of the deferment process will help curb "tedmical
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defaults." refeningIn most instimcesto students who go into default despite their good faith

effbni to tmdemand the deferment categories and obtain a defenneru. Along these lines. NASFAA

also suggests rescinding the current requironent that a student enrolled on a half-time basis must

borrow again in order to obtain a defennent. Consistent with the NASFAA's broad polky goal of

reducing reliance on loansosv believe it makes no sense to require a student to borrow another

loan in onier to receive a defennent cm a previously bonowed loan, provided the student is enrolled

at the appropriate level.

In addition, NASFAA recommends allowing deferments for an individual mending an institution

eligible for Mile TV aid but which does not participate in the Pan B programs. NASFAA believes

ths an individual student should receive a deferment if that student's institution panicipates in any

Mkt IV student assistance pnavam, even though the institution may not participate in the Stafford

Loan Program.

(8) NASFAA recommends that the seller of a loan be required to notify students that their loan has

been sold. Lack of direct information to students regarding sale of their loans is a conthbuting

factor to default, and NASFAA believes that. although some lenders currently notify students of

such salts, that such notification should te required in statute.

NASFAA's second major initiative under the category of program integrity endeavors to sct up

systems of "checks and balances" to allow the Depanmem of Education and institutions to monitor

and manage the programs better and to limit student and institutional panicipation in the programs

where appropriate. Among our recommendations in this Alta are the following:

(I) NASFAA recommends the creation of a statutorily-based, self-regulatory Quality Assurance

Piogram, based ptimarity on the successful Institutional Quality Control Pilot Project. NASFAA

1 2
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sees vest promise In the badinticad Quality Gonad Pilot Project and mcommends the suggested

permute governing panicipUlon and removal from the program,

(2) NASFAA recommerals the use of "perikamance criteria" not only in limiting eligibility for

partidpulon in the umkm aid pogrom but also mammas of encouraging good performs= by

instlinduns mei °thus. NASFAA feels mongly thu although sanctions and additional procedures

UCCCUIri fee cumin instinnices, dem am manyso-alled "good performers" whose ability

to successfidly manage die Frogman is impeded by excess repletion, sanctions, end procedure&

We believe dim allowing and encouraging icationicen to implement successild procedures without

Waistcoat standory or tegulatory buerrentien will markedly improve overall performance,

(3) NASFAA also supports the concept of negodmed rulemsking that ha been advanced by oder

higher education associatbms. Clearly. the pamulption of constructive reguluions in a thnely

manner is hapersdve to safeguard the haply of the student aid programs. Unfortunately, even in

the mean past. teguladan implemendng statute have not been issued moil several years after

enactment of a law and. in other cam s. the irepikations of nut:dons thst wat issued war not

sell thou& out by the Depateran. Negodated ndemsking is a sensible telbrm in which all

affected milks will have the °proximity early in dm mgulation development process to have input

avoiding mistakes urd misinterpretatiom that madly afflict the Department's system.

(4) In tams of limiting dlglbiUiy for the student aid programs as a "check and balance.

NASFAA recommends limiting the maimum Pell Grans for an incarcerated student to the amount

of tuition stid fees dm =dad is assessed for the course of study and an allowance for

booktsupplies. We also suggest enuing ineamerated students from eligibility for OSL student

loans. In ormajtaiction with these recommendations. however, we tecommend a study to determine

dm proper funding mechanism and saute for incamented modems. NASFAA believes drat
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ithsbllliglon of siCh Pagans Is sppropriate, however the soume of fimding to support such

rehabilitation *sold be determined after limber study.

(5) Also in this area, NASFAA ako recommends siding the requirement for a two-semester

residential ccomonent for a conespendence school to be eligible far Pell Grant Program funds, We

also recommend establishing a 600 clock hour requirement for programs panidpating in the student

aid programa We believe Mese requhements ani necessary to enhance the integrity of the program.

(6) As =NW crumple of this type of limitation. we recommend requiring list the number of

students who art not high school graduates iggi who receive Title IV student VULVA= should be

limited to no more than SO percent of an instinnion's regular student headcoum, and that pm-ram

reitmds simuld be required for such students.

(7) NASFAA recommends allowing insthutions explicit authority to withhold services, such as

academic transcripts, from bonowers who default on their student loans. In some Instances, suite

laws may control the rekase of, or access to, an kilividual's academic records. NASFAA believes

that Wend siabority to address this issue is desirable. Such authorization would clarify

institutional sullioriry to take action to reduce defaults.

(8) NASFAA suggests an increase in the penalties associated with the continuing pmblems of fraud

and abuse. NASFAA believes that, in addidon to reinforcing institutional administrative

requirements and increasing landing fisr Education Department administrative monies to oversee the

mamma it is also necessary to strengthen the Department's disciplinary authority through

appropriste increases in the penalties associated with fraud or alum.

The last arcs relating to student aid program that we address in our recommendations deals with
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bulldog and pornoting public support and confide= for the programs. As Ims ben discussed

many times before, taxpayer mot in the manageman and effectiveness of the sedent aid pogroms

is essential if dey are to be cominned and expanded to help more and mom Amerkan students

Among the NASFAA uscommendaticen in this area me the fottouier

(1) We smugly encourage adoption of HASFAA's Pion for Reform. which was ponetcd to thiS

Subcosennuee earlier this month, to ensure fairness in the student aid programs and to promote

simplicity so that the process is ends:fundable for ell.

(2) NASMA recommends establishing a est of makes in the Higher Edueadon ACI in the event of

a gummy agency insolvency to protect the integrity of dr loin system and to awe that loan

espial would amthure to be available to students. In July 1990, when the Higher Education

Assistance Foundation declared banknmtcy. these tees much concern among the lending community,

odkr paranty agencies, institutions of higher education. the media, and, most importantly, students

and poems because specific procatures to address guaranty agency insolvency were not in place.

Had the situation drifted into a "panic" due to lender uncestainty about the status of their

outstanding and new loans, it is possible that lendas =Id have taken steps to minimize their

mows r risk or even suspended their panicipation in the OSL pograms. If this had occurred,

then further gummy agencies may have found their agendes facing undue financial risk. Even

mons aiming, it Is likely that suldents--especially low income bonowers or those enrolled in

shon-term pogromswould have experienced access problems.

Our recommit:ids:ion would require $ study to determine the mechanisms and timelines for dealing

with such insolvency if it should occur in Ire future. Until additional information is available.

NAVA* recommends that. in the event of a guaranty agency failure, the Department would

manage both the reserves of the agatcy and the reinsurance function.
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(3) The cum= law mantises the dishibinion of Tide IV source and amount information to all

MAWS. at least manually, and in a protaibod =MU. NASFAA recognizes the importance of

Medulla knowing that their aid comes horn the Wool government_ Such knowledge contributcs to

broad-based understanding and tomcat for the pmgrams that is necessary in these times of fiscal

constraint. NASFAA believes that it is critical ftw student tecipients to understand the source from

which their assistance orightmes, and we belkve this would be better accomplished by the addition

of dre weed "federal" in each of the Title IV pop= names.

In conclusion, Coogress shooki camielly examine the mot causes of problems and design sensible

and effective soludoes. A poper sohnion to an integrity problem in student aid shnuld have the

following characteristics: it should idernify. isatte, be gams= and proporticatate to the pnablem.

At my school, we teach Modems to use the proper Magni:mac equipment and pans to repair an

COM MA IS oat working. An ineonreel valve pan or a misdiagnosis of an engine, just as an

tISCOITOCI student aid kgislative solution, will not solve a problem and may lead greaser and

ananticipmed problems. The Congress mum also do the same and not try to force a solution which

will came even puler complications or system breakdowra or hurt snide:Ws.

As an example of what I mean, let am cite the requirement of a 304ay delayed disbursement for

student team We suggest this requirement, now mandated for all imitations. should be targeted

only on those schools with a default problem. This provision of the law hurts students trying to

pay their tuition and fees, books and education supplies, rent and food bills. Refening to the

delayed dbhurseamia perquisite. just last week the student witness befom you, Annette Hines, said

that "you must wait far your money but bills and bill collectors don't wait. My mother and I had

to bonow money from Mends end pawn our belonginp because we have to live." This provision

does not meet the criteria I just mentioned as a proper solution to an integrity problem. It should

12,4
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be amused mid other similar approaches should be avoided in the renewal of the Act.

NASPAA looks forward to working with the Sobemaininge to ensure, not only appiopriase program

sundards bra also m restore pthlic =Mem in these important and emends) financial aki

program& I would be pleased to answer any questions you may have and thank you for the

elmonunity to unify.
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Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Brenner, thank you, and the questions will
come after the panel has concluded. The bells that you hear, as you
may know, indicate that we have a vote to go cast.

So this is a good time for me to ask for unanimous consent. It's
pretty easy for me to get that at this point. I'm going to go vote
and we are going to reconvene in ten minutes and resume the
panel. We'll be right back, and thank you for your patience.

. ANDaxws. [presiding) Ladies and gentlemen, thank you for
your patience, and we will reconvene. I'm going to ask if Ms.
Imholz will testify next. We'll hear from her and then complete the
panel.

Ms. Imholz, welcome.
Ms. howiz. Thank you very much. Good morning. I'm the Con-

sumer Law Coordinator for Legal Services for New York City,
which is an office which provides free legal representation to low
income persons. I'm here today to speak on behalf of proprietary
tiPade whool students who have been defrauded by promises of free
training and high paying job% tricked into signing for loans they
didn't need or want; shut out by school closings; disgusted by
broken equipment and teachers who didn't show up for class often;
and ultimately were sued or harassed, at least, for defaulted stu-
dent loans that they could not afford to repay.

Each day I receive telephone calls from students, counsellors,
lawyers and advocates from across the country about problems con-
cerning for-profit vocational schools and related financial aid mat-
ters.

On the front lines, my colleagues and I are seeing a human trag-
edy of immense proportions. Nearly every client who walks
through our door has had a proprietary trade school problem or
has a friend or relative who is aggrieved.

The consequences they suffer are far reaching. Over $6,000 in de-
faulted student loans, loan collection law suits, ineligibility for stu-
dent financial assistance, including grants, because of defaulted
Nms, negative credit ratings, loss of confidence in themselves and,

significantly, loss of faith in the government system that allows
funds to flow freely to fraudulent operations.

Indeed, an entire generation of trade school students, mostly mi-
norities, will be turned into a permanent underclass with loans
they will never be able to repay, foreclosed educational opportuni-
ties and, perhaps, permanent disenfranchisement from the work
force unless this reauthorization process provides them with some
relief.

The current statutory scheme has proved totally inadequate to
prevent proprietary trade school abuse of Title IV prrams. None
of the reforms enacted in the past several years provi e any relief
for individual stucknts. Thus, when a proprietary echool which
never should have been eligible for Title IV aid in the first in-
stance defrauds a student or closes prematurely, the Department of
Education simply blames the victim by harassing them to repay a
loan.

The Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigation has con-
cluded that the Education Department, "has all but abdicated its

1 2 S
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responsibility to the students it's supposed to serve." I certainly
agree

A telling example is its recent co-sponsorship with the National
Association of Trade and Technical Schools, an accreditor, of a
booklet on choosing a vocational school. In 1988, the department
had issued a report ;.* the widesipread consumer fraud
problems in the propriety industry. Yet, a year later, the de-
partment joined with NAM in publishing this booklet, "Getting
skilled, getting ahead," which is a promotion, basically, for proprie-
tary trade schools over other vocational programs.

The booklet contains no admonition about U.S. Ed's own rmdings
of deceptive practices and criminal activity at some schools, nor
does it offer advice on how to avoid being entrapped by deceptive
practices or excessive loan obligations.

It unequivocally states, in fact, that accreditation means a pro-
erietary school truthfully advertises, admits only qualified stu-
dents, charges reasonable fees, et cetera. The department knows
better. Every school whose owners have been convicted, 'every
school founder brought up on charges by the U.S. Education De-
partment has been accredited, yet this booklet explicitly assures
prospective students that accreditation guaramtees quality.

Because of the inadequacy of the current statutory scheme and
the stance of the Education Department, drastic legislative c
is needed. The City of New York has proposed amendments to
Higher Education Act, as has Representative Waters, several of
which deal with providing relief to individual students, as well as
reforming the regulatory process for proprietary schools.

I strongly support these proposals, as does a coalition of student
advocates across the country. And a copy of the city's proposals are
both attached to my testimony and, I believe, in the House Com-
mittee Print. I discussed them in my written testimony, which I
ask that you make a part of the record.

At South Brooklyn Legal Services, where I'm the Director of the
Consumer Unit, our offices represented hundreds of trade school
students in the past 4 years. We've brought class action suits
against several for-profit trade schools, only to have the schools
enter bankruptcy. rm aware of law suits or similar problems in
nearly every State.

So far, the frustrathw results of our efforts are prolonged litiga-
tion against corporate &ells with little or not assets, students who
didn't receive training or jobs and are saddled with defaulted loans
and barred from further educational opportunities, and taxpayers
who must pick up the tab.

In 1987, we filed a law suit in Federal court against Adelphi In-
stitute, its owners and officers. The suit alleges, among other
things, that Adelphi was run not to provide education or training,
but as a fraudulent scheme to obtain government funds in the form
of grants and loans.

Just months before Adelphi had become licensed by New York
State and accredited, ita principle owner had been convicted of de-
frauding the Federal Government of manpower training funds. At
its peak, Adelphi was a nationwide chain which enrolled thousands
and thousands of students and received $120 million in State and
Federal monies.

1 ° "
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Two months after we filed the law suit, Ade lphi filed for bank-
ruptcy and closed its door as nationwide. In 1990, the principle
owill)r pled guilty to unlawiiilly withholding student loan reflinds,
but the students still haven't gotten the refunds and remain obli-
gated on those loans.

Mel s. failed to refund approximately $12 million in student
loans. e the plaintiff elm has been certified against the
owners and operators of the school, the action has otherwise been

stagbecause of the bankruptcy filing.
office filed a second class action suit in February of 1988 in

State court against another business school, Market Training Insti-
tute, raising similar claims. In August of 1989, in the midst of liti-
gation, MTI also filed a hankrucy petition

As these two cases illustrate, thwe are limited benefits to stu-
dents litigating within a fundamentally flawed system where the
accrediting bodies and the U.S. Department of Education are often
aligned with schools against student consumers interests, and
where school bankruptcy filings interfere with fmancial recovery
for students.

The present regulatory scheme has developed standard and con-
trols oriented toward regulating traditional nonprofit institutions
of higher education. The system has failed to maintain minimal
levels of quality for proprietary schools and, in fact, fosters school
owner greed, profiteering and widespread fraudulent practices.

For example, in a criminal trial in New York, Leonard House-
man, the former owner of a computer school in New York who was
convicted of theft of Federal funds, testified that prior to receiving
Federal funds he drew a salary of $10,000 per year. One yftr after
receiving accreditation, I believe by NATTS, and Federal Title IV
funds, he inflated his salary to $700,000. Surely that wasn't what
Title IV money was meant to fmance.

Through litigation and school bankruptcy filings, we are finding
countless examples, which Ms. Waters discussed today as well, of
school owner fortunes, real estate empires, yachts, luxury cars, con-
dominiums, bought with student Title IV assistance money, and
built on the back of poor students who wanted nothing more than
to better their lives and those of their children by getting quality
training and a decent job.

The Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations has con-
firmed that the vast majority of waste, fraud and abuse in Title IV
programs has been perpetrated by profit driven proprietary
schools.

One solution, in my opinion, is to acknowledge the differences be-
tween proprietary trade school businesses and other institutions of

r education and to regulate them separately by providing a
erent definition within the Higher Education Act for proprie-

tm vocational schools.
This definition would be the foundation for a variety of other re-

forms which are enumerated in the City of New York's proposals
performance standards and pro rata Wands being two of those.

Most importantlyI'll just summarize quickly so my colleagues
can finishI would urge the subcommittee to provide some direct
relief for proprietary trade school students in this reauthorization
process. Prospective relief is certainly important. The reforms that

12S
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are enumerated in the city's proposals, such as the pro rata re-
funds, we believe would make a substantial difference.

However, retroactive relief is also needed for those whose lives
have already been devastated. These are students who have been
defrauded or victimimd by school closings and fraudulent activity.

We would ask that those students have their loans cancelled or,
at least, stayed, and their eligibility for Pell granta reestablished to
enable them to go on with their lives to get legitimate education
and training so that they can, in fact, get back in the work force.

And thank you very much for this opportunity. ru be glad to
answer any questions.

[The prepared statement of Elizabeth 1mholz follows:1
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X am the Consumer Law Coordinator for Legal Services for New

York City whose neighborlUmd office. provide free legal representa-

tion to low-income persons. Over the past four years, our offices

have been deluged with thousands of complaints about proprietary

trade schools: students defrauded by promises of free training and

high paying jobs; tricked into signing for loans they did not

necessarily need or want or understand; disgusted by broken equip-

ment and teachers who do not teach or even show up tor class; and,

ultimately, sued or harassed because of defaulted loans.

Each day I receive telephone calls from students, counselors,

lawyers and other advocates across the country about problems con-

cerning for-profit vocational schools and related financial aid

matters. On the front lines, my colleagues and I are seeing a

human tragedy of immense proportions. Nearly every client who

walks through our doors has either had a proprietary trade school

problem herself or has a friend or relative who is aggrieved. And

the consequences they suffer are far -reaching: as much as $6,625 in

defaulted loans, threats of lawsuits, ineligibility for any future

student financial aid including grants, negative credit ratings,

loss of confidence in themselves, and loss of faith in the govern-

1
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mental system that allows funds to flow to fraudulent operations.

Indeed, an entire generation of trade school students - mostly

minorities - has been turned into a permanent underclass with loans

they will never be able to repay, foreclosed educational opportuni-

ties, and perhaps permanent disenfranchisement froa the work force.

This is a far cry from the educational opportunity Title IV was

meant to create.

The current statutory scheme has proved totally inadequate to

prevent proprietary trade school abuse of Title IV programs. The

legislative and regulatory reforms of the past few years may pro-

vide the illusion that the problem has been taken care of; it has

not. Some of the amendments have been manipulated by proprietary

schools to their advantage; others have been so narrowly inter-

preted by the Department of Education that they have become vir-

tually meaningless. worst of all, was of the reforms of the past

several years provide any relief for individual students. Thus,

when a proprietary school which never should have been eligible for

Title IV aid in the first instance defrauds a student or closes

prematurely, the Department simply "blames the victim° by harassing

the student to repay the loan.

A telling example of the Department's failure to protect stu-

dents is its recent co-sponsorship with an accreditor, the National

Association of Trade and Technical Schools (WATTS), of a booklet on

choosing a vocational schoOl. In 1988, the Department issued a

report prepared by Pelavin Associates that catalogued the wide-

spread consumer fraud problems in the proprietary school industry.

2
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Yet, .a year later the Department joined NATTS in sponsoring the

booklet, *Getting Skilled, Getting Ahead', which masquerades as a

consUmar information publication', but in reality is simply a pro-

action for proprietary trade schools over other vocational

programs. The booklet contains no admonition about USED's own

findings of inappropriate admissions, excessive financial aid obli -

gations, and deceptive practices at some schools. Nor does the

booklet offer advice on how to spot and avoid getting entrapped by

fraudulent practices. On the contrary, it unequivocally states

that accreditation moans that a proprietary school truthfully

advertises, admits only qualified students, maintains its equip-

ment, charges reasonable foes, and provides guidance and job place-

ment services. The Department knows better. Every school whose

owners have been convicted, every school fined or brought up on

charges by USED han been accredited. Yet, in this booklet the

Department explicitly assures prospective students that accredita-

tion guarantees quality. And the Department's response to my

clients who have been victisized by such accredited schools is that

the students should have been better shoppers.

Because of the inadequacy of the current statutory scheme and

the attitude of the Department, which sides with the schools

copy of a consumer protection comic book developed by a
consortium of student advocates in New York and entitled 'The
Career School Con Games is annexed for your information. If the
federal Consumer Information Center which has been distributing
'Getting Skilled, Getting Ahead' continues to do so, the
Postseconderylducation Subcommittee should request that the Center
also enclose and distribute copies of *The Career School Con Gams'
in order to present a more balanced view.

3
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against students, drastic legislative change is imperative. The

City of New York has proposed amendments to the BEA that deal with

different aspects of the trade sehool problem including:

Separate Definition FOr Proprietary Trade Sdhool

Loan Cancellation and Renewed Eligibility for Financial
Aid for Students at Closed Trade Schools

EEo EAU Refunds for Proprietary VOcational Schools

Barring "Origination° Relationships Between Trade Schools
and Lenders

Assuring Fiscal Capability of Trade Schools

Performance Standards for Trade Schools

Enforcement of the *Two Years in Existence" Requirement
for Title IV Eligibility

Meaningful Standards for the Accreditation Process

Private Right of Action for Students

Meaningfully Informing Students of their Loan Deferment
Rights

Removing Student Loan Debts from the Tax Refund offset
Program For students Victimized by Disreputable Trade
Schools.

I strongly support these proposals for reasons that I will

outline in this testimony. A copy of the proposals is annexed

hereto.

I. SOUTH BROOKLYN LEGAL SERVICES' EXPERIENCE
ELTILIEWEINEASL.18101_1121221i_IIEVEN____.

In the past four years, our office has represented hundreds of

trade school students. We currently have complaints against 20

different trade schools in New York City and have brought class

action suits against several of these, only to have the schools

enter bankruptcy. So far, the frustrating results of our efforts

4
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ars prolonged litigation against corporate shells with little or no

assote; students who have received no training or jobs, aro saddled

with defaulted loans and barred frost further educational opportuni-

ties; and taxpayers who sust pick up the tab on not only the

defaulted loans but on ths intarest and other loan subsidies that

sustained these fraudulent operations.

In Nay, 19$7, in conjunction with the law firma Nillkia Farr

and Gallaghor (serving as am bog co-counsel), ws tiled a lawsuit

in federal district court for the Eastern District of Now York

against Adelphi Institute, Inc. ('Adalphi,* no relation to Adolphi

University) and its owners and officers raising claims under the

federal Racketeer Influenced Corrupt Organizations OR.I.C.0.14 and

Higher Education Acts as wall as fraud, misrepresentation, breach

of contract, broach of fiduciary duty, and Deceptive Practices Act

violations. (Awilda Noy. at al. v. Adalnhi Institute. inc., a

Civil Docket No. 87-25780 The suit among other

things, that Adelphi was run not to provide +education or training,

but as a fraudulent schema to obtain government revenues in tha

form of grants and loans.

Just months prior to Adslphi bocosing licensod by New York

State and accredited by AICS, its principal owner had boon con

victsd of defrauding ths fedoral government of Nanpower Training

funds. At its peak, Adelphi, a nationwide chain, had six New York

locations, enrolled several thousand students, and rscoivsd $00-120

million in state and federal grants and loans. Two months after we

filed the lawsuit, Adelphi filed a Chapter 11 bankruptcy reorgani-

5
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satiOn petition; two months after that, Adelphi closed its doors

nationwide and converted its bankruptcy into a Chapter 7 liquida-

tion. In 1989, the principal owner was indicted in New York State

court ii Manhattan for unlawfully withholding student loan refunds.

We believe that, nationwide, Adelphi failed to refund approximately

$10-12 million in student loans, the bulk of which are probebly now

defaulted. The plaintiff class has been certified against

Adelphi's owners and operators, but the action against the school

corporation remains stayed due to the bankruptcy. Adolph/ was

accredited by AICS and WATTS.

In February, 1988, our office filed (subsequently joined by

th; law firm of Davis Polk and Wardwell as 2K2 tone co-counsel) a

class action lawsuit in New York State Supreme Court, Kings County

against Market Training Institute, Inc. (*ATP') and its owners

alleging fraudulent inducement, misrepresentation, breach of con-

tract, breach of fiduciary duty, and Deceptive Practices Act viola-

tions. (JolienhFiguerca. at al. v. Market Trainina Institute.

Inc.. at al., Index No. 453908.) In 1989, New York State's loan

guarantee agency terminated MTI's participation in its program

because of MTI's wrongdoing in handling student loans. In August,

1989, in the midst of litigation, WTI filed a Chapter 11 bankruptcy

petition which has since been converted to a Chapter 7 liquidation.

MTI was accredited by AICS.

A. these two cases illustrate, there are limited benefits to

students litigating within a fundamentally flawed system where the

accrediting bodies end the U.S. Education Department sometimes sees

6
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aligned with the schools against the student-consumers' interests

and where school bankruptcy filings interfere with financial reco-

very. Because proprietary trade ochoole can fold up their tants

overnight -- their only asset being the ability to tap into the

flow of federal student aid -- our experience shows that chances

for recovering damages through litigation ars slim. And any relief

achieved years after the fact con never fully compensate students

for the multiple harms dons to thee.

XX- INGQINUOUMNI

A. anautzikatatarumnsitairy
My clients present a strong need and desire for high quality

basic literacy and English-as-a-aecond-language programs, and for

job training. Based on their experiences, proprietary trade

schools do not fill that need because they are profit-, rather than

product-driven. Indeed, the U.S. Senate Permanent Subcommittee on

Investigations found that the vast eajority of waste, fraud and

abuse in Title IV programs was perpetrated by proprietary schools.

AU "Abuses in Federal Student Aid Programs", Hearings Before the

Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations of the Comsittee on

Governmental Affairs, U.S. Senate, S. Hrg. 101-659, pt. 2, p. 14S,

Staff Statement.

The present regulatory scheme has developed standards and con-

trols oriented towards regulating traditional, non-profit institu-

tions of higher education. This system has failed to maintain

minimal levels of quality in proprietary trade schools, and in fact

may have fostered school owners, greed and widespread fraudulent

7
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practices. For example, Leonard Hausman, the former owner of a

cosputer school in New York convicted of theft of federal funds,

testified at a related crisinal trial that in 1901, the school's

first year of operation, prior to receiving federal funds, he drew

a salary of 010,000-12,000/year. One year after receiving accredi-

tation, I believe by NATTS, and federal Title rv funds, his salary

skyrocketed to 0700,000. Through litigation and school bankruptcy

filings, we are finding countless examples of school owner fortunes

- real estate empires, yachts and luxury cars - derived from

guaranteed student loan funds and built on the backs of poor stu-

dents who wanted nothing more than to better their lives and those

of their children by getting quality training and a decent job.

Clearly, the current systes provide, strong incentive, and oppor-

tunities for profiteering.

One solution is to acknowledge the differences between pro-

prietary trade school businesses and other institutions of higher

education and to regulate then separately by creating a different

definition for "proprietary vocational schools" within the HEA.

This different definition would be the foundation on which the

other statutory provisions would rest, thereby making for-profit

schools subject to the performance standards, limits on loan ori-

gination, etc. sat forth in Recommendations B -N.

S.

igxetalintLALAimi..taagLAshatla
A reshot proprietary trade school closings over the past four

years has left thousands of low-income students unable to complete

their programs and yet obligated to repay student loans which the

1 3
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schools received on their behalf. The students may have received

no training or certificate of completion, and consequently say not

ever have the means to repay the loan. Trade schools that close

abruptly also tend to follow a pattern of having failed to maks

loan refunds owed to students who never actually enrolled or who

withdrew prior to program completion. In either case, once a stu-

dent has defaulted on repayment of a guaranteed student loan, ha is

barred by federal law from eligibility for all future Title IV stu-

dent financial aid, including grants and loans. Such students thus

find themselves in a double bind: deprived by the school closing of

the job training for which they incurred the original loon obliga-

tion, they are also barred from receiving the future financial aid

necessary for them to acquire the training which would enable them

to repay the loan.

Adelphi Institute, Inc. (no relation to Adelphi University) is

a case in point. Based in Phoenix, Adelphi Institute had six

schools in New York City, as well as schools in Indiana, Michigan,

Colorado and California. At its closing in September, 1987, by ia

own account Adelphi left unpaid student loan refunds of roughly 812

million and several hundred students in attendance. Despite the

breadth of the school closing problem and the notoriety it hao

obtained, the U.S. Education Department (*USED00) has done nothing

to protect students affected by the closings.

For student-borrowers who have been adversely affected by

school closings, the RZA should be amended to allow for loan can-

cellation, re-established financial aid eligibility, and credit

9
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record corrections. Thus students who through no fault of their

own were unable to complete a program or obtain a refund owed to

them would be able to get out from under onerous loan obligations

and sake a fresh start at a legitimate educational institution.

C. -

Proprietary trade school students are often enrolled into pro-

grams which they are not able to complete, which fail to provide

adequate instruction or equipment, or which train them for jobs

that do not exist. Yet students who withdraw from such programa

even early in their enrollsent find that student loan and grant

payments as well as cash payments already male to the school are

generall/ not refundable. Tront-loaded tuition liability policies

in effect at most proprietary schools mean that these schools keep

most of the money even if the student stays only a few weeks.

These policies also mean that proprietary schools have no incentive

to retain students. USED's current regulations require a gra rata

refund policy for each school notified by the Secretary that its

default rate exceeds 30 per cent for any fiscal year after 1906,

until its rate declines to 30 percent or less. Because of the lag

time in compiling and calculating default rates, USED'S current

sanction of a gra rate refund policy may not be imposed until years

after the problems that led to the high default rats occurred --

perhaps not until the school is about to close. Also, manipulation

of default rats calculations has artificially lowered the rates

reported, thus allowing some schools with the highest actual de-

fault rates to elude the ambit of the regulation. Requiring gra

10
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rata refunds for mu proprietary trade schools as a condition of

Title IV eligibility would serve as a deterrent to fraudulent

behavior.

D. ;

anhatic.iaLlindsta
Many trade school student-borrowers never go to a bank to

obtain a student loan; the trade school provides the loan applica-

tions, often pre -printed with an out-of-state bank's name, and cam

plates all loan application and prosissory note paperwork. Any

"counseling* to be done explaining borrowers' rights and responsi-

bilities vis a vis student loans is thus left to the school which,

due to its own profit-making motivation, has a disincentive to

fully inform the student of the obligation he is incurring. The

result is that proprietary tradsr school students often do not

understand that they have incurred a student loan obligation; in -

school "counselors* may tell them that "financial-aid* will cover

their costs, without explaining that financial aid includes loans

which have to be repaid. In addition, where out-of-state lenders

are involved, trade school students often find communicating with

them difficult. For these reasons, and because proprietary schools

have strong incentives to misrepresent to prospective students the

nature of the loan obligation, these arrangements (known as

soriginaticm relationships") by which the school acts as the bank's

agent should be discouraged if not barred.

While the REA does not explicitly authorize proprietary voca-

tional schools to provide and complete the paperwork for loan

applications, USED's regulations have allowed schools to

11
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°originate" loens in this manner for some tine under certain con-

ditions. These conditions have been breached more often than

observed, however; and the Secretary has proposed to loosen the

conditions even further.

I recommend two alternative solutions. First, the REA could

be amended to tmr proprietary vocational schools from originating

loans. Proprietary school students who want student loans could

still obtain them independently by going to a local bank, getting

a loan application and loan information from the bank, and return-

ing the loan application to the school for completion of the insti-

tutional portion only.

In the alternative, the Act could be amended to require the

promissory notes for loans originated by the school to contain a

*preservation of claims and defenses" clause, similar to that re-

quired by Um radaral Trade Commission "Holder-in-Due-Cour...Rule,

stating that borrowers whose loans were originated by their trade

school may assert against the holder of their loan any claims and

defenses they have against the school and to require that in the

absence of such notice, the lender or other holder be held liable

for such claims and defenses if the student shows that the loan

was, in fact, originated by a vocational school.

Z. I' -
miainisattAL21111-17
Ths U.S. Department of Education Inspector General's Office

has found that USED's process for certifying the financial capa-

bility of proprietary schools to participate in Title IV funding

fails to protect adequately both students and the federal govern-

12
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sent. The Inspector G4neral's September 1990 Audit (Control No.

11-60160, entitled rinancial Analysis Certification Process Not

Adequate to Protect Students and Government's) found that USED oar-

tified practically all schools that applied to participate in Tale

rv programs and documented instances of schools certified despite

negative net worth, net looses, and assets of only ons-third their

liabilities. Tha Inspector General found, in fact, that USED

emphasised °a certification production quota rather than the

careful screening of applications° (Audit p, 13). When these un-

stable schools close -as 167 schools did over the two and one-half

fiscal years examined by auditors - students are left unable to

collect tuition and student loan refunds owed to them. The Inspec-

tor General estimated that the 267 schools which closed during the

period he examined, left $30 million in federal student financial

aid °at risk.° I believe the potential loss is far greater.

currently, the KEA sets no specific standnrds for USED to

follow in certifying proprietary schools as sufficiently finan-

cially responsible to qualify for Title IV eligibility, Such

statutory standards are clearly needed for protection of the

federal fisc and student liability.

The SPA should be amended to eandate that the Secretary of

USED certify as eligible only those proprietary schools that have

sufficient assets to, AA= Alia, provide the services stated in

their official publications and comply with the requirements of the

KEA and regulations proaulgated thereunder, including the require-

ment of waking timely student loan refunds. The easndments should

13
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require that, in conjunction with an application for certification

or recertification, a proprietary vocational school submit audited

financial statements certified by a certified public accountant.

The amendments should deem a proprietary school not financially

responsible under certain conditions, such as shoving a deficit net

worth.

F. lutuasimatu4attle_121A1pdambostla_sirtit1 iii_taitaxtigit
patcla_2itILIS

Title IV student financial aid programs provide a huge source

of federal money for proprietary trade schools without controls to

ensure that the schools provide quality education and training.

Federal government investigators who have examined the existing

system for regulating proprietary trade schools have unanimously

concluded that it protects neither students nor federal funds.

Currently, no governmental body evaluates the quality of

training and education at proprietary trade schools. This re-

sponsibility is statutorily delegated to private accrediting agen-

cies. Hut accrediting agencies, which are organizations largely

composed of and often dominated by school operators, have failed to

maintain minimum levels of quality in proprietary trade schools.

This lack of effctive control has been easily exploited by unscru-

pulous trade school owners.

Access to student aid programs should be limited to proprie-

tary trade schools with proven track records of getting students

trained and into the work force; proprietary schools should main-

tain adequate performance in order to continue receiving federal

money.

14
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Job training and placement, the stated goals of proprietary

tradesdhoole, naturally lend themselves to objective standards and

massimnas. Completion and placement rates are logical indicators of

whether such sdhoole train their students effectively and provide

skills that ars in demand in the private job iumnart. The HEA

should be asanded to sake proprietary trade schools eligibility to

participate in student aid progress contingent on meeting at least

a Goa completion and placement rate. Verification of whether a

trade school meets the required standards should be integrated into

the process by which the Departeent of Education certifies the

schools' eligibility for participation in Title pi programs. The

HEA should require that, in conjunction with an application for

certification or recertification, a proprietary trade school submit

an audited statement certified by an independent auditor reflecting

the school's coepletion and placement rates.

G.

Scrutinising new trade schools before they become eligible

does not solve the problem of eligible trade schools that are pur-

chased by new owners or that create new branch schools. In both

situations, contrary to the statutory provieion that requires

schools to be in existence for 2 years prior to eligibility for

Title IV aid, new trade schools have been afforded immediate eligi-

bility based upon the parent school's eligibility. This automatic

eligibility has resulted in serious abuses of Title IV funds.

Branch schools have been sat upwith grossly inadequate resources,

often in states far away from the parent schools, teaching subjects

15
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entirely different fro* those taught at the parent school. Rapid

expansions by new owners or by branching have often led to sudden

collapse - after collection of huge amounts of Title rv funds.

USED's Divlsion of Eligibility and Certification and the Inspector

General have identified circumvention of the two year rule as a

prinary concern. (USED Inspector General Renagesent Improvement

Report No. 90-13, Tab. 20, 1990, "Unrestricted Branching is Detri-

mental to Students and Taxpayers"). In order to assure that

schools under new ownership and new branches will provide quality

education and training, they should, at ainicols, be treated the

same as schools seeking eligibility for the first time. The HEA

should be revised so that the eligibility of trade schools pur-

chased by new owners and of new branches of currently eligible

parent schools vauld be contingent on nesting ths same "two years

in existence" requirement and the sass performance standards

(described in Section F) that a mew trade school must meet.

H . NikinEjthi_MugglitatistiLLmuLitigningf ILL
The Department of Education currently relies almost exclu-

sively on private accrediting agencies to evaluate and vouch for

the quality of educational institutions before they can participate

in federal student aid progress. While this system with its self-

evaluation and "peer review' say be adequate for non-profit

colleges, it clearly is not working to the benefit of students or

taxpayers with respect to proprietary trade schools. Ascnegite

agency report has noted, "Accreditation is a peer-review process --

vocational school operators evaluating each other .... Because they

16
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are composed of school operators, they coma closer to being trade

associations than objective evaluating bodies (T]hose accre-

diting agencies work against the public interest by creating the

impression in the public mind that they schools have been endorsed

by truly objective evaluating bodies.° New York State Consumer

Protection Board Report, July 20, 1978, °The Profits of Failure°,

pp. 72-3.

The accreditation process is a regulatory schema that evolved

to suit the needs of traditional, non-profit institutions of higher

education. Accreditors accept data provided by schools without

independent verification, on-sight vieits are usually announced.

These lex procedures have proved inadequate to ensure quality ser-

vices by for-profit trade schools:.

In many instancs, accreditors grant approval or fail to

impose sanctions against proprietary trade schools even though they

ar subject to state regulatory fines, disallowances, and discipli-

nary actions. A school may even remain accredited if it has had

its license revoked by a state in which the school operates.

The failure of the proprietary school accrediting system is

not surprising in view of the cozy relationship between the accr-

ditors and tbe accredited. For example, an accrediting agency is

free to allow its accreditation decision-making body to be

dominated by schools accredited by the agency, thus creating a bla-

tant conflict-of-interest.

Sven when accrediting agencies attempt to discipline °problem

schools°, their actions are not effective because proprietary

17
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schools can obtain accreditation from more than one agency, and

thus maintain eligibility for federal student aid funds in the

event that an agency terminates the school's accreditation. HEA

amendments passed in 1999 attempt to address the accreditation

shopping problem by providing that a school may not be eligible for

Title IV funds if the institution had its accreditation revoked

within the preceding 24 months. The now provision creataa excep-

tions, however, that allow the Secretary to second-guess a revoca-

tion or an agency to change its mind, thereby threatening to

swallow up the rule.

The REA should be amended to define certain minimum require-

ments to help ensure that proprietary trade school accrediting

agencies live up to their responsibilities and accredit only

schools that provide quality education and training. Specifically,

the proposed amendments should require accrediting agencies to

evaluate each branch of a school separately; to conduct annual,

unannounced on-sight visits of their accredited schools and each of

the school's branches; to maintain independent accreditation

decision-making bodies; and to terminate accreditation if a

school's license has been revoked in any state in which the school

operates. The HEa should also be aeended to close the loopholes in

the 1989 legislation and to rectify the dual, accreditation problem.

laking-i-l-zplisit-Junizatasiskupijmaimundir_tatin
USED'. enforcement of the HEA and of it's own regulations has

bean extremely lex. Whether from inadequate reiources, failure of

will or influence by trad schools or accreditors, lack of enforce-

18
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met makes meaningless any referee enacted. Even when USED does

teke action against trade sdhools, lenders, or guarantors, the

remedy is often a sanction against the school which affords no

relief to individual students. Adding sn explicit right of action

would allow students to act as private attorneys general, thereby

cresting a deterrent effect and expanding USED'. power to enforce

the HEA.

3. SeamintialLierioreiesuilaglemtsjalbeir_loanjigermselxigna

The KEA currently provides for deferments of student loan re-

payment obligations under certain circumstances. Borrowers, how-

ever, ars often unaware of their deferment rights. The only statu-

tory requirement concerning notification of these rights is that

they be contained in the loan promissory note. Thus, borrowers who

are entitled to a postponement in repaying their loans may unwitt-

ingly slip into default, thereby foreclosing themselves from future

Title IV eligibility and damaging their credit ratings.

The HEA should be amended to require lenders and guarantors

periodically to notify all student borrowers of their deferment

rights. Deferments should also be available retroactive to the

date of delinquency, upon the borrower's showing that he would have

been so entitled on that date if he had tislas applied. In order

to fully clear the borrower's record, obtaining a retroactive

deferment should remove the borrower's "default' status and reesta-

blish his eligibility for fed:ral financial aid.

K. zuffisaisident. lealLiatta jszaly
tirial-lchstal-fma-the-tailLteala-arliati-Se
Under the tax refund offset program, USED certifies to the IRS

1 4 ".;
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student loans that ere allegedly "past due" and *legally enforce-

able" The IRS then withholds the taxpayer/student loan borrowers'

federal inoculate* refund and Earned Income Credit due, if any, and

turns them over to USED. Such alleged debts are usually pre-

judgment and often the subject of dispute by the debtor. Current

law allows USED to consider debtor objections, but does not require

USED to refrain from sending the IRS alleged debts involving pro-

blem schools. Thus, USED sands to the IRS for offset alleged debts

involving proprietary trade schools against which USED may even

have administrative action pending, which may have closed, and

which may have had their accreditation or State license withdrawn.

Borrowers find it virtually impossible to stay USED or the IRS from

using the tax refund offset process, even where there is a question

as to whether the borrower has a defense to collection of the

alleged debt.

The Internal Revenue Code should be amended to exclude from

the tax refund offset program alleged student loan debts involving

certain categories of proprietary vocational schools proven to be

"problem schools" such as those against which government agencies

have commenced administrative or judicial action.

Thank you for this opportunity to testify. I would be happy

to answer any questions you sight have and to provide further

details about my clients' experiences with Title IV programa.

20
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Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, Ms. Imholz. We'll now go to Mr.
Resso.

Mr. Rum Mr. Chairman, members of the House Subcommittee
on Postsecondary Education, my name is Arthur Remo. I'm Presi-
den'g of the Continental Beauty School for 30 years, and I'm also
Chairman of the Association of Accredited Cosmetology Schools,
AACS. I'm pleased to have this opportunity to testify before you
today.

Over the last 5 years, Congressional concern with the quality of
education provided by institutes whose students receive support
under the programs authorized by the Higher Education Act has
increased dramatically. This concern is a reflection of several fac-
tors, including the dollar volume defaults and negative publicity re-
garding schools violating programs' regulations.

These two factors, combined with the ongoing efforts of Corwrm
to reduce the budget deficit, have resulted in the enactment of sev-
eral bills which contain provisions that address the issue of schools
identified as abusive.

AACS supports efforts to eliminate waste and abuse in the Fed-
eral system programs. The Congress, however, has gone too far in
attempting to respond to the public concerns in this area by enact-
ing provisions that directly eliminate schools from the student loan

Tamesiimate that many thousands of students will be adversely
affected by the cut-off of so-called high default schools. I believe
this is a bad policy that is contrary to the continuing efforts to
expand educational opportunity.

The GAO in a recent review of available studies on student loan
defaulters has identified the social and economical background of
students as the princiml predictor of student loans default. Cosme-
tology schools primwily serve students who have those characteris-
tics defined with defaulters; that is, low income and minority stu-
dents.

Should cosmetology schools be treated the same as schools pre-
dominantly with middle and upper income students? I don't think
so. And I agree with Congressman Gaydos when he says labeling of
our schools as high default schools is unfair and the legislation en-
acted based on this misconception should be repealed.

Mr. Chairman, as a school owner, I do not appreciate my school
being called a high default school. My school doesn't borrow under
the GSL program; my school doesn't guarantee the loans; my
school does not collect the loans.

Mr. Chairman, turning to specific items of the pingram integrity,
I would like to first of all point to the absence of integrity in the
cohort default rates utilized by the Department of Education.

These cohort default rates have been widely accepted as a proxy
for educational quality, even though significant data exists that

that suc.b a correlation is false. A school is clifsV with a

vhsireddtheff;Uallitterre edIrig
nethnceough the lender may have ail to pro-

In aacution to servicing. problems, instances have also been
brought to the department's attention of cases where a school has
been inappropriately charged with a default or where a default has
been registered for a school who never attended the institution. It

1 5 .
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is incredible to me that the Department of Education must now im-
plement a structure for the elimination of schools from the Title IV
program on such a flimsy basis.

AACS disagrees with the characterization of accrediting bodies
as nothing more than the industry controlled puppeta In the coe-

d, we find our accrediting body often is aggressive and
has esi1,lished sound standards for the measurement of education-
al outoome.

Congress should consider the enactment of legislation clearly de-
fming the appropriate roles of States, accrediting bodies and the

deZtment ensuring the integritY of schools.
ore the Congress enacts on such legislation, however, the cur-

rent system needs to be reviewed and understood thoroughly. The
quality of edusation and the State licensure process should be the
subject of in-depth hearings.

The presumption that school, that States, or a particular accred-
iting body are doing a poor job in evaluating the institutions on the
basis of student loans default rates is, in our view, unfair and mis-
leading.

In closing, Mr. Chairman, I'd like to thank this committee for its
long history of support for the Pell grant and student loan pro-
grams. Our students have the o rtunity created by these pro-
grams to change their lives. Wi an education, these students
have become taxpayers. To me, the student aid is a good invest-
ment, and we can not afford to lose sight of the true purpoee of the
student aid program as we continue our effort to reduce defaults.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to submit at a later date for the
record, some materials and examples that some of our schools use
in default reduction. And I want to thank you very much for this
opportunity to testify before you today.

[The prepared statement of Arthur Remo followsl

.t 01 t
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mr. Chairman, members of the Souse Subcommittee on

Postsecondary Education, my name im Arthur Rees*, President of

Continental Beauty Schools. I am also Chairman of the

Association of Accredited Cosmetology Schools (AACS). I *a

pleased to have the opportunity to testify before you today on

the issue of program integrity.

I would like to open my testimony today by thanking the

Congress, on behalf of the itadmata who receive aid under Title

TV, for your support for these programs. The educational

opportunities created by federal student aid have turned hundreds

of thousands of low-incase students into middle-income taxpayers.

I hope the reauthorization will continue to make this opportunity

available.

Unfortunately, recent Congressional actions have raised the

specter of hundreds of thousands of atudants being excluded from

the student loan programs.

Over the last five years, Congressional concern with the

quality of education provided by institutions whoa* students

receive support under the programs authorized under the Higher

Education Act has increased dramatically. Tbis concern is a

reflection of several factors, including increases in the dollar

volume of loans lost to defaults and negative publicity, released

by the Department of Education and generated by the press,

regarding schools violating program regulations. These two

r% '1
41 .1
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factors, combined with the ongoing efforts of the Congress to

reduce the Federal budget deficit, have resulted in the enactment

of several bills which contain provisions directed at the issue

of schools identified as "abusive" and holding out the promise of

reducing waste in Federal student assistance programs.

AACS supports efforts to eliminate waste and abuse in

Federal assistance programs. However, the Congress must

recognize that these efforts, if not properly conceived, will

force even the best administered institutions out of the loan

programs. Congress has already gone too far in attempting to

eliminate waste and abuse by adopting Section 3004 of last year's

Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act. Cosmetology schools are

frequently identified as high-default schools as if they serve

the same ocio-economic categories of students as many of the

lowest-default-rate four-year institutions. This labeling of our

schools is unfair. Schools do not defaultborrowers default.

Schools ars limited in what they can do to control, i.e., lower,

default rates. Sven the best administered school, serving a low-

income, primarily minority population, will have high default

rates. Because of this, the enactment of legislation

establishing GSL eligibility based on default rates is about to

result in the termination of loans to those students most in need

of financial aid.

Studies have show that there are several factors which

5
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contribute to a school's default rats which are beyond the

school's control. One of the most influential factors is the

demographics of the student population. Whether a student is

white, black or hispanic; male or female; single, married or

divorced; how many dependents the he or ahe has; comes from a low

or high socio-economic backgroundall these factors directly

influence the likelihood that a student will default on a GSL.

It is unrealistic to expect a sdhool serving a minority, low-

economic area to have the same default rate as a school serving a

middle-class white neighborhood. There are several cases where a

number of sdhools have the same owner, the same basic

administrative staff, and the same default management plans, but

have significantly different default rates. The only logical

explanation fr,,- :ids phenomenon is the difference in student

population.

If Congress and the Department of Education do not to give

significant weight to a school's population in determining

eligibility for GSL's, the most needy elements of our society

will be denied access to quality education. It is tantamount to

the mred-lining" of educational opportunity. The very class of

people who need assistance the most will be excluded if default

rates alone are used to determine a school's quality.

AACS has supported the development by the Department of

Education of improved training and an increased number of program
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reviews to help schools address problems in the administration of

the aid programs. In fact, AACS offers financial aid workshops

to ensure that its member institutions ars kept up-to-date on the

continuous changes in financial aid. In addition, four years

ago, the Association instituted a Loan Counsel Task Force to

better address the needs of students. Further, the Association

was an active participant in the Private Career School Default

Management Initiative which produced a Default Management Manual

and a series of default management workshops. The Association

has also supported the principal accrediting body for

cosmetology, the National Accrediting commission on cosmetology

Arts and Sciences (NACCAS), in an effort to weed out schools not

interested in providirg quality education. These efforts, we

believe, have borne fruit. We also believe, however, that

schools specifically focused on providing services to low-income

students cannot be expected to achieve default rates remotely

similar to those schools serving the educationally and

economically privileged. The reauthorization will be a major

step away from Lyndon Johnson's image of expanding educational

opportunity if schools are allowed to close for no reason other

than the fact that they are located in and serve low-income

communities and their students.

mr. Chairman, turning to specific items of program

integrity, I would like to first of all polnt to the absence of

integrity in the cohort default rates utilized by the U.S.
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Department of Education. These cohort default rates have been

widely accepted as a proxy for educational quality, even though

significant data exist suggesting that such a co-relation is

false. A school is charged with a high default rate even though

the lender or servicer on the loan say have failed to provide

full due diligence. I draw to your attention the recent

agreement between the Education Department and the Resolution

Trust Corporation (RTC) allowing for the restoration of

guarantees on loans where the guaranty has been lost due to

failure to perform due diligence. The restoration of guarantees

on these loans means that the school which the borrower attended

will be held accountable for the default, even though the default

say have been caused by the failure of the lender or servicer to

perform due diligence.

In addition to servicing problems, innumerable instances

have also been brought to the Department's attention of cases

where a school has been inappropriately charged with a high

defeult or where a default has been registered for a student who

never attended a particular institution. It is incredible to me

that the Department of Education has been allowed to promote a

structure for the elimination of schools from the Title IV

program on such a flimsy basis.

snact emergewvAAmdslation_delaving the cut-off of hiah-default

I 5 7
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ishgols. Additional thought and study must be given to the

problem of measuring the quality of a particular school.

Graduate rates, completion rates, actual dollars in default, and

the socio-economic characteristics of the student body must be

factored into any appraisal of a school's administrative

capabilities.

AACS disagrees vith the characterization of accrediting

bodies as nothing more than industry-controlled puppets. In the

cosmetology field, we find that our accrediting body often is

aggressive, and has established sound standards for the

measurement of educational outcomes. ARCS supports the nactment

of legislation clearly defining the appropriate roles of States,

accrediting bodies and the Department of Education in assuring

the integrity of schools.

Before the Congress enacts such legislation, however, the

current system needs to be reviewed and understood thoroughly.

The quality of accreditation and the state licansurs process

should be the subject of in-depth hearings. The presumption that

states or a particular accrediting body are doing a poor job in

evaluating their institutions on the basis of student loan

default rates is, in our view, unfair and misleading. This

authorizing subcommittee, with its expertise, should be the

source to correct these misunderstandings.

15
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In closing, Mr. Chairman, I would like to share with you

some summary information on the characteristics of cosmetology

schools. This information is taken from a 1965 paper prepared by

JIM Associates:

--Over 200,000 students are currently enrolled in

cosmetology schools;

--Approximately 61 percent of the students who enroll in

private accredited cosmetology schools graduate. (This compares

with 44 percent of those enrolled in community colleges.)

I would also like to point that the cosmetology industry in

and of itself is a $25 billion industry, employing

over 750,000 people nationally. Our schools are a fundamental

part of this industry, and our survival should be seen as a

legitimate, worthwhile goal as this reauthorization moves

forward.

I would be happy to respond to any questions you or other

Members of the Subcommittee might have.

(301A200)
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"The Cantor School Con Game is a joint project of
South Brooklyn Legal Services, New York Law School,
and Vocational/ Educational inbrmation Network
(VEIN.).

-South Brooklyn Legal Sereloss offers free legal services to
bw-income people as part of the City-wide program of Community
Action for Legal SIMON, Inc.

New York Law School is an urban affairs-oriented law
school. located near the heart of New 'kik City's government and
business district

1/.E.LN. is a cotillion of educatom, community groups, and
attorneys established to advolate for effective vocational education
services for residents of New York Stale.

All characters and organizations represented in
"The Comer School Con Game" are fictional. Any

resemblance to real characters or organizations is purely
coincidental

This comic book has been made possible by a generous
grant from the Robert Bowne Foundation
and has been designed specifically to reach teens and
others who may have reading difficulties.

For information about how to obtain additional copies of
"The Career School Con Game", write to:

South Brooklyn Legal Services
105 Court Street

Brooklyn, New York 11201
Attention: Consumer Unit

Text by Stephen A Newman
Art by Maria Mottola
Lettering by Anne Mottola
Prolect Coortinator. Elizabeth Imholz

Literacy Consultant: Linda Brown,
Adult Basic Education Staff
Development Coordinator,
Ctly University of New Vbrk
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APRIL 3, 1991

Proprietary nade school aboat of Tide N federal student aid programa has become a
disaster of notional proportion. For-profit trade school sirsdnits have been defrauded by
promises of fine training LA high paying jobs, tricked into signing up for student Icons they
did not need or want, disgusted by Waken etpdpment and teachers who thd not teach, and
ultimately, sued or harasied became of defashed loans. On a permed level, die fir-
teaching comememan in dm students' lives include an 0111TOUS financial btuden,
disattlanchisemod from dm educational system sod the work fare, loss of conftdence in
themselves, snd kW of faith is dm govenunan that allowed funds So fiow so hotly to
fraudulent operations.

On a %Waal level, the collapse of the Higher Education Assistance Founds:ice, one
of the largess kw, gummy agencies, demon:boas bow this enormous cost of student loan
defaults threatens the mire Title N program. The United States Deportment of Education
and the General Accotsmins Office mat that propietary school students default at a rate
the is twice as high xi two-year, noo-pufit Aaiun= aod four times as high as four-year.
non-prollt institubotn. Government investigaton have unanimously concluded that the Title
IV Lowery and regulatory scheme, which has stinchuds and mouth oriented towards
mutating traditional, non-profit irtaihnions of higher education, has been unable to detect or
prevent ftaud and abuse by unscrupulous propeinaty schools. Indeed, the U.S. Senate
Panama Subconuninee on tovestiplions' Anent namination of wane, fraud and abuse in
the guaranteed student loon pap= focused solely on proprietary trade schools becalm the
vast majority of Tide IV abuses occur at those %Pods. leg 'Abuses in Federal Student Aid
Program?. Ifearinp Before the Permanent Sitheonmiittee co Investigations of the Committee
on Governmental Affairs U.S. Senate, S. Hrg. 101-659, Pt. 2, p. 145, Staff Statement

9/12190.

This document proposes amendments to the Higher Education Act in soda to:

protect students and provide nine's for studenti already victimized by unscrupulous

proprinLy ande schools;

limit pankipation in federal student aid programs to those proprietary nude schools
with proven track records of training nucleus and genini them jobs;

prevent the taxpayer from further subsidizing fraudulent proprietary trade schools;

strengthen the American work force by freeing up hundreds of millions of federal aid
dollars for use by students anending quality Maio sebools, colleges and universities.

The document is organized around particular problems clamming proprietary trade
schools and proposed solutions, including specific amendments to thy Higher Education Act

and other relevant SUMO.
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Mr. ANDREWS. You're welcome. And we look forward to that sub-
segrnt submission.

panel will conclude with Mr. Blair. Good afternoon, Mr.
Blair.

Mr. Bum. Mr. Chairman and member of the committee, thank
you. I'm President of the National Association of Trade and Tech-
nical Schools. Today I'm here representing not only NATIS, but
also the Association of Independent Colleges and Schools. NMI'S
and AICS are the Nation's two largest organizations that represent
private career colleges and schools. Together, we represent 2,200 in-
stitutions that are educating nearly 1.5 million students in 130 dif-
ferent career specific fields.

Clearly, for student aid programs to continue to fulfill their mis-
sion, we must demonstrate to the American people the effective-
ness of the Federal programs and restore their confidence in the
integrity of these p

rThree years ago,17717rd challenged this sector to clean up W3
act. Attached to my written testimony, is a copy of a detailed report
card which outlines the actions NAT'S and AICS have already
taken. We have a record of effectiveness and reform.

While we can by no means assume that all the problems have
been solved, it is also essential to recognize that very real progress
has been made. NAM'S and AICS have undertaken numerous rig-
orous reform efforts to address the most common criticisms of pri-
vate career coil' ges and schools and its system of accreditation.

These criticisms include that nothin* is being done about bad
schools, that there is little or no overswht of institutions or pro-
grams, that there is no consumer protection to safeguard the inter-
ests of students and taxpayers, and nothing is being done to reduce
student loan defaults. Myths, lack of awareness or political expedi-
ency have enhanced these criticisms.

Most people simply do not realize, or choose to ignore, that the
Mnefrhas been improved and that very dramatic changes have

out into place by associations such as NAT'S and AICS. Ac-
tions by our associations and accrediting commissions and legisla-
tive and regulatory reforms that we have proposed and supported
have helped reduce student loan defaults and abuses in the student
aid programs.

Since 1988, for example, 13 out of every 100 NATTS and AICS
schools reviewed lost their accreditation. Another 249 closed their
doors, for a total of 433 schools that are no longer accredited by
NM'S and AICS.

Our associations have been willing to go to court to have accredi-
tation removed. Since 1988, NAM and AICS have fought court
cases against 19 schools at a cost of more than a million dollars in
legal and related fees.

NATI'S and AICS have also increased our oversight of institu-
tions, tightened our standards of accreditation, initiated rigorous
programs to dissuade institutions from applying for accreditation
in e first place.

Our much stronger guidelines have addressed such critical issues
as recruiting practices, student refunds, admissions testing and
branching. Vie have also developed rapid response and fact finding
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teams to visit schools with reported problems. We follow up on stu-
dent complaints as well.

NAM'S and AICS have implemented aggressive and successful
student loan default reduction programs. In addition, NATIS and
AICS have supported strong legislative reform proposals in the
Ctingreas. For example, we have backed bills dealing with student
loan default reduction, equitable student refunds, postsecondary
graduation and placement rate disclosure, and measures to prevent
accreditation jumping.

DespitR these advances, NAM'S and AICS understand that addi-
tional reforms are needed. We have submitted to your committee a
comprehensive reauthorization proposal. It contains reform provi-
sions that would help bring us the rest of the way.

The most important component of our reform package would be
to clarify the unique oversight roles and responsibilities of each of
the members of the so-called triad. As you know, the triad consists
of accrediting bodies, State regulatory bodies and the Federal Gov-
ernment.

We believe that we must clarify these responsibilities and

tablish ex outcome measurements expected of each of those
strengthen the ers of each member needs to carry out and es-

components. Through the changes we advocate, accrediting bodies
could better evaluate the quality of education, States could better
monitor business practices and protect consumers, and the Federal
Government could do a better job in determining institutional eligi-
bility for Federal student aid.

Each member of the triad must rely upon the other players to
meet their responsibilities. Consequently, our plan also contains
standards by which all members of the triad could be evaluated
and held responsible. It would also improve communication be-
tween the triad members and, where appropriate, the guaranteed
loan agencies.

I firmly believe that by adopting these additional rigorous but
fair reforms we can ensure that taxpayers' dollars are well spent,
and only institutions that provide a quality education are eligible
to participate in the Federal student aid programs.

I would like to close by briefly mentioning what we think should
be some additional guithng principles for reauthorization. We be-
lieve that the changes you make in financial aid programs must
recognize the vital role they play in determining the quality of this
Nation's work force.

Private career colleges and schools are an important element in
the education of America's work force. They provide the type of job
specific technical education that American business demand and
our economy needs to remain competitive in a global marketplace.

I urge the Congress to remember that the Federal student aid
programs must continue to foster the great diversity of opportuni-
ties that our pluralistic system of postsecondary education offers.

I also want to emphasize ihat Congress should not discriminate
between programs of different lengths. Some people advocate bar-
ring students enrolled in short-term programs from eligibility in
student financial aid programs, but many career specific education-
al programs do not require 1 year of schooling, let alone four. And

1 S 5
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many students simply can not afford to be out of the work force for
a long period of time.

It would be counterproductive to make it more difficult for these
students to participate in the program that is best for them.

For 25 years, the Higher Education Act has opened doors of op-
portunity for millions of Americans. The important decisions you
make in the months ahead should ensure that those doors remain
open for the next generation of students, and they should help
build the world class work force our economy needs to thrive in the
1990s and the twenty-first century.

Thank you, Mr. Mairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Stephen J. Blair follows:1
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Stephen J. Blair, President
National Association of Trade and Technical Schools

Nay 21, 1991
9:30 a.m.

2175 Rayburn Nouse Office Building
Waxhington, D.C.

Mt. Chairman and members of the SUbcommittee. I am the

President of the National Association of Trade and Technical

Schools (WATTS). Tbday I am here representing not only NATTS, but

also the Association of Independent Colleges and Schools (AICS).

NATTS and AICS are the nation's two largest organizations that

represent private career colleges and schools. Together we

represent 2,200 institutions that are educating nearly 1.5 million

students in 130 different career-specific fields. I appreciate

this opportunity to share my thoughts with you as you consider the

reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.

I believe it is especially appropriate that you are taking

this morning to focus on the need to protect the integrity of

federal student financial assistance programs. Clearly, for

student aid programs to continue to fulfill their mission, we must

demonstrate to the American people the effectiveness of the

federal programs and restore their confidence in the integrity of

1S7
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the programs.

This morning I would like to briefly outline our

associations' efforts to improve the quality of education offered

at our schools and reducing problems surrounding student aid

programs. Attached to my written testimony is a copy of a

detailed 'Report Card,° which outlines the actions NATTS and AICS

have already taken.

ILINSCOULSZJSEENEXCESESIM_NERMON

While we can by no moans assume that all the problems have

been solved, it is also essential to recognize the very real

progress that has been made. For the last several years, NATTS

and AICS have undertaken numerous rigorous reform efforts to

address the most common criticisms of private career schools and

its system of accreditation. These criticisms include:

1) nothing is being dons about problem schools;

2) there is little or no oversight of institutions or programs;

3) there in no consumer protection to safeguard the interests of

students or taxpayers; and

4) nothing is being done to reduce student loan defaults.

Myths, lack of awareness, or political expediency have

enhanced these criticisms. Most people simply do not realize --

or choose to ignore -- that the process has been improved and that

very dramatic changes have been put into place by associations

such as NATTS and AICS.

Actions by our associations, our accrediting commissions, and

legislative and regulic:ory reforms that we have proposed and

2
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supported have helped reducm student loan default, and &hue* of

student aid programs.

Since 1988, for example, 13 out of ovary 100 wArrs and AICS

schools reviewed lost their accreditation. Anothier 249 closod

their doors, for a total of 433 schools that are no longer

accredited by werrs or AICS. Most of thess schools couldn't seat

our standards for curricula, financial operations or school

management.

Our associations have even been willing to go to court to

have accrediting removed. Since 1989, NAT= and AICS have fought

court cases against 19 schools at a cost of more than $1 million

in legal and related tees.

NATTS and AICS have also incrsased our oversight of

institutions, tightaned our standards of accreditation, and

initiated rigorous programs to dissuade institutions from applying

for accreditation in the first place. Our much stronger

guidelines have addressad such critical issues as recruiting

practices, student refunds, admissions tasting, and branching.

Wis have also developed rapid-response and fact-finding taams

to visit schools with reported problems. N. follow up on student

complaints as well.

WATTS and AICS have ieplenented aggressiva and successful

studant loan default reduction programs. In addition, NATTS and

AICS have supported strong legislative reform proposals in

Congress. For example, we halm backed bills dealing with student

loan default reduction, equitable student refunds, postsecondary

3
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graduation and placement rate disclosure, and measures to prevent

accreditation jumping.

2811192A14-1211.112111=1M-ElIMEM

Despite these advances, WATTS and A1CS understand that

additional reforms are needed. We have submitted to your

Committee a comprehensive reauthorization proposal. It contains

reform provisions that would help bring us the rest of the way.

The most important component of our refers package would

clarify the unique oversight roles and reeponsibilitias of each

member of the so-called *triad.* As you know, the *triad*

consists of the accrediting bodies, states regulatory bodies, and

the federal government.

V. believe we must clarify these responsibilities and

strengthen the powers each member needs to carry them out and

establish expected outcome measures. Through the changes we

advocate, accrediting bodies could better evaluate the quality of

education, states could better monitor business practices and

protect consumers, and the federal government could better

determine institutional eligibility for federal student aid.

Each member of the *triad* must rely on the other players to

meet their responsibilities. Consequently, our plan also contains

standards by which all members of the triad could be evaluated and

held responsible. It would also improve communication between

triad members and, where appropriate, loan guaranty agencies.

I firmly believe that by adopting these additional rigorous,

but fair, reforms we can ensure that taxpayers dollars are well

4
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spent and only institutions that provide a quality education are

eligible to participate in student aid programs.

itIZIEMELLIZIMLEILMEZTEE
I would like to clomp by briefly mentioning what we think

should be some additional guiding principles for the

reauthorization of the nigher Education Act.

SO believe the changes you make in financial aid programs

most recognize the vital role they play in determining the quality

of the nation's workforce. They should also recognize the impact

they have on giving millions of Americans the chance to achieve

the American dream.

Private career colleges and schools are an important element

in the education of the American workforce. They provide the typo

of job-specific, technical education that American businesses

demand and our sconoloy needs to remain competitive in the global

marketplace.

I urge Congress to remember tbat federal student aid programs

must continue to foster the greet diversity of opportunities that

our pluralistic system of postsecondary education offers today.

Respecting the great diversity of kinds of institutions and kinds

of programs offered, I also want to emphasize that Congress

should not discriminate between programa of different lengths.

Same people advocat barring students enrolled in short-term

programs from eligibility in student aid programs. Rut many

career-specific educational programs do not require one year of

sehooling, let alone four. And many students simply cannot afford
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to be out of the workforce for a long periJd of time. It would be

counterproductive to maks it more difficult for these students to

participate in the program that is best for them.

For 25 years, the Higher Education Act has opened doors of

opportunities for millions of Americans. The important decisions

you maks in the months ahead should ensure that those doors remain

open for the next generation of students. And they atould help

build the world-class workforce our economy needs to thrive in the

1990s and the 21st century.

Thank ycu.

I I I
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The Asaociation of Independent Colleges and Schools (AICS) and the
National Association of Trade and Technical Schools (MATTE) have
been, are currently, and will remain wholly committed to improving
the quality of postsecondary education and as a result increasing
public confidence. Achieving this confidence requires criminal
prosecution of those engaged in fraudulent activities, whether
they be schools, colleges, universities, students, or financial
institutions.

AnInfs

institution that engages in fraudulent practices unfortunately
br into question the quality of postsecondary private career
inst tutions, which provide over one-half of the skilled workers
entering the workforce each year.

The most common criticisms of private career schools and colleges
are:

I. Nothing is being done about the *bad apples.0

II. Mere is no oversight of institutions or programs or, if
there is any, it is woefully inadequate.

III. There is no consumer protection to safeguard the interests of
students and taxpayers.

Tv. Nothing is being done to reduce student loan defaults.

In the past three years, myths, a lack of awareness, or political
expediency have enhanced these perceived problems. Most people do
not realize that the process has changed and that organizations
such as AICS and WATTS have a history of ever-increasing
effectiveness.

Tor many years, actions by these two associations, their
accrediting commission', end legislative and regulatory reforms
proposed and supported by these associations have helped
substantially to improv the quality of education and reduce
student loan defaults and abuse of student aid programs.

In 1959, Rap. William Ford (D-NI), now Chairman of the House
Education and Labor Committee, asked us to take the necessary
actions to instill confidence in private career schools. In
discussions with other key Members of Congress, it became clear
that our associations and their accrediting commissions were
expected to take the lead in identifying *bad apples,x elisinating
the second-rate and shoddy education that occurs in a minority of
schools, and reducing student loan defaults.

The following is a report card of decisive step, AICS and WATTS
have taken over the past several years to address tha
congressional and public concerns:
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Pros January isss until 1991, of the institutions
accredited by AIC8 and/or WATTS, 433 schools ware either

rueoved from the accredited list by the Accrediting

00exission, voluntarily withdrew (often as a result of

Comaission action), or closed (See Attachment fl);

In the last three years, an average 13 of every 100

accredited schools reviewed lost their accreditation.

.t

mpholfLAWismitaALAG2rislitAtignx
AICS and NATTS ere dedicated to the integrity of the

accreditation process and ensuring quality education.

They are even willing to go to court to have
accreditation removed when necessary. Since 1999,

nineteen court cases have been fought by the AICS and

WATTS Accrediting Commissions at a cost of more than $1

million in legal and related fees. Attached are

examples of court cases undertaken by MITTS and AICS to

uphold Commission judgments. (See Attachment #2)

iiaAsarceafflitzmaida

NOIN.

Development of rapid-responee/fact-finding teams to

visit schools with reported problems. These teams

respond immediately to serious allegations raised

against any school.

Required audits of financial statements to ensure the

accuracy of reported data.

Required workshops for accreditation application and

renewal. These workshops are designed to introduce and

sensitize applicant schools to the expectations and

rigors of the accrediting process.

MAWS fought all Temporary Restraining Orders (TR0e)

sought by institutions appealing Accrediting Cammission

2
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decisions in the courts to thus atop access to federal
financial aid. This represents a significant shift.
Prior to this policy, it was standard operating
procedure for NAM to support a school's TMO in order
to help a school raise its standards.

The resistance of TROs has always been the policy of
AICS.

Engaged in aggressive court cases to defend Accrediting
Commission actions to uphold integrity of the standards.

Sped up due process while protecting rights of appeal.
The process has been reduced from an average of two
years to six months.

Trained team leaders to ensure that the quality of the
process is maintained. Team leaders head up each school
visit and are mainly responsible for ensuring that the
visit is carried out with sufficient rigor and that a
school is adhering to our standards.

Investigated high default schools identified by the
Department of Education on September 10, 1990. The
Department had released list of the 09 institutions
that comprise 50 percent of the student loan dollars in
default for private career schools and colleges. Of the
53 schools accredited by hICS and NATTS, 22 have closed.
All have been reviewed by the Department of Education;
and the AICS and WATTS schools have been reviewed by
their respective accrediting agencies. (See Attachment
#l)

t

antlislauLazanciaiLithin_mallgsm_itsiatia
State licensing agencies, federal agencies and accrediting
commissions are commonly referred to as the °TRIAD."
Through increased communication, these three bodies are
responsible for the stewardship of the integrity of
institutions and federal programs, as well as improved
consumer protection. In order to strengthen the role of the
TRIAD, NATTS and AICS laid out the following recommendations
in our proposal for the reauthorization of the Nigher
Education Act:

.1 Clarify roles and responsibilities of meabers of the
TRIAD.

Develop a system of standards by which all members of
the TRIAD can be evaluated.

3
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-- Increase communication through the sharing of additional
information among all members of the TRIAD end, where
appropriate, loan guaranty agencies.

The system in place now combining the regulatory oversight of the

Department of Education, state licensing agencies and the

accrediting bodies (the TRIAD) must be tightened. WATTS and AICS

are committed to fulfilling their obligations to judge the

quality of eduostion and remove inferior schools in their sector,

and will continue to do so.

Xlia_lawasiss-Casiggint2xatistign
It

ataaludi_tiLaskaan.AstentiLial_aliwasaA.
The Accrediting Commissions have strengthened guidelines in

recent years, addressing critical problem areas of abuses.

Problem:
One of tbs payment of commissions to people to recruit

students. At one time, institutions were permitted to

pay a commissioned sales person to bring students to the

door. This is no longer tolerated.

Solution:
RATTS: Institutions may only use salaried employees in

their admissions activities and will not pay
commissions to recruiters for these enrollments until a

student has a realistic assurance of completing the

program.

AICS: The Commission narrowly proscribed the recruiting

and admissions practices employed by member schools and

eliminated the practice of canvassing for admissions.
Recruiting and admissions were strictly limited to
school employees only and recruiters were prohibited

from administering adsissions tests.

Problem:
Over-expansion of facilities without appropriate
oversight and branch campuses that ware inferior in

quality. Lack of sufficient oversight in this area

allowed some ofly-by-nighto schools to operate.
Oversight has now beim increased substantially.

Solution:
WATTS: Tha Commission has reaffirmed its standards for

branch campus.* to ensure that the main school is
responsible for the branch; to ensure that a branch is

fully reviewed prior to accreditation; and to require

4
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that the branch's program(s) ars the same as, or related
to, the pegmati(e) offered at the main school. It a
branch campus is found in violation of any standard, all
branches and the main school suffer the consequences.

AICS: The Commission only permits this processing of one
beam* application at a time. This usually takes a
year. The Comaission also requires an evaluation sits
visit before the branch opens and another visit after it
opens.

Problem:
Rnergitment of non-high school graduates who were
incapable of succeeding in the program in which they
were enrolled.

Solutions
The Commission prohibits schools from recruiting
prospective students in or near welfare offices,
unemployment lines, food stamp centers, and homeless
shelters.

kICS and urrs contracted with the American Council on
Education to review and approve independently all tests
that could be used by NATTS and AICS schools in
determining the capabilities and adaission of all non-
high school graduates (ability-to-benisfit or ATS
students). AICS requires that all ATE students be both
counseled and tested.

Problems
Schools served high-riek students and had a track record
of high dropout rates and a lack of support services.

Solutions
The MATTO Accrediting Commission requires that any
institution serving high-risk students must provide the
appropriate support services, such as day care,
mediation and counseling, to increase the
probability of student success to the highest degree
possible.

(Please refer to Attachment 04 for additional examples
of AICS and SAWS Accrediting Commission activities.)

o Wisxtbklast&thrauti
ligials on to ensure ayelity education. tiroper oversiaht bx

- 1 -Pti .

The associations of *ICS and NATTS and their work in
legislation have involved support of specific bills
having an impact ens

,
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Student tuition refunds -- only the private career
school sector of postsecondary education endorsed the
legislative initiative to define fair and equitable

refunds for students. The specific proposal
significantly increases the amount of refund to

student after withdrawal.

Supported independently-developed testing programa for
ability-to-benefit (AM students.

Supported Nouse and Senate student loan default-

reduction legislation.

Supported mandatory postsecondary graduation and

placement rate disclosure to empower consumers in making

sound choices of postsecondary institutions.

Endorsed legislation that granted authority to the

Department of Education to suspend texporarily student
aid funds at a school where there have been allegations

of fraud and abuse. (Sas Attachment fS)

-

asusx_and_scholl-isatiO.

In an effort to provide consumers with the information needed

to select the right career and school for them, in 1989 WATTS

began publishing genimulkiiiimjattingjatig, Nors than

200,000 copies have bean distributed at no charge through the

U.S. consumer Information Center, making the book its most

requested publication ever.

In addition, NATTS distributed copies of the book to all

state public assistance agencies to assist caseworkers in

their counseling. And copies were sent to the Persian Gulf

for distribution to Desert Storm troops.

This valuable guide provides students with a step-by-step

process to use in locating and contacting the private career

college or school that will provide the training they need;
questions students should ask when evaluating the school;
inforsation students need to understand the school's
requirements; and details on bow students can obtain

financial aid and the responsibilities involved with a loan.

U.S. Senator Paul Simon has called liming...titanic...21=w
Amid *the best,consumer resource guide available.*

6
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(Attachment 07)

v

o istsumukurattia,_shisthed, pded and refined the nationwide_lagf cult

antaludents&
In 1986, three years before the Department of Education
announced its Default Reduction Initiative, private career
school organizations joined together in support of the Career
Training Foundation's (CTF) Default Management Initiative.
This was done at a time when evidence wee just beginning to
demonmtrate that defaults in the loan programs were growing.
There was confusion about how to support students so they
would not go into default. CT? convened the first joint
conference of representatives from all participants in the
Stafford Loan Program. The question was: Mow do we make
these programs work? The answers included:

OP =1.

ZW.

Developed the Default Management Manual to assist
schools in the administration of the financial aid
programs and help instill a sense of ownership in
students regarding their financial obligations.

Conducted Default Management Workshops where more than
5,000 school administrators have learned to reduce loan
defaults.

Published *I Ovn ay Loan* student guide book, written
especially for students, now in its third 100,000-copy
printing, stressing the importance of managing a student
loan.

Developed Default Prevention Video Kits. This includes
a guide for school staff and entrance and exit videos
for students explaining the importance of repaying the
loan and the severe consequences of defaults.

Expanded program developaent to now include economic
life skills for student borrowers.

The recoamendations contained in the Default Management
Initiative became the basis of the Nouse and Senate default
reduction legislation and the Department of Education's
default reduction regulations. This initiative is one of
the reasons private career schools and colleges have
consistently lowered their default rats over the last three
years.

I 0
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Ws must also recognize that high defaults or low graduation rates

do not always mean fraud, waste, and abuse is Demurring. Studies

show that more often than not it means that the institution is

serving a disadvantaged student population.

It must be kept in mind that we will never completely elisinats

fraud, waste and abuse because those are "assents of the human

condition. nowever, we most constantly strive to eliminate

fraud, waste, and abuse. Steward' of federal programs can and

must promisa to have a system of oversight that continually

monitors programs end the participants and when we do find

problams, we must nova swiftly to rasolve them. We must also have

the commitment to
continually reassess what we are doing to strive

for =cella:ice.

Private carier schools and colleges play an integral part in

preparing our nation's workforce. Their contributions touch our

lives in untold ways. Their commitment to continued quality and

alimination of abuses remains strong and their actions back this

up. The attached matarial further details steps taken by WATTS

and AIM to prevent fraud, waste and abuse.

3
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Attacbsentf1

433 RATTS- AND Axes-Accuprm
INSTITUTIONS NAVE CLOSED, VOLUNTARILY WITHDRAWN
OR RAVE SEEN REMOVED FROM TUE ACCREDITED LIST

No. of accredited schools as of
January 1, 1968

1211

RATTS
Accredited

Iii.12112211

1,195

AICS
Accredited

12b21211

1,036

Removed from accredited list 14 10
Voluntary withdrawals a 10
Schools that cloeed 12

32

____A

25
1221
Removed from accredited list 22 9
Voluntary withdrawals 21 10
Schools that closed _22

72 32.

1222
Moseyed from accredited list 10 26
Voluntary withdrawals 24 17
Schools that closed

109 93

1221
Removed from accredited list 000 1.01b

Voluntary withdrawals 3 0
Schools that closed 1122

30 41

TOTAL KO. OF SCHOOLS REMOVED,
CLOSED OR WITHDRAWN 243 190

In addition to the above, of the institutions accredited by the
National Accrediting Commission of Cosmetology Arts & Sciences
since 2988, 107 have bean removed from the accredited list, 123
have voluntarily withdrawn from accreditation, and-217 schools
have closed.

+Because the accredited institutions cited for removal by the
WATTS end AICS Accrediting Commissions have the right to due
prOCeee and may appeal their removal, no final number is available
at this time.
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Attaabnant #2

ZEAMPLEA OF LEGAL ACTIONS DEFENDING REMOVAL OF ACCREDITATION

The Accrediting comaissions of the Association of Independent

Colleges and Schools and the National Association of Trade and

Technical Schools have bed considarable success in dealing with

schools providing poor quality of *lunation, mimmanagement, or

inadequate financial viability, and those that have engaged in

abuse. Prosecution of cues of fraud involving fedaral student

aid programs ars the enls purview of the U.S. Department of

Education (U.S. Department of Justice) and the states (state

attorneys general).

Examples of just a few of the lawsuits defended on babalf of the

AICS and NATTS Accrediting Commissions since January 2908

include:

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION Ot TRADE AND TECHNICAL SCHOOLS

Accrediting Commission

WATTS has made significant changes In its aggressive legal

defense of accreditation actions in recent years, including an
increased commitment to oppose temporary restraining orders and
prellainary injunctions, as well as a willingness to incur

expensive judicial dispmtes. These oases are fought in the

school's jurisdiction, which increasos the cost to NATTS.

WATTS no longer agrees to the entry of temporary restraining
orders when schools are removed from the accredited list and file

suit. Tasporary restraining orders allowed federal funding to

continue without lisitation to the schools during the judicial

process. Now, when SNITS removes a school's accreditation, WATTS

resists a school's efforts to remain fully eligible for funding

while the lawsuit is pending.

ty SetallaSlatult aL2L114LanfLI161111tooCOS) bed a main schoorttftWin PralLeadene,

Career

California, and a branch in Las Vegas, Nevada, and offered

programs in hairstyling and casino dealing. COS filed an

application for renewal of accreditation of its main school and

for final approval of its branch in 1987. In guns 1918, the

Commission voted to deny these applications. WATTS'. Appeals

Panel upheld this decision in August 1980. The basis for the

decision were (1) misleading Spanish-language advertising; (2)

deficiencies in COS'. catalog and enrollment agreement relating to

the School's tuition rafund policy and the relationship between

the main school and branch; (2) failure to supply financial
information desonstrating the school's financial soundness and

1
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stability; and (4) failure of the sain school to exercise adequate
oversight of the branch. An example of the latter problem was
the branch's "learning resource centeru--an empty room with
unfilled bookshelves.

On August 24, 1988, COS filed suit against WATTS, the Accrediting
Commission and the Appeals Panel in state court in Nevado. we had
the case transferred to the federal district court in Las Vegas.
Finding that aubstantial evidence supported the Commission's
decision and that schools and the public would be harmed by
continuing the school's accreditation, the district court denied
CBS's motion for a temporary restraining order and its motion for
a preliminary injunction requiring the restoration of the school's
accreditation while the case proceeded. Thereafter, we filed a
motion to dismiss c08's laweuit. Bather than respond to this
motion, COS withdrew the lawsuit.

2. allAYers Valley School of TrA401. Inc- V. Natiope Aseociation
pf Tradp and Technical Schools. The Accrediting Commission voted
to deny renewal of accreditation to the Delaware Valley Scbool of
Trades (DVST) in January 1989. The Appeals Panel upheld this
decision in March 1989. The bases of the decision were (2)
OVST's failure to demonstrate a sound financial structure; (2) the
school's failure fully to make refund payments to students in
accordance with accrediting standards; and (3) untimely refund
payments to students. In April 2989, INST filed in bankruptcy and
moved for an injunction in bankruptcy court in Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania to require the restoration of its accreditation. Ws
obtained a postponement of this preliminary injunction hearing and
prepared to vigorously defend against MST's motion for
preliminary injunction. Shortly before tha hearing, OVST elected
to drop the motion and dismiss its lawsuit. Thus, the decision to
deny renewal of accreditation was loft standing.

3. . ion
enajtaginglaLackgplea. In April 1989, the Commission denied
renewal of accreditation to the Bailie chain of broadcasting
schools in the Western United States. The Appeals Panel uphold
the Commission's decision in July 1989. The basis of the decision
vas Bailie's failure to demonstrate financial stability and
soundness as indicated by weakness in its financial statements and
a failure to pay fear and dues to WATTS.

In August 1989, Bailie filed suit against WATTS and sought an
injunction requiring the restoration of its accreditation in
federal district court in Seattle, Washington. The court did
initially issue an order which temporarily restored Bailie's
accreditation pending another Appeals Panel hearing because the
court found (mistakenly, we believe) that the first Appeals Panel
hearing had been procedurally flawed. After the issuance+ of this
order, enother Appeals Panel bearing was convened within two weeks
of the court's decision. The Appeals Panel again upheld the
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Commission. Bailie then filed a motion to set aside this

decision, but the court denied Bailie's motion. Thus, the

CaMailliOR's decision was left standing.

We then filed a ;motion for summary judgment which would have

resolved the case completely in NATTS's favor. Before the court

could reach a decision on our motion, Bailie filed in bankruptcy.

Bailie sought unsuccessfully to argue that the automatic stay
provision of the bankruptcy laws precluded BATTS from withdrawing

Bailie's accreditation. Bailie failed to pursue the bankruptcy

proceeding and never answered BATTS** motion for summary judgment.

Eventually, the bankruptcy proceeding was terminated, and in
October 1990, the case finally came to an and when the district

court granted summary ludgment in NATTS's favor.

4. . .. :! - S ,/
In June 1989, the Commission voted to deny final approval to the

branch of the Cleveland Institute of Technology (CIT) in Toledo,

Ohio. In August 1989, the Appeals Panel reviewed the Commission's

decision and disagreed with two of the eight grounds for the

decision. On that basis, the Appeals Panel remanded the matter to

the Commission.

In October 1989, the Commission reconsidered its earlier decision

in light of the Appeals Panel's review and decided again not to

grant final approval to the branch based upon the six grounds that

the Appeals Panel bad upheld. These were; (1) poor rates of

completion of students in the school's programs in Building

Services Management (36.5%) and Word Processing (27.6%) (the

school sought to explain* this deficiency by noting that the male

8811 students had been harassing the female word processing
students and by terminating the BSM program); (2) poor placement

in the Building Services Management program (45.6%); (2)

inadequate instructional equipment (students ware being *taught"

how to screw in light bulbs and plug in air conditioners); (4)

poor student attendance; (5) the school's failure to abide by its

own ettandance policy; and (6) misleading advertising (*Jobs!

Jobs! Jobel*).

CIT filed suit against WATTS in October 1989 in federal district

court ir Toledo, Ohio. As usual, the school sought a temporary

restraining order and preliminary injunction requiring the

restoration of its accreditation. The court denied both motions.

The school them elected to voluntarily dismiss its suit.

5. Nimdex . Inc. dibla Sisde4 TechnicAl Institute V.
National Associat .11 4 Trade and Technical Schools. In November

1989, the Executive Committee of the Accrediting Commission vas

made aware of a scheme by which Simdex Technical Institute had

sold access to federal tinancial aid to an Indochinese immigrant

group by falsely claiming that a facility operated by this group
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was a separate classroom of Sisdex. The scheme had been called to
NATTS's attention by Senator Lloyd Bentsen's office. The
Executive Committee issued an order to show cause why the school's
accreditation should not be revoked in December 1989. After
reviewina the school's response, the Commission voted to revoke
the school's accreditation in Fehruary 1990. The Appeals Panel
upheld the Commission's decision in April 1990.

In Nay 1990, &index filed suit in state court in Texas. Before
Simlex's request for preliminary injunctive relief could be heard,
however, Simdex voluntarily dismissed the suit and filed in
bankruptcy. In the bankruptcy court, Simdex sought preliminary
injunctive relief requiring the restoration of its accreditation.
In July 1990, the bankruptcy court, denied Simdex's request. We
than filed a motion far summary judgment to resolve the case
completely in NATTS's favor. Simdex did not respond to this
motion, and instead withdrew its lawsuit.

e V I.. II II This is our
most recent camm. In this case, the Commission began a complete
review of the school after a change of ownership. In October
1990, the Commission voted to deny the school renewal of its
accreditation. The Appeals Panel upheld this decision in January
1991. The bases for the decision were (1) saver: financial
weakness; (2) failure to pay timely refunds to students (over
$270,000 remained unpaid at the time of the Appeals Panel
hearing); (3) a defective enrollment agreement; (4) failure to
demonstrate that the school's refund policy was in compliance with
accrediting standards; and (8) failure to pay accrediting fees.

Golden State filed suit in federal district court in Los Angeles,
California in late January of this year. The school sought a
temporary restraining order and preliminary injunction requiring
the restoration of its accreditation, and also asserted claims for
over 8500,000 in damages. The court denied the notion for
temporary restraining order on February 4, 1991. On February 18,
1991, the court denied Golden State's motion for preliminary
injunction. In eo doing, the court stated that Golden State's
claims were totally without merit and suggested that they might be
susceptible to a motion for sumsary judgment. We informed the
JUdge that we would file a notion for summary judgment, and in
fact, did so. The school agreed to drop its lawsuit.

Bankruptcy is the only area where we have encountered difficulty
in defending the decisions of the Accrediting Commission. In
January 1989, a bankruptcy court in Fresno, California entered a
preliminary injunction against XATTS which required the
restoration of the accreditation of the Golden State School in San
Bernardino and Fresno, California. The bankruptcy court's
decieien was principally based upon its view that the executory
contract provisions of the bankruptcy laws precluded the
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withdrawal of accreditation where a echool had filed in bankruptcy

prior to the Commission's &minion. We appealed this decision to
the federal district court in Fresno, California. Unfortunately,

the district court agreed with the bankruptcy court. A. a result,

we have now appealed the decision to the Ninth Circuit Court of
:lanls, and we are awaiting a decision. The Fresno precedent
ed the Commission to rescind an accreditation decision

involving tha National School of Health Technology in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania in Anglin 1989.

The impediment that the bankruptcy laws poise was partially

resolved by an amendment to the benkruptcy code passed in the

closing days of the last Congress. That amendment clearly
forecloses the use of one potentially troublesome provision of the

bankruptcy laws--the automatic stay. However, the amendment did

not explicitly addreas the executory contract provision at issue

in ths Fresno case.

ASSOCIATION or INDEPENDENT COLLEGES AND SCHOOLS

Accrediting commission

1. iharmaixasyjatacm_r_ingx v. Apeaciation of
Bieb

ZsbcauLi.e_liaraar, u.s. District Court, District of New Jersey,

Civil Action No. 83-6242-L. This action was filed in tbe U.S.
District Court in Newark, New Jersey in November, 1983, seeking an

injunction for renewal of the acoreditation of the First School of

Secretarial and Paralegal Studies, located in Passaic Park, New
Jersey, and declaratory judgment that AICS has violated

regulations of the Department of Education, and for damages under
antitrust and common law tort claims, cbarging the defendants with

entering into a conspiracy with certain other organizations and
individUals to enable a ccmpeting school Chain to compete unfairly
with the plaintiff institution and to monopolize the business

school field in New Jersey. Under the antitrust courts, plaintiff
demanded compensatory and punitive damages and costs. No specific

*mount of damages was stated in the complaint.

Upon motion of defendants on October 3, 1984, the parts of the
complaint dealing with the failure of AICS to grant accreditation

to First School were stricken as moot and the allegations that
AICS fails to meet Department of Education requirements for
nationally recognized accrediting agencies were dismissed for lack

of subject matter jurisdiction. The court granted the plaintiff

leave to file an amended complaint on the remaining counts. The

plaintiff filed an amended complaint in October, 1985 seeking

damages on the antitrust and common law tort Claims and the

District Court dismissed with prejudice the amended complaint.
Appellant appealed to the United Staten Court of Appeals for the
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Third Circuit the dismissal with prejudice of its amended
complaint by the trial court as a sanction for sppellant's
dlaccmery abuses.

The Court of Appeals entered judgment on October 12, 1949,
affirming the lower court's decision in favor of the association
an October 12, 1989.

a. n2tuLluatxsailism V.
and Schaole-

iatica_o Indenandent_Colleues

philline. ftecutiwe Director. Aim. This was an action filed in
Decesber, 1937 in a Chapter 11 reorganisation proceeding in the
U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the Southern District of California in
San Diego in which the bankrupt debtor, North County College,
which had been denied reinstatement of accreditation following a
change of ownership, sought (a) injunctive relief to restore the
accreditation and (b) damages for violating the automatic stay in
the Bankruptcy Code when AICS affirmed the denial in an appeal
hearing in April, 1987 shortly after the Chapter 22 petition had
been filed by the school. Claimed in the cosplaint were
compensatory damages in the sum of $1,500,000 and punitive
damages in the sum of 82,000,000. The central issue in the case
was whether *accreditation" is property of the bankrupt debtor's
estate which was affected by AIM' April, 1987 denial of the
appeal.

On cross motions for summary judgment, the court, by order dated
JUme 24, 1988, vacated the AICS April, 1987 affirmance of the
denial as a violation of the automatic stay and ordered AICS to
evaluate the school for consideration of a new grant of
accreditation at the August, 1983 meeting of the Accrediting
Commission. A site visit was conducted and the school was
scheduled fcr a special appearance at that meeting of the
Commission.

The issue of whether accreditatiln is property of a bankrupt
debtor's estate and whether the autoaatic stay in the bankruptcy
law applies to education accreditation was a novel question in the
Ninth Circuit.

AICS and the Trustee of North County College entered into an
Agreement and Mutual Release on June 14, 1989, in which the
Trustee agreed to dismissal with prejudice of the action against
AIM. The Agreeeent and Mutual Release did not require AICS to
admit liability or to pay any damages.

lang_lisimiLS2Iligual_ausinm,..aas.... V. AnasiatiffiLat
1. 4. '

BIDDISIAEISMS1M-OLAIRAIRSAM_Donald_Naldhauer and Shirley
Loma. U.S. Edstrict Court for tbe Central District of
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California, Civil Action No. 8$ 00042 CBS (GREx). Action by Long

Beach College of Business, Lona Beach, California, for declaratory

and injunctive relief to restore accreditation withdrawn by AICS

and eligibility for fedaral student financial assistance program

and for damages fres AICS for breach of fiduciary duty,

interferams with advantageous business relationships and

prospective business advantagas, and broach of implied covenant of

good faith and fair de'Lling. No specific mount of damages was

stated in complaint.

AICS, the Accrediting Commisaion and thie individual defendants

Valdbauer and Lowery, AICS Commissioners, filed an answer denying

any liability. Granting the school's notion far a preliminary

injunction, the court, on February 12, 1988, found that there was

a procedural srror in the AICS appeal proceeding, that the school

had demonstrated likelihood of success on the nerits, and ordered

AICS and the U.S. Department of Education to reinstate

accreditation and eligibility for federal student financial

assistance programs, and further ordered the Accrediting

Commission to hold a furthar hearing on the school's application

for a new grant of accreditation at ito April, 1988 seating. By a

consent order entered an April 1, 1988, the hearing was postponed

to the Augmt mating of Lb* Commission.

4 Esdnutt_iiissacAa V. AinanLatisnAl
lndevandent collenes and Schools, Civil Action 88.0942 U.S.

District Court, Eastern District of New York. Thin was an action

filed by Robert Fiance Business Institute, Inc., owner of Ammrican

Ni-Tech Rusiness School, an AICS accredited institution, against

AICS in the Suprema Court of Kings County, New York and removed by

AICS to the U.S. District Court for the Eastern District of New

York in Brooklyn. The mit sought declaratory and injunctive

relief to obtain a new six-year grant of accreditation, for a

declaratory judgment that A1CS no longer qualifies for recognition

by the Socratary of Education, and for damages, compensatory and

punitive, in tho sum of $5,000,000 on each of four counts tor

wrongful dmial of a new full grant of accreditation, denial of

due procam, breach of fiduciary duty, and breach of implied

covenant of good faith and fair dealing.

Sinai the Accrediting Commission, at its April, 1988 meeting, has

issued a new thrm-year grant of accreditation to the institution,

rgallaintiff was not able to show any damages resulting from the

ssion's previous actions.

DialioLliallitancia_ALAL
1%4, i, ro .11 Civil Action 017-

4214C, Fifteenth District Court, Lafayette Parish, State of

Louisiana. This is an action far damages by a group of students

and former students at Acadiana Technical College, Lafayette,

Louisiana, for fraudulent sierepresentation of a court reporting

7
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program in which thr tudants ware enrolled and for violation of
the Louisiana Consoft.g Protection"Law goveraing unfair and
deceptive trade practices. AICS was added as a defendant in July,
1999. The amount of damages claimed are $025,000 plus refund of
all tuition, costs of equipment, textbooks, end other fees
incurred by the plaintiffs in enrolling and participating in the
school's court reporting proeram, together with attorneys' fees
and costs.

The claims against AICS are based on breach of contract, tort or
negligence and joint venture, agency or partnership theories.

Co-defendant Acadian& Technical College filed under Chapter 11 of
the gaited States Bankruptcy Cods and is not an active participant
in the settlement discussions or litigation at this time. In
another proceeding with Acadiana, the Accrediting Commission

the institution's accreditation. An appeal to the
rielgrrtard was temporarily enjoined in July 1990 on the grounds
that the suspension action taken by the Commismion violated the
automatic stay provision of the U.S. Bankruptcy Code since
Acadiama was in Chapter 11 status.

Subsequent to the court action, Congress passed legislation which
specifically exempted actions by accrediting egencies from the
automatic stay provisions. The Commission then proceeded to
schedule the Review Board bearing. Acadiana unauccessfUlly sought
another TRO on the grounds that the new statute could not be
applied retroactively. In April 1992, Acadiana filed for Chapter
7 dissolution.

6. 2earaxzlin v.
,*

. .:. .1 VV.)
I I.

DgM2-3=22, Superior Court of the State of California, County of
Ban Diego, Case No. N49469.

This case was filed on October 29, 1999 by NI. Zigto, a former
paralegal student at Netterson College, a school accredited by
AICS. Plaintiff seeks damage* against AICS under negligence and
negligent sisrepresentat ion theories. She claims she sae
wringtUlly die.iss.d from the school'e paralegal program because
she had been critical of its quality.

At this time, the owners of the school are attempting to settle
with NI. Maio. No trial date has been sat, and discovery is
underway. The plaintiffs have been fined for failing to respond
to interrogatories in October 1990.

7. Atigamag_st_als. V. allinlianlividniaLS211221.-at-al.... United
States District court for the Western District of Toamasina, C.A.
Po. 89-3054-41.

AICS is a defendant in a class action lawsuit filed by former

9
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students of an AICS..accredited school in Naephis, Tennessee. The
first, cause of action against AICS is for alleged violation of the
TOMOISMI Consumer Protection Act. Specifically, plaintiffs
allege that AICS* accreditation of Jefferson Business College was
*materially misleading and fraudulent.' The second cause of
action alleges that ASCS breached a contract with the defendant
school, and that plaintiffs were third-party beneficiaries of that

contract. Specifically, plaintiffs allege that in accrediting
Jefferson, AJCS knew the students would rely on &ICS to 'ensure
the academic standards of Jefferson.'

a motion to dismiss both counts against AICS was filed on March
29, 1990, and it is still pending.

9
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION'S LIST
OF 99 SCROOLS WITH HION DEFAULT RATES

AND RION DOLLARS IN DEFAULT

on 10, 1990, the U. S. Department of Education released
the list of the $9 institutions that made up SO percent of the
student loans in default for our sector and 25 percent of the
total loans in default.

NAMB
Twenty-nine of the $9 private, postsecondary career schools and
colleges listed by the U. S. Department of Education as having
high default rates and a high volume of loans in default are
accredited by the Accrediting Commission of the National
Association of Trade and Technical Schools.

2ilksaL29 Ashasclu
o All have been visited by a NATTS accrediting team.

o Sixteen of the schools are inner-city schools attended
by low-income and minority students. All available
research shove that students who are minority, low-
income, single heada of households or independent of
parental incase have a higher tendency to default on
their student loans than other students.

o Thirteen ere still accredited. Of the thirteen, one is
short-term accredited for a period of two years
(accreditation is awarded normally for five years).

o Eight have been removed from the accredited list by the
Accrediting Commission. Causes for removal (thst ars
not necessarily attributable or limited to these
schools) include:

financial instability or bankruptcy

educational outcomes (poor placement, low
graduation and retention rates, etc.)

lack of continued compliance with the standards of
Accreditation

- 1 -
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staff stability, lack of equipsent and/or
inadequate facilities

o Two ere under review by the Accrediting Commission;

o Two ars under quarterly monitoring by the Accrediting
Commission tor areas such as financial concerns,
placement and/or retention rates, etc.;

o One has been removed by the Accrediting Commission and
ordered by a court to have its accreditation reinstated;
and,

o Three are closing and in the process of a wteachout.*

faCa

Twenty-four of the 89 schools listed as having high default rates
and a high volume of loans in default were accredited by the
Accrediting commission of the Association of Independent Colleges
and Schools (two of the schools listed as AICS-accredited were
not).

o Thirteen umrs closed several months or years before the
list wee issued;

o Eleven are still accredited;

o All currently operating have been visited by an AIc5
Accreditation Comeission team.

o Four of the eleven are under financial review by the
Accrediting Commission (one is in Chapter 11
bankruptcy); and

o Eight of the 24 had default rates of less than 25
percent and two of those eight also have closed. The
other six of these eight are still accredited, which
means that sore than half of the schools on the list
still accredited have default rates of less then 35
percent. All but one hes a default rate of less than 30
percent.

- 2
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WISTORICRL (NEM=

Listed below ars several of the initiatives WATTS and AICS have
undertaken over the past several years.

IMA-Amageditation

While the Accrediting Commission of the National Association of
Trade and Technical Schools recognises that accreditation is a

ite far eligibility for federal student financial aid,

Itlirggsis net to oversee or administer federal financial aid.

For years, federal and state governments and society at large have

looked to accreditation to determine if a school meets certain
educational measures and sound school practices. The Accrediting
Commission's exclusive concerns are educational excellence and

institutional integrity. Those concerns have caused &cc:mating
bodies to monitor and act on those schools that fail to comply
with their accrediting standards.

Student COmplaints: The Commimsion requires each school to publish
in the student catalog and/or handbook tha procedures to be
followed in lodging a complaint concerning tho inatitution.

Adedesions Procedure: Students who have not visited the school
facility prior to enrollment will have the opportunity to withdraw
without penalty within three days following either attendance at a
regularly scheduled orientation or following a tour of the
facilities and inspection of equipment.

School limits: The Commission has significantly increased tha
number of on-sits visits to member institutions. In addition to
the regularly scheduled five-year review visits, schools are now
routinely visited on a Change of Ownership or the addition of a

degree program. Visits aro also scheduled when programs ars added
that ars not within the original mission of the school. Annual
Report verification visits are sada to a statistically
significant, randomly selected number of schools following receipt

of the Annual asports.

Codes of COndunt: The Commission drafted and adopted a series of
Codes of Conduct for tha members of the Commission, team members
and members of Appeals Panels as well as staff. The codes reflect
the Commission's dtermination to hold all persons involved in the
evaluation process accountable for the integrity of the process.

-1 -
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: The Commission issues a Show Cause Order to schools
thallentrbankruptcy, requiring a detailed explanation of the
institution's plan to alleviate tbeir financial problems. During
ths term of the Show Cause the schOol is prohibited from any

changes in its status, e.g. programs, ownership, location.

Mmorultimg Practices: Schools ma y only use enpIoyess in the

recruitment activities With co4sion. tor all enrollments
predicated an the successful completion of, at a sinimun, thirty

days of training. The Comaission prohibits schools from
recruiting prospective students in or near welfare offices,
unemployment lines, food stamp centers, and homeless shelters.

Dual Accreditation: The Co:mission adopted policy developed by the

Council on Postsecondary Accreditation (COPA) *Mich requires full

disclosure by an institution concerning its past, present and
future relationship with any other accrediting commission.

Rranobess The commission has reaffirmed its standards for branch
campuses that ensure the mein school's responsibility for the
branch eneure that a branch is fully reviewed prior to
accreditation; and require that the branch's programs are the

sans as or related to the program(s) offered at the parent school
and has the sans name es the main school.

Instructor Qualifications: All instructors must have at a minimum
two years of practical work experience or equivalent training in
the field being taught and those who are responsible for Cameral
Iducation courses in degree programs, a baccalaureate degree.

Rotunda: The Commission requires that schools will refund tuition

for the program up to the 75 percent level of the program or
course of study.

The Commission has also adopted these procedures designed to
expedite the accreditation process and review.

Rapid Mamma= Teams A pool of qualified individuals is
available on an ongoing basis to quickly review schools after the
Commission is made aware of potential violations of accrediting

standards. This method will enable the Commission to determine
the level of potential problems as they develop.

Itsportins: Audited or reviewed financial statements ar now
required. Those reports are required as part of the school's
Annuel Report and will give the Cosmission a better idea that a
school may be developing a problen(s) which could affect students.

- 2
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INerkshops: Schools that apply for accreditation and seek to renew
their accreditation ars now required to attend workahope prior to
application submiesion. These workihops ars designed to isprove
the schools' understanding of the accreditation process and its
procedural requirements and say lessen delays in the accrediting
process. The workehops have also screened out ackools that are
not serious about applying for accreditation; in 1989, for
e meeple, 193 potential applicant schools attended accreditation
workshops but only 70 actually applied for accreditation.

Appeals Panel: The Appeals Panel's scope of review of Commission
decisions has bean focused on the original record before the
Commission, and whether the Comsission's action was appropriate
based on that evidence.

AICS_AGanditatign

Since isms, the AICS Accrediting Commission has instituted a
number of criteria and policy changes.

Clock to Credit Roar Conversion: The Commission clarified the
conversion from clock to credit hours to all member schools and
cautioned schools on over-awarding.

Title rv Niqber Education Act Programs: A Ltngthy (13 page)
update and analysis (including Q * A) on ability-to-benefit,
remedial programs, and English as second language (ESL)
provisions in the Title Xv programs was provided to all schools.
lb. Commission also adopted specific guidelines controlling the
offering of ESL progress and explained to member schools the
federal regulations regarding these types of programs.

Financial Reviews: All A1CS institutions under financial review
by the Commission are required to seek prior approval before
initiating any non-main campus activity.

Beeruitinq and Ade:Imams: The Comaission narrowly proscribed the
recruiting and admissions practices employed by member schools and
eliminated the practice of canvassing for admissions. Recruiting
and admissions wars strictly limited to school employees only and
recruiters were prohibited from administering admissions tests.

Fast Assessment and Compliance T. (FACT): Thais FACT Teams are
authorised by the Commission to investigate and report on alleged
improper business and educational practices by or at member
institutions.

- 3 -
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Dual Aocruditatiom: The Commission adopted policy developed by
the Council on Postsecondary Accredit* on (CoPA) which requirms
full disclosure by an institution concerning its past, present and
future relationship with any other accrediting commission.

educational Services: Tbe Commission established policy regarding
third-perty contracting for educational services with non-
accredited entities.

Satisfactory &cedes/0 Progr.w *JCS member schools ars required
to apply standards of sat *factory progress to all students, not

just to ability-to-benetit students.

Sow Applicants Visit: All schools applying for AICS accreditation
must first undergo a resource (readiness) visit before they
proceed with the self-study reviev.

Required Degrees The Commission requires that instructors
teaching computer subjects related to business administration and
secretarial science must possess a baccalaureate degree.

Institutional effectiveness: The Commission adopted criteria by
which institutions must demonstrate institutional effectiveness,
including retention, placement, and employer satisfaction.

Tmech-Out Plane: The Commission requires all instructions on
acadesic or financial show cause to submit a formal teach-out
plan. Tbe Commission also stipulates that teach-out plans,
retention improvement directives or placement improvement
directives may be requested from those schools on financial
review.

Accounting Informations The Commission requires school* to submit
all financial information based on the accrual method of
accounting.

Education Component: Schools must include a general educational
component for at least three years in an associate degree program
before they can be considered for junior college accreditation.

Appeals Procne= After a revision in the appeals procedures, the
Cosmission provided that ell negative actions, as defined by the
Council on Postsecondary Accreditation, could be appealed to an
outside body cosposed of former commissioners. The policy on
confidentiality was also broadened to permit disclosure of
accrediting actions to interested parties.

Strengthened Curriculums: The Commission requires all
institutions to strengthen curriculums requiring state
certification for graduates to be li0Onsed to practice.

- 4 -
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heoreditatiou Verkshopes The Commission mandated that all schools
seeking initial accreditation or renewing *misting accraditatioii
must attsnd an accreditation workshop.

Sigh Default Schools: The Commission directed intsria raviows of
all high default (mar 25 percent) schools.

-
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LEGISLATION SUPPORTED ST NATTS AICS

Public Lev 101-164, FT 1990 Labor, Health and Rumen Services, and

lemostion Appropriations Act.

XhITS and AICS s ly supported several provisions of this

legislation, andtielsted in drafting one provision:

masa_aalsoda. Each institution participating in the
GSL programs with a cohort default rata exceeding 30
percent eust implement a pro rata refund policy for all

Title IV aid recipients. The policy must provide for at
least as great a refund as would the policy defined in

the Secretary's Default Reduction Initiative.

Public Law 101-239, The omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989.

WATTS and AICS assisted legislators in drafting several provisions

for this Act, including:

losiLajogregitation. An institution cannot be
certified or recertified as an eligible institution if
that institution has had its accreditation withdrawn,
revoked, or otherwise terminated in the preceding 24

months or if it withdrew from its ac-mditation under
show cause or suspension order during the preceding 24
sonthe unless (a) the institution's accreditation has
been restored by the same accrediting agency; or, (b)

the institution has demonstrated to the Secretary of
Education its academic integrity in accordance with

Section 1201 (a) (5) (A) or (B) of the Act.

Institution* with dual accreditation that have either had their
accreditation withdrawn, revoked, or otherwise terminated or that
withdraw from either accreditation under show cause or suspension

order during the preceding 24 months would not be eligible for
continued Title IV participation unless conditions (a) or (b) as

listed above ars met.

firalrogrea_pagn,trajlorjalijjadanta. For schools to
ressin eligible to participate in any Title Tv programs,
other than the ;WIG and Byrd Scholarship Programm, a

school that admits ability-to-banefit (ATR) students
must make available to these students a proqras that in

proven successful in assisting them in obtaining a
oertificate of high school equivalency. Sdhools are
not required to provide in-house GED programs but must

ensure that such a program is available to students.

This
provision allows fox a six month default amnesty program

- 1 -
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for defaulted GSL borrowers. A defaulter vho otherwise
qualities will be eligible to participate further in
Title XV programs it he or she repays in full all the
outstanding principal and interest on the defaulted
loan(s) during this period. A defaulter who otherwise
qualifies say also regain eligibility for participation
in Title rv programs by making 12 consecutive monthly
payments of a defaulted OSL and if their loan is than
sold to an eligible lender.

20-Day Check Nold. An institution may not deliver the
first installment of an BLS loan to a borrower who has
not successfully completed 30 days after the first day
of the program of study in the first year of the
program of undergraduate education in which the student
is enrolled.

WATTS also supported five additional proposals in this
legislation:

o No SLS loans to undergraduates enrolled at an institution
with a default rata of 30 percent or higher;

o No student may borrow more than $4,000 under the SLS
program in any academic year or any period of nine consecutive
aonths, whichever is longer;

o The proceeds of a Stafford or $LS loan must be disbursed
in two or more installments regardless of the loan mount or the
length of enrollment period for which the loan is made;

o second or subsequent loan disbursements must be applied to
reduce the student's loan balance after a lender or escrow agent
is notified by a student or a school that a student has ceased
enrollment; and

o Professional judgment may be used by aid administrators in
determining aid awards only on a case-by-case basis, and similar
cases may not be treated on other than a case-by-case basis.

Postsecondary Discloeure Act of 11190 (S.R. MS)

NATTS helped to draft this legislation, which was introduced by
Representative Chris Perkins (0-1(T). The bill would extend the
U.S. Departssnt of Education's requirements for the disclosure of
complet on rates sat by the Secretary's Default Reduction
Initiative to include all degree-granting higher education
programs, not merely those programs which prepare students for
vocational, trade, or career fields.

The bill would guarantee that students seeking postsecondary
education would have the opportunity to know the completion rates

- 2 -
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of the progras in uhich they wish to enroll. The legislation
would j further protect students from schools that aisrepresent

their suppOsed graduation rates.

The Postsecondary Iducation Disclosure Act of 1990 was
incorporated into The Student Right-To-Know Act (H.R. 1454), which
wee unanimously passed by the House in June. The bill requires

the Secretary of Education to develop"definitions and
methodologies for measuring graduation rates broken down by

progras or field of study and by individual school or academic

division. it also requires the Secretary to determine the best

wey to calculate employment rates of recent trade and technical

school graduates in their field of expertise. The Secretary would

be required to submit those findings to the Congress by October 1,

1991.

*This legislation will safeguard students who can be vulnerable

consumers and unprotected citizens on traditional college
campuses," said NATTS President Stephen Blair in support of the

bill. "Disclosure of graduation rates across the spectrum of
postsecondary institutions would enable students to determine
whether their prospects of completing a given program ere

favorable. The legislation would provide students with valuable

consumer data and help to ensure productive use of federal student

aid dollars." The bill was signed into law in Fall, 1990.

Student Loan Abuse Prevention (sus, Act.

MITTS supported this legislation designed to halt abuses in the
federal student loan program, sponsored by Rep. Lawrence Smith (D-

YL) last May. In a news conference to announce the legislation,
WATTS Preeident Stephen Blair said, "A few bad apples in the
private career college and school sector hurt the efforts of the

majority. WATTS fully supports the Department of Education in

closing the doors of schools involved in fraudulent activity."

This legislation was incorporated into the Student Loan
Reconciliation Amendments of 1989 in P.L. 101-239 and became

effective September 22, 1990. Under this new regulation, the
Secretary of Sducation is authorised to use emergency action to

prevent misuse of funds by suspending federal student aid funds

from a school if there is reliable information that the school is

violating the law. On October 4, 1990, Secretary lour* Caves°s
suspended federal aid funds to 14 schools under this regulation.
The schools will have an opportunity to show cause why the

sanction should be lifted.

RaMmItAidaction

NATTS supported the Department of Education's Default Reduction
Initiative proposed in JUne, 1989. Under the initiative,
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regulations called for institutions with default rates between 40

and SO percent to reduce their default rates by 5 percent each
=lfor five years; institutions with rates over 30 percent to
ament prorated refund policies; and inatitutions with rates

above 20 percent to develop default management plans.

*These regulations are tough and will have an adverse effect upon
a number of schools,' said MAWS President Stephan Blair.
*Bowyer, we ars confidant that these regulations will help to
substantially reduce the defaults that are caused by the
weaknesses in the current program.'

Thw Sp regulations also require that all institutions which offer
vocational education programs list completion rates, placement

rates, and state licensing requirements to all students. Thin
requirement was not made of baccalaureate programs. 'Parents who

enroll their children in traditional four-year degree programs
should have access to the same performance results expected of
programs of less than four years. These degree programs should
have the same consumer disclosure rules as private career colleges
and schools,' said Blair.

- 4 -
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QUALITY INITIATIVES

Association of Independent Colleges and Schools
in the forefront of the quality movement in
ucation. In the spring of 1988, the AICS
.ned a Quality Symposium, the first of its kind in
ucation. That symposium was followed by the 1989
us ;# I an
ing industrial quality assurance to the operation
ostsecondary institutions. This book was
12 quality assurance workshops held in various
bout the country.

ICS Accrediting Commission has been in the
measurement of educational outcomes and their
overall institutional effectiveness. While other
econdary education debated the issue, AICS
creditation criteria, effective in 1990, requiring
30 able to demonstrate satisfactory student
acement rates, skills and knowledge gained as a
struction at th institution, and satisfaction by
aduates with the education received.

piece of the quality initiative has been the
If-paced, campus-based faculty development package
institutions. This package has been an attempt to
the classroom level. It is delivered to
ar individually or through group in-service
s complemented by a series of workshops in various
the country. The package has hewn net with
sm, and, like all of the quality initiatives, will
refined as AICS meets the challenges of the '905.

2 3
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CONSUMER INFORMATION

In 1959, NATTS published sgtting_jitilasiLjlittimjahaid, a
student's guide to selecting a career and the right private career
school. IMmcs then, the book has been a phenomenal success.

In en easy-to-read format, garansuadussujattunimaid provides
prospective students with information on the careers in demand,
and helps them determine what career is right for them. The book
also includes a step-by-step proness students can use in locating
and contacting the private career school that will provide the
technical education they need; questions students should ask when
evaluating any postsecondary institution; information students
need to understand institutional requirements; and how students
can obtain financial aid and the responsibilities involved with a
loan.

U.S. Senator Paul Simon has called gattinsualuisLaattinsuhng
*the best consumer resource guide available.* Last year, the
Department of Education obviously agreed with Senator Simon;
instead of introducing its own consumer information book, the
Department publicly endorsed gitalasuajuicjistung_maid and
made the publication available, free of charge, through the U.S.
Consumer Information Canter. As of October 1990, more than
200,000 copies of gitungjeguaLsittinsukhajd have been
distributed by the Consumer Information Center, making the book
its most requested publication over.

2 ;
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Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you very much, Mr. Blair. And I thank the
other members of the panel for their very informative and stimu-
lating testimony. I will now go to Mr. Gunderson.

Mr. GUNDSRSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. And thank all of
you for your patience and for your testimony.

I guess, Mr. Resso, your statement jumps out. What do you sug-
gest we do? I mean, you're well aware of the reports that are
coming out, the Nunn report yesterday, the amount of money we
spend on the default programs, all of the discussions on the integri-
ty and credibility of loan programs.

And as best as I can detect from your statement, you're suggest-
ing _that, if any_thing, we've done too much. Is that correct?

Mr. REsso. No. First of all, I haven't had the privilege to see the
Nunn report, let alone read it However, I think the accrediting
bodies shouldtheir function and purpose should be for a quality
education and the Federal Government should be looking into the
Title IV programs.

Mr. GUNDERSON. But isn't that what we're doing?
Mr. REsso. And there should not be an overlap.
Mr. GurrnEEsori. Isn't that what we are doing, looking at the

Title IV programs?
Mr. Rios°. Yes. But also, you're looking at the default rate,

which will put a lot of schools out of business. And there's a lot of
good schools that need to stay in business. And if they go out of
business, I'm sure they won't reopen.

And I don't think the default rate is the criteria to put these
schools out of business because I have several schools, eight to be
exact, and I know with our inner echool we have the same curricu-
lum, we have the same educational director, but our default rate is
a little bit higher than our suburban school.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Can you give me your default rates?
Mr. Ramo. Pardon?
Mr. GimmtasoN. Can you give me your default rates?
Mr. Rano. In our inner city, it's about 38 percent; in our subur-

ban school is 5 to 9 percent. So it is a difference with the social
economic backgrounds.

Mr. GUNDERSON. I don't disagree with that, and I'd be the first to
tell you that the quickest solution to the default rate is to declare
hith risk students ineligible. I mean, no question about that.

That doesn't mean we don't have a problem. We simply can not
take a reauthorization bill to the floor that doesn't do something in
addition to what's already been done to deal with the issue of de-
faults because if we don't do it intelligently, and I'll be blunt with
you, our colleagues in the House floor will do it emotionally.

And we need more apecifics as to what exactly we can do intelli-
gently to solve the problem that doesn't destroy the ability to serve
the high risk student. I agree with you. But we need that help from
you.

Mr. Ramo. I think you have to, first of all, before you come out
with making a blanket of 35 percent default rate, I think you have
to come out with the mitigatang circumstances. What is that going
to be? Because, you know, some of the schools are going to have
difficulty.
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Mr. GUNDERSON. Put yourself in our problem. The cost of tuition
and higher education across the board continues to go up above
and beyond the rate of inflation. The cost of the Federal Govern-
ment programs in Title IV has, I believe, more than doubled
duririg the last 10 years. And, yet, we hear people come before this
committee telling us that we are inadequately serving the constitu-
ency out there, with some merit.

Now, we've got to make some tough policy decisions there as to
who are we going to serve and how. I mean, other than health
care, higher education is the only area where the government is ex-
pected to be the third party payee, but it has absolutely no ability
to control the cost of the program. And you're suggesting we ought
to have no ability to control who has access to that program. In
1991, we don't have that luxury.

Mr. Rzsso. I realize we must have control. I could probably pro-
vide you with a written statement, and I could certainly submit it
to the annmittee.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Would you support Mr. Petri's proposal of
income based repayments? Is that your idea of a solution?

Mr. Ramo. No, that's not my idea of a solution. No.
Mr. GtninzasoN. Who do you see as the problem? Is the problem

the student who drops out shortly after they've received the loan,
or is the problem the student who is unable to pay back after
they've received a degree?

Mr. REsso. I think it's not the school problem. If they're doing a
thorough 4ob with a good curriculum, their placement rate is ex-
tremely high, I believe sometimes it's the lender or the servicers
not dunning these people for repayment. The school is doing so
many things to try to keep reminding these students to pay back, if
they do have a student loan, to pay it back.

Mr. GUNDERSON. So you believe the school has no responsibility
at all?

Mr. Rzsso. No. I think we've proven that through our national
association that we certainly have financial aid workshops, we've
had loan counsel task force. We got together with a default man-
agement plan that we submitted, and I'll be very happy to share it
with you. We're doing all we can, possibly.

Yes, the school should never let up. Dio, the school shouldn't go
scot free. The school should still try to work extremely hard in not
only educating the students and getting them placed and becoming
taxpayers, but also do all they can for these students to pay back if
they owe money.

Mr. GuNnzasoN. Let me go on to some of the others here. I
happen to agree with you, Mr. Blair, that probably one of the big-
gest with the Pdrninistration proposal is the ineligibility
for short-term courses. They come at it from, probably, a little dif-
ferent perspective than you, but it might be similar as well, that
more and more, higher education is asked to do the training and
retraining of America's work force. And that doesn't always in-
clude everybody enrolled in a 4 year full-time education program.

Do we need different standar& for the nontraditional student?
Mr. &Ala. Yes, sir. The distinctions, I believe, are inappropriate

on tightened control of institutions, but very appropriate on the
population served. The population served by historically black col-
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leges and universities and inner city community college or private
career college or schools, have exactly the same problems of serv-
ing a population, ma.king sure that they have appropriate counsel-
ing, that they have rigorous testing diagnostic systems, that they
have the support services that are going to ensure to the greatest
possible degree that that student who is admitted can succeed in
that education and does succeed and get ajob in the field for which
they're trained.

We have a large number of our institutions that are private
career colleges and schools that offer baccalaureate degrees and as-
sociate degrees. Many of those have very, very low default rates, in
the 3 and 4 and 5 percent. They are no different than a 4 year uni-
versity or college that has a 3 or 4 percent default rate with a pop-
ulation that's served in that similar category.

We need to make distinctions, and our proposals actually do
make those distinctions. The oversight needs to be intensified on
those schools that ate in high risk areas. Our commission has re-
quired that those schools that serve high risk have the appropriate
su ..rt services, have the diagnostic systems.

" e began over 21/4 years ago in a joint project with the Ameri-
can Ceuncil on Education that all tests to be used for ability to
benefit students would have to be approved by the American Coun-
cil on Education, as well as the procedures outlines as to how those
tests were to be handled and rendered.

We absolutely believe that there are appropriate distinctions, but
not by type and control of school, but by the population served. Our
concern is that we think we have answers.

In reference to your question to Mr. Resso, we believe that it is
appropriate and ngorous oversiicht, that it is that the triad works,
that the Department of Education does the program reviews and
the audits, it determines the eligibility.

Mr. Gumixasox. Let me interrupt you there. What good does
oversight do without some kind of enforcement mechanism?

Mr. BLAIR. We believe that the enforcement mechanisms can be
there. The thing that we advocate most of all are outcome aSSSSS-
ments. We believe that all of education should be brought under
the purview of measuring its effectiveness. Of those who start, how
many finish? Of those who finish, how many get jobs in the field
for which they're trained? And if licensure or certification is in-
volved, what is the pass rate?

What we believe that that is appropriate for somebody going into
cosmetology as welding as in law and in medicine. We think that
the consumer should have the information to know how effective is
that institution in serving its population.

And we believe that a critical role is making sure that that infor-
mation is provided and is accurate.

Mr. Gmozasoiti. Anybody else? Any strong feelings on the non-
traditional?

Mr. KNUTSON. I'd be happy to. Mr. Gunderson, would you re-
phrase the last part of your last questions so I can be most focused
in my response.

Mr. GUNDISISON. I'm not sure I Can rephrase it, but I can repeat
it. Do we need different eligibility standaMs and different regula-
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tions in the delivering of financial aid for nontraditional students
than for the regular full-time traditional student?

Mr. KNirisosi. I think Mr. Blair answered the question well in
terms of distinguishing the kind of student that would attend an
urban area community college or some of the urban area privately
owned proprietary schools, as well as students who attend our his-
toric black schools or tribally controlled schools. That tends to be
one economic spectrum.

So you know the background. I don't believe you were here when
I testified as I was first. I'm involved in the art institutes, which is
a group of schools with 13,000 students in eight major cities
throughout the United States. Our student population is essentially
middle America; we have low income students and high income
students, but if you look at the median range, we're in the middle.

And that factor, plus the fact that for a number of years we've
had a highly disciplined financial aid management process budget-
ing and whole lot of internal discipline associated with that that
involved the parent and the students and part-time jobs and
planned loayments and loan counseling and so on, that the combi-
nation of those factors has caused the cohort default rates of stu-
dents who attend the art institutes, some 13,000 who do, to be
lower than those of community colleges or lower than the national
averages.

But, very interesting, if you compare, for example, students at
the Art Institute of Pittsburgh, where there are 2,500 students with
those at the Art Institute of Houston, where there are about 1,000
students, you see that the loan default rate of students in Houston
is much higher than those in Pittsburgh. Now, that's the same dis-
cipline, financial aid process, relatively same curriculumthere
are some differences but it's the same core.

In other words, here you have a microcosm of two different loca-
tions, and you see a difference in the default rates ranging from 9
percent at the Pittsburgh school to 19 percent in the other. And
when you get behind those numbers, you fmd a couple of things.

One, there is a difference, in general, in the economic level of
students in one opposed to the other. In the Pittsburgh school,
$25,000 to $30,000 income for dependent students, whereas that
number would be closer to $20,000 in the case of the Houston
school.

Also, in the State of Pennsylvania, there is an excellent student
pant program which does not exist in Texas. In other words, that
is a supplemental aid to students, So the economic circumstances
do bear a direct relationship.

The other main thing that I wanted to say, and I tried to stress
this during my testimony, is that we do have to havethe Federal
Government must set through the Higher Education Act and
through the actions of the Department of Education, clear stand-
ards for State licensing and clear standards for the recognition of
the regional and national accrediting bodies.

And that the Federal Government has the right to do and should
do because we are, in fact, talking about the relationship between
students and the Federal Government and all the players who are
part of that process. We have the right to do that.
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And, further, the Department of Education, and I said this
during my testimony, really must inspect if it's going to expect.
And there is, has been, lots of power in the hands of the Depart-
ment of Education which has not been exercised and can be, must
be.

Mr. Giromicasom I understand that But inspection without en-
forcement does no good.

Mr. KNUTSON. But isn't that the same, sir?
Mr. GUNDERSON. You've got to have some standard by which the

department can go and make inspections, make judgments, and
force the deliverer of those programs to adhere.

Mr. Kiitrmom But thosemay I take just slight issue that those
standards are in place. They can be further developed; for example,
that the department needs to make targeted, on-sight, and this is a
difference compared to what exists today, targeted, on t re
views of those schools which hit certain indicators such as efault
rates, withdrawal rates, big growth in Title IV usage and so on.

And you and I could do that if we were in the department. That's
what they should be doing.

Mr. GUNDERSON. I have no dispute. I've more than used my time.
Thank 37ou.

Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you very much, Mr. Gunderson. Mr. Blair,
in Tollr statement, in one of the appendices 3rou are quoted as
having made a statement recently that a few bac' apples in the pri-
vate career college and school sector hurt the efforts of the majori-
ty.

On the assumption that everyone on the panel would concur
with that statementI think there would disagreement over how
large or small the mAjority isbut on that assumption, one of the
things that Chairman Ford has said throughout thm hearings is
that many of the decisions in the educational field recently have
been budget driven, rather than policy driven; that is to say, that
in the name of deficit reduction and spending outlay reduction, cer-
tain rules and standards have been established, perhaps without

to the veracity of those standards as a matter of educational

The question I have for each member of the panel is; On the as-
sumption that you agreetell me if you don't agreeon the as-
sumption that you epee that there are good apples and bad apples
in this field, what kinds of objective criteria or what kinds of facts

between a good apple and a bad apple?
iIis committee is going to try to go about the business of iden-

tifying the problem schools or "the problem" as Mr. Gunderson
said a few minutes ago, what ghoul(' we looi for? Is it default
rates? Is it job placement rates? What are the indicia of bad per-
formance here?

Ms. Isamu. If I may, I might be the one on the panel who would
disagree that it's just a few bad apples. That the problem, in my
experience and based on the documentation and statistics, indicates
to me that it's a far greater problem than just a few bad apples.

But as far as indicia go, I think that there are some objective cri-
teria that could be looked at. I don't think default lutes alone are
sufficient, but job completion and placement rates are, for schools
whose mission is to find jobs and to train people for jobs, those are
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fair things to look at and objective standards could be established
on that.

In addition, I think that Congress could look at what percentage
of the institution's revenues come from Federal or governmental
aid. Proprietary schools and community colleges serve basically the
same disadvantaged population, yet proprietary students get, 80
percent of those students get Federal aid, according to one recent
report, and 20 percent of community college students get that aid.

I think that it's significant. We've heard school owners stand up
in court to argue that they should keep their Federal funding going
in litigation that we've engaged in. They've said, "Ninety-nine per-
cent of our revenues are from Federal monies and you've got to
keep it flowing."

So I think that that's another significant factor that can be
looked at.

Mr. ANDREWS. And I realize you expounded on those in your tes-
timony as well, which I appreciate. Anyone else have any sugges-
tions?

Mr. &Am. Yes.
Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Blair.
Mr. &ma. You've really set it up in two different ways. There's

the question of how do you tell a good school from a bad school,
and in some ways, many people seek a Michelin guide to schools. Is
it a four star or a five star or is it a three star or is it a palace.

Mr. ANnaxws. A very tiring process.
Mr. BLAIR. Yes. No, never mind I'm going to move quickly along

to the other side of it. The dilemma is that it is virttmlly impossible
to come up with a measurement that sets it out in front; however,
it is very appropriate to put in oversight systems that monitor in-
stitutions because you can have an institution doing an extremely
creditable job with a very high dropout rate.

The dropout rate does not mean that it is a poor quality school.
It may require or have a rigor that is necessary in demand of busi-
ness and industry. Many times that rigor weeds people out that
can not be predicted.

One example is stenography, court stenographers. There is no
way to test at the beginning of that program how proficient that
individual will become. But it is an indicator. It's an indicator as
you look at the ulation served. Is it high socio-esonomic back-
pound? Is it mi. . e income? Is it poor? Is it single heads of house-
hold?

To look, also, at the effectiveness of the placement. Are they
being put into jobs for which they are trained? And what is the cer-
tification and pass rate?

In addition, the fmancial stability of the institution. All of those
are indicators that can be brought to bear, as well as consumer in-
formation coming from a variety of sources.

So while we can not, I think, suggest that we are going to have a
stem that is error free, I think we must promise a couple of

that we develop a system that determines it to be quality
when they first come in, that closely monitors the participants and
moves quickly when something goes wrong.

Mr. ANDREWS. Anyone else care to respond? Mr. Brenner.
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Mr. BRENNER- Speaking for myself, initially I would disagree
with the panelist that states that community colleges basically
serve the needs of students which basically does not ring true.

If, in fact, they did serve the needs of all students, technically,
there would be no need for institutions such as ours. And I do
know as a fact that my school, which comprises approximately 700
students, fulfills a need that is not met anywhere else in the State
of Ohio.

The Department of Education currently has program indicators.
They've been in place for a long time. 'The triad that's been re-
ferred to on countless testimonies here and before need to be
placed in effect; it needs to work.

You mention oversight. You've mentioned that everything has
been budget driven. When the expose hit the fan a couple of years
ago, ironically, it was the same time that the Department of Educe-
tion suffered severe cutback& We lost regional offices, we exPeri-
enced consolidation. The only schools getting program reviews were
in the home towns of where the regional offices were.

I've been in the aid program since 1973, and I've had one pro-
gram review, which was approximately 9 years ago. You have the
Program indicators in the Department of Eclucation. Schools are re-
quired to do 2 year audits, but yet the GAO found a schools that
hadn't submitted an audit for the past 8 years but yet was still in
existence.

That kind of stuff is easily caught. The triggers that the depart-
ment uses to assess points to trigger a program review are all in
place. They can monitor Pell grant usage. They can monitor fluxes
m Perkins or Stafford default rates.

What needs to be done is the plan needs to be implemented. And
so far to date, it has not been implemented. I believe the Congress
has a study coming from the Department of Education at the end
of May dealing with program quality, which I think was performed
by Westat.

Raving served in a capacity at the beginning of that project, I
think you would probably welcome the results of that study.

Mr. ANDREWS. Mr. Knuteon.
Mr. 1CNtrrsoN. I'd like to make a couple of observations. I would

be the last to deny that there haven't been really serious problems,
and that you have experienced personally in the New York State
area. I did want to comment on the one point of you make refer-
ence to schools whose mission is to prepare people for work, in so
many words.

It might be of interest to the chair that we conducted in my orga-
nization a study of the promotional literature of 500 colleges and
universities out of the 3,000 odd, and those were selected, you
know, at random from all over the country to see what they were
saying about jobs, about career training and so on.

And to our great surprise, and without going into all the details
of the study and the statistical results, 8 9 percent, in effect, said
that through courses that they were offering or through statements
made in their catalogs or in their videos that career outcomes were
important. And even the liberal arts schools made reference to the
fact that liberal arts programs will prepare you for any manner of
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career. And we'd be happy to share that study with you if you'd
care to see it.

But the point is as that's happening, also there are a number of
privately owned schools, and I can speak personally on this as to
the art institutes, that have more and more of their curricula in
general education offerings.

And where we see with almost half of our students are transfers
in from other educational institutions. They've bad a year or 2 of
college, some more than 4 years of college, that there's a great deal
of movement, you know, within the higher education system. It's
much different than it was 10 or 20 years ago.

But we need to focus our regulation on the higher education com-
munity broadly. And I do feel that with the right standards and
gate keeping and enforcement, that it can apply across the board.
It will work.

One other observation, if I may make, that when weand this
may be obvious, but I think the point needs to be madethat there
is a substantial difference in the funding of a community college as
opposed to, let's say, a privately owned school, given the fact the
State is providing physical facilities and equipment and supporting
operating costs, whereas that is not the case with a privately
owned school.

The fact that the default rates ofwe've seen studies along these
lines and these have been referred to by othersdefault rates of
urban area community colleges and of urban area proprietary
schools and historically black colleges and universities are very
close, a matter of three or four percentage points apart from one
another, which does suggest that it's an economic consideration
that we're dealing with.

And we can't lose sight of that fact. And it's remarkable, if I may
say one more word, when you consider that fact that the tuition
rates at privately owned proprietary schools will, of necessity, be
higher because the State funding does not exist in those schools as
it does with others.

And there have been studies, very credible studies, that have
been done that have shown that the net cost to the taxpayer, in
fact, is substantially less for students attending privately owned
schools than it is at our fine community college system or with our
State schools.

That is not to deny that there aren't serious problems that need
to be addressed through the proper operation of the triad. And we
fully support that. Thank you.

Mr. ANDBEws. Picking up on that point, I would ,just close with
one question for Mr. Blair with respect to distinguishing between
good apples and bad apples, to use your term.

What would your reaction be to the concept of peer grouping or
peer analysis that would work this way? There would be a compari-
son of schools that deal with similar socio-economic groups a stu-
dents and have similar missions, and the test of whether one falls
into the good or bad category would be function of standard devi-
ation from the norm.

For example, if schools that provide entry level skills for stu-
dents in low socio-economic entity areas typically have default
rates of 23 percent, if a school falls anywhere below 27 percent or

23.2
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28 percent, whatever the standard deviation would be, they're
okay. But if they're at 12 percent, they're not okay.

In other words, is that a way of taking into account the difficulty
factor? Are there enough schools where that kind of analysis could
be done fairly? And what is your opinion of it?

Mr. BLAIR. I think it's an excellent approach. As a matter of fact,
our accrediting commission is looking at that very issue.

The other thing they're taking into consideration is program
length. Those who can successfully complete a 600 hour program
may be substantially different than a 2 or a 4 year program.

But those kinds of analysis, looking at standard deviations, are
very much under consideration. The distinction is, however, that
we're looking at the outcome measurements that are appropriate
to the educational institutioncompletion, placement, certification.
Default rates are too much a function of outside agents that the
institution has little or no control abou.... It is an indicator.

But looking at the effectiveness of the institution, we believe, is a
very viable process to look at, and we are already undertaking that
investigation.

Mr. ANDREWS. Very well. We have two additional statements
which, without objection, we will add to the record.

One is from David A. Young, who is Administrator of Academic
Degrees and Program Review for the Office of Educational Policy
and Planning for the State of Oregon. And the other is from our
colleague, Mr. Payne, from the great State of New Jersey.

I also want to thank the panelists on behalf of Chairman Ford.
Chairman Ford is attending to some very crucial business this
morning that pertains to the whole Committee on Education and
Labor. And he asked us to pass along to you his regrets for not
being here personally, but he is obviously aware of your testimony
and was called away on very, very important business.

We thank you very much for your participation, and we stand
adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 1:15 p.m., the committee was adjourned, subject
to the call of the chair.]

[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]

STATEMENT OF HON. DONALD M. PAYNE, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM THE
STATE OF NEW JERSEY

Mr. Chairman, let me commend you for calling this hearing on the program integ-
rity of the financial aid programs.

Recently the Guaranteed Student Loan Program has been the source of concern
and criticism. While the program continued to grow at a rapid rate over the past 10

years. so has the loan default rate.
Therefore. instead of using the money in the program to assist students in obtain-

ing a quality postsecondary education, more than half of the money is being used to
pay for defaulted loans.

Additionally. charges of fraud and abuse continue to surface. Although most pro-
prietary schools are doing a good job educating students, many of them have been
caught defrauding and abusing the Guaranteed Student Loan Program and that is
dearly not acceptable.
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I hope that during this reauthorization, we can find some ways to decrease the
waste, fraud and abuse and build upon the good points of the Guaranteed Student
Loan Program.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to welcome eaveral of my good friends and colleagues.
First, I would like to welcome my New Jersey colleague. Marge Roukema, and my
friend from California, Maxine Waters. Fiy, I would like to commend my col-
league, Bart Gordon, for going undercover to expose fraud and waste in the system.

I look forward to hearing your testimony as well as the testimony of all the wit-news.

2
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May 18. 1991 yggaress Letter

Thomas R. Wolanin
Staff Director
Subcommittte on Postsecondary Education
Committee on Education and tabor
U.S. House of Representatives
2461 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington. D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Wolanin:

At long last, we can foresee an end to the obvious cause of the student loan
fiasco: blind federal reliance on self-interested private associations, which
have been perfunctorily "recognized" to carry out duties of government.

This has been a tragic misconception of official responsibility. Not only has
it wasted billions of dollars, it has lured thousands of students to educational
failure and a diminished sense of their own potential.

There must be ample case law showing it to be generally illegal for any unit
of government to grant or deny rights or impose duties based on the action
or inaction of a private, nongovernmental body. If not, common sense tells
us that accreditors are not regulators, do not wish to be regulators. and in
fact constitute alliances to frustrate consumer-protection regulation if they
find it inconvenient. Yet neither law nor common sense has prevailed.

Currently, the Education Department virtually sponsors accreditors through
a "review" that is superficial and steeply slanted to favor approval. We could
report on the direct experiences that have left us with no confidence in the
department, including one in which the ED staff recommended approval of
an accreditor it knew we were investigating in a matter of diploma fraud.

But even if ED could recognize accreditors competently, the use of a non-
governmental intermediary makes it impossible for government to act fairly
in relation to an individual school. If an accreditor does not initially qualify,
is not renewed, or is dropped, any good schools in Its ranks will not receive
aid. That fact plausibly excuses the uncritical recognition of all accredttors.

#3
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Thomas R. Wolanin
May 18. 1991
Page 2

Among several experiences of talking into a dead microphone at ED, was the
department reaction to our request for help in dealing with interstate fraud.
I asked what could be done about a school that was breaking Oregon laws but
was in good standing with its own state, a state that would not or could not
discipline a school for activities away from home. ED's answer revealed how
little the department understands how schools actually operate: prevent the
Oregon campus from qualifying for aid.

We explained: there is no Oregon campus. The culprit operates on the fly,
with part-time "adjunct faculty." like a moveable crap game. offering illegal
academic junk and making unmonitored promises to students. If we locate
one adjunct professor and issue a cease-and-desist order, three will take his
place whom we do not identify until it is too late. One regionally accredited
school's president, with a ''catch us if ynu can" attitude, told me he was only
breaking our laws a little bit.

The most sympathetic interpretation of this situation would be that the
Education Department has never understood accreditation, does not grasp
its underlying purposes, let alone know its actual results. The department
has seemed to believe that self-studies and "peer" inspection can substitute
for legally enforceable standards. It has seemed to believe, with a puzzling
credtthty, that private association members would act concertedly against
their inferior and fraudulent fellow members, never fearing retaliation.

We have found (1) that accreditors recognized by the secretary need serve
no purpose actually related to educational quality and student protection:
(2) that government is thus forcing schools to seek and pay for accreditation
solely to quolgy for financial aid, under patently inequitable conditions of
variance in the qualifying standards, time. effort. and cost; (3) that some of
the unaccredited schools are better educators than many accredited schools,
and their students better loan risks: and (4) that the government is leading
student borrowers to believe that a federal loan guarantee means a guarantee
of quality for an eligible school, a deception that often eventuates in resentful
unwillingness to repay the loans.

Meanwhile, like rabbits guarding lettuce, the arcreditors do exactly what we
would expect. They obtain as much federal money as they can get for their
dues-paying members, taking millions back for a self-perpetuation lobby. In
a fog of bewilderment because financially interested parties have not judged
themselves severely, ED promises to figure out why the accreditors failed!

The solution is simple ir not easy. Certification of schools to participate in
public financial assistance programs is a public responsibility. It should be
done by agencies of government. And since education is mainly a state
responsibility, it should be done by states.

0 1?4, )
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Thomas R. Wolanin
May 113, 1901
Page 3

As you know. the National Association of State Approving Agencies points out
that its members constitute an existing and proven system that monitors aid
to veterans by delegation of authority to the states. We are not an apronving
agency, but that is exactly the model we recommend, and may be avehicle,
It comprises agencies already experienced in program audit as well as fiscal
audit, with federally reimbursed enforcement of national minimum standards
by the states under contract, and simultaneous administration of state laws.

Whatever will be the exact structure of a refonned financial aid certification.
it needs the following elements.

1. Congress should explicitly recognize that each state if free, indeed
cq3ected. to control every school that operates within its borders. lf we are
to be thorough. this would include correspondence schools. Any perceived
interstate commerce problems would be removed by such a mandate.

2. Congress should explicitly delegate to the states the responsibility
to determine, using national minimum standards, which schools are eligible
for student aid so long as they meet home-state standards and obey the laws
of all states in which they operate. Procedural guidelines, if any. should call
for use of rodernal objective standards and must not bog the states down in
processing the inefficient self-congratulation studies and mutual-admiration
reviews that characterize prtvate accreditation.

3. No school should be eligible to receive federal financial aid for any
of its students while it is violating the educational laws of any state in which
it operates, regardless of how it stands in the home state.

4. No school that meets the national minimum standards and obeys
state laws should be rendered ineligible for financial aid merely because it is
not accredited by a private nongovernmental body.

Your leadership now in resharing the Higher Education Act can take us far
beyond tinkering with a hope essly flawed system. It can make the student
assistance programs a prudent tnvestment in our national future.

Sincerely.

oung
tor

Degrees and Program Review

Note: if it seems appropriate, please enter this letter into the record of the
subcommittee's proceedings.

2.17



HEARING ON THE INTEGRITY OF THE FEDERAL
STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAMS

WEDNESDAY, MAY 29, 1991

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
Suscomisn.rxz ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, DC

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:30 a.m., Room 2175,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. William D. Ford [Chairman]
presiding.

Members present: Representatives Ford, Kildee, Sawyer, Payne,
Unsoeld, Andrews, Reed, Roemer, Coleman, Gunderson, Henry,
Molinari, and Barrett.

Staff present: Thomas Wolanin, staff director, Jack Jennings,
education counsel; Maureen Long, legislative assoziate/clerk; Diane
Starke, legislative associate; Eliza Evans, staff assistant; Rose DiN-
apoli, minority professional staff member, Beth Buehlmann, minor-
ity education coordinator, and Jo-Marie St. Martin, minority educa-
tion counsel.

Chairman Rm. I am pleased to convene the Subcommittee on
Postsecondary Education for this 13th hearing in a series of 44
hearings scheduled on reauthorization of the Higher Education
Act. Today is our second hearing in a series of three which address
one of the most crucial issues we face during the reauthorization:
the integrity of the Federal student financial assistance programs.

It is critical that we restore public confidence in the Federal stu-
dent aid programs. Indeed, restoring confidence in the p
an absolute precondition for accomplishing any other e.: of the
subcommittee for this reauthorization; goals which inc ude renew-
ing the commitment to grant assistance and extending Federal aid
to students from middle income and working families.

I am particularly pleased to have as witnesses today, Ted Sand-
ers, the Undersecretary for the Department of Education; James
Thomas, Jr., the inspector general of the Department of Education;
and Lawrence Thompson, the Assistant Comptroller General for
Human Resource Programs at GAO.

The inspector general and GAO have done a number of studies
on the Federal student aid programs in recent years and have
made many important recommendations in an effort to improve
the integrity of the programs. The legislative recommendations
from the administration also include many suggestions for promot-
ing program accountability.

(233)
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I look forward to hearing the comments of our witnesses. I am
hopeful that these hearings will bring forth suggestions for
strengthening public confidence in our student financial assistance
progra.ms.

Mr. Coleman?
Mr. Coummy. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I join you in the hope

that these hearings will bring forward some concrete suggestions as
to how we might make these student aid programs more responsi-
ble and accountable. I think that you and I and others in this Con-
gress have dealt in the past with the needs for reforms in budget
reconciliation acts, and I believe we have passed some significant
reforms in that regard.

As you know, tome of those reforms include requiring a 30-day
waiting period before disbursement of loan funds, and making in-
stitutions with default rates of higher than 35 percent ineligible for
Guaranteed Student Loan programs.

I believe the department itself nowand I'm happy to see that
Mike Farrell is here, who has been recently appointed by the Sec-
retary to reorganize this part of the department. The student fi-
nancial assistance programs under his responsibility, I think, need
to be tightened up, reviewed, and examined to see if, in fact, these
funds are going to their proper and legitimate beneficiaries, and
that this program is getting back on track.

I think the public perception has been that these programs have
had some very difficult times, that there are some people who are
misusing the program% and some people are not providing quality
education to the recipients. And as a result, defaults and costs of
these programs continue to increase.

In the past, perhaps, the department has not been as vigorona as
it should have been in overviewing and auditing institutions to see
how this money was being used. So I think there is a new aware-
ness and feeling at the department that things need to get better.

I also look forward to hearing today's testimony by Ted Sanders,
Mike Farrell, Lawrence Thompson, and James Thomas, of the de-
partment. They can tell us what they are doing and to answer our
questions.

I think one of the important goals of this reauthorization is to
restore public confidence in these programs; programs that have
gone on for many years without recognition that there has been
any lack of public confidence. And I think that in the last 5 or 6
years, we've had to deal with that.

We've dealt with it, I think, significantly, but I think we must
continue to do so. And I look forward to the recommendations and
suggestions by the department, especially those dealing with the
accrediting agencies, State licensing entities, and the role the de-
partment, itself, will play in restoring public confidence.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Hon. E. Thomas Coleman follows:]
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Opening Statement

By the Honorable E. Thomas Coleman

At the Program Integrity Hearing on

Reauthorization of tile HEA

May 29, 1991

Mr. Chairman, Ijoin you in welcoming the witnesses who will be testifying

this morning on the issue of the integrity of our student financial aid

Programa, particularly the guaranteed student loan program.

Last week, the Senate Governmental Affairs Subcommittee on Investigations

released their long awaited report on the Guaranteed Student Loan Program.

The report makes 27 recommendations aimed at restoring integrity to the

program. It is my view that the Committee needs to carefully review this

report and consider including many of the Subcommittee's recommendations into

the reauthorization bill.
The integrity of our loan programs is of critical concern in this

reauthorization because of the increased reliance on loans for funding

education and because of the many recent reports of high default rates, fraud

and abuse of the system. The annual origination level of Stafford Loans has

increased 71% since 1983 to approximately $12 billion today. Two-thirds of

the average student's financial aid package now consists of loans. This has

provided access to postsecondary education to more students than ever before.

Four million students now take advantage of thisopportunity to attend more

than 8,000 institutions participating in the program.

But equally important with improving access is the need to ensure students

are enrolling in quality programs. If the federal government is going to

enable students to borrow money to go to school, it has an obligation to

ensure the educational programs they are purchasing will prepare them to enter
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today's workforce with the advanced skills needed for an increasingly

technological, global economy.

The programs must be able to retain students and provide them with

training which will enable them to obtain jobs and repay their loans. Today,

the net default rate for the GSL program is over 10% or approximately $2.7

billion. These are unacceptably high levels.

We also need to ensure that federal funds are being used for the

legitimate purpose for which they were intended rather than for personal

profits. Fumlamental reforms are needed in this reauthorization to restore

public confidence in these programs.

Congress arki the Department of Education have already begun to address

these issues and has recently enacted a number of reforms directed towards

reducing the default problem, some of the most important of these are; the
required reporting of graduation and placement rates for all postsecondary

institutions; establishment of a 30-day waiting period before disbursement of

loan checks in a student's first year; and making institutions with default

rates greater than 35% over a two-year period ineligible for guaranteed

student low funds.

It has been suggested that the Department of Education, guarantee agencies

and other appropriate entities are not performing an adequate number of audits

and program reviews. I am very pleased at the Department's recent

announcement of the reorganization of the Student Financial Aisnce

Frofraiiis and the appointment of Mike Farrell, an experienced manager to head

the Office e-f Studeit Financial Assistance I believe that Secretary

Alexander and Mr. Farrell are on the right track in seeking to better poliavtg-v-v-:".%

school participation in student aid programs and establish the capability to

monitor the complex financial transactions inherent in the GSL program.

Increased accountabilky is a crucial part of any further reforms in the

system. Oversight by the triad of bodies responsll:de for the program:

accrediting agencies, state licensing entities and the Department of

2 1
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Education, must be strengthened. There is some evidence that all three need

to be strengthened during this reauthorization. In these next two days of

hearings, hopefully we will receive some specific suggestions for how this

ought to be accomplished.

I look forward to hearing from each of the witnesses.
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Chairman Foan. Mr. Kildee?
Mr. Krum. Chairman. Just briefly, in my neigh-

borhood in Flint, Mi about the only way that a person can
go to college is though mancial help, through programs like this.
S'o it's very important that we not only serve more peoplebecause
there are many students in my neighborhood who I visit with who
cannot go to collegewe serve more, but that we do maintain the
integrity of the program, and I think both go hand in hand. I look
foiward to this hearing.

Chairman Foal/ Mr. Gunderson?
Mr. GUNDERSON. No comment.
Chairman Foam Mr. Andrews?
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Thank you for, once

again, astembling an interesting panel that we all look forward to
hearing. I think there is a broad public consensus in my district
and, I think, throughout the country that access to higher educa-
tion for everyone from every neighborhood in our society is a good
thing.

The one thing that could corrode and undercut that public con-
sensus would be the understanding or the perception that the
money is going to the wrong people, that when we set standards
and guidelines as to who's eligible for Cmancial aid funding, that
that money is not reaching the students and families that it ought
to reach.

I think that it's probably an exaggerated perception, but it's one
that we must address in this reauthorization process so that we can
continue the broad bi-partisan public support that's always existed
for higher education funding and for the notion that anyone can go
as far as they're willing to work to go in our society.

So I look forward to hearing the recommendations of today's wit-
nesses, and I thank you, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity.

Chairman FORD. Mr. Barrett?
Mr. &mum% No formal statement, Mr. Chairman, other than to

say I am pleased to be able to participate in this very timely hear-
ing on program integiity in our student financial assistance pro-
gram.

Thank you.
Chairman FORD. Mr. Reed?
Mr. REED. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I'm delighted to be here to

participate with you on this very important topic. Out in my dis-
trict and, I think, throughout the country, we face a crisis in af-
fordability in higher education. Working families are finding it
more and more difficult to pay for higher education. This is cutting
into our ability to compete, in the short run and in the long run.

What's most frustrating and, indeed, infuriating is the sense that
some of this loss in affordability is the result of poor management
of our loan programs. It is incumbent upon us to look closely and
carefully to ensure that loan programs are adequate, that we are
providinf resources efficiently to people who need them, and that
we aren t subsidizing inefficiency or something worse than ineffi-
ciency: incompetence or, indeed, malfesance.

So we have a task before us of great importance: to ensure that
we are providing educational opportunities for all Americans, doing
it fairly and efficiently. It's not only the right thing to do in terms
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of the individual development of American citizens, but if we don't
do this, our economy will not be competitive with the world in the
next decade, or the next century.

This is an important task, Mr. Chairman, and I'm proud to be
here with you today. Thank you.

Chairman FORD. Mr. Henry?
Mr. Moray. No opening statement, Mr. Chairman, thank you.
Chairman FORD. Mr. Gaydos has submitted a statement for the

record. And the Honorable Sam Nunn, Chairman of the Senate
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigation, at our invitation, sub-
mitted a statement for the record because he could not be here. I
believe last week we put the report of his subcommittee's 1 year
long investigation in the record. Without objection, both of these
statements will be inserted, at this point, in the record.

[The prepared statements of Hon. Joseph M. Gaydos and Hon.
Sam Nunn follow]
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Opening Statement
Joseph M. Gaydos
Hay 29, 1991

Postsecondary Education Hearing

Twenty-five years ago, when the framers of the Higher

Education Act were still in the midst of designing the various

student assistance programs -- including loans and grants --

they decided that an annual audit of the student loan

insurance fund should be conducted by the General Accounting

Office.

Today, with the Department of Education overseeing a 24

billion dollar operation and guaranteeing over 12 billion

dollars in bank-originated loans every year, we have to know

what is going on. Well, as we all know, we don't.

In the 25 years since the passage of the Higher Education

Act, there has never been an audit of the student loan

insurance fund by GAO.

GAO has made numerous attempts to audit the student loan

fund but has given up every single time because the records

are so deplorably bad.

GAO has made numerous recommendations over the years to

correct the Department's financial reporting problems. But

the Department's efforts to correct those problems have been

largely unsuccessful.

Before abandoning its latest audit attempt, GAO concluded

that the Department's financial statements are unreliable

because the accounting system that the Department is using

does not produce accurate information.

- 1 -
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The Department of Education Inspector General reached the

same conclusion in his report of September 30, 1990. The IG

also noted that three of the Department's account balances

differ with the balances in its general ledger by as much as

21 billion dollars.

And, more recently, a review team headed by the Office of

Management and Budget and the Education Department concluded

that the Department's management practices contribute to high

student loan default rates, and fraud and abuse in the student

assistance progsams.

That same review also found that, in many cases, the

Department can't answer even basic questions about the loan

program.

Because of this review, the Department adopted a plan

last acnth to improve its management of the loan program. I

sincerely hope this plan will finally fix the problems instead

of simply providing more lip service that might delay

implementing real solutions.

Quite frankly, I have my doubts. Twenty-plus years of

watching the mismanagement doesn't raise my hopes too high.

I am concerned, however, that the loan program might

suffer. My criticism of the Department should not be

translated into criticism of the student loan program, which

is effective and worthwhile.

What I find completely appalling is that the Department

of Education -- whose responsibility it is to oversee and give

accurate information about the programs -- still, after 25

- 2 -
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years, can not provide us with verifiable, real numbers

regarding the actual costs of the programs.

The idea that we must rely on assumptions and estimates

when making major policy decisions that directly affect

educational assistance for American students is something we

can no longer tolerate.

I realize it is too much to ask that the Department get

its house in order and have an audit completed before we

finish this reauthorization of the Higher Education Act.

seeping auditable financial records really shouldn't be such

an insurmountable task. Hopefully, there will be a completed

audit before the next reauthorization. But I, fo .. one, will

not be holding my breath.

- 3
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STATEMENT FOR THE RECORD
Submitted to the

HOUSE SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION
By

THE HONORABLE SAM NUNN, CHAIRMAN
SENATE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

May 29, 1991

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee on

Postsecondary Education, I appreciate your invitation to

provide a statement for the record as you reasses, in the
context of the Higher Education Act reauthorization, the

critically important issue of student financial aid. I

understand that the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigation's
report, °Abuses in Federal Student Aid Programs," has already
been made part of the record of these hearings and, therefore,
my remarks will be brief and to the point.

As you know, in late 1969 the Permanent Subcommittee on
Investigations initiated what became an intensive, year-long
examination of problems relating to proprietary schools
participating in the U.S. Department of Education's Guaranteed
Student Loan Program (GSLP). In the course of this

investigation, the Subcommittee held eight days of public

hearings, at which testimony was received from dozens of

witnesses representing all involved GSLP institutions and

interests. The exhaustive record from these hearings, and the
equally exhaustive underlying investigation by the Subcommittee
staff, provide the basis for the final report, which was filed
in the Senate on May 17, 1991.

The report concludes that the GSLP is riddled with
fraud and abuse and suffers from severe mismanagement and

regulatory deficiencies. The Subcommittee found that the
mechanism on which oversight of participating GSLP schools
depends -- the Triad of licensure, accreditation, and

certification/eligibility -- provides little assurance that
students are being provided with the quality education and/or
training mandated by the Higher Education Act.

In addition, the report concludes that the lure of fast
and easy program profits, coupled with ineffective government
oversight, have had devastating effects on GSLP financial
intermediaries -- lenders, guaranty agencies, loan servicers,
and secondary market organizations. The Subcommittee also
found that through gross mismanagement, ineptitude, and neglect
in carrying out its regulatory and oversight functions, the

Department of Education has all but abdicated its

responsibility to the students it is supposed to serve and the
taxpayers whose interests it is charged with protecting.

As a result of these extensive and pervasive problems,
both the GSLP's intended beneficiaries -- tens of thousands of
young people, many of whom come from backgrounds with already

2
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limited opportunities -- and the taxpayers have suffered. The
former have been victimized by hundreds of unscrupulous,
dishonest, and inept proprietary schools, receiving neither the
training nor the skills they hoped to acquire and, instead
being left with debts they cannot repay. Likewise, taxpayers
have been ultimately billed for billions of dollars of losses
in defaulted loans, while at the same time many school owners,
accrediting bodies, and lenders and other financial players
have profited handsomely, and in some cases, unconscionably.

In sum, the Subcommittee believes that virtually none
of the GSLP's major components are working efficiently or
effectively and, as a result, this vitally important program's
credibility has been severely eroded and its future prospects
hang in the balance. Accordingly, with the aim of restoring
the program's integrity and returning it to the well-intended
purposes and stated goals from which it has deviated, the
Subcommittee report offers more than two dozen recommendations
for further consideration. The number, breadth, and scope of
these recommendations reflect the Subcommittee's view that
nothing less than a comprehensive, sustained, and intensive
reform effort is needed, in order for the GSLP to survive its
present difficulties.

In this latter context, I look forward to the
opportunity to work with you and your Postsecondary Education
Subcommittee colleagues in the Senate. I am hopeful that, as a
result of changes already instituted or mandated by Congress
during the past two years under the leadership of your
Subcommittee, the installation of the new Secretary of
EdLcation, and the recommendations of our Subcommittee report,
Congress and the Administration will take full advantage of the
opportunity presented in connection with the reauthorization of
the Higher Education Act. Moreover, I am hopeful that as a
result of this seeming convergence of interests and concerns,
Congress and the Administration will act decisively to assure
that the GSLP again becomes the vehicle for educating and
training America's young people it was intended to, and should
always, be.
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Chairman Foam And without objection, the prepared testimony
of each of the witnesses will be inserted in the record, immediately
following their comments. The witnesses can proceed to add to
them, highlight them, supplement them in any way you feel will be
most helpful to the record.

We'll start with Mr. Sanders.

STATEMENTS OF TED SANDERS, UNDERSECRETARY, U.S. DE-
PARTMENT OF EDUCATION, WASHINGTON, DC; ACCOMPANIED
BY MICHAEL FARRELL, DEPUTY ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF
STUDENT FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE AND ACTING ASSISTANT
SECRETARY OF POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION, U.S. DEPART-
MENT OF EDUCATION, WASHINGTON, DC; THE HONORABLE
JAMES B. THOMAS, JR., INSPECTOR GENERAL. U.S. DEPART-
MENT OF EDUCATION. WASHINGTON, DC; LAWRENCE H.
THOMPSON, ASSISTANT COMPTROLLER GENERAL FOR HUMAN
RESOURCE PROGRAMS, U.S. GENERAL ACCOUNTING OFFICE,
WASHINGTON, DC
Mr. SANDRRS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. It is a pleasure to be

with you here this morning and to participate with you as we work
together to restore public confidence in the student aid program.
We are also equally concerned about working, internally and with
you, to restore confidence in our management of the program.

I would, at your pleasure then, summarize, Mr. Chairman, my
formal tesfimony to you, breaking it into two parts this morning.
First of all, to sketch for you some of the legislative proposals that
are pertinent to today's discussions, and then also to talk with you
briefly about the joint Education/OMB management study of the
student aid programs.

In the legislative proposal that we'll be forwarding to you in the
very near future, we do have several items that will assist in carry-
ing forward this agenda of discussion this morning. First of all, we
are proposing that you establish a minimum course of instruction
of at least 6 months or 600 hours as a condition of eligibility for
Title IV student aid programs, separating, basically, education
from very, very short-term training for the purposes of these pro-
gram

We are also asking that you grant authority to lenders to per-
form credit checks, that we delay the loan disbursements for some
30 days to the first-year students at schools that have default rates
of over 30 percent, and that we require lenders to provide graduat-
ed repayment options to borrowers. None of these proab, I be-
lieve, are entirely new. They have been discussed both by us and
you in the past.

We also are bringing forward to you, though, some new proposals
that would suggest ways that States might participate in the risks
of borrower default: first of all, to put the equivalent of full fait.h
and credit of the State behind a guarantee agency that has been
designated for the State, and then, where defaults might exceed 20
percent, the State would pay a share, that is that portion that
m*ht range above the 20 percent.

These ideas we put forward, Mr. Chairman, to try to provide not
just risk-sharing, but some incentives for States to take more seri-

)
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ously their obligations of oversight of schools and of lenders that
are domiciled within their States.

We are also asking that we be allowed to reduce the special al-
lowance payments by some one-fourth of 1 percent to lenders who
have default rates which exceed 20 percent, thereby requiring lend-
ers to participate in sharing the risks with us of defaults.

We also would require in our proposal that guarantee agencies
submit their reimbursement claims within 45 days after the lender
guarantee payments have been made. We would also require, in
our proposal, Sally Mae to report any loans that they are making
to lenders with an outstandmg balance of over $50 million or
whenever it makes any loan to a guarantee agency, thereby allow-
ing us to keep better track of both lenders and, particularly, of
guarantee agencies who may be experiencing difficulty.

We are also asking for authority to specifically require guarantee
agencies to submit to us management plans where both administra-
tive and fmancial reasons would exist for their doing so. That
grows out of our experience with HEAF and, now, looking at our
experience with other guarantee agencies. And this authority to
the Secretary to require management plans seems very, very ap-
propriate to us as we seek to work with agencies that may be about
to or are experiencing difficulty in assuring that they do, indeed,
address thosr problems and work themselves out of particular diffi-
culties.

We're also asking that you require minimum reserves for agen-
cies whose administrative or fmancial condition is weak. We're also
asking you for the direct authority to be able to terminate a guar-
antee agency's agreement when we determine that it's no longer
able to perform its duties.

We're asking that you give the authority to the Secretary to,
under those circumstances, assume the guarantee agency functions
whenever the agency withdraws or happens to be terminated,
thereby taking us out of the precarious kind of situation that we
found ourselves in during the HEAF difficulty of not necessarily
having the direct authority and directly manage a difficult situa-
tion.

We also are suggesting that you establish new conflict of interest
requirements on members of boards of guarantee agencies and the
members of their families with other corporate entities that may
be doing business in the student aid field.

We're also asking that you require driver's license numbers and
other borrower locator information that we may use in the collec-
tions process, as well as authority to garner a defaulter's

warWe also are working on a couple of other proposals t at we
would like to refine and to work on with you. One of those would
be trying to reach a determination of what might be satisfactory
progress towards a degree or completion, for determining a stu-
dent's continuing eligibility for the program.

We alsci, Mr. Chairman, last fall, after the early experiences with
the HEAF situation, went to the Office of Management and Budget
and asked them to help us to put together an intense study of the
management of student aid programs in the department. Specifical-
ly, what we wanted out of ttmt process was not, simply, to identify
those actions that we might come to you and propose that would
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help us to address the problem, but to look very, very specifically
at areas where we already had the authority and that we might act
to improve this program.

The fmdings are many. They break out into four general areas.
Our conclusions, to summarize t.hem, was that basically our man-
agement capacity was inadequate for these programs, that we had
too few financial analysth on staff that could help us to exercise the
proper oversight of this program, and, in many cases, our data
system could not provide us even answers to very basic questions
about the program and its cost-effectiveness.

Generally, the recommendations, as I mentioned, fell into four
broad areas. First of all, assuring that only legitimate educational
providers participate in the program. This ties to yours and Mr.
Coleman's opening comments about the gatekeeping functions and
how we might go about streagthening that triad of accreditation,
State licensure, as well as the department's certification process. It
also gives us some very specific recommendations as to how we
might improve our monitoring in both specifically targeting and
the quality of those efforts.

The second broad area dealt with the improvement of the depart-
ment's oversight of participating guarantee agencies and lenders. It
calls for specific actions that would strengthen our financial over-
sight of those institutions, would provide minimal solvency require-
ments, and calls for stronger sanctions where those are necessary.

The third area dealt with the structure of the program, and gen-
erally called for our consolidating all of the student aid operations
under one responsible management official; that means directly re-
organize the Office of Postsecondary Education, and includes ac-
tions all the way to the support of adding staff which we have re-
quested in combination of our 1991 and 1992 fiscal year appropria-
tionsthe addition of some 150 FTE to help us in the management
of this program.

And the fourth set of actions dealt with steps that we could take
to improve our management of information of data in this particu-
lar program. One of the things that we concluded as we went about
this process and as the Secretary had indicated to you when he ap-
peared in the general presentation of our reauthorization request,
we heard everywhere we went, as we have talked about, the im-
provement of this program was not only the need to put all of the
pieces together under one cognizant authority, but to hire a very,
very strong manager to cam out those functions.

And we believe, Mr. Chairman, members of the committee, that
the Secretary has done that with the employment of Mike Farrell,
who is seated here at my right for the panel discussion today, so
that he might also participate with us, because he is already taking
very aggressive and affirmative steps to implement the recommen-
dations contained in this joint report.

I would stop there, Mr. Chairman, and let the discussion take us
where it might.

[The prepared statement of Ted Sanders followsl

r.
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Ir. Chairman end limbers of the Committees

I em gemmed to spear before this Cimino* today to testify about the

Divestment's plans to promote 'rester passim accourtability and temerity in

the student sid program.

For the peat 23 yeers, the Student Financial Aid Programs bars reflected

our national commitment to ODSOViof postsecondary education opportunity for

ell Americans. lleme 5.8 million nucleate attending 8,000 postsecondary

institutions hews received nearly 818 billion this past mhool year. In the

guaranteed Student Liao Program alone, now loan mime in 1490 was nearly

$11 billion.

Mem is, however, a need to restore public& confidences in them

proeram. Default mete, 'high have now meshed $2.7 billion this year, ore

clearly an indication of the seed to take further anion. Investiaatime end

studies by both the Divestment end the Congress hove revealed mehmesses in

the currant programs.

In addition, ower the pest six moat& we undertoOk with the Office of

Management and Sudan p study of our student financial aid management

practices. These studies have shown that there ore two major areas that need

to be addressed: structural changes to the program that would require

legielation ond improved management by both the Divestment sad other entities

involved in the administration of these proem's. In both these areas, the

Deportment has taken aggressive steps +cider current law and made umerom

legislative proposals. Let me biehlisht some at these.

lassatiannu-sa-rests21-kismaSgaira
In 1049, the Department published default reduction resulations that

authorised initiation of limitation, suspension, or termination (1,882)

proceedings, beginning in 1991, for schools with animal default rates above

40 percent. Limitation actions impose additional requirements for *chicle to

participate in the student aid program, suab as requiring more Imam.

audit.. Suopeneian actions temporarily cause schools to lom their program

1
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elleibility for up to 16 menthe. Termination actions result in the loss of a

school's eligibility for it least IS menthe. Assad upon ths 1919 cohort

default moo expected to be releaead oa July 1, 1991, 50 to 100 schools nay

be subject to LSAT motion on this basim by late rummer.

Subeequently, the Omnibus Sadist Reconciliation Act of 1990 provided

additional LSAT legislative authority for all COL programs. beginning this

summore schools with a 35 percent or higher default rate for three consecutive

years (1987 to 1919) will lose their eligibility to participate in the COL

proven for throe years. As a result, many schools with default ratee above

35 percent will no longer be eligible, and in subsequent year. additional

**boas say loss their eligibility as the threshold declines to 10 percent in

1993.

A. another good example of Administration proposals accepted by

Congreas, the Omnibus Sadeet Recomiliation Act (OM) of 1929 barred students

attooding school, with default ratee of 30 percent or more from receiviog

Supplemental Loans to Student (SLS) loam.. The Secretary was also euthorised

to take short-term emergency action, to bow from participation in the student

aid provems rho.. schools and lenders with fraudulent or improper practice..

These emeroency actions immediately cut off funds to those achools until tbe

conclusion of an adminietrative bearing process. To date, 24 emergency

actions have been Wm.. In addition, the Department is currently reviewing

two SAMOS which may load to emergency actions.

In recent yvers, vs have also increased the number of program reviews of

schools, guarantee agencies and lenders that are conducted by Deportment

personnel. frugres reviews uncover many violations that may subject schools

to LSAT actions. Our proeran reviews have risen from low of 627 in 1997 to

a high of 1,975 swims* in 1990. Sixty-seven termination action' have already

been initiated in 1991, 22 of obich resulted from the 1989 authority to take

maergency actions to suspend funding for schools.

2
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Mile a good start, these steps hove not gone fax enough to eorreot the

problems. Slay legislative changed proposed by the Administration in the pest

hove mot been accepted. Tbne, as part of our MIA reauthorization propoeals,

we ass recommending additimal actions tbet ve believe are Necessary to

promote further accountability in the Onarenteed Student Loans program.

included in one legislative peckege ere default meditation proposals, aearantee

ageocy improvemeots, defaulted loss collection proposals, risk sharing', and

effort. to reduce vast., fraud and abuse. These proposals ars essential tools

and deserve to be enacted.

Default leduction_Vr000salg

Our default reduction proposal. include establishing a minimum course

length of six months or 600 hoer. es a condition of eligibility for all

Title IV student aid programs, requiring lender* to perfore credit checks,

delaying loan diebursements for 60 day. to first-year student. at schools with

default rates over 30 percent, smA requiring lender, to provide graduated

repayment option. to borrowers.

imei411111LAIII12.1.liakilhariss-intLiarammata
TO promote more effective oversight cd guarantee agencies and lenders,

ve ere proposing to require States to share the risk of borrower defaults. Vs

propose to tie State and lender cost. sod school participstion to their

performance in controlling the incidence of student loon defaults. State. con

help reduce defaults by monitoring guarantee agency operations more closely

and by strengthening their prone.. for licensiag schools.

V. mould require seab State to beck its designated guarantee agency with

the equivalent of the full faith and credit of the State. V. would aleo

require States where school default rates exceed 20 percent to pay a *bars of

the default costs. Vs are also propoming to reduce special allowance payment.

by .25 percent to lenders with default rates escseding 20 percent.

To improve guarantee agency operations, we propos. requiring guarantee

agencies to filo for reissnrassao claims vitbin 45 days after the lender

guaranty psymeat le sada; reimbursing guarantee agenclan for actual

3
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adminietrative costs, up to one percent of loan volume; requiring reports from

the Student Loan Marketing Association whenever it makes a loan to a lender

with en outstanding balance axeseeding $30 million, ow wheoever it makes loon

to a euarantes agency; and requiring guarantee agency managemeut plans,

including possible reserve misieues for those agsuoiss oboes administrative or

financial condition is weak.

V. are also proposing to trmimate a guarantee agency's agreement if the

Secretary determines that the agency is no looser able to perform its

reepoosibilities. Our proposals ovoid authorise the Secretary to seem*

certain guarantee agency functions, to the extent be determines secessery,

when a guarantee agency withdraw* from the OSL program or if its agreement is

terminated.

The Department's propoeals mould also prohibit a suarantee *piney from

permitting their officers, employees, and their family members from having a

direct financial interest in any lender, econdary market, contract or,

servicer for the goarantee agency. The Secretory would also have authority to

impoee any or ell sanctions imposed by one ;guarantee agency on schools or

lender/ on a nationwide basis. Ibis would eliminate a school or lender's

ability to °shop around' for *nattier guarantee agency when sanctions ars

imposed by their current summates agency.

itafaullsilLiaaa
Proposals to improve defaulted loan collections would include requiring

students to provide a driver's license number and otber borrower locator

information. They would also authorise guarantee agencies and the Secretary

to garnish a defaulter', wages.

gthaLizaanalit
V. are currently ieveloping and investigating alternative approaches for

sneering tbst Yoderal aid goes only to thoee students who recognise the

importence of education and who take tbeir studies, seriously. This includes

en assssuent of the ...urrent statutory provisirn that requires a student to

maks *satisfactory progress° toward * postrecondsry degree or certificate. We

4
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ere also atomising how beat to control the Federal coots for short-term

vocatiosal proerams, where there are generally higher default*.

la addition, we ere proposing to tighten the definition of en

independent student. It is true that a student who is financially independent

should hews his ov her need for student *id determined without regard to the

re:aurae* of his or her family. Rowever, the current definition is open to

potential abuse.

. i" 1,
In addition to our legtalative proposals, the Deportment is thoroughly

overheeling its management of the student aid programs. Om April St 1991,

Secretary Lamar elemender sod Office of Ihnemement and Budget (OO) Director

Richard Darman ammeneed a sweeping student aid management improvement pl.*.

Ibis plan wee developed by a joint management review team of about 65 people

from the Department, OMB, and sin other Federal agencies, eh* assessed the

Denertment's internal management practice* in the eres of etudent aid.

N13111UMMILlaxiszatmZiailinsa
The report found that, in addition to the fact that too many shoddy

schools participate in the student aid programs, the Department failed to

react early and take effective action to prevent the collspes last year of one

of the notion's largest student loan guarantee :easel**, the Higher education

Aseitenes Foundation (1161).

In addition, the team noted that the management capacity of the

Department's Offiue cd Postsecondary lineation (OPP raisins inadequate. OPE

has too fee qualified financial analyst* on its staff. This Units its

ability to revise and enforce the requirements of the student aid proeram*.

further. ORO reports it cannot audit the OSL program because accounting

records ars poorly maintaind. In many cases, the Deportment is unable to

answer acme basic questions about the COL program and its cost

effectivenese. These weaknesess la the Department's management practice*

have made addressine the high loan default rates more difficult, se well as

encouraned freud and abuse by perticipant* in the student aid programs.

5
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The report recommend. four major improvementes Met, ensure that only

legitimate educational providers participate in *rodent aid programs; mooed,

improve Departmental oversight of participating guarantee agencies and

loaders; third, consolidate all student eid operations undo: one reeponaibl

official; and fourth, improve information manasement.

ThrouSh etrongthened end more coordinated *gatekeeping* and monitorins,

the Deportment can ensure that only legitimate edunstional providers

participate in the stay= aid prosrams. V. ere very comierned about the

adequacy of our current *satekeeping* system for postsecondary educative

institutioaa which encompass*. accreditation. State approval. and Departeent

cortifinatiom. Improvements are alreedy underwey is the Department's

procedures for certifying and soultoring the administrative capacity and

financial etability of pertinipeting institutions. The Secretary is currently

revievins the need for logialative *hangs. in thie critical aree.

Dy workins more closely with licensing boards and accrediting agencies,

we can establish higher eligibility standards for institutional participation

in tho tudent eld programs. V. can also improve audits, monitoring. end

sanctions with respect to 'schools with inadequate financial resources and

pretties.. Through enhanced revises of initial program eligibility and

improvements in the process for teleinating participatims in tho an program,

me can ensure that chool. that are designed for the purpose of bilking the

U.S. sovernment- -and the taxpayer-wwill be eliminated from our student sid

progreas.

Improved oversight of guarantee agencies and lenders that participate in

the COL program can provide an early morning of problems and timely

Departmental intervention where necessary. This will require greater

financial oversight. establishing management plans which con include minims.

financial solvency requirement. for the guarantee agencies, and future

avoidance of problems of guarantee agencies like RAF. locreased sanctions

*pilot agencies and lenders who fail to comply with COL administrative *ad

financial requirements would further support this effort.

1")
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Consolidation of all Deportment student aid operation, under one person

will rewire a reorganisation of Office of Postemandary Education. inhumed

financial amassment will include increased 'Mining to revim and refine Of

skills of misting staff, additional qualified staff (up to 130 more PIZ than

in 1090, if the 1092 %Asia request to approved) assigned to financial,

anskyticel, sad compliance mtivitises and improved systems end procedures for

control and decieloweeking, including correctins the serious weaknesses in

the current manasement information system.

lbs Secretary has appointed Michael J. Farrell ea Deputy Assistant

Secretary for Student financial Assistance and Acting Assismat Secretary for

Postsecondary Iduaation. I. brings a trong management perspective to the

position from his experience in privets industry. Mr. Farrell has overall

responeibIlity for implementins the Adeinistration'e student aid management

reform plan. To help him in this task, recruitment effort* ars already

underway to bring on additional staff vitt the necessary expertise.

yould be glad tO discuss our proposals In OOTO detail OT to ansver any

of your questions.

7
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Chairman Foam Mr. Thomas?
Mr. THOMAS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the subcom-

mittee. I am pleased to be here today to provide comments regard-
ing integrity in the Federal student financial assistance programs
and to offer recommendations for consideration during reauth,oriza-
tion of the Higher Education Act.

My testimony this morning addresses the Federal Student Assist-
ance programs as they currently exist. I would note also that these
recommendations are my views as inspector general of the Depart-
ment of Education and do not represent the views of the adminis-
tration.

The OIG has performed numerous audits, investigations, and in-
spections of schools that participate in the Federal Student Assist-
ance programs under the Higher Education Act And in this testi-
mony I could recount numerous horror stories we have found, but
the key issue at this juncture is not whether a problem exists or
whether the problem is serious; the record demonstrates that the
answers are clearly yes on both counts.

Instead, based on the OIG's oversight of these programs, I will
offer our perspectives and proposals in several areas. On accredita-
tion: we found that the department's accrediting agency recogni-
tion process did not include adequate research and analysis to
assure that only reliable agencies were recognized by the Secre-
tary. In addition to administrative changes, we recommended in
our report that enabling legislation require accrediting agencies to
develop and consistently apply specific criteria for evaluating insti-
tutional quality.

Secondly. we noted instances in which accreditinif agencies pos-
sess information regarding serious financial compliance or other
problems at schools, but are reluctant to share such information
with ED or other oversight entities due to fear of liability. We
would recommend that the HEA be amended to require such shar-
ing of information.

..,ncerning institutional el*ibility, our work disclosed that the
department cannot be assurW that all institutions that are deter-
mined to be eligible to participate in the SFAprograms met or con-
tinued to meet the eligibility requirements. We suggested adminis-
trative improvements which will strengthen the process.

In addition, however, legislative consideration should be given to
establishing performan eligibility requirements in the re-
authorized HEA, which would be ap lied by the department. In ad-
dition, since the termination of .t"ty is heavily dependent
upon State licensure, consideration ould be given to legislation
requiring States to establish and consistently apply adequate stand-
ards for determining the quality of institutions they license.

In a general area based on audit, investigative, and inspection
mperience related to institutional eligthility, we urge that consider-
ation also be given to the following legislative changes: Unless ade-
quate controls can be legislated to provide for effective control of
foreign and correspondence school, such institutions should be
barred from participation in the programs.

The HEA should toe amended to require owners of corporate pro-
prietary schools to be personally liable for school losses. So that
when the schools close or otherwise fail to meet their financial re-
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sponsibilities, owners are not able to escape with large personal
profits while the taxpayer and the students are left to pay the bill.

Legislative changes appear necessary to prevent program abuses
associated with course stretching, _perhaps, by requiring that course
length be certified as appropriate by the State or by the accrediting
agency as a condition of course eligibility.

Schools that use commissioned salespersons should not be eligi-
ble to participate in the programs, because the current limitation
that they not "promote the availability of any Title IV loan pro-
grams" is unenforceable and wholly inadequate to prevent abuses.

Our reviews of the department's prccess for certifying schools as
administratively capable and financially responsible disclosed that
these processes did not prevent deficient schools from program par-
ticipation. Generally, the department agreed with our fmdings and
is implementing many of our recommendations. While much is
being done, the Congress should ensure that the reauthorized HEA
provides the department with all the authority needed to prohibit
administratively weak or financially troubled institutions from pro-
gram participation.

We have found that tuition costs now being charged by certain
proprietary schools are not a reflection of the school's costs of in-
struction and operation but merely a reflection of the maximum fi-
nancial aid that's available. Accordingly, we urge that consider-
ation be given to enactment of a provision that would require insti-
tutions applying to participate in Student Financial Aid programs
to disclose the basis for the tuition charges.

In the PLUS program, we have found applications with false in-
firmation, and often the student did not exist. We have recom-
mended that the PLUS program regulations be revised to require
that the PLUS loan checks be sent directly to the school and be
made co-payable to the borrower and the school. To the extent that
legislative authority does not exist in current law to allow these
changes, such authority should be provided in the reauthorized
HEA.

Despite the overwhelming presence of secondary markets in the
loan programsabout 40 percent of the outstanding loans are
owned by secondary marketsand loan servicers managing over 40
percent of the outstanding loan portfolios, our reviews disclosed
that there are no existing audit requirements, or existing audit re-
quirements applicable to those entities do not provide the depart-
ment with the information needed to protect the integrity of SFA
funds held by these entities.

Our recent work in the secondary market and the servicer area
disclosed that additional audit requirements are needed to improve
the oversight of these student loan participanta.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes the summary of my statement. I
would be happy to respond to questions as you see fit.

[The prepared statement of James B. ThLmas, Jr. followsl
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee --

I am pleased to be here today to provide comments regarding

integrity in the Federal student financial assistance (SFA)

programs and to offer recommendations1 for consideration

during reauthorization of the Higher Education Act (HEA).

my testimony this morning addresses the Federal student

assistance programs as they currently exist. To the extent

that the Subcommittee is considering alternative approaches

to Federal student assistance and could benefit from our

views regarding controls needed to protect the integrity of

alternative programs, we would be pleased to assist the

Subcommittee further as you might request.

The OIG has performed numerous audits, investigations and

inspections of schools that participate in the Federal

student assistance programs under the HEA; the numerous and

serious instances of fraud and abuses disclosed

particularly at proprietary trade schools -- have led the

1,. IMP

1Summary List of Recommendations is Attached.

% A
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010 to identify these programs as the most vulnerable to
fraud and abuse in the Department.

In this testimony I could recount numerous horror stories of
students who were left with large loan obligations but
inadequate training to obtain jobs to pay those loans; of
schools which closed after they came under scrutiny, leaving
students without the means to complete their education and
still liable for large loan obligations; of schools which
continued to participate in the Federal programs despite
growing unpaid refund liabilities and other regulatory
violations; of corporate proprietary schools that declared
bankruptcy, leaving large liabilities to students and the
Federal government while the owners reaped large profits
which cannot be reached to satisfy the liabilities. The OIG
has in its Semi-annual reports to Congress over the last two
and ons-half years reported on cases involving all of these
abuses and more.

But, rather than recount particular examples of cases where
our OIG investigators, auditors and inspectors have uncovered
fraud and abuse, let es try to illustrate more succinctly
the magnitude of the problem in the proprietary school area
with these statistics.

For the years 1987, 1988 and 1989 --

o At the ten proprietary schools representing the
largest amounts of Pell grants and Federally insured loans,

2
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students received over $1 billion in Federal aid (more than

twice the amount received by students attending schools in

the eleventh through twentieth positions);

o Of these ten proprietary schools, OIG reviews

have uncovered regulatory violations at six of them, and

in at least four cases, our OIG investigations have uncovered

evidence of criminal activity;

o The average 1988 cohort default rate for these ten

proprietary schools was 36 percent;

o These ten top recipients of Title Iv funds have had

significant increases in funding levels in the last three

years -- six received an increase of more than 60 percent in

Title IV funds in one year alone/

o After the commencement of an OIG audit or

investigation, four of the top five schools closed their

doors and/or stopped receiving Title IV funds, and the other

was a chain of schools that closed many of its individual

schools after declaring bankruptcy. Students at these fiv

schools received in excess of $757 million in Federal student

assistance funds;

The proprietary sthool whose students received the

most Federal aid -- a correspondence truck driving school

currently under investigation alone received almost a

3
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quarter of a billion dollars, and its cohort default rats for

1966 was 46 percent;

o The school that received the second most Title Iv

funds for its students in those years alone ($160 million) --

also a correspondence truck driving school against which the

Department of Justice has pending a multi-million dollar

civil suit based on our work which showed that the school vas

never eligible to participate in any Title IV program -- is

now in bankruptcy and claims to be without assets to pay even

the outstanding refunds owed to formar students.

These statistics demonstrate that Title TV-funded proprietary

trad schools can be big business, and participation in these

Federal programs is worth literally hundreds of millions of

dollars to owners. Abuses by even a small number of schools

can cost taxpayers huge sums. Moreover, the volume of

Federal funds at stake in any one such school can change

dramatically in a very short time frame, so that large

amounts of federal funds may be placed at risk before

appropriate regulatory action can take place, under the

current statutory and regulatory scheme.

One other important point needs to be emphasized: all of the

top ten proprietary schools are corporations and under the

programs as currently administered, the Federal government

requires no guaranty or undertekinq of personal responsi-

bility by the owner(s). Therefore, when liabilities mount up

and are uncovered after an OIG audit or investigation or

4
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Department review, the Federal government must look to the

corporation alone to satisfy Title IV-related liabilities.

In our experience, as in most of these cases, the corpora-

tions at that juncture are without the assets to meet these

liabilities, and thus students and taxpayers cannot rocover

amounts even approaching their losses. In thes cases, the

owners walk away with millions dollars in Federal student

assistance funds, and it is difficult if not impossible to

reach the owners' gains.

The abuses and loopholes in the student assistance programs

as they currently exist and are currently administered are

well known to the Congress; the Senate Permanent Subcommittee

on Governmental Affairs held hearings last year that docu-

mented abuses on the part of proprietary trade schools.

Congress in the 1990 Budget Reconciliation Act made a good

start at enacting reforms to address the ever increasing cost

of these programs due to such abuses, particularly the

provisions Baking high-default schools ineligible to

participate in the Federal Title IV programs as well as the

tightening of the so-called i'ability-to-bonefito requirement.

But the above-cited statistics and track record for these

programs where same proprietary trade schools are concerned

demonstrate that a great deal more reform needs to be

legislated to ensure that Federal taxpayers pay for the

services of only quality schools offering access to quality

education and training likely to enhance students' job

5
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skills, and that students and taxpayers are adequately

protected.

The key issue at this juncture is not whether a problem

exists or whether the problem is serious -- the record

demonstrates that the answers are clearly "yes* on both

counts. The issue facing you as legislators today is

specifically what should be done to address these problems.

Based on the DIG'S oversight of these programs, we offer our

perspectives and proposals in the following areas.

accreditation

Gonerally, our review in this area disclosed that the

Education Department's (ED) accrediting agency recognition

process did not include adequate research and analysis to

assur that only reliable agencies were recognized by the

Secretary. Further, the process did not hold the accrediting

agencies accountable when they continued to accredit schools

with high default rates or schools that abused the Title IV

programs. Specifically, the process did not adequately

evaluate those agencies that accredit a large number of

proprietary institutions that have high default rates and

other deficiencies. However, despite these weaknesses and

the lack of assurances provided by the recognition process,

the Department uses the accrediting agencies' decisions as

one of the two primary criteria to determine lchools,

eligibility to participate in the student financial

assistance programs. A. a result, billions of dollars
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available to students each year through loans and grants are

at risk, in part because the recognition process does not

assure that the accrediting agencies use appropriate and

effective policies to accredit schools.

Our report on accreditation recommended controls to

strengthen the Department's review of petitioning accrediting

agencies. Specifically, we recommended that ED conduct more

in-depth reviews of those accrediting agencies that accredit

schools that represent the greatest risk to the Title IV

funds. Further, we recommended that ED request third party

information on the performance of accrediting agencies as a

first step in the review process so that the information can

be used in planning the review.

If the Department implements the recommendations in our audit

report on this area, particularly the recommendations

concerning more in-depth analysis of agencies that accredit

schools that represent the greatest risk to the student

financial assistance programs, we believe that the

accrediting agencies will be held sore accountable when

accrediting or continuing to accredit sub-standard schools.

Also, if these recommendations are implemented, the general

public could place greater reliance on the Department's

process for recognizing only those agencies that are reliable

authorities on the quality of education and training provided

by accredited schools. In turn, the Department's process for

determining the eligibility of schools to participate in and

7
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draw down the billions of dollars available through the Title

TV programa will be strengthened.

In addition to the administrative changes cited in our

report, we believe certain legislative amendments are needed

to further strengthen the accreditation process. First, to

ensure effective oversight of institutions participating in

SFA programs, enabling legislation should require that

accrediting agencies develop and consistently apply specific

criteria for evaluating institutional quality. Currently,

the Secretary, as wll as the student and taxpayer, must rely

on accrediting agencies as reliable authorities regarding

program quality, but current law requires no specific

standards by which program quality is evaluated.

Secondly, we have noted instances in which accrediting

agencies possess information regarding serious financial

compliance or other problems at schools, but aro reluctant to

share such information with ED or other oversight entities

due to fear of liability. Therefore, because it appears that

instances of program abuse could be reduced if accrediting

bodies were required to ahare such information with the

Department, we recommend that the REA be amended to require

such sharing of information.

Finally, we recommend that section 1205 of the HEA be amended

to include language prohibiting persons serving as members

of the National Advisory Committee from engaging in any

Committee activities that would result in a conflict of
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interest, and that Section 1205(a) be expanded to require

appointment of some Committee members who are experienced in

the management and financial operations of higher education

institutions.

1mtuttaarWnal_ZUslikjaktx

The current procedures for determining postsecondary

institutions' eligibility to apply for participation in the

Title Iv student financial assistance programs rely primarily

on the procedures of accrediting agencies and State licensing

agencies. Therefore, eligibility to participate in the SPA

programs is being decided primarily by accrediting agencies

and States, rather than the Department. Also, because of

other deficiencies in the procedures for conducting the

initial evaluation and the four year update, we concluded in

our report on the eligibility process that the Department

cannot be assured that all the institutions it determined to

be eligible to participate in the SPA programs met or

continuo to meet the eligibility requirements.

To strengthen the eligibility process, we have recommended

that ED:

o improve procedures for identifying individuals convicted

of fraud involving Federal funds and immediately

terminate institutions' eligibility when they fail to

meet the eligibility criteria;

9
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o take the necessary actions to update both automated and

manual eligibility files;

o establish and implement a written plan to have the cwor

4,000 institutions whose eligibility is currently

overdue, redetermined within a reasonable time frame;

o immediately notify all pertinent ED offices and the

guarantee agencies by telephone or FAX machine when

institutions' lose their eligibility, and confirm that

stop-payments were placed on the institutions;

o establish a separate office to handle complaints, and to

advertise the office so that the public is aware of it

and is better able to direct its complaints.

We believe that, if implemented by the Department, these

improvements will strengthen the process by which schools are

determined eligible to participate in SFA programs. In

addition, however, we have noted areas where legislative

change appears needed to adequately ensure that only

legitimate, quality institutions aro determined eligible for

SFA program participation. For example, the definitions of

"eligible institutions* contained in current law make no

reference to the quality of institutional performance.

Therefore, it is difficult to deny eligibility of a school if

it is licensed, accredited and meets certain administrative

requirements, ven if its performance record is poor.

10
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Consideration should be given to establishing performance-

based eligibility requirements in the reauthorized HEA.

Additionally, there appears to be a need to clarify the roles

and the responsibilities of the Federal government, the

States, and the accrediting agencies in the institutional

eligibility determination process.

Before the Department determines an institution to be

eligible, it requires that the institution be licensed by its

State and accredited by an accrediting agency recognized by

the Secretary. Since both the States and the accrediting

agencies have significant variation in their requirements,

the eligibility determination process does not assure a

consistent level of quality for the institutions considered

eligible to apply for participation in the SFA programs.

Since determination of eligibility is heavily dependent upon

State licensure, and because there exists wide variation

among States regarding their licensure requirements, some

minimal State licensurs stane is appear needed. Con-

sideration should be given to requiring States to establish

and consistently apply adequate standards for determining the

quality of institutions they license.

Based on our audit, investigative and inspection experience

related to instituticnal eligibility, we urge that con-

sideration also be given to the following legislative

changes.

11
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o The sovereignty of foreign governments hampers

imposition of requirements to ensure effective

administration of student loan programs by foreign

schools, thus there is currently no means of ensuring

the quality of education provided or proper administra-

tion of loan programs by such institutions. Similarly,

the nature of correspondence schools makes it difficult

if not impossible to ensure that such schools provide

high quality, effectively administered programs. Thus,

unless adequate controls can be legislated to provide

for effective control of foreign and correspondence

schools, such ine.:itutions should be barred from

participation in HEA Title IV programs.

o The HEA should be amended to require owners of corporate

proprietary schools to be personally liable for school

losses. Current lsie allows Title IV participation by

corporate proprietary schools, but does not provide a

means of holding school owners personally liable for

losses caused by a school's failure. Thus, when schools

close or otherwise fail to meet their financiat

responsibilities, owners ars able to escape with large

personal profits while the taxpayer and student arta left

to pay the bill. Further, we recommend that the

legislation be amended to nsur that school owners are

held pirsonally liable for the accuracy of information,

claims or other statements on which institutional

eligibility is based.

12
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o Legislative changes appear necessary to prevent program

abuses associated with course stretching. Course

stretching is the artificial expansion of courses beyond

the length needed to prepare students for employment so

that such courses will qualify for Federal student aid.

One approach to solving this problem would be to amend

current law to require that course length be certified

as appropriate by the State or by the accrediting agency

as a condition of course eligibility.

o Schools that use commissioned salespersons should not be

eligible to participate in Title IV. The abuses created

by sanctioning financial incentives for getting students

enrolled regardless of their interest, ability and needs

have been documented. The current KEA limitation on

commissioned salespersons in 20 USC 1085 -- that they

not "promote the availability of any (Title IV) loan

programs* -- is unenforceable and wholly inadequate to

prevent abuses.

InstMtional Certifigetien

Our reviews of the Department's process fnr certifying

schools as administratively capable and financially

responsible disclosed that thes processes did not prevent

deficient schools from Title IV participation and did not

assure that students and the Government were protected when

schools failed before providing all educational services

13
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due. Tor instance, in the two and one half year period ended

June 30, 1988, we estimated, based on information available

from the guarantee agency tape dump and within ED, that 53

schools closed before all educational services were received

by the students. As a result, we estimate as many as 10,000

students lost the benefit of ED loans and grants worth about

$30 million for which either the students or the Government

must assume rsponsibility. ED did have surety arrangements

with seven of the schools; howevr, the arrangements only

covered about 9% of the total guaranteed loans at risk and

did not cover ED's cash advances for Poll grants to the

institutions. Further, proceeds from only one of the surety

arrangements were collected because ED's controls were not

adequate to assure that claims and collections were made when

schools closed.

The administrative capability certification process relied to

a great extent on the integrity of the preparers of the

certification applications because validation of the

representations, such as on-sits testing, was not performed.

Further, institutions were routinely certified and

recertified despite indicators of administrative capability

problems (e.g., high withdrawal and default rates). As a

xesult, billions of dollars were at risk in part because the

Department did not take action to limit the risk when

indicators of impaired administrative capability were

present.

14
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Generally, the Department agreed with our findings in these

matters and is implementing many of our recomeendations to

strengthen the institutional certification processes and thus

better protect students and taxpayers from financial loss.

While much is being done to improve the certification

process, the Congress should ensure that the reauthorized HEA

provides the Department with all authority needed to prohibit

administratively weak or financially troubled institutions

from HEA Title XV program participation. In addition, we

recommend specifically that Section 490 of the HEA be changed

to include as criminal conduct, the attempt to commit those

offenses identified. Currently, a person who commits any of

the mentioned offenses cannot be prosecuted under this

statute unless he/she actually receives money. Thus, a

person submitting false statements, for example, can abuse

the Title IV programs, but not be penalized unless such

action results in receipt of funds.

?roblems Catalog By Weaknesses in Accreditation.

gattilicsiLtig11_11334-MiLibilird

Our audits, investigations and inspections of schools

participating in HEA Title IV programs have identified

several major issue areas that appear to result from

weaknesses in the accreditation, eligibility and certifi-

cation processes. Among these ar the following:
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STAINA__Quanutsa. Proprietary schools must be

accredited, licensed by their State and operate for two

years before they can be eligible to participate in the

student aid programs. However, many schools have

circumvented those requirements by creating branch

campuses. As a result, they have expanded rapidly

beyond their administrative and financial capability to

control properly the programs and fulfill responsi-

bilities to students. While many are concerned about

the growth of branch campuses, more needs to be done to

correct the problem.

As the two year rule has alway, been and still is part

of the legislation governing the Title IV programs, we

believe that most of the problems could be eliminated by

merely applying the two year rule to branch campuses.

Reluctance to enforce the rule, combined with the

lucrativeness of the school business, may have lured

some long time school owners away from the business of

educating students to profiting from students. Further,

the recent growth in the proprietary school industry,

aided significantly by branch campusing, has placed a

strain on both State licensing and accrediting agencies,

to the point that their ability to control quality and

ensure accountability has been significantly reduced.

We have recommended that the Departsent take steps to

enforce the two year rule as a means of regulating

branch campus expansion.

16
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Recent HEA amendments requiring

students without high school diplomas to pass an

independently-administered, nationally recognized test

as a condition of srA eligibility should reduce abuses

in this area. However, we are concerned that school

owners are already attempting to circumvent these nev

requirements. We ware informed of one case, for

example, where a family member of a school owner WAS

establishing a company to administer the nationally

recognized tests to non-high school graduates. This,

is, in our view, a less than arms length relationship

which would violate the independence intended in the new

HEA provisions. The Congress ahould consider defining

the term mindependent" as it relates to testing of non

graduate SFA applicants.

Course length and Course Stretching. Our reviews have

found that in order to qualify for participation in

student aid programs, some schools have misrepresented

the length of their courses, asserting they are longer

than they actually ars. ED's procedures for reviewing

reported course length data do not include verification

of the actual hours required to complete the courses.

Neither State licensure agencies nor accrediting bodies

are required to verify course length representations by

applicant institutions.

In order to qualify for student aid, same schools have

developed programs that are longer than needed to
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qualify students for gainful employment. This results

in needless time in class and inflated debts to

students. Adequate oversight could have prevented

schools from doing this.

To correct these problems, we recommended that the

Department seek legislative authority to approve course

length, assign clear responsibility for determining

course length, and establish a mechanism for monitoring

that determination.

Clock to Credit Hour Conversions. Credit hours are used

as course length measures at degree-granting institu-

tions where credits may be transferred, while clock

hours are used by certificate-granting schools. Clock

and credit hour equivalencies for measuring course

length are present in existing regulations, however, ED

accepts conversions that vary from these equivalencies

if such conversions ars approved by accrediting

agencies. Our review showed that some schools made

unreasonable conversions simply to qualify previously

ineligible clock hour programs as eligible credit hour

programs. We believe action must be taken to limit

abuses that occur when schools assign unreasonable

credit hours to clock hour training programs solely to

obtain additional student aid funds.

TWO possible approaches to solving this problem would be

to (1) establish statutory equivalency between clock

is
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hours and credit hours or (2) reserve credit hour course

measurement for degree-granting institutions.

Ea and PLUS Program

Additional controls specific to the Supplemental Loans for

Students (SLS) and PLUS programs are also needed to protect

the interests of students and taxpayers.

Our reviews of the SLS area found that the introduction of

the SLS loan program to the proprietary school sector

resulted in a tremendous increase in SLS loans and defaults

and that this increase was due, to a large extent, to the

fact that certain proprietary schools used SLS loans as an

additional source of income with little regard to the

student's increased loan burden. The provisions enacted in

the Student Loan Reconciliation Amendments of 1989

restricting the SLS loan program only to schools with a

cohort default rate of under 30 percent appear to have

already shown results in addressing this problem. However,

enacted as part of the budget legislation, these provisions

may be temporary and could be affected by future budget

legislation. Accordingly, we recommend that these or similar

provisions be enacted in the HEA reauthorization.

Furthermore, we are of the opinion that proprietary schools

should be required to disclose the basis for the tuition

costs. We have found that tuition costs now being charged by

certain proprietary schools are not a reflection of the
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schools' actual cost of instruction and operation, but merely

a reflection of the maximum financial aid available.

Accordingly, we urge that consideration be given to enactment

of a provision that would require institutions applying to

participate in student financial aid programs to disclose the

basis for tuition charges.

In the PLUS program, we found that at one guarantee agency

over 193 applications involving 118 individuals contained

falsified information. In most of the cases the student did

not exist. At an average of $3,500 in loans, the potential

loss to the taxpayer is approximately $675,000. In a single

case, one former financial aid officer at a major university

fraudulently received $15,000 in PLUS funds by using false

names and social security numbers. This could occur because

PLUS proceeds are sent directly to the borrower rather than

to the school. To stem such abuse of the PLUS program, we

have recommended that the PLUS loan program regulations be

revised to require that the PLUS loan checks be sent directly

to the school listed on the loan application and separate

notification of disbursement sant to the borrower, and that

the checks be made co-payable to the borrower and school

listed on the loan application.

We believe that the opportunity for unscrupulous individuals

to illegally obtain PLUS loan proceeds at taxpayer's expense

will be greatly reduced if these recommendations are

implemented. To the extent that legislative authoriti does
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not exist in current law to allow thesis changes. such

authority should be provided in the raauthorized KEA.

Znatitutional and liatioDal Alta Base

ED's Institutional Data System (IDS) is the only

comprehensive source of data regarding an institution's

eligibility for and participation in the student aid

procrams. Our audit disclosed that it was so incomplete that

its effectiveness as a managament tool for monitoring vas

seriously impaired. Many vital fields pertaining to the

school's basic eligibility qualifications were blank

including licensing body and accrediting body information.

ED is updating the system to enter missing data and to verify

and improve the quality of existing data in the IDS.

Efforts by OIG and the General Accounting Office (GAO) have

continued to demonstrate the need for a GSL national data

base for borrowers to serve as a national clearing house for

verification of student eligibility for a loan guarantee.

The major ouzcs of GSL information that the Department has

available to it is the "tape dumps which is an extract or

dump of selected information on each loan guarantee made by a

guarantae agency as of September 30 of each year. The data

collected in the tape dump ls necessary so that ED has

information, among other things, for priJgram oversight; for

program reviews at lenders, schools and guarantee agencies;

and for analysis of borrowers for program planning and
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budgeting purposes. The data can provide statistical

information by type of educational institution or type of

lending institution on a national basis; annual default rates

of schools; and identification of possible violations of loan

limits by borrowers.

The Department provides the guarantee agencies with

procedures describing how the guarantee agency must prepare

its tape dump records, and how to submit them to ED. The

guarantee agency is also required to certify the accuracy of

the data. When EV receives the tapes from the guarantee

agencies, it performs extensive validation procedures. Last

year many guarantee agencies' information was not adequate

and they had to resubmit their tape dumps. This caused quite

a delay before the information could be used. In addition,

there are indicators that cause us to question the accuracy

of some of the data.

The need for a national data base to identify unqualified

loan applicants has been documented as a major problem since

at least 1981. The Office of Inspector General, GAO, and the

Department have all identified the serious abuse by szudents

receiving loan amounts in excess of the statutory maximums.

In 1984, ED proposed rules to help alleviate the excessive

loan problem and reduce program costs. The proposed rules

further noted that the problem occurs because each guarantee

agency maintains its own individual records and no national

data base exists to monitor statutory annual and aggregate

loan limits. They also noted that excessive indebtedness on
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the part of students also contributes to a high default rate

which adds additional program costs to the Federal Govern-

ment. This was at a tine when the reinsurance default claims

paid for the year was about $700 million, not the over $2

billion estimated for 1990.

ED was given the authority in 1986 to establish a National

Student Loan Data System (NOLDS) which would establish and

carry out a nationwide, computerized student loan data

system, containing information regarding student loans that

are made, insured, or guaranteed. Howver, by law the

Secretary could not require guarantee agencies to use the

NSLDS to determine borrower eligibility. The Omnibus Budget

Reconciliation Act of 1989 finally removed this restriction.

Ws first recommended establishment of NSDLDS in 1954 and

implementation of this system is still years away. In the

meantime, ED will have to continue relying on a system that

does not meet the GSL program needs.

We believe that improvement of ED's Institutional and

National Data Bases is essential to providing meaningful,

effective oversight of the Department's student aid

programs. While we know of no specific legislative changes

needed to enable needed improvements we urge continued

attention to this area until improvement is accomplished.
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peRartmental Accountina_Sxstem

Because of systems problems, the Department's statements of

financial condition as a whole do not flow from and are not

supported by its accounting system as required by the

Comptroller General's accounting principles and standards.

ED's Federal Managers' Financial Integrity Act (FMFIA) report

to the President and Congress concluded that ED's system did

not comply with the principles, standards and related

requirements prescribed by the Comptroller General.

I believe there is increased awareness of the importance of

financial management and there is increased involvement of ED

senior management in this issue. The Deputy Secretary has

established a Committee on Audit Follow-up and Internal

Control. This committee meets weekly, is chaired by the

Deputy Under Secretary for Management and includes high-level

representatives from all Principal Offices. It is charged

with coordinating the Department's compliance with the

Federal Managers Financial Integrity Act (FMFIA). Also, my

office has begun the process to audit the Department's

financial statements as required by the Chief Financial

Officer Act of 1990. Over time, these activities will aid in

improving ED's accounting systems beyond their current

condition.

Over the last several years, we have completed reviews of

part of the Departnent's Primary Accounting System (PAS) and

eight of its subsystems. Our audits have consistently shown
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weaknesses in internal controls within th program and

subsidiary systems that mfeed' financial data to the general

ledger. We found that the Department lacks effective

accountability and internal control over billions of dollars

in appropriation fund balances. Account balances transferred

to the Department at its inception were grossly inaccurate,

and the Department has not reconciled the general ledger with

the subsidiary accounts or external reports to Treasury since

the Department was established in 1980. Managers are unable

to rely on the general ledger or accounting subsystems to

provide valuable information that they need for program

oversight or monitoring. However, over the last three years,

the Department has taken action to identify and attempt to

correct problems with and errors in t i general ledger. As

part of this effort, the Department identified billions of

dollars of recording errors and other deficiencies and has

made adjustments to correct errors.

Our report in March 1968 on the collections subsystem

disclosed some basic weaknesses. Borrower payments received

on defaulted Federal Insured Student Loan accounts were

deducted from the principal balance rather than applying

payments first against accrued interest. As a result, the

total amount of interest calculated for an estimated 246,000

accounts from their start date was understated by about $17.3

million. We have also found that accounts receivable are not

always being recorded and reported accurately. In addition,

the subsystems did not completely identify delinquent

accounts because account aging was based on the most recent
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payment receipt dates without considering the amounts that

were pest due. As a result, about 9,000 accounts with

outstanding balances totaling $21.1 million were improperly

classified.

The Department's systems also do not provide accurate and

reliable information on its potential liability for

guaranteed student loans. The latest financial statements do

not disclose, even in a footnote, the contingent liabilities

that should be estimated on the over $50 billion of out-

standing GSL loan guarantees. From our limited research in

this area, we can ascertain only that the Department, for

budgeting purposes, estimates those defaults that should be

occurring in the current or projected budget periods. But

these stimates of defaults are not disclosed in ED's

financial statements. Since contingencies should be reported

on financial statements depending on their probability of

occurrence, it seems only logical that the Department should

be reporting a contingent amount that can be reasonably

estimated based on the loan guarantees made.

We are currently participating in an audit with GAO of the

GSL program financial management system area. The ultimate

objective of this audit is to render bn opinion on the

financial statements of the GSL program.
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§econdery Market and Servicer Oversight

Over $110 billion in educational loan commitments have been

made under the GSL program since its inception, and the

outstanding GSL loan portfolio has grown to over $50 billion,

with an unknown contingent liability for defaults associated

with it. Despite the overwhelming presence of secondary

markets in the loan programs (over 40 percent of the

outstanding loans are owned by secondary markets) and loan

servicers managing over 41 percent of the outstanding loan

portfolios, our reviews disclose that there are no existing

audit requirements or the existing audit requirements

applicable to these entities do not provide the Department

with the information needed to protect the integrity of SFA

funds held by these entities. Our recent work in the

secondary market and the servicer area disclosed that

additional audit requirements are needed to Improve the

oversight of these student loan participants.

Decondarv Markets. Secondary markets are allowed to purchase

student loans from lenders to ensure that sufficient funds

are available for the guaranteed student loan programs.

Current Federal laws and regulations provide that State

authorities using tax-exempt funding must have annual

financial and compliance audits completed and sent to ED's

Regional Inspectors General. However, our survey in this

area disclosed that most authorities were not sending reports

to ED; and the reports being sent, because of the way the

current legislation is written, were not always financial and
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compliance audits which cover the administration of the

guaranteed student loan program. Also, under current

legislation, secondary markets using taxable or State

financing are not required to submit financial and compliance

audits to ED. Neither is the Student Loan Marketing

Association (Sallie Mae), the largest secondary market with

over 25 percent of the outstanding GSL portfolio.

Part of the problem, such as assuring that the reports are

received and acceptable, can and should be addressed by the

Department. Also, increased oversight will be afforded

because, as recommended by GAO and OIG audit reports, the

Department is in the process of regulating an audit

requirement of the interest and special allowance billing for

those ',lenders,' that have portfolios or make loans of over

$10 million in a year. However, an audit requirement still

needs to be legislated which would require annual audits of

secondary market's administration of the guaranteed student

loan programs.

The audits should be performed by a certified public

accountant in accordance with Government Auditing Standards,

issued by the Comptroller General of the United Stites, and

an audit guide prepared by ED. This audit should be

submitted to ED's Office of Inspector General, and oversight

agencies, such as ED and guarantee agencies, should have

accesa to the audit working papers.
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Bervicers. Greater oversight of the program could also be

afforded by the inclusion of an audit requirement for

servicers. Many SPA participants contract vith servicers for

all aspects of SFA functions, ranging from processing the SFA

applications and cash management for a school, originating

and collecting on the loans for a lender and even meeting the

litigation requirements of a guarantee agency. with the

exception of required biennial institutional audits which

could review specific segments of servicer operations, ED

currently does not regulate or systematically review servicer

operations. Our review of servicers in the guaranteed

student loan program disclosed that (1) servicers have

significant control over the guaranteed student loan program

portfolio, (2) a high degree of variability exists among

servicers, and (3) a high percentage of servicers are

affiliated with guarantee agencies and/or loan holders. We

believe that ED is exposed to a high risk of financial loss

because of the failure to monitor third party servicers.

Servicer audits could provide a minimum level of assurance

that third party servicers are in compliance wit., SFA program

regulations and a vehicle for early detection of servicer

deficiencies. An audit requirement could permit the

coordination of current audit and review efforts involving

servicers. Servicers may also benefit from an audit

regulrement since a single, servicerwide audit would reduce

the durlication of audit and review effort which they are

currently experiencing. Due to the frequent changes in

regulations and the technology used, by servicers, an annual

29
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audit requirement is necessary to provide adequate assurance

of compliance.

Specifically, we believe that the legislation should be

changed to require that SFA participants that use servicsrs

to conduct part of its SFA functions must uma only servicers

that have an annual audit that meets ED requirements. This

audit should include a review of the internal control

structure, and test compliance with SFA laws and regulations

including compliance in those functions performed by the

servicer on behalf of the SFA participant. These audits

would be required if audit coverage of the servicer is not

already required, or will be required, under A-128, A-110 or

A-133. The audits should be performed by a certified public

accountant in accordance with Government Auditing Standards,

issued by the Comptroller General of the United States. This

audit should be submitted to ED's Office of Inspector

General, and oversight agencies, such as ED and guarantee

agencies, should have access to the audit working papers.

AdditianaLglansuLlissgs4

Schools should not be entitled to evidentiary hearings on

audit and program determinations and limitation, suspension

and termination actions by ED. The HEA currently entitles a

school to a *hearing on the record* when ED makes a

determination that the school should return Title IV fund*

based upon an audit finding or a program determination, 20

USC 1094. Similarly, schools are entitled to a *hearing on

30
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the record" when ED takes limitation, suspension and

termination action. This means that ED must afford the

schools in most cases full evidentiary, Administrative

Procedures Act (APA) hearings. That is time consuming and

resource intensive for ED. Further, the current requirement

is all too often exploited by proprietary schools that can

afford to mount costly legal challenges while the flow of

Federal funds continues until the hearing on the record is

concluded and a decision reached. DIG believes that all

relevant issues can be fairly and more expeditiously

addressed with written submissions and/or oral argument.

Section 1094 should be amended to delete the "on the record"

language.

In summary, Mk. Chairman, we would emphasize the need for

legislative changes that will ensure that only quality

institutions are permitted and continue to participate in

Title IV programs; that increase oversight and ac:ountability

of guarantee agencies, secondary markets and third-party

servicers; and that correct specific deficiencies outlined

above. We are confident that, with the introduction of

proper program controls, Federal student assistance programs

can continue to provide postsecondary educational opportunity

to siDions of Americans without exposing students and

taxpayers to the fraud, waste and abuse currently known too

well to all of us.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will be happy to reapond, at this

time, to any questions you or other member' might have.

31
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AllACHMENT
Page 1 of 3

Legislative Recommendations
Reauthorization of the Higher Education

Act of 1965

Testimony
Recommendation Page

1. Aczrediting agencies should be required
to develop and consistently apply specific
criteria for evaluating institutional
quality.

2. Accrediting agencies should be required to
immediately share with the ED any and all
information in their possession regarding
serious financial compliance or other
problems that could effect a school's
participation in Federal student financial
assistance programs.

3. Statutory lanpage authorizing the National
Advisory Comm ttee on Accreditation and
Institutional Eligibility should be amended
to prohibit committee members from engaging
in committee activities that would result in
conflicts of interest. Further, such language
should require appointment of some members
experienced in management and financial
operations of postsecondary institutions.

8

9

9

4. Consideration should be given to legislating
performance-based eligibility requirements
for schools participating in Federal student
financial assistance programs. 11

5. Consideration should be given to requiring
States to establish and consistently apply
adequate standards for determining the
quality of institutions they license. 12

6. Unless adequate controls can be legislated
to provide for effective control of foreign
and correspondence schools such institutions
should be barred from participation in HEA
Title IV programs. 13

7. Institutional eligibility requirements should
be amended to require owners of corporate
proprietary schools to be personally liable
for school losses. 13
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eaging23
S. Institutional eligibility application require-

ments should be amended to ensure that school
owners are held personally liable for the
accuracy of information claim, and other
statements on which eligibility is based.

9. Consideration should be given authorizing ED
to approve course length or to requiring that
course length be certified as appropriate by
the State or by the accreditation agency as
a condition of course eligibility.

10. Schools that use commissioned sales personnel
should not be eligible for Title /V participa-
tion.

11. The REA should be amended to provide ED with
all authority necessary to prohibit weak or
financially troubled institutions from Title
IV program participation.

12. The REA, at Section 490, should be amended
to include as criminal conduct the attempt
to commit those offenses identified in current
lay.

13. Consideration should be given to defining
the term *independent* as it relates to
third-party testing of SFA applicants who
do not possess a high school diploma.

14. Consideration should be given to establishing
a statutory equivalency between clock hours
and credit hours or to reserve credit hour
course measurement for degree-granting
institutions.

15. Current provisions restricting the SLS loan
program to low default schools should be
continued.

16. Consideration should be given to requiring
institutions applying for Title IV partici-
pation to disclose the basis for their
tuition charges.

17. The Education Department should be granted
adequate authority to require that PLUS loan
checks be sent directly to the school listed
on the loan application and be made co-payable
to the borrower and the school.

13

14/19

14

16

16

18

20

21

21

22
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AllACHUNT
Page 3 of 3

18. The REA should be amended to require annual
audits of secondary markets and servicers
participating in Title IV programs. 30

19. The current requirement for "on the record"
hearings should be deleted from the REA at
section 1094. 33
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Chairman FORD. Thank you. Mr. Thompson?
Mr. THOMPSON. Thank you, Mr Chairman. I appreciate your in-

vitation to be here today to share our views about ways to further
improve one of our key student financial aid programs, the Staf-
ford Student Loan program.

As you know, loan defaults have become an ever-increasing por-
tion of the government's cost in operating the Stafford program. I
depict this on this chart that we've just put up. Defaults have risen
from about 10 percent of the total program costs in fiscal year
1980, to 44 percent in 1990. In comparison, interest subsidies have
decreased to about 52 percent of the program's cost in 1990. In
1991, the lines may cross. Simply put, the cost of our failures is
about to overtake the cost of the successes.

The loan default problem has not been ignored. The Congress
and the dewtment have implemented many changes during the

h311several years to address the default issue. In recent years,
) has made numerous recommendations, and I'm pleawd that

many of them have been implemented already.
Nevertheless, further efforts sre needed. In particular, in our

view, the department needs to do a better job of approving and
monitoring the schools that are allowed to participate in the pro-
gram, and to assure that the data systems are created that will
screen out ineligible students before they receive guaranteed loans.

Working together, the department and the Congress need to pro-
vide better incentives for lenders and guarantee agencies to assume
part of the responsibility for preventing defaults and require guar-
antee agencies to maintain adequate reserves and avoid potential
conflicts of interest to better ensure their financial stability.

Changes such as these could reduce access somewhat, in particu-
lar, to students enrolled in certain vocational and trade schools. On
balance, we believe this risk ie an acceptable price to pay for assur-
ing the financial integrity of the student aid programs, but the
Congress and the administration will have to be sensitive to mini-
mizing any obvious adverse consequences as reforms are imple-
mented.

Mr. Chairman, let me mention, just briefly, six key areas in
which we believe improvements can be made. Those are summa-
rized on my second chart [indicating) and many of them duplicate
recommendations that have been made by the previous two wit-
nesses, so I needn't dwell on them too long. They focus primarily
on ways of strengthe.aing the front end of the loan process by in-
creasing_ default prevention efforts rather than improving post-de-
fault collection activities.

First, the department needs to establish better standards and
guidelines for screening schools that want to begin to participate in
student rmancial aid programs. Currently the department relies
heavily on actions taken by State licensing agencies and private ac-
crediting agencies. And unfortunately, experience shows that these
organizations have their own goals and objectives and do not neces-
sarily act in the government's interest.

The department must assume responsibility as the ultimate gate-
keeper of Federal student aid programs. It needs to play a more
active role in screening schools to reduce the exposure to financial
risk to the government and to students. It should ensure that
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schools are financially sound and administratively capable of pro-
viding the education that they advertise. In addition, it should look
at indicators such as student completion and placement rates.

To assist the department in playing a mon, active gatekeeper
role, at the request of this committee, we are currently examining
the standards or guidelines that could be developed and used to
evaluate schools more closely.

Second, the department must develop its new student loan data
system. This system will provide department officials part of the
information they need to prevent student borrowers from abuses
such as exceeding statutory loan limits and receiving additional
loans when they are already in default.

Third, we believe that alternatives should be developed that
would encourage more default prevention efforts by lenders. Such
changes would encourage lenders to pay more attention to the
kinds of schools their borrowers attend and the repayment prac-
tices of students.

The department has proposed two legislative changes in its fiscal
year 1992 budget request that would require lenders to assume
more accountability and risk for the loans they make. Briefly,
these would require that lenders provide borrowers with graduated
repayment options and reduce lenders special allowance payments
by .25 percent if they have default rates of 20 percent or more.

We believe that these propmals have merit. We, ourselves, have
proposed, previously, a third approach; that is that lenders receive
less than a 100 percent guarantee on their loans so that they would
share in the risk of their defaulted loans.

Fourth, the department must develop standards of conduct and
requirements for separation of duties among guarantee agencies,
lenders, and loan servicing organizations. 'rhme are needed to
avoid potential losses from conflict of interests as well as to im-
prove the credibility and integrity of the Stafford program. The de-
partment asks the Congress for the authority to issue such stand-
ards in its 1992 budget request. We encourage the Congress to give
the department this authority.

Fifth, we need to change the incentives for guarantee agencies.
Under current law, guarantee agencies have a financial incentive
to allow delinquent borrowers to default. They typically receive 100
Percent reinsurance for default claims paid to their lenders and
can then retain up to 35 percent of funds subsequently collected
from defaulted borrowers.

We believe that the provision allowing guarantee agencies to
keep up to 35 percent of default collections should be repealed in
order to remove this incentive. Instead, the collection responsibility
would be shifted to the department which would allow the Federal
Government to keep all of the proceeds, and it should enhance col-
lections because the department possesses more collection tools
than the agencies.

We believe the program should be restructured to provide it fi-
nancial incentives that encourage more guarantee agency default
prevention activities. Basically, agencies should be rewarded for
keeping delinquent borrowers from defaulting rather than for let-
ting them default and then collect.

C ;
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Finally, we believe that the department should establish mini-
mum reserve levels for guarantee agencies. No Federal require-
ments exist for financial reserve levels that guarantee agencies
should maintain, potentially increasing Federal exposure to pro-
gram losses. Failures to have such requirements undoubtedly con-
tributed to the HEAF collapse.

And again, in the 1992 budget request, the department has pro-
posed that Congress give it the authority to require certain mini-
mum reserve levels for guarantee agencies, as well as allowing it to
terminate its agreement with a guarantee agency if the reserve
level is too low. We support this proposal.

Stafford Loans give eligible students access to low-cost loans to
further their postsecondary education. They play a pivotal role in
promoting opportunity, but they have been subject to abuse. Some
of the weaknesses in the program are related to the Departmem of
Education's administration, others can be traced to provisions of
the Higher Education Act.

The administration is proposing a series of legislative changes
that, if enacted, could address many of the program's shortcomings.
We believe that our recommendations and suggestions, if adopted,
will help the Cmgress and the department to correct many of the
abuses and lead to a more efficient and effective delivery of loans
to eligible students.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes the summary of my statement.
[The prepared statement of Lawrence H. Thompson followsl
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

as here today to share our views about some ways to further

inprove student financial aid programs odministered by the

Department of Education. These programs IWO extremely important

to students seeking a postsecondary education and to the future

workforce of our nation. In recent years these programa have been

this ubject of great scrutinymuch of it focused on student-

borrowers who have defaulted in the Stafford Student Loan Program.

IIIMISIR221129MIL21111213CM

As you know, loan default costs have boon growingfrom $1.3

billion in 1986 to $2.5 billion in 1990and have become an over

increasing portion of the government's cost In operating the

Stafford program.

Defaults have risen from about 10 percent of total program costs

in fiscal yeer 1980, to 44 percent in 1990.1 In comparison,

interest subsidies have decreeped to about 52 percent of the

program's costs in 1990.2

1Thst default costs reprsent reinsurance paid to guaranty
agencies.

21n part, the declining interest subsidy tems from declining

Treasury bill rates used to compute the else of tha subsidy.
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The loan default problem has not been ignored. The Congress and

the Department have implemented many changes during the past

several years to address the default issue. For example, the

Congress enacted 19 pieces of legislation since 1990 that had one

or more provisions related to student loan defaults or default

collections, and most of this legislation has occurred since the

last reauthorization.

The Department has also taken several steps designed to improve

the integrity of the Stafford program. For example, in its fiscal

year 1992 budget request, the Department proposed over 30

2

)
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legislative changes to the program. Theas proposals include

default prevention, default collections, and risk-sharing

miasuris.

In early 1991, the Deportment and the Office of Management and

Budget completed a joint study of the Department's Office of

Postsecondary Education. The resulting report found tnat the

Department's management practices contribute to high loan default

rates and, more generally, to fraud and abuse in student aid

programa. The report contains many recommendations that, if

implemented, would result in a major restructuring of the office

to better administer and oversee student financial aid programs.

The Comptroller General has Identified the guaranteed student loan

programs as 1 of 16 federal programs where internal and management

control breakdowns are placing the federal government at risk. GAO

has issued over 30 reports on higher education topics since the

last reauthorization of the Higher Education Act in 1996, and most

of these product* have concentrated on student loans.3 We have

made numerous recommendations to the Congress and the Department

for improvements, and are pleased that many of them have been

implemented.

ISIBLINEBOMENTLIZEUR-22-133=yummaILITIEs IR ?HE STAMM) MORAN

We support efforts by the Congress and Departeent to address many

of the problems that have been identified. We also support many of

the Department's current legislative end programmatic proposals

which should strengthen the financial management of, as well as

restore confidence in, federal student aid programs.

3A list of these products Is attached.

3
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However, we believe furthr efforts are needed. To better ensure

that eligible studnts are completing their school xperience and

repaying their student loans, additional changes must be made to

the structure and administration of the Stafford program. In

particular, the Department needs to:

do a better job of approving and monitoring the schools that

are allowed to participate in the programs, and

assure that data systems ars created that will screen out

ineligible students before they receive guaranteed loans.

And working together, the Department and the Congress need to:

-- provide better incentives for lenders and guaranty agencies

to assume part of the responsibilities for preventing

defaults, and

require guaranty agencies to maintain adequate reserves and

avoid potential conflicts of interest to better ensur their

financial stability.

Changes such as these could reduce access somewhat, in particular

to studnts enrolling in certain vocational and trade schools. on

balanc, we believe this risk is an acceptable price to pay for

assuring the financial integrity of the student aid programs. But

the Congress and the administration will have to be sensitive to

einimixing any obvious adverse consequences as reforms axe

implemented.

I would like to discuss six key areas which relate to these

potential changes for further improving program integrity. These

areas are shown in figure 2. They focus primarily on developing

ways to strengthen the front end of the loan process by increasing

4
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default prevention efforts, rathr than improving post default

activities.

figure 2: Areas for Further Unmoving Program Inteoritv

o Approving schools

o Reducing borrower abuse

o Increasing lenders' k-isk

o Preventing conflicts of interest

o Focusing on default prevention

o Setting reserve requirements

r.E.tr&KULitIRMIL111113
put the Government and Students at Risk

The Department should establish better standards and guidelines

for screening schools that want to participate in student financial

aid programs. These criteria could consist of outcome measurements

such as student completion and placement rates. The Department

also needs to establish a better system for monitoring schools that

currently participate.

Many student-borrowers have attended schools that have not

provided them with a quality education; some seem to exist

primarily to take advantage of the "cash cow" provided by the

government. Students attending such schools suffer at least two

consequences: (1) they receive little or no training, and (2) they

incur student loan debt they cannot repay because they lack the

skills needed to become gainfully employed. Such schools also

expose students and the federal governeent unnecessarily to risk of

financial loss.

The Department's process for approving schools is not effective in

identifying these schools. The process relies heavily on actions

taken by organisations such as state licensing agencies and private

5
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accrediting agencies. Unfortunately, experience shows that these

organizations have their own goals and objectives, and do not

necessarily act in the government's interest.

The Deportment, however, is the ultimate gatekeeper of federal

student aid programa. Am such, it needs to play a more active

role in screening schools to reduce the exposure to financial risk

to the government and students. In approving schools initially and

monitoring schools currently participating, it should ensure that

schools are financially sound and administratively capable of

providing the education that they advertise. To assist the

Department in playing a more active gatekeeper role, we are

currently examining the standards or guidelines that could be

developed and used by the Department to evaluate schools more

closely.

janactunt,..Liesan_jaatiLmaitiajjaky
Used In Prventino Borrowers' Abusee

The Department should expedite the development of its new student

loan data system to more effectively protect the integrity of the

Stafford program. This system Is crucial in providing

departeental officials part of the information they need to prevent

student-borrowers from abuses such as (1) exceeding statutory loan

limits and (2) receiving additional loans when they are already in

default.

The Department's current student loan data base hes not been

effective In providing information which could be used to prevent

student borrowers from abusing the loan pragram. Abuses have

occurred, in part, because the data base was not designed to help

guaranty agencies and their lenders verify borrower eligibility.

3
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In 1996, the Congress provided the Department the authority to

develop .Ne National Student Loan Data System. Such a spasm could

be used to asist lenders and guarenty agencies in guarding

against borrower abuse. However, until 1989 the Congress

prohibited the use of this system to verify borrower eligibility

before loan approval.

The administration was reluctant to fund the design of the new

system until the restriction was lifted. The Deportment now plans

to complete development of the system in late 1993. We hope the

Department meets its deadline.

Lenders Have_yittle Incentive
to Prevent Defaults

Alternatives should be developed that would encourage more default

prevention efforts by lenders. Such changes would encourage

lenders to pay more attention to the kinds of schools their

borrower, attend and the repayment practices of students.

Lendrs generally incur very little financial risk for borrowers

who default on their loans as long as lenders (Where to the

Department's collection procedures. These procedurescalled "due

diligence"--set specific time frames for lenders to initiate

telephone calls and send letters to students who are delinquent on

their loans.

The collection requirements, in many cases, can be a pro forma

process because the telephone calls and letters may be easily

recorded by computer software. When lender submits its default

claim documenting that due diligence was performed, it receives

100 percent of the principel amount and accrued interest on the

loan. Therefore, lenders are subject to very little risk in

making student loans.

7
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The Department has proposed two legislative changes in its fiscal

year 1992 budget request that would require lenders to assume more

accountability and risk for the loans they make. These proposals

would

- - Require that lenders provide borrowers with graduated

repayment options. This would permit borrowers, for example,

to pay only interest during their first 4 yoars of loan

repayment and defr loan principal repayments during that

period.

- - Reduce lenders' special allowance (interest subsidy) payments

by 0.25 percent if they have default rates of 20 percent or

More during a fiscal year.

We believe that the Department's proposal has merit, and parallels

our previously reported concerns that lenders have little to lose

when their guaranteed loans default. The Department's proposals

are directed toward getting more accountability for lenders with

high default rates. Our previous suggestion, although different

from the Department's, would have lenders receiving less than a

100 percent guarantee on their loans so that they would share In

the risk of their defaulted loans.

ailaultaltataigiaLltain-Danatigni
Sublect to Conflict of Interest.

The Department should develop standards of conduct and

requirements for separation of duties among guaranty agencies,

lenders, and loan servicing organisations. These are needed to

avoid potential looses from conflict of interests, as well as to

Improve the credibility and integrity of the Stafford program.

Tbe Department asked the Congress for the authority to issue such

standards in its 1992 budget request. We encourage the Congress to

give the Department this authority.

8
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Guaranty ogencies' activities And their relationships with lenders

and loan servicars have resulted in less than arm* length

transactions, raising various questions about possible conflict of

interest. Guaranty agencies perform a major function as the

middleman in the Stafford program. They are supposed to ensure

that lenders have properly pursued loens for collection Want they

file default claims.

However, some guaranty agencies also operate their own loan

servicing operations. In such arrangements, the agencies can be

in the position of being both the guarantor and lender for the

same loan. Should such a loan go into default, the agencies must

determine whether the correct loan collection procedures were

followed. Quite obviously, in these instances, the agencies have a

conflict of interests, since they are evaluating their own loan

servicing activities. Therefore, we believe that guaranty

agencies should be prevented from servicing loans that they

guarantee to avoid possible unnecessary risks with apparent

conflict of interests.

to Trwwent _Default,

Under current law, guaranty agencies have a financial incentive to

allow delinquent borrowers to default. They typically receive 100

percent reinsurance for default claies paid to their lenders, and

can then retain up to 35 percent of funds subsequently collected

from defaulted borrowers. ye believe that the provision allowing

guaranty agencies to keep up to 35 percent of default collections

should be repealed in order to remove this incentive.

Instead the collection responsibility would be shifted to the

Department. The shift will allow the federal government to keep

811 of the proceeds. Also, it should enhance collections because

the Department possesses sore collection tools than the agencies in

9
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trying to convince borrowers to repay, such as IRS income tax

refund offsets and federal employee wage garnishments.

In addition, the program should be restructured to provide

financial incentives that encourage more guaranty agency default

prevention activities. Although guaranty agencies incur some costs

when defaults reach certain thresholds, they ars financially

rewarded primarily after delinquent loans default and defaulted

borrowers subsequently make payments on their loans. Instead

agencies should be rewarded more for keeping delinquent borrowers

from defaulting. Albeit the agencies' have a primary function of

assisting lenders in preventing defaultsagencies have several

chances at default preventionthey are given little reward if they

ar successful.

NailissiraisaLLARLIBiaLanty_huncista
12.1filatataAtiermt_laxsia

The Department should establish minimum reserve levels for

guaranty agencies. Under present statutory requirements, the

Department is not liable for paying lenders' claims on defaulted

loans when guaranty agencies become insolvent. However, the

statute authorizes the Department to take various legal actions,

including the payment of claims. The Depertment has insured the

payment of lenders' claim in the on instance when a guaranty

agency did fail--the Higher Education Assistance Foundation (HEW

which failed In 1990. The Department may incur more than the $30

million in costs as 4 result of the agreements reached to resolve

the failure of HEAT. As a practical matter, this is likely to

happen again if other agencies get into financial trouble.

No federal requirements xist for financial reserve levels that

guaranty agencies should maintain, potentially increasing federal

exposure to program losses. Failure to have such requirements

contributed to the HEAF's collapse. In its 1992 budget request,

10
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the Department has proposed that the Congress glue At tho authority

to require certain minimum reserve levels for guaranty agencies,

as well as allowing it to terminate its agreement with a guaranty

agency if the reserve level is too low. We support this proposal.

OINCLUILIMEI

Stafford loans give eligible students access to low-cost loans to

further their postsecondary education. The Department of

Education is responsible for administrating the program to ensure

congressional objectives ere being attained as well as protecting

the federal government from any undue financial risks or

vulnerabilities. As such, the Department must ensure that (1)

perticipating schools provide an education that loads to gainful

employment, (2) only eligible students be given federal aid, and

(3) the lenders and guaranty agencies share more in the risks

associated with the program.

Many of the vulnerabilities in the federal student aid programs,

including those we discussed today, put the government at risk.

Soma of these weaknesses are related to the Department of

Education's administration of the programs, others can be traced to

provisions of the Higher Education Act. The administration is

proposing a series of legislative changes that, if enacted, should

address many of the program's shortcomings.

We believe that our recommendations and suggestions will provide

the Congress and the Department the impetus for correcting many of

the deficiencies in the Stafford program, and lead to more

efficient and effective delivery of loans to eligible students.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes my statement. I would be happy to

answer any questions that you or the other Subcommittee Members

say have.

11
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Chairman Foam Thank you very much. This tanel has raised
more questions than any we've had yet. That leaves me wondering
exactly what you are saying. The three of you make the same kind
of noises with the same kind of language, but they're not coming
through as being tuned, not playing from the same sheet of music.
The one thing we do lack here is specifics.

I think we'll start with you, Mr. Sanders. If the other gentlemen
want to chip in to agree or disagree or help, then that will be fme.

Mr. Sanders, in this general recommendation, which was con-
curred by at least one of the other gentlemen, that the States share
in the role of guarantee agency, that has a kernel of familiarity to
us and has had some appeal. We've never been able to quite figure
out how to get it done.

Your language says, "We would also require States with school
default rates that exceed 20 percent to pay a share of the default
costs." Do you mean a cumulative total of 20 percent of all the stu-
dent loans in that State, or do you do it by institution?

Mr. SANDERS. No, it would be cumulative total for the entire
State, as I understand it, Mr. Chairman.

Chairman FORD. How many States now have a cumulative total
default rate in excess of 20 percent?

Mr. SANDERS. I don't know the answer to that, but I suspect
someone here on staff does.

Six, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Form Only six? Then it would seem that 20 percent is

a fairly mild cutoff point, wouldn't itif were going to do some-
thing drastic and we only hit six States with it. What are the six
States; do you have them?

Mr. SANDERS. Yes, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman Foxes. I'm not volunteering my State, but I'm wonder-

ing how you come up with a standard that only hits six States after
using strong language to describe the seriousness of this problem.

Mr. SANDERS. Just a moment, and we'll have the six States for
you.

Chairman Foxe. Well, let's go on to the second part of that para-
graph. "We also are proposing to reduce special allowance pay-
ments by .25 percent to lenders with default rates exceeding 20 per-
cent." Can we expect that when your legislation comes up, that it's
going to include language to do this?

Mr. SANDERS. Yes, it will, Mr. Chairman.
Chairmun Foam And will that be accompanied by some indica-

tion to us of what the impact on these weak StatesI'm assuming
the word weak is appropriateif there are only six in that status
in the whole country? How much more shock can their system take
before we shut them down?

If you can't answer that now, I'm not surprised, but I think when
we get to legislation, we would want to know that.

Mr. SAmexas. I would be happy to give you that additional analy-
sis, Mr. Chairman. Of caurse, this would affect lenders in even
other than the six States.

Chairman Foam. God forbid that one of the Stateslet's hope
that none of the States that you've got on your hit list include the
chairman of the Appropriations Committees on either side of the
Capitol. I'm sure you're as sensitive to that as we are.
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While you're getting the six Statesdo you have them yet?
Mr. SANDEMS. 1Vot yet.
Chairman Foan. Mile they're getting them, let's go to the next

one. On page 6, you spy, "Through enhanced reviews of initial pro-
gram eligibility and unprovements in the process for terminating
participation in the GSL program, we can ensure that schools that
are designed for the purpose of bilking the U.S. government and
the taxpayer will be eliminated from our student aid programs."
What does a school designed to bilk the taxpayers look like?

Mr. SANDERS. Mr. Chairman, it would be a school who's primary
interest is in receiving the Federal financial aid and not in provid-
ing any educational or adding any kind of educational value to the
student. It would be designed specifically for participation in the
program and not to provide any benefits to the students.

Chairman Form. I doubt, Ted, that you would find anybody in
this country, even the most radical to the right or to the left, that
would disagree with that proposition, but I don't know how we de-
scribe one of those kind of schools in legislative language.

Mr. SANDEas. I don't know how we describe them, necessarily, in
legislative lanicuage but I think we can draw a good bit on the
work that the inspehor general has done with many of the schools
that have been problems in this area. Look specifically at their
characteristics, Mr. Chairman

Chairman Form. Well, the inspector general looked at 12 schools
in the proprietary area, out of some 5,000; that's not a very big
sample. Intuitively, I suppose, I could pick 12 schools that are going
to give you very gwd results and 12 schools that aren't going to
give you very good results, but we're going to need something more
to write a definition that's going to hold up for five minutes in the
court. We just can't intuitively decide what is and what is not a
good school.

Mr. SANDERS. I think, Mr. Chairman, that we could look to the
participation rates, completion rates, and placement rates as,
maybe, one way of getting some insight and some help in that par-
ticular area. It is

Chairman FORD. Would you suggest that we do that also with
community colleges?

Mr. SANDERS. I would assume, Mr. Chairman, if we're going to
apply these standards, we would apply them generally, not specifi-
caly tri any specific set of institutions.

Chairman Foan. To all postsecondary education.
Mr. Simms. Yes.
Chairman Foam Mr. Thomas, on page 3 of your statement you

say, "Of these 10 proprietary schools, OIG reviews have uncovered
regulatory violations at 6 of them." What have you done about
that?

Mr. TraomAs. I'm sorry, I didn't hear the last part of the ques-
tion, sir.

Chairman FORD. You said that you found regulatory violations at
6 of the 10 schools examined. Wimt have you done about that?
You're the inspector eneral.

Mr. THOMAS. Yes, sir. What we've done, Mr. Chairman, as part of
the audits and our investigations and our inspections of these insti-
tutionsof the top five proprietary schools, the largest ones that
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received fmancial assistance, four of them, sometime during or
shortly after the audit or investigation was done, ceased to get stu-
dent aid at all. Some of those went out of the student aid business
of their own volition, based upon problems that we found. And
others went out when the department took action on them.

Chairman Foan. All right. You go on to say, "Our OIG investiga-
tion have uncovered evidence of criminal activity." What did you
do about that?

Mr. THomAs. We are in the process or have already prosecuted
many of them.

Chairman FORD. Could you give us some detail on what kind of
criminal offenses were being conmutted and what the Justice De-
partment has done, if anything, about them?

Mr. THoms.s. Yes, sir. We would be happy to provide a whole
litany of that

Chairman FORD. We don't want, in any way, to prejudice the Jus-
tice Department's prosecution of any criminals, but we would like
to know what does that mean, what kind of criminal activity are
we talking about.

Someplace laterisn't it your statementwhen you talked about
somebody at a university cheating on the PLUS loan money, put-
ting it in their own pocket by using phony identrication?

Mr. Thosaws. Yes, sir. That's in my statement also.
Chairman FORD. That wasn't a proprietary school, that was a

university.
Mr. Moults. As I recall, it was.
Chairman Foal). Was it a public or a private university; can you

remember?
Mr. Tnosaws. No, sir. I don't remember the specifics. I'll be happy

to get it for the record.
Chairman Form. Well, one fmal question and then I will have to

give up my time for the other members here. I noted that one of
you came down hard with language saying, "These schools," and it
was during a discussion of proprietary schools, "are corporations."
The word "corporatiun" took on a kind of life that indicated that
like people in my district believe, a corporation is presumptively
bad. There was a time when I thought that, until I became a
lawyer and started forming them for people. When I wrote bylaws,
they were good.

All the private colleges are corporations, are they not? Do you
know of any that are not?

Mr. ThostAs. I don't know about all of them or even any of them,
but I would assure that many are, yes.

Chairman roan. Well, when you throw the word around that
there's something inherently suspect about being a corporation,
you've got to recognize that Harvard's the oldest one in the busi-
ness. And they aren't going to take too kindly to the idea that their
co 9 rate status is something to be looked at.

" t, beyond the fact that they're corporations, were you get-
ting at? You said that no one is personally liable for the mishan-
dling of student aid because they're corporations.

Mr. THOM% One of the things that we found, Mr. Chairman, in
many of the schools that we had done audits or investigations on
where we have found, for example, unpaid refunds back to lenders
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for students who have either not completed their school, dropped
out, or some other reason, or the school went out of business, is
that the corporate structure is just a shell with no resources at all
from which to make those payments back. And therefore

Chairman FORD. But the way you made your statement, you
pointed out, quite accurately, that in the status of a corporation,
the individual owners of that corporation are not individually
liable for things unless by statute.

We make them liable. In the Internal Revenue Code, we make
the individual officers of a corporation responsible notwithstanding
the status of the corporation for failure to withhold income tax, for
example, on employees. That becomes a personal liability that cor-
porate status doesn't protect you from.

So it is possible to reach that personal liability. And is it your
suggestion or is it implied here that we should be considering a
way to make the officers of a corporation personally liable for the
conduct of their agents in handling Federal money, as we do with
the Internal Revenue Code?

Mr. Tnomws. That is our proposal, yes, sir.
Chairman FORD. And would that extend to all corporations in the

education business?
Mr. THomAs. Yes, sir. I don't see any reason why it would not.
Chairman Foal). You see, there are profit-making corporations

and nonprofit corporations, and sometimes we get confused. You
just described a corporation that's a nonprofit corporation because
it's broke. But we talk about a nonprofit corporation as a 501-C3
tax exempt operation; it is not designed to make a profit.

All the profit-making corporationsand the best example is the
Big Three automakers who are turning in record losses now, with
all of their genius, now at about $2 billion for the first quarter of
this year. They're not nonprofit corporations even though they are
nonprofit at the moment.

And so what I want to know from you is if you feel that this cor-
porate veil ought to be pierced wherever we have a corporate
status that insulates the responsible managers of that business
from answering to the department.

Mr. TaomAs. The point that we were trying to make, Mr. Chair-
man, is that we have found, in the cases that we've been involved
in, many instances where the individual owners have taken a lot of
money of the institutions'and these are for-profit proprietary
schools that we have had the opportunity of looking at, particular-
ly.

Chairman FORD. Maybe they learned something from the savings
and loan people. We've discovered hundreds of Nslions of dollars of
that kind of conduct in the savings and loan industry, and now it
appears that some of it's showing up in banks. The question people
now ask is: "How did that happen?"

While I'm not on a banking committee and thank God for that
I discuss it with my friends. I ask, "How would you anticipate this
kind of freebooting going on in institutions that used to have con-
servative management? How would you anticipate, as an executive
of a savings and loan, people borrowing a very large amount of

imoney to take a flyer n the real estate market and what appeared
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to be a hot market, which was really falling apart, and then not
being able to pay the money back?"

These things went on all over. Right now, the administration and
the banking committees in both Houses are trying to figure out
how to keep this from happening again.

You're asking this committee to go into an area that gets us all
tangled up. I believe it was Mr. Sanders' testimony, that stated,
"One of the problems I have at the department is that they don't
have enough number-crunchers over there," people whose specialty
is finance and financial institutions.

We don't have number-crunchers, either; we have program
people. And if we're going to do something like that, I would sug-
gest to all three of you that we need more help than just a general-
ized identification of a problem. If it's a problem as you perceive it,
then we need some basis to establish that it's a problem that's
broke and it needs fixed. And then we need your help to tell us
how to fix it..

Thank you very much.
Mr. Timms. We'll be happy to work with you, Mr. Chairman, on

doing that.
Chairman Foal). Mr. Coleman?
Mr. CoissiAN. You have given us so much information this

morning that it's hard to formulate a series of questions to specifi-
cally get at a lot of the concerns that we have. And I would ask
that you make yourself available to members, or at least, certainly,
to the Chairman and myself, and others who might want to join in
a sort of ad hoc meetings, after this hearing, if we run out of time.

First of all, Mr. Thomas, you have a whole host of recommenda-
tions, investigations, and so forth, and some of them I want to go
through. And I agree with you that accreditation is the main issue
in this reauthorization. If we don't have a strong accreditation
process, we allow fly-by-nights, we allow institutions who do not
rovide quality education, we basically open up the process for any-

y that wants to, to take advantage of it. If we don't have a good
accreditation policy. I assume you conclude and agree with that
statement.

Mr. THOMAS. Yes, sir.
Mr. COLEMAN. In formulating a new accreditation policy, we get

into this sticky wicket of how far the Federal Government should
go in the determination of academic freedoms and the desire for ac-
countability. And, Mr. Sanders, this is where talking about things
is one thing, getting specific is another. And that's what we need,
specificity. And I hope that you will be able to work with specific
language so that we will be able to carry out these recommenda-
tions being madewhich I think you supportin time to incorpo-
rate them and have a good look at them so we are sure that we're
doing the right thing.

But I'm a little concerned that perhaps this problem has been
on for a number of years and hasn't been adequately ad-

rriesnifed. And I wonder if it couldn't be addressed administratively.
Your first recommendation, Mr. Thomas, is very telling.

And it simply states that, "Accrediting agencies s.hould be re-
quired to develop and consistently apply specific criteria for evalu-
ating institutional quality." Well, excuse me, I thought that's what
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accreditation was all about. And you're telling me we don't have
that now?

Mr. THOMAS. That's my understanding, Mr. Coleman.
Mr. COLEMAN. IS that your conclusion?
Mr. THOMAS. Yes, sir. This recommendation is based upon the

work that we have done and the indications that we have from our
analysis.

Mr. CoundAN. Mr. Sanders, do you have a different view of the
accreditation standards that the department has currently?

Mr. SANDERS. Well, a somewhat different view, Mr. Coleman. I
mean, I don't think I would paint with the same brush all the cred-
iting bodies and their focus and the quality with which they carry
out their standards in assuring quality. But yes, there are problems
in a uniform, high level of performance of accrediting bodies, and
yes, there are things that we can do administratively that would
improve as we exercise our oversight through the Secretary's recog-
nition process. And we are doing those things administratively at
the moment.

Yes, there are things that we ought to be looking at and thinking
about, potentially, from a legislative point of view. We have only
the two processes upon which we must rely: either the accrediting
bodies and their stamp of approval, or the State licensing process
which is equally mixed. There are not uniform levels of quality in
that process, and we have no oversight over the State licensing
process. We must accept that. That's one of the reasons that we
come to you with proposals that would bring some incentive for im-
proved State performance.

Mr. COLEMAN. I understand that, but I'm getting back to what
the department, for a number of yearsand I know it may not
have been under your watch or, certainly, the current Secretary's
watchbut, in fact, we've had problems through the years. And it
seems to me that you could have identified those problems and cre-
ated the regulatory framework so that you don't have to simply
buy an accreditation agency's standards; they may come up with
them this week. And if they approve an institution, you have to
certify them as a proper institution.

Well, it seems to me that there's been a lot of standing around
and waiting on this, and I'm not sure it needed legislationI think
we're trying to close those gaps, but I would hope that it could be
done administratively in any event. This bill is not going to become
a law next week; you could be a whole year, at least, before there is
something for the President to sign.

In the meantime, there are literally thousands of students, mil-
lions of dollars going out the window, that you could tighten up in
this accreditation process. And I hope you do, and don't say, "Well,
Congress hasn't done it yet." Because Congress is going to do some-
thing, but I'd like to see you do something quickly during in the
process.

Mr. SANDERS, Mr. Chairman, if I might, again, respond. I would
be happy to give you a more lengthy and detailed response, but we
have sent decisions back to the Secretary's Recognition Advisory
Committee for them to take a closer look at what it is that they
have done. We've asked them to take specific steps in looking at
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accrediting agencies that seem to have a disproportionate share of
schools that they have accredited with high default rates.

We've brought those accrediting bodies in, specifically, to talk
about how we can jointly take steps that would improve even their
work in accrediting schools. In the final analysis, though, we must
takeonce we have recognized those bodies against the standards
for recognition promulgated by the Secretarywe must accept
their recommendation of institutions. We cannot quibble about
qualiV at that point with them. They either do or do not have that
acciWitation.

Mr. COLEMAN. Well, let me ask you, one of abuses we've seen is
branching, where an institution will open up a branch somewhere.
Do they need certification to do that, the branch?

Mr. SANDERS. Yes, they do. And we've tightened things there too.
Moving to require a 2 year period before they can become eligible
for student aid as a stand-alone. Yes, there has been a major prob-
lem with branching activity, and we've taken a number of steps to
try to address those problems.

Pill% COLEMAN. One of the recommendations, again, by the inspec-
tor general, is to amend that Act so that it prohibits weak and fi-
nancially troubled institutions from participating in Title IVpro-
grams. Again, we get into that area of "weak" in what way? Weak
in quality? And how do you gage that? Weak in personnel? Weak
on that balance sheet if it's a for-profit? Mr. Thomas, do you want
to amplify?

Mr. Thom As. Yes, sir. There are two basic areas, Mr. Coleman,
that the department makes a judgement on. One is their financial
capacity to carry out, administer the program. And one is their ad-
ministrative capability to carry out the program. And what we're
saying is that those are the only two judgments that the depart-
ment makes in order to provide eligibility for an institution.

Mr. COLEMAN. Are we talking, now, about profit and not-for-
profit as well?

Mr. Thoisms. That's my understanding.
Mr. COLEMAN. All right.
Mr. THOMAS. And so those are the judgments that are made. And

what we're suggesting is that if the department has specific crite-
ria that must be met, and that either a school meets it or it doesn't
meet it. And what we found in our review there was that the de-
partment was letting into the program any schools that were mar-
ginal in nature. And many of those schools went out of business
within the first 1 or 2 years leaving a lot of students h" h and dry,
and therefore leaving a lot of unpaid debts and broken dreams and
things of that kind.

Mr. COLEMAN. All right. Let me ask you, Mr. Sanders, we heard
testimony last week from students and people who represented stu-
dents in law suits involving a school that shuts down. The students
had already taken out their loans and due to no fault of their own,
had chosen the wrong school to go to. Apparently, the department
doesn't really care what their experiences were, they consider them
and go after them like anybody else, even though they may not
have had 2 days of education.

Do you have any flexibility to determine whether or not a stu-
dent was caught in such a web? And to go after them seems some-
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what unfair since they had no warning of the poor experience pre-
sented to them.

Mr. SANDKRS. To my knowledge, Mr. Coleman, we do not have
latitude to treat students caught in that kind of situation different
from other students who have defaulted on their loans. We do have
other provisions requiring teaching or try to assure that, indeed,
what they get is of value and is indeed delivered to them. But on
the side alter such a situation has developed, to relieve them of
their responsibility having taken out the loan, no, we do not have.

Mr. Cousum. And are you recommending, Mr. Thomas, that
there be a bonding authority; is that what you're recommending?

Mr. THOMAS. Yes, sir. Could I add to the answer that Ted Sand-
ers mentioned?

The only exception that I know to what Deputy Secretary Sand-
ers said is in those cases where it's clearly shown that fraud was
committed, that the student did not know about and was not a par-
ticipant in, then it's my understanding that the department can re-
lieve that student of that liability.

Mr. CoLzbuot. Are they?
Mr. Tuouss. It's my understanding that they are. This is not a

very widespread thing, of course, because you have to prove specific
fraud that exists there, that the student was not a party to and yet
the student wound up owing money.

Mr. COLEMAN. I know there are a lot of colleagues here today.
And I know that I've gone over our limit of five minutes. I hope we
will be able to go around again. I have some other questions to ask
you at a later time.

Mr. Ku.virs. [presiding] Thank you.
We, in effect, accredit the accreditation agencies. What criteria

do we use in determining that they are really valid and viable and
reputable accreditation agencies? What criteria does the depart-
ment use?

Mr. SANDERS. We have a regulatory structure that guides the
process, Mr. Chairman, ranging from the type of standards to uni-
form enforcement and so forth. All of them intend to get at and
assure that quality is present in the decisions that the accrediting
bodies make.

The process, itself, involves a petition to the Secretary's Advisory
Committee, that staff analyzes the institution's petition against
those standardswhich I would be happy to give you a copy of
those regulations if you would likeand then the determination by
that advisory body and a recommendation to the Secretary, who
eventually makes the decision.

Mr. &um. How many were not recognized as valid or reputable
or reliable accreditation agencies last year?

Mr. SANDERS. In the last year, I believe, maybe two or three peti-
tions were not approved.

Mr. Kmozz. Out of how many was that?
Mr. SANDERS. rirl not sure that I know a total, but I know the

paper work was a fairly substantialout of 27.
Mr. Kn.nor. Out of 27, 2 or 3 were turned down.
Mr. SANDER& Yes.
Mr. Kamm. Just one other question and I'll defer to the other

members. Do you have any special suggestions as to how we deal
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with proprietary schools that may serve a high-risk clientele, par-
ticularly in our largpr cities. For example, a medical technolme
school in a larger city may actually be supplying those who do

uate qualified people to the medical profession, but because
y admit a high-risk clientele, there may be a large default rate.

Do you have any special suggestions as to how we deal with schools
like that?

Mr. SANDERS. That's been a very difficult dilemma for us even,
Mr. Chairman, as we've tried to frame the policies that we bring to
you, and recognizing the relationship between even types of stu-
dents and default rates and concentration of those students in
some institution. I do think, overall, though, that we hold to the
belief that the provision of quality education does increase the
probability of success and, therefore, the ability to repay loans.

I think this is something that we've just got to work on: What
are the tolerable levels? I think maybe you have done that, as we
have, as we debated about where exactly to fix those acceptable
limits before we cut off a school in setting the limits on the 3 year
average before terminating a school's eligibility automatically.

Mr. Mums. Thank you.
Mr. Gunderson?
Mr. GUNDERSON. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Sanders, I'm going to follow up with this general comment

you just made in response to Mr. Kildee. What information can you
give us on the breakdown of the defaults as full-time students
versus part-time, traditional versus nontraditional? What kind of
data do you have regarding that as it affects the Guaranteed Stu-
dent Loan program?

Mr. Strums. If I might, Mr. Gunderson, let me defer to one of
my colleagues who knows the data.

May we put that data together and provide it to you? Apparently
staff does not have it at their fingertips either.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Okay. Do you want us to submit the questions
specifically for the record so that you can follow up in that regard?

Mr. SANDERS. That will be fine. We'll make sure you get the
data, either way.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Some of it will be interesting because we
haven't been able to find it anywhere. So if you've got it, you're
going to be a first.

Mr. SANDERS. If we've got it, we'll make sure you get it.
Mr. GUNDERSON. AU right. Let me follow upwe've been focus-

ing almost totally on the default rate and the program integrity of
the Guaranteed Student Loan program. What about PLUS and
SLS? Can you tell us anything about default rates or delinquency
rates on those two programs?

Mr. SANDERS. Again, if I might ask staff to help me out with the
answer to that question.

The net default rate, Mr. Gunderson, for SLS is 6.9 percent, and
for PLUS, it's 2.5 percent.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Can you give us the cost-effect of that default?
Mr. SANDERS. Apparently not easily, Mr. Gunderson, if we might

supply that to you and the committee later.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Sure. Probably the biggest problem with your

present efforts at program integrity on the student loan program
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and one of the major proposals that you have proposed for the
future is minimum course length, presently and delayed-disburse-
ment.

Presently, any first-time borrower has to wait 30 days before
they can receive that first payment in a Guaranteed Student I...oan
program. You are now advocating that we establish a minimum
course length of 6 months or 600 hours as a condition of eligibility
for all student aid programs.

How do you mesh one or either of those with summer school and
with campuses which have a small, I month interlude program be-
tween semesters, special studies that I know some campuses do? It
would seem to me that you would automatically disqualify all
summer school programs.

Mr. SANDERS. I don't think so, Mr. Gunderson, because when
we're talking about a course of instruction we are talking about
the entire course of instruction, not the component parts that
would make up that program.

I think you're thinking, probably, in terms of what many 4 year
institutions do in having a micro term, for example, between the
fall and spring semesters. That would be a part of their course of
instruction, and so it would not be affected bythis would not set
the minimum length on each of the component parts for the entire
course of instruction, which in this case might be a 4 year program,
most probably. In terms of the--

Mr. GUNDERSON. So your 600 hours means, in essence, a

eg=zits. No--
Mr. GUNDERSON. You have to have a minimum of 600 hours

before you receive your---
Mr. SANDERS. You have to have a minimum of 600 hours
Mr. GUNDERSON. You're saying no, and your staff's saying yes.
Mr. SANDERS. It would be either a degree or certificate. Any pro-

gram of instruction, it would be talking about the full program not
just component parts.

Mr. GUNDERSON. Okay, that's helpful.
Are you considering any kind of provision which would allow an

acceleration of that initial disbursement during summer school?
Mr. SANDERS. Not to my knowledge.
Mr. GUNDERSON. IS there any reason you would not? Let me give

you an example, because my questioning, as you have been listen-
mg, focuses significantly on the nontraditional. As of this Friday,
we begin laying off the first of 4,000 people in the closing of a Unir-
oyal tire company in my district, of which 800 to 1200 are sched-
uled to go back to school for further training, of which every one
will be an independent student, of which many will qualify for the
first time for guaranteed student loans.

If they began summer school, immediately, as I think most of us
would like them to do, you are telling them they get no assistance.

Mr. SANDERS. No. We're not telling them that they get no assist-
ance. It's that the timing with which the disbursement is made
does not say that they are not eligible for that 60-day period.

Mr. GUNDERSON. I understand that. But the reality is that unless
the school is going to forward-fund their summer school, they have
no optionor else you're asking them to forward-fund when they
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are using any money from unemployment or elsewhere that they
have simply to sustain their family. 'The reality of the situation is
that for summer school, that 30-day delay doesn't work for the non-
traditional student. And I think we nftd to look at some kind of a
modification in those unique circumstances.

Mr. SANDERS. Okay.
Mr. GUNDERSON. Finally, let me go to Mr. Thompson. You have

made a statement on page 4 of your testimony that really jumped
out at me, where you say, "The Congress and the administration
will have to be sensitive to minimizing any obvious adverse conse-
quences as reforms are implemented." What do you mean by that?

Mr. THOMPSON. Well, I'm going through a list of proposals de-
signed, basically, to deal at the front end. We've talked about ac-
creditation here this morning. If we tighten up on the accreditation
standards, our hope is that we will be able to keep out of the pro-
p= those schools that aren't providing value for money. But we
have to be sensitive to the fact that any broad attempt to do that is
likely to also exclude some that maybe we didn't want to exclude.
We had the issue of the medical technology school that Mr. Kildee
talked about.

So we have to be sensitive to the fact that, as we try to exclude
the bad apples, that we don't have too many good apples that get
caught up in the process. And I think that, inevitably, when you
make these kind of changes, you don't know with certainty the
exact effect, and you have to make your best guess and then moni-
tor what's happening.

Mr. GUNDERSON. I don't think any of us disagrees with you in
that goal. The difficulty is finding the way of achieving that, and I
guess we're ring to have to ask you to sul3mit some specific recom-
mendations in that regard, that we can consider as we try to deal
with this whole area of program integrity.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman FORD. [presiding] Mr. Reed?
Mr. Run. I think it's Mr. Andrews' turn.
Chairman Foam Mr. Andrews?
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you Mr. Reed and Mr. Chairman.
Gentlemen, I'm not sure who can answer this question, but I

would be interested in the factual information. If I went back to
my district and told people that almost half the money spent in the
student loan program isn't being spent on student loans, that it's
being spend on defaults of existing loans and administrative costs,
they would be outraged_by that.

And my question is: What percentageyou cite statistics that 44
percent of the program cost now is defaulted loans, and that's
about $2.5 billion a year. Of that $2.5 billion a year, what percent-
age are we collecting? What percentage are we going to judgement
to and _getting back from the people who haven't paid the loans?

Mr. SANDERS. Staff informs me that it's something like 80 per-
cent, Mr. Andrews.

Mr. ANDREWS. So we're collecting 80 percent of that $2.5 billion
dollars?

Mr. SANDERS. Eventually, over time.
Mr. ANDREWS. Over time. What's the average length of time

before we collect it? Let's assume someone defaults in 1990 a
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810,000 principle obligation. How much of that are we likely to get
back and when?

Mr. SAN-Dm. I don't know the answer, and apparently staff does
not. But if we can put the data available together to give you, of
what the norm would look like, I'd be happy to do that, Mr. An-
drews.

Mr. ANDREWS. With the Chairman's indulgence, I would like to
see that.

Secondly, what is the department's response or what actions
have you taken with respect to combining your efforts with that of
the Internal Revenue Service? I suspect we've all read anecdotal
accounts of the same people who are not paying these loans back
are also receiving Federal income tax refunds, in some cases. What
are we doing to withhold those Federal income tax refunds from
people who haven't paid their loans back?

Mr. SANDERS. We are, indeed, doing that and doing it very suc-
cessfully, with the help of the IRS, to those loans that have come
back to the Federal Government. We do, eventually, with their as-
sistance, go through a process of offset against their returns.

Mr. ANDREWS. HOW much, on an annual basis, are we collecting
from that method?

Mr. SANDERS. As much as $300 million a year.
Mr. ANDREWS. Okay. Finally, for Mr. Thompson, on me 4 of

your testimony you make recommendation recommending that we
explore how we can provide better incentives to give the tor
and/or the lender a financial stake in avoiding default. &11117sIspe-
cifically would you suggest we take a look at? Should there be li-
ability for the guarantor? Should there be reduced levels of public
guarantee? What exactly should we do to give the lending agencies,
guaranteed State agencies more of a stake in avoiding default?

Mr. THOMAS. Well, first, we've suggested that there be less than
100 percent guarantee to the lender. Maybe it's only 98 percent
guarantee, but at least that the lender have a little bit of his own
money involved in this process.

And in terms of the incentives for the guarantee agencyyou
were just talking about income tax offsets; that doesn't occur until
the guarantee agency decides to give up on the loan and bend it to
Waahhigton. They don't have the right to go after the income tax
offsets.

And there's a tendency for them to take a loan which is delin-
quent and let it go ahead and default, because then they get a per-
centage of the collections if they can make collections. If they send
it to Washington, they don't get a percentage of the collections. So
their incentive is to keep the loan, not use the IRS offset, and see if
they can work it with their own mechanisms.

Vie suggested that this 30 or 35 percentit depends on which
State you're inautomatic amount that the guarantee agency gets
to keep, that that provision be reexamined and, we think, ought to
be repealed. And then instead, you might have payments to them
which were based upon the percentage of the loans that were delin-
quent but didn't go mto default.

In other words, how successful were they at curing delinquencies
and preventing somebody from actually having a default, rather
than paying them only when the default had occurred. And then,
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at the same time, you look at whether the defaulted loans ought to
go to Washington right away and let the Department of Education
use the IRS offset, and some of these other proposals.

Mr. ANDREWS. Let me just close in asking anyone on the panel to
react What would your reaction be if we were to try to establish a
system where defaulted student loans became automatically a lien
against real estate in each State, a lien against real estate owned
by the defaulting borrower?

Mr. SANDERS. That's an idea that I've not heard discussed, so I
don't know off the cuff exactly how to react to it without a little bit
more information. My assumption is that many of the students
who default probably do not own real estate, so there probaly is
nothing there in many cases.

Mr. ANDREWS. Perhaps though, at the time of purchase, down
the road, when someone purchases, a lien could attach and so
forth. Thank you very much.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman FORD. Mr. Henry?
Mr. HENRY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I want to express a spe-

cial appreciation to Mr. Sanders, Mr. Thomas, and Mr. Thompson
for what I regard as being splendid testimony. I have to tell you
I'm a little bit dismayed by the kind of tepid reception you've
gotten thus far.

This is a serious problem. We talk about $2.7 billion in defaults,
that doesn't even count the wasted Pell Grant money, which tech-
nically isn't a default but it's a rip-off and exploitation of the
system; we know that's a problem. And the $2.7 billion, as I under-
stand, is your net loss after your collections and all the collection
efforts that are out there.

None of the problems you raise are new. Every single one of
them was before this committee 5 years ago, and we couldn't get
this committee to act. I'm just going through them: the scam of
switching from clock-hours to credit-hours in order to dole the Fed-
eral Government; paying of recruitment fees by proprietary
schools; having corporations that were really shells built around
the student need programs rather than genuine academic institu-
tionsand I don't think it helps, really, to drag Harvard into it
and to suggest that Harvard's doing thatusing accrediting agen-
cies as masks to legitimize these kinds of practices. They've all
been there.

And I'm just pleased to see that the new Secretary has taken
such a strong lead and appointing a fmancial undersecretary to
really dig into this. I appreciate the cogency of your testimony. I
appreciate and regard it as highly supportive of the report from
the Comptroller General and the inspector general's testimony.

I want to commend Senator Nunn for having the courage to
speak out as vigorously as he did on this 2 weeks ago. And I just
hope that this committee doesn't become the bottomless pit that all
this hard data kind of sinks into.

When we talk about abuses in the system, one of the things
that's been forgotten is that the students are being abused too. Stu-
dents are being exploited. And it's students who bear much of the
responsibility of these defaults.
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And while we wart to address the really scandalous practices of
the few that have beclouded this program so seriously, it's the stu-
dents that are left holding the notes. It's the students that we talk
about in terms of collecting on their IRS returns or the possibility
of attaching liens on property, although in most. cases they don't
have property. They're the ones who have been exploited.

We need consumer protection, not just by way of looking at the
accrediking agencies, but consumer protection for less than literate
students. I think it was the IG's testimony that pointed out that
some of these schools are recruiting illiterates, giving them money,
and taking their money and giving them nothing for it.

Now there's two ways of addressing this, I think, that might be
very, very clean and solve a lot of this problem for you. One is to
focus on the ability to benefit provision. I've gone around and
around this with the Chairman in the past. I still don't understand
why we need an ability to benefit circumvention. That is to say,
the basic Act requires high school completion or a high school
equivalency, but then has provided for ability to benefit exceptions.
And that has been the area, it seems to me, where the greatest
abuse has taken place.

Is that a fair statement? That the slippery edge of this slope has
been the ability to benefit exceptions, whether you're talking about
the accrediting problems or the ability to benefit test, or where de-
fault rates come from. Is it not true that the defaults disproportion-
ately are coming from these ability to benefit exceptions; is that an
accurate statement?

Mr. THOMPSON. Yes. A disproportionate amount of them all from
an ability to benefit.

Mr. HENRY. Why do we need to give Federal funds for students
to pursue higher education when they haven't even gotten a GED
equivalency, when, in fact, every State in the Union has programs
to give people GED equivalencies without cost to the Federal Gov-
ernment. Actually we're already pumping Federal money into
adult education for that very purpose. Anyway, isn't that really
kind of a double dip? Does it really make sense to put someone
under a higher education program that hasn't demonstrated the
discipline of getting a GED certificate? Does that make sense to
you?

Mr. SANDERS. Well, there has to be a standard there. I think we
made some improvements this last round, Mr. Henry, with the in-
dependence and the approval of the ability to benefit test through
our agency. Time will give us the answer as to whether that re-
sponse has been adequate or whether we need to look at some
other standards there--

Mr. HENRY. My understanding of the seven tests, or so, that have
been approved since the 1990 budwt reconciliation agreement
where we have that language, that basically, for all practical in-
tents, they're all GED equivalency exams that are recognized by
the States as such. Two or three new ones are coming down the
line, but basically they're GED equivalents.

Mr. SANDERS. I don't know the answer to that, as to whether
they're GED equivalents or not. They may well be. We are in the
interim period where we are in this transition period, accepting
and approving tests that are currently on the market. And we are
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developing a new set of standards and a process that will approvetest
Mr. HENRY. As you do that, could I encourage you to work very

closely with Mr. Farrell, who is working on this as well with you,
to look at that correlation and take that into consideration when
you deal with those ability to benefit tests that you're now utiliz-
ing.

Another issue: we talk so much about trying to reform the insti-
tutions, reform the accrediting process, proving schools, increasing
the lender's risk, preventing conflicts of interest, focusing on de-
fault prevention, setting reserve requirements. Why not simply
have the educational institution bear part of the risk of the loan?

In other words, if the educational institution is admitting that
student, and coming to the Federal Government on behalf of that
student to certify that student for Federal financial assistance,
isn't that educational institution making a judgement about that
student?

And if you involved the educational institution in sharing the
risk of the loan, wouldn't that be a lot easiernot necessarily the
whole thing, but sharing some direct risk? Simply saying that if a
student defaults, you'll bear a proportion of that default; won't that
then affect the way an educational student judges?

Right now, the reward is that the system is used to generate
money by these few, but it adds up to $3 billion if we count Pell
abuses, I'm sure. Why couldn't we have the institution share some
of the risk as a cosigner of the note?

Mr. Swims. I think that's entirely possible, Mr. Henry. We
looked at some possible scenarios like that as we looked at what
States might do as they determined how they put the equivalent of
the State's full faith and credit behind a guarantee agency.

My staff just wrote me a note, too, suggesting that the delayed
disbursements and the prorated refunds are, indeed, other policy
ways that the institution, indeed, is affected and does participate in
the risks.

Mr. HENRY. The final question is: At the very beginning of this
process, early on in the year, the Chairman outlined and presented
to the Congress a very broad-ranging statement in terms of the
things we would be looking at in this reauthorization, including
putting on the table, at least for public discussion, the possibility of
changing the GSL program to a dirwt Federal loan in simply elimi-
nating t e middleman, the various guarantee agencies.

I know that's somewhat contentious. Is the Secretary going to
come back to the committee with the recommendation in pursuit of
that? It would save a lot of overhead.

I am struck by the fact that I'm getting increased communica-
tion from major universities as well as smaller institutions, private
as well as public, about tremendous bookkeeping, accounting, pa-
perwork problems in processing all the loans because the multiplic-
ity of lentding authorities, banks, guarantee agencies. I'm finding
that, from the institutions' point of v'.ew, it makes a lot more sense
in terms of regulatory simplicity.

From the Federal Government's point of view, whatever ineffi-
ciencies may arise from direct Federal management of the system,
you're weighing that against the lender processing fees. I don't
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know which will cost more. But is the department actively looking
at that possibility, as the former Secretary hinted at the beginning
of the year?

Mr. &owns. We have been actively looking at the possibilities
of a direct loan program structure in place of the current struc-
ture. We've also been looking and considering what other alterna-
tive structures might be available and their effects.

The proposal that we will send forward to you in the next few
days does not contain a recommendation that we move to a direct
loan program. I don't know what we may later do, since we have
had such studies underway. But at the current time, our proposal
does not contain such a request, Mr. Henry.

Mr. HENRY. I think conversion to a direct loan program,
strengthened emphasis on a continued effort to reforming the abili-
ty to benefit provisions, utilizing a GED competency or certificate
for getting higher education assistance, and involving the institu-
tion, itself, in direct risk of the loan would do more to clew? up
these abuses than som of the more cumbersome approaches.

But, nonetheless, I just want to conclude by saying thank you for
your testimony. I think you are absolutely on target. And I'm em-
barrassed for the fact that some of the questioning seems to ques-
tion whether you are on the right track; I think you are. I hope
you succeed. Thank you very much.

Mr. SANDERS. Thank you.
Chairman FORD. I thank the gentlemen who came down here. I

do want to respond to one of the gentleman's questions. Wouldn't it
be easier to simply accept a certificate from some school that a
person was a high school graduate and forget all this ability to ben-
efit nonsense?

As you sit here, you keep being bombarded by anecdotal anxi-
eties that are expressed over and over again. One of them is that
somedepending on who's telling the storysubstantial portion of
the kids getting a high school diploma can't read and comprehend
well and can't compute.

If you are running a serious-minded computer program and you
tested that person when they came to school and found out that
they couldn't read and compute, you wouldn't care whether they
lmd a certificate or not. The certificate doesn't try to determine
whether or not the person knows enough to absorb the educational
product.

On the other hand, you take the 30-year-old high school dropout
in an area like Mr. Henry's and my own who, at 18, went to work
for one of the major factories, and has worked steadily ever since
at relatively good industrial wages. 22,500 of those jobs disappeared
from our State in 1 year in one company, General Motors. And sud-
denly, here's a 30-year-old with 2 or 3 children to support, looking
around for something to be trained for, something that would help
him change his occupation.

And so if we said to him, "I'm sorry, you dropped out in the 10th
or 1 lth grade, and in spite of the fact that you seemed to have
functioned well in a work environment, we can't consider your
qualifications for this unless you have the certificate," it would be
kind of silly for us to spend Ms time and our money to send him
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back to get a piece of paper when so much of the public doesn't
trust the piece of paper anyhow.

I'm not aware that employers are willing to accept a high school
diploma as evidence that people have entry level skills for any job.
We don't in the Federal Government; I know that as the former
Chairman of the Post Office and Civil Service Committee. It's not
like a graduate degree where there are some presumptions created.
There's merely a presumption created by completion that you're
not a quitter. But beyond that, it doesn't tell you a darn thing
about how much educational skill you bring to the job.

I think we have to be very calefill with the Federal Government
trying to unsnarl these kinds of problems and define them with too
much focus when the rest of America hasn't been able to do it in
many hundreds of years. I think we've got to be very careful when
we look at something like ability to benefit and fail to recognize
ability to benefit is what it says. There should be a method em-
ployed that will determine whether the person has the ability to
benefit from this education.

When I asked a truck driving school owner in my own home
town if he made a determination that the person had not been per-
manently barred from driving in our State because they had killed
somebody with a car or had repeated drunk driving violations or
drug driving violations, he said it wasn't his problem, it was the
State's problem to find out whether the person can get a license
after he trained them.

Well, clearly to me, that's what I thought would be one of the
questions you'cl ask to determine if the student had the ability to
benefit.

Mr. HENRY. Would the gentleman yield?
Chairman Fowl Yes.
Mr. HENRY. I know of the Chairman's strong interest in protect-

imp the interest of the worker, the example he cites. And I think
fairness ought to point out that he has very generously scheduled a
separate hearing for the committee for an opportunity and panel
on this very question; so we're going to face this question head on.

But my response would simply be this: first of all, what we ought
to do is not then build a higher educational system around the fail-
ures of the secondary school, but he has also now triggered in the
whole question of trying to get accountability in our secondary
schools.

And, of course, we'll see tomorrow when the Elementary and
Secondary Subcommittee meets, what kind ofetkuzfort there'll be
for the administration's attempt to get incr measured ac-
countability through some kind of national assessment exam where
parents can have their kids tested to find out exactly where they
are and what that high school diploma means, or whether we'll ob-
fuscate that question with some kind of commission or study to
look at it and report back to Congress in 5 years.

The second thing is, that worker, whether it be someone who's
been there 30 years or not, in many cases is going to be able to
pass that GED exam rather readily. And if he can't, he probably
needs basic literacy to enter the changed workforce.

We're looking at this in terms of the nature of the changing
work station, and this is where the abuse has occurred, Mr. Ford.
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And I am finding that increasing numbers of the proprietary
schools utilize the GED as the ability to benefit test. And it is the
few who don't, but it's the few who always scream the loudest and
intimidate some of their own lobbying organizations here in Con-
gress to preventing the majority of the proprietary schools to ac-
cepting tlmt as a criteria.

And I hope our committee staff is trying to get some handle on
that to find out where proprietaries really are, because I've found,
very broadly, in Michigan, strong support for GED so the good pro-
prietaries can distinguish themselves from the ones that are mess-
ing up this program, creating this outrage on the taxpayer, and ex-
ploiting students.

And I would say that one who doesn't have that GED is probably
the one most likely to be exploited by a recruiter who promises
them rags to riches in 6 weeks, through some Guaranteed Student
Loan program. We're trying to protect that worker every bit as
much as help him.

I thank the Chairman.
Chairman Foitn. Mr. Reed?
Mr. REED. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. Thomas, there's an in-

teresting colloquy on page 27 of the Nunn report, not your testimo-
ny today, but Fnator Nunn's report, about the regulations of the
department, particularly with respect to accreditation. And it
would seem that the department has a wide latitude at present to
make significant improvements in their regulations to clarify pro-
grams and standards.

Is the department acting aggressively to reform its own regula-
tions, r*ht now, to clarify some of these issues?

Mr. MOMAS. Certainly there are a number of them, Mr. Reed,
that are in process at the present time. You heard the Deputy Sec-
retary talk about the branch campus reg which is in process.
There's also one on conversion from clock to credit hours; that's in
process. There have been some recent ones concerning the statute
change on the 30 percent default and the like,

So there are a number of those that are in process not only of
creating new regulations but also of changing the administrative
practices within the department, that don't necessarily even re-
quire changes in the regulations. We see some indications that that
is happening.

We see a new vigor in that area since Mike Farrell has come on
board. The problem is, of course, that you can't tell the effects of it
for a year, year and a half down the road. You see the good intent,
the people moving behind it, the impetus to want to do the right
thing. And my perspective is let's do the right thing, and it will
work itself out, but we can't tell how effective it is for a year down
the road. That's kind of difficult to measure at this point in time.

Mr. REED. But we can hopefully rely on the fact that the depart-
ment is aggressively moving today to remedy, as best it can, some
of the problems that they've identified with respect to this whole
program. is that a fair statement?

Mr. lifoBlAs. I would let the Deputy Secretary answer that on
the part of the department as a whole, but I would certainly add
just two things. First, one is that there are a number of changes
that are being made that I mentioned to you,
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The other thing is that the department, a little over a year ago,
created a mechanism to deal with many of these management
issues, that the Deputy Secretary created a committee that deals
with the results of audits and how to implement those audit recom-
mendations, and it's called an "Audit Follow-up Committee." And
that committee meets with regularity. And I've seen a lot of very
significant changes coming out of it, and I'm quite encouraged by it
all.

Mr. REED. Just a final question on this point: When can we an-
ticipate a conclusion of this regulatory process? Will this fall be a
point at which these regulations have been put in place; is that a
fair estimate?

Mr. SANDERS. Well, it's more than just putting new regulations
in process. Yes, we are moving and implementing, and we're at
various stages there of the regulation development and implemen-
tation that Mr. Thomas talks about. But there are also administra-
tive steps within existing and new authority, that we are exercis-
ing, likewise, Mr. Reed.

I might just cite one example. You have now given us the very
clear authority to take emergency actions. We got the regulation in
place so that we could act under it in September, as I recall, last
fall, and we have done so on better then 20 occasions. We've used
that emergency authority to terminate, immediately, schools' par-
ticipation. Yes, we are very seriously committed to improving the
overall management of this program.

Mr. REIM Let me turn to another general question, and that is:
It seems to me that one of your major str4egies to address this
problem is to shift risk to those other participant systems other
than the Federal Government, particularly shifting risk to lenders,
and sort of a simple-minded thought I have in my head is that
lenders' capacity to absorb risk is usually a direct function of how
much you want to pay them.

In this risk shifting, who is going to absorb the cost? Will it be
students who can't get credit, students who can't get loans? Or will
you design a system in which these costs are absorWd by other par-
ties in the system?

Mr. SANDERS. Well, in the case of the lenders, the cost will be
absorbed by the lenders, themselves. There is no way that they can
directly pass it along to students. They will have to manage the
total portfolio of loans that they are making to assure that they do
not produce loans that, in the aggregate, produce a greater than 20
percent default rate. But the lenders would be the ones who would
pay the price whenever that happeps.

In terms of the States' sharing in the risk, indeed, under some
scenarios, that cost could be palsed by the State along to the stu-
dent, because what we're requiring is that they put the equivalent
of the full faith and credit of the State behind the State's designat-
ed guarantee agency. We ask them to begin participating at the 20
percent point that we discussed earlier and pick up the cost above
that.

But, indeed, they could Nab those costs in some kind of a fee to a
student who would indeed have to pay at the time of enrollment to
create a pool that would provide those guarantees. But that, basi-
cally, would be a State determination.
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Mr. REED. So you don't anticipate that this would make credit
availability more difficult for diidents, given that the risks now are
being absorbed by both the States and lenders, or is that something
that you can control in your proposals?

Mr. SANDERS. Well, I think that's one of the Catch 22s in the pro-
gram, because we also have to assure that there is a lender of last
resort, so that, indeed, there is a place where any eligible student
can go to receive a loan. One of the things, though, tlmt we have
learned is that students take more seriously this responsibility of
loan obligation whenever there is certain kinds of instruction
during the loan application process.

And, indeed, we believe that we might improve our default rates,
not by limiting the number of students who participate, but by the
seriousness with which they enter into an obligation.

Mr. REED. Turning to the issue of accreditation, it seems to me
that you've been talkig about imposing financial responsibility on
other parts of the system. The accreditation issue: Why can't you
move more aggressively to ensure a proper accreditation or more
stringent accreditation standards right now?

Mr. SANDERS. I'm not sure that I fully understand the question,
but there are a number of steps that we can and that we are
taking and will take to improve our oversight of accrediting agen-
cies, from strengthening the membership on the Secretary's adviso-
ry group to the processes by which our staff does the analysis and
provides information to them for decision-making processes to
opening up their deliberative process to make sure that, if there
are problems from third parties, that they get identified and they
get considered in that process. We are doing those kinds of things
today.

Mr. REED. Are those sufficient, in your view, to improve the qual-
ity of the schools and the quality of the instruction that we're
paying for?

Mr. SANDERS. They will improve things, yes. Whether they are
sufficient, in and of themselves, I think we can only answer with
the passage of time, when we see the effect of their implementa-
tion.

Mr. REED. Related to the question of accreditation is a question
of licensing by the States. Are you actively going to involve your-
self in that?

Mr. SANDERS. We have not proposed that as a part of reauthor-
ization. We've looked at how we strengthen State licensing process-
es because, as I mentioned before, it is a mixed bag, there are
States that do a very good job, there are States that do mediocre,
and there are States that may not be doing a very good job at all.

And instead of proposing a direct oversight authority of the State
agencies, we've acted in two ways. We've acted to work collabora-
tively with States to improve their oversight processes and, with
these proposals, tried to give them a greater stake in exercising
oversight by requiring them to share in the risk, believing that
that, would, in turn, strengthen their oversight.

Mr. REED. Why would you take a somewhat indirect approach of
asking him to share the risk rather than directly going in and es-
tablishing minimum standards for licensure which would qualify

3 .3
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that State for participation in the Federal_program? It seems to me
that the direct approach might be more efficient.

Mr. SANnsas. 'Well, it hasn't worked with our oversight of accred-
iting bodies to this point.

Mr. REED. But you're improving that, as you indicated.
Mr. SANDERS. But we're working at improving that. And I think

it would be interesting to see, if we put financial consequences up,
what kind of responses there might be.

Mr. REED. Final question, and this is with respect to reinsurance:
Are all the guarantee agencies required by law to have reinsurance
arrangements? In your testimony, you've indicated that you're re-
questilw they make claims that reinsure within 45 days?

Mr. atNDER.S. Yea What we're requesting is authority to require
them to submit their reinsurance claims to us within a 45-day
period after they actually pay the lender or the holder of that loan.
Flight now, many of the guarantee agencies will, when they pass a
certain percentage, will actually hold their claims until they pass
the beginning of the next fiscal- year, so that it does not adversely
affect their reimbursement rate.

Mr. RgEn. So, in effect, the Federal Government is the reinsurer
for these guarantee aencies?

Mr. SANDERS. Yes, that is correct.
Mr. REED. And there's been no contemplation of any other ar-

ranfements for private reinsurance or anything else that would,
again, shift the risk?

Mr. SANDERS. Not to my knowledge, but there may have been de-
liberations with staff. The answer is no, there is not.

Mr. REED. Thank you Mr. Sanders.
Thank you, Mr. Gillman.
Chairman FORD. Mr. Roemer?
Mr. Rowdies. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the oppor-

tunity to ask some questions.
Mr. Farrell, I don't know who's more depressed from this testi-

mony today, you or I, in looking at the problems that confront both
legislators and the Education Department. Mr. Reed referred to
some of Senator Sam Nunn's comments from his Senate Perma-
nent Subcommittee on Investigations. These are not my words,
these are the Senator's words. He says, "The subcommittee also
found that through gross mismanagement, ineptitude, and neglect
in carrying out its regulatory and oversight functions, the Depart-
ment of Education has all but abdicated its responsibility to the
students it is supposed to serve and the taxpayers whose interest it
is charged with protecting."

Last week, we heard testimony that there are proprietary insti-
tutions out there that run truck driving schools without trucks,
computer schools without computers, and auto repair shops teach-
ing hands-on repair without tools. I think, gentlemen, that we are
seeing our most vulnerable people exploited through this process;
they are the most economically vulnerable, and the most socially
disadvantaged people. I think that it is your responsibility in the
Department of Education, as well as this committee's, to address
this problem.

We saw, through your testimony, that the default rate was 10
percent of the costs in 1980, and now 44 percent in 1990. I guess

3 3 )
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one of my questions would be: Based on that, how many employees
in the Department of Education were working on default collection
in 1980, and how many do we have now, and what kind of priority
is it at this point in the Department of Education?

Mr. SANDERS. My recollectionand these are not exact num-
bersin 1980, I believe, there were roughly 1800 employees that
were assigned to Postsecondary Education. About 800 of them were

rt-time and dealing with debt collection responsibilities that we
had at that time. Today there are roughly 1100 employees there
and I can get you the exact numbersand we have requested a
total additional FIT of 150 staff members between the Fiscal 1991
and the 1992 budget request.

We believe that we are understaffed, particularly in the area of
having people who can do the kinds of financial analysis that is
necessary both for guarantee agencies, lenders, and schools. Also
we have been taking a number of ive steps, management-
wise, to improve our oversight of ealcr Orsthe institutions that par-
ticipate in the program.

We are now strategically targeting our monitoring of schools. We
have significantly increased the numbers of such monitoring visits
each year. We are strengthening and improving our monitoring
and our oversight of guarantee agencies, likewise.

Mr. Romxs. Let me just ask as a follow-up, Mr. Sanders: When
we see in the testimony that a proprietary school whose students
receive the most Federal aid, received a quarter of a billion dollars,
and its reported cohort default rate for 1988this is 3 years ago
was 46 percent. Now, how does it follow that they continue to get
added support eventhough the default rate is so high?

Mr. SANDERS. Today, that school would be monitored very, very
closely, simply based upon its aggregate default rate. That would
have not necessarily been true 3 years ago.

Mr. ROEMER. And now that new, improved monitoring is a result
of what?

Mr. SANDERS. That is a result of direct administrative actions
that were taken late last summer, that would begin strategically
targeting our school visitations.

Mr. ROEMER. Well, let me ask you another, more specific ques-
tion. Regarding the accreditation process within the Department of
Education and you have acknowledged that there is a significant
problem there. How many schools have been turned down for ac-
creditation? If you could give us some kind of a aggregate total
over the past 10 years; do you have that?

Mr. SANDERS. I don't have it at my fmgertips, but we can provide
that for you, Mr. Roemer.

Mr. ROEMER. Okay.
Mr. SANDERS. As I mentioned earlier, my quick recollection is

like 2 or 3, or roughly 10 percent, for this past year.
Mr. ROEMER. Mr. Thomas, one of my questions would be, maybe,

directed to you. The GAO, in this testimony, says that it cannot
even audit the GSL because the accounting records are so poorly
maintained. What suggestions do you have to improve that?or,
Mr. Sanders, if you want to address that question.

Mr. THOMAS. We have done a significant amount of audit work,
Mr. Roemer, in the accounting systems, and it's true that the ac-
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counting systems are in very bad condition. We've reported this
over the years, as has GAO. We are, at the present, working as a
team environment with the General Accounting Office tryuig to
make sure that those records are auditable so that we can, in fact,
render an opinion on the GSL program by the end of the fiscal
year 1992not 1991, but 1992.

We are hopeful that by our joint effort, we will be able to do
that. Now, the CFO Act was passed in late 1990. Recently the
President has named the Deputy Secretary, Ted Sanders, as a CFO,
and the Deputy Secretary has now chosen a Deputy CFO. And I
know from personal experictice that the person chosen is very com-
petent, because he was the chief of my audit organization, and he
is now there working very diligently, trying to get those records in
auditable condition.

It will not be an overnight turnaround. It's a very, very long-
term, complex process. We did some audit work earlier this year,
and we found that the accounting systems are out of balance into
the billions of dollars when comparing the accounting systems with
the bank account, if you will, at the Treasury Department. So, it's
going to be a long, drawn-out process, and Mr. Sanders has got his
job cut out for him as the new CFO for the department.

Mr. SANDERS. I might add to that response, if I might Mr.
Roemer, the Secretary is very, very concerned about the problems
in both areas, our financial systems as well as generally in the stu-
dent aid program, and is in the process of delegating to us the nec-
essary authority to carry out and to meet this responsibility, as
well as the priority on staffing and other resources necessary to ad-
dress these problems.

It is not a situation that we will, as Mr. Thomas said, turn
around overnight, just as this other set of problems fall into that
category. But we are deeply committed to living up to those expec-
tations that these problems will indeed be effectively addressed.

Mr. ROEMER. I just want to conclude by saying that I felt com-
pelled to ask you some tough questions today. I was back in my dis-
trict this past weekend, where we are seeing school teachers pink
slipped throughout the State of Indiana. Parents, as they shake my
hand in parades, are complaining about the education system.
Now, before this committee, you have testified this morning about
the problems within the Department of Education, and increasing
amounts of loaned money not being collected.

People back in my State, the Hoosier State, do not understand
how we in Washington see these growing problems. When I go back
there and argue for increased money for education, for change, for
reforms, for revolutionary new methods to teach in the schoolsI
need to be able to tell them ehat we are cleaning this program up.
I certainly hope that that is at the top of your list, Mr. Farrell, and
Secretary Alexander's.

Thank you very much.
Chairman FORD. Mr. Sanders, we've talked about this, and I've

already suggested to Mr. Farrell that we had somebody brought in
as a hit man like him in the Carter administration. And he became
famous for one statement, "My God, they keep the student loan
records in cardboard boxes like women keep their recipes in the
kitchen." And he set out to give us a computer base.
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Well, almost 10 years later, Mr. Coleman and I specifically au-
thorized the department in the last reauthorization to develop a
national student loan data system. We did say, "You will not, how-
ever, use that system for the purpose of screening applicants for
loans until you first get the thing going and we have some satisfac-
tion that it's going to work, that it won't become a new bottleneck
that paperwork gets piled up behind for months at a time, trying to
get the applications processed."

Now, from 1986 to 1989, the excuse, according to the GAO, on
page 7 of their statement, the excuse was that the administration
was reluctant to go ahead and fund the design_ of a new system
until the restriction on using it was designed. Whoever made that
decision must have been a defense procurement person. Only there,
am I aware, do we buy a weapon system before we find out if it
will fly, and they don't always fly.

We didn't want the Departtnent of Education to put in place a
jury-rigged data system. Now I hear everybody saying, "If only we
had a data system, we could tell you what're going on in the student
loan program." And according to the GAO, Mr. Sanders, this re-
quirement that you go ahead, from 1986, may be met by late 1993.

Now my quick calculation of that is that that's more than a rea-
sonable start-up time. We can get a new bomber faster than that.
And when you give us assurance that this time it's for real, that
the department wants to do it, given the opportunity to still be
here, I'm going to be after you regularly to find out how far along
you are.

I don't think that any other place in the government would we
tolerate having somebody come in now, 5 years after the fact, and
saying, "Well, we didn't take you seriously before, and had we, we
would now have the information. Things are going to be different."
But then GAO reports, apparently from examining your people
over there, that you won't be ready until late 1993.

This legislation that we're trying to reauthorize should be in
place by then. Should we tell you once again in 1993 to go ahead
with the data bank and establish something so that the answer
won't continually come from all four quarters down there, "We just
really don't know because we don't have the data on that." That's
what we were getting before the last reauthorization, and we
thought it would help if we specifically authorized the department
to get into the data business.

It doesn't seemand I'm not blaming you for this, because I'm
familiar with how long you've been responsible for itbut what
we're talking about here is not a failure of the legislation that has
to be fixed as we reauthorize. We're talking about a failure of ad-
ministration. We're talking about people who complain loudly and
publicly, all during the administration preceding this one, about
loan defaults and deadbeats and people who got away with the gov-
ernment's money for nothing. And then, according to this record
you present us today, they did not do one thing to collect the loan.

As a matter of fact, when Mr. Reagan came in, I recall that
when his budget passed in 1981 that devastated so many of our pro-
grams, that budget took the 200 loan collectors who were then em-
ployed by the Department of Education and threw them off the
payroll as a money-saving device.

C. I
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But the track record of your predecessors in administering the
law is so bad that we're going to be extremely careful, if I have
anything to say about it, about changing the law until we can get
the people that are supposed to carry it out to do it. It's like having
a drunk driving statute on the books and no cops that are willing
to arrest people for it.

I don't want to pick up the paper and read again that Congress
has not been alert to solving these problems when we have this
kind of a time lapse in just getting the account straight so we know
who is messing the system up.

Mr. Payne?
Mr. PAYNE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I just have a question or

two, about the testimony by Mr. Thomas on the default reduction
proposal. One of them was concerning the business of having a
minimum course of 6 months or 600 hours. Then you go on to say
that you would require lenders to perform credit checks, delaying
loan disbursements for 60 days to first-year students with schools
that have default rates of over 30 percent.

Would the student, therefore, be required to pay the beginning
amount, or how would that work?

Mr. SANDERS. My understanding is that, in most cases, no, the
student would not be required, it would be the school that would be
expected to carry the student until the time that the disbursement
was made.

Mr. PAYNE. And what would you be checking? You take a typical
kid in my district that might want to go to a proprietary school.
Many of them have difficultly even staying with parents because
places are overcrowded. They would love to perhaps own some
property but then what would you check? You would find out that
the person has no money or he or she has no assets? What would
you be looking for? And then once you found it, then what would
you do?

Mr. SANDERS. First of all, the credit checks, by my recoller:t .on,
would not be for all students but those who are over 21. And
second, the first thing we would be looking for is to whether or not
they had received a student loan in the past and had defaulted
upon that loan.

Mr. PAYNE. So you'll be primarily be looking for violation of
Title IV previously.

Mr. SANDERS. Right
Mr. PAYNE. Okay. One of my colleagues indicated that he

thought that perhaps that banks or lenders should share in. I think
that that would probably be one of the worst things that could
happen, once again, because a person who would be considered a
bad riskas we've seen in inner cities with redlining from banks
and lenders not lending money into areas wherethey call it "dis-
investment," we just call it redlining"How would you, if that
came into being, how would you prevent redlining of students,
which would probably be the same practice that's been followed
with property reinvestment.

Mr. SANDERS. I don't know, fully, the answer to that, but I would
remind us that the Act does call for a lender of last resort so that
there would, theoretically, always be a lender that the student
could go to.
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Mr. PAYNx. There was also a person that mentioned about this
national assessment exam that he thought this was the greatest
thing he's heard recently. I wonder what a national assessment, or
a national test would prove. I don't think you need to spend a tre-
mendous amount of money giving a national exam, because you
could almost tellvery easily in my Statewhere you're going to
get the higher marks.

That's going to be the suburban areas, where they have a high
per-student allocation from their local tax base, because, as you
know, public schools are based on the locality in our State, and,
therefore, the poor towns and cities, of course, have less per capita
per student And it would just go to reason that in those areas
where you have a higher per-student capita, you're going to cer-
tainly have higher test scores.

We could save a lot of money just by, rather than having nation-
al assessment test it seems to me, we should be trying to talk about
how do we try to improve the quality of education, as they tried to
do in my State, by taking money from richer districts and shifting
it to poorer districts. And as a result, the governor will probably
lose his reelection because he was talking about trying to make a
level playing field.

Although when we talk about success, completion, and so forth,
we have to talk about the quality of this secondary education. And
by overlooking that and just talking about how many people com-
plete and how many people default, I think we're really closing our
eyes to the systemic problem of the a=ess to quality education for
students throughout this country. Would you agree with that, any
one of you?

Mr. SANDERS. I think I would generally agree with that. I would,
though, point out that the goals panels, are at least seriously talk-
ing about this notion of a national test or a national system of test-
ingI do believe, as reflected in their discussions, that the setting
of such standards and then the assessment and reporting from the
foals panels be a point on a voluntary basis would actually help us
in looking for improvement in all quarters of the educational
system. And, indeed, they see that as a vehicle to spark the neces-
sary improvements.

Mr. PAyNE. Just finally, I understand around 1980 there was a
shift from grant into more loan programs; is that true?
In other words, Sire°rger7vrelsre more grants available and less loans.

Mr. SANDERS. The ratio of grants to loans, we've got that data,
Mr. Payne.

Mr. PAYNE. Yes, I would be interested in that.
Mr. SANDERS And we would be happy to make it available to

you, that would trace, maybe, across a decade.
Mr. PAYNE. Okay. Because one of the problems may be that a lot

of the people are not paying their loans and I'd also like to know
what the difference in the default is from people who have dropped
out as opposed to those who have completed, who you would
assume are working. I would like that to be made available if you
have that.

But my final point is simply that it's difficult to pay a loan back
when you don't have any job in order to pay it back. The Secretary
of Education came before us recently and talked about his going
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through college where he had some scholarship aid, but he worked
his way through, he had a job. And I also share that I had a little
scholarship and also worked my way throwh.

The only difference in then and now is that I could get a job be-
cause there were jobs available. It's almost impossible for a student
to work his or her way through school in many instances, because
there are no jobs available. And so for us to take our particular ex-
perience and say, "Well, I worked my way through, therefore every
yr,ungster should be able to do that," a lot of them would really be
willing to do it if they could fmd employment. And I know that's
certainly something that you are not responsible for nor can move
a wand to increase the job pooL

But I would be interested in knowing just how many are at-
tempting to pay it back, and how do you prevent schools from
moving out of places where you have high-risk students, because
you might find that all proprietary schools or others will move into
an area where they're going to be assured of a higher success rate
therefore mitigating against those students who are left. And I
know that's a tough one.

And finally, you know one successful program was the GI bill
after World War II. And there were no defaults because it was all
grants. And so maybe we need to take a look at the fact that
maybe we need to reassess the grant/loan question again and try
to see how we could, perhaps, realign in today's economy, because
not only does the government get angry and frustrated with the in-
crease in defaults, but then that student is put on a bad list and
can't qualify for Title IV any other time or things of that nature
and has a stigma following him or her throughout their lifetime.

And so maybe we need to take another look at that proportion of
grants to loans. It would be less frustration since they're all indi-
rectly grants anyway since they're not being paid. So rather than
call them defaults, we might just take another look at the manner
in which they're done.

One other point, when we get to the bank situation was when
they had the National Defense Loans back in the 1960s, we found
that students from my town were unable to get loans because one
of the practices of the banks was that you previously had a bank
account at their place because they did business with tlieir custom-
ers, that was just good business in a normal business sense.

People on public assistance were, at that time, restricted by law
from having a bank account. So when a student was accepted to
college and went to a local bank to get a National Defense Loan, at
that time, they were denied because there was no account that
they or their parents had, and like I said, by virtue of the fact that
it was illegal to have a bank account.

And once again, I get concerned about this questionwe could
just see a reoccurrence, of what occurred back in the 1960s.

Mr. SANDS:RS. Thank you, Mr. Payne. You make a number of
very, very valid points. It would be difficult for me to respond to
every one of them, but if I might just pick out a couple of them
there, and if you want me to respond to some others, I would be
delighted to do so.

Some of those are very, very tough issues that you and we must
grapple with. First of all, we do not have any control over where
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schools are located and where they do business. It would, under the
current system, be inappropriate for us to try to tell them where
they must go and what they, indeed, must do.

But we have been very, very concerned and debated extensively
what ought to be the balance between grants and loans. And, as
you know, in the proposal that we're bringing forward to you,
we're asking fi;r a substantial increase in the Pell Grant award,
going from $2400 to $3700, and for some students who excel aca-
denucally an additional $500, taking them up to $4200.

There are a number of reasons why we bring that proposal to
you, one of which is what's happened in terms of the purchasing
power with the Pell over recent years, but another having to do
with the effect of the size of the Pell award and the likelihood of
default and problems later. And there is a very, very clear basis
that $3,000 is kind of an important watershed or break-even point
that we ought to seriously attend to as we debate this.

We also believe that raising the amount of the Pell award will
give a greater number of options to particularly disadvantaged and
low-income students by increasing the size of the total package that
would be available to them and, therefore, opening opportunities
that might not, heretofore, have been seen as really readily avail-
able to them.

Mr. PAYNE. Thank you very much.
Mr. SAWYER. [presiding] Thank you, Mr. Payne. I ern going to

forgo my questions, Mr. Coleman's on a tight schedulewell, I
won't forgo, returnbut yield my time to Mr. Coleman who
wanted to ask a follow-up question, and he is on a tight schedule.

Mr. COLEMAN. Thank you, Mr. Sawyer. I appreciate that; that's
quite nice of you. And I don't want you to forego your questions, 1
want you to be able to ask them.

But I had a couple of comments and questions for Ted Sanders.
Would you clarify a little bit more about the risk-sharing aspect
you envision the States participating in with the State guarantee
agencies; is that it?

Mr. SANDERS. That's right.
Mr. CommAN. Briefly, just spell out a little bit how you see that

working. And we're not really talking about risk-sharing for States
as much as risk-sharing for students, because, unless they're pre-
cluded, the States could just require another origination fee or
something to help fund whatever reserves sr., necessary under
your proposal. And do you want to preclude that?

Mr. SANDERS. No, our proposal would not preclude their passing
that along through some kind of a fee either to the institutions in
the State or to students. In fact, it would allow that to happen.

What the State would be responsible for doing is picking up the
cost of defaults for defaults in the aggregate above 20 percent for
their designated parantee agency. We would hope that they would
do that from their own coffers, but they could pass along, create a
pool that was driven in fees to students.

Mr. CoutuAN. Well, what is the incentive then for a State to
reduce the default rate? What you're doing is shifting some of the
funding of this to the States in your proposal, but what's the incen-
tive for the States then to try to reduce these defaults? If it's going
to be shifted to the students or Cie institutions, unless they're
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public institutions, butwhat is there in this mechanism that's
going to lower the default rate?

Mr. SANDERS. Either wa3r, it puts either a fmancial or a political
stake in the process for the States and, hopefully, results in a
greater concern on their part as to the behavior of their guarantee
agency, but, more particularly, what's going on in terms of the
oversight of institutions that they, indeed, are responsible for li-
censing to ensure that they are, indeed, weeding out those institu-
tions that are not of quality.

Mr. COLEMAN. Well, I think we need to work on making sure
that it hurts the States in this case, not the students. Here you are
allowing good students who are going to pay back their loans, to
pay a fee to cover the cost of others in that State who aren't going
to pay back their loans, in essence. And the inequity of that is obvi-
ous.

So I think we need to make sure that there's built-in incentives
to the States. And the only way to do that is make sure that the
shoe pinches their foot and not the students, or, in some cases,
even an institution which the State isn't going to lose anything
over if an institution has to pay up, although what they'll probably
do is pass it on somehow to their students, but I won't belabor that.

We talked a lot today aboutI'm sorry Mr. Ford isn't here
about proprietary schools and the default rates and so forth and
this whole system and how we need to reform it. It's unfortunately
not limited just to proprietary schools or for-profits.

There are traditional 4 year schools that are also having the
same problems because they're utilizing some of the same tactics,
that some of the ones that we have talked about today have, and
they have now felt the brunt of those. At least one of those institu-
tions in my district has, in fact, closed its door this week because of
it, an institution that's been there for, I think, well over 100 years.

So there is a need to be vigorously enforcing all these rules on all
types of institutions. And I must say that if there is criminal
wrongdoing, I hope the department is urging and pushing the De-
partment of Justice as much as you possibly can, bwause there is
no deterrent here until there are some people prosecuted for doing
some of the things that they've been doing.

And I don't think you need any new laws, necessarily, to do that,
I just think we need to have facts developed and cases brought as
much as we can to put people on notice that we're not going to
allow this to happen anymore.

Mr. &moms. Our inspector general, who's seated here today,
Mr. Coleman, has done an admirable job in that way, not just with
the Department of Justice, but also with states' attorneys. He has
worked very, very closely in many cases with those people in pros-
ecuting these cases. So it isn't just the Department of Justice.

Mr. COLEMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I will leave at this
time, and I appreciate you letting me go first.

Mr. SAWYER. I don't want to prolong this any longer than it al-
ready has gone on. I want to echo the gratitude that many have
expressed for the quality of the testimony that we've heard this
morning, and just, for the record, suggest that our colleague from
Michigan, who, I gather, detected some lack of concern or sanguine
response to the material that has been presented this morning, per-

I
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haps just misinterprets the demeanor of the members of the com-
mittee who share your concern, as do I.

Let me just return to an area that we've been over several times
for a concluding question, and that is: The incentives that are pro-
vided to guarantee agencies to share in the risk. We have, with Mr.
Reed and Mr. Coleman talked around a good deal of that. I assume,
for example, that, Mr. Thompson, you could comfortably subsume
under your proposals the department's suggestion to include driv-
er's license identifiers and garnishment of defaulters' wages.

Mr. Sanders, the GAO has suggested that the 35 percent bounty
on default collections be repealed to and that the collection respon-
sibility be shifted to the department. I may have missed it, but
could you comment on your response to that?

Mr. SANDERS. I think that that is well worth looking at and de-
bating, Mr. Sawyer. I would not be prepared today to support that.
I would also want to know a little bit more about the history of the
program, too, because my understandingand I'm not seeped in
the details of this programbut that in the original creation of
this structure is that in setting the diminishing amount that the
guarantee agencies would be paid in reinsurance claims, you try to
build an incentive for them on the other side that would have them
to work those defaulted loans and get them back into repayment.
And their incentive was to be able to recover part of those costs by
being able to work those loans.

And so when we do something like this, we do need to consider
what are the larger effects on the financial stability of these guar-
antee agencies if they continue to exist. And I would want to weigh
all of those things very, very carefully before I said we should im-
mediately return those loans.

I thins there are other options that we should and that we are
looking at very seriously. That is when in the process, if not imme-
diately, those loans should be required to be returned to the Feder-
al Government so that they might be worked in the additional
processes that we have here.

I think the suggestion is in the right direction. It might not be
exactly the right remedy for us. We ought to look at those other
options, too, and understand the larger affect on these institutions.

Mr. SAWYER. Well, I thank you very much. Let me reiterate grat-
itude for the quality of the testimony this morning. I would associ-
ate myself with the observation that we may well have raised more
questions than we've answered, but that's the first step in answer-
ing them. Thank you very much for being here.

If there's no further business to come before the committee, we
stand adjourned.

[Whereupon, at 12:05 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, sub-
ject to the call of the Chair.]

[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]
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Ted Sanders
Undersecretary
U.S. Department of Education
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I vas unable to ask the following questions when you testified
before the Commi'tee on Education and Labor Subcommittee on
Postsecondary Education Ray 29, 191.

1. When do you think the Department's financial records will

be in a condition that will allow GAO to complete the mandated
audit of the student loan insurance fond?

2. The Inspector General has found that the Institutional
Data System tl*e Department uses has a substantial amount of
missing information. How complete and correct is the
information now? And, how soon will it be 190 percent
complete and correct?

Your cooperation and prompt attention by replying to
these questions by June 17, 1991 is grently appreciated.

Sincerely,

Joseph M. Geydos
member of Congress

0 4ki 1
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
vmsMNGTON Dc mzu

o

Honorable Joseph H. Caydos
Committee on Education and Labor
ROW.. of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Deer Congressman Geydost

This is in response to your letter of June 5, 1991, vith follov.up questions
from my Hay 29, 1991 hearing. Enclosed ars my ramponee. to these queetions.

If you vould like further information, I vill be happy to respond.

Enclosure

f 4 70

Tad Sanders
Under Secretery end

Chief Financial Officer
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Questions When do you think the Department'e financial records will be in a

condition that vill allow GAO to camplote the mandated sudit of the student

loan insurance fund?

Anavers GAO maid they could not audit the Guarantee Stadent Loan (GSL)

program because the Department could not produce financial tatement.

because of the complesity of the CSL program and the time and resources it

takes to make changes in the proeras and accounting system, fiscal year 1992

vill be the first year far which we will be able to produce anditable

financial statements. This year, using contractors and existing resources, vs

have been making significant Trains.a in preparation for providing the

necessary CSL financial statements.

Questions The Inspector General bao found that the Institutional Data System

the Departaant uses has a substantial aeount of missing information. Row

complete and cotrect in the intonation now? And, how soon will it be 100

percent complete and correct?

Answers During the Spring of 1990, the Inspector General's Management

Improvement Deport on the Institutionel Data System (IDS) indicated that ther

mere missing data, particularly vithin the institutional eligibility

subsystem. Over the Summer and Tall of 1990, the Department allocated

additional personnel end contractual resources tos (1) reorganise the

institutional ligibility paper files, and (2) wing the reorganised file.,

enter missing data onto the IDS and verify existing date in the system. This

project, involving the verification of data on 1,500 postsecondary education

institutions, vas completed in January 1991. Since tho completion of the

project. various approaches have been utilised to verify the accuracy of ths

data and maks corrections where necessary. Although there have boon

improvements in the completeness and accuracy of the data, the verification

activity continues alone vith enhancements to the IDS which will make the

informstion contained therein more accurate and readily understandable by the

various veers.

We are currently developing an internal validatiom and verification plan by

which quality control and assurance checks vill be autosatically performed nn

hey IDS data. In addition, as soon as additional resources ars in place, a

system of cyclical institutional eligibility rationale and administrative and

financial recertification will be implemented to update the data on
approximately 2000 postsecondary institutions per year.
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June 5, 1991

The Honorable James B. Thomas, Jr.
Inspector General
U.S. Department of Education
Washington, D.C. 20202

Dear Nr. Thomas:
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when you testified May 29, 1991 before the Committee on
Education and Labor Subcommittee on Sostaecondary Education, 1
was unable to ask you the following very important questions.

On page 22 of your written testimony, you said that the
Department's major source of information is the guarantee
agency tape dump and that you question the accuracy of some of
the data in it. Row inaccurate is this data and is this the
data that will be the backbone of the National Student Loan
Data System? Airy,. if this is the cast, is there any way to
correct this data now before we end up with a useless system
that is riddled with alsinfOrmation?

Your cooperation and prompt attention by replying to these
questions by June 17, 1991 is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

Joseph M. Gaydos
member of Congress
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

ornct OF TNSFLCTOR GENItRAL

THE INSPECTOR id:11RAL

Honorable Joseph M. Gaydos
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Mr. Gaydos:

The following responds to your recent request for further
information regarding statements contained in my May 29, 1991
testimony before your subcommittee. Specifically, you asked
for our views as to the level of inaccuracy of the guarantee
agency tape dump data and whether there are ways to correct
this data before it is used to support the National Student
Loan Data System (MSLDS).

Although we hava done some analyeee of tape dump data, we
currently do not have a full assessment of the data accuracy.
However, we have reported on some specific data inaccuracies,
such as invalid social security numbers, impossible dates, and
illogical field values. In addition, our discussions with
program staff responsible for the tape dump, and our own
analyses of tape dump data to provide information for planning
and performing audits, investigations and inspections, have
disclosed other discrepancies in important tape dump fields.
Having noted these inaccuracies, and recognizing that the tape
dump will be tha starting point for many guarantee agencies
developing their initial input into the National Student Loan
Data System, we initiated an audit in December 1990 to review
the tape dump edits and accuracy and sake recommendations for
improvements where appropriate. To be certain that we were
auditing the most current data available, this audit was put on
hold until the Department performs edit checks and basic
analyses of the 1990 tape dump. It is anticipted that this
will be completed in July or August of 1991.

Also, the recent Education/Office of Management and Budget
Management Study has highlighted the problem of data
inaccuracy. The Department is currently working toward
providing better systems and data for ccmtrol and
decision-making and released a document in April 1991,
*Improving Guaranteed Student Loan Management: Blueprint for
Action,* that addresses steps it plans to take in this regard.
The importance of the reliability of the MIMS is also one of
the major topics currently being discussed by the members of
the Student Financial Assistance Data Users t.roup during its
discussions of the requirements for the NSLDS.

W. believe that one step the Department can take to ensure the
accuracy of student loan data is to require that annual/
biennial non-Federal audits of guarantee agencies examine the
reliability of the data. We are currently working to see that
this audit objective is specifically included in the compliance
supplement prepared for the conduct of these audits.

r
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Pail* 2 - Honorable Joseph N. Caydos

For 'pacific details on thip accuracy of the tape dump and for
information on how the Department is working toward ensuring
the accuracy of the NSLDS, we suggest you contact Michael J.
Farrell, Acting Assistant Socretary for Postsecondary
Education, who has direct responsibility for those areas.

V. hope this information is helpful. Should you have further
questions, or if we can be of assistance in any other way,
please call ma or Jim Borchas of my staff on 732-4068.

Sincerely,

"11(--44.4"---1,64-#4-..4e S7'
James B. Thomas, Jr,

cc: Michael J. Farrell
Acting Assistant secretary
for Postsecondary Education

William D. Hansen
Acting Assistant Secretary for
Logislation and Congressional Affairs
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June 5, 1991

Lawrence IL Thompson
Assistant Comptroller Gener51

for Rumen Resource Programs
U.S. General Accounting Office
Washington, D.C. 20548
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pear Mr. Thompson:

When you testified Ray 29, 1991 before the Subcommittee on
Postsecondary Education, I was unable to ask you the following
very important questions.

Is it possible for the Department's financial records to be
put in an muditable condition? If so, how long do you think
it will take before Congress receives en audit of the student
loan insurance fund?

Your cooperation and prompt attention by replying to these
questions by June 17, 1991 is greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

Joseph R. Gmydos
Member of Congress

r,
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June 17, lqcol

The Honorable Joseph M. Gaydos
House of Representatives

Dear Mr. Gaydos:

This is in response to your June 5, 1991, letter regarding
my recent testimony before the House Subcommittee on
Postsecondary Education on vulneraoilittes in the Stafford
Student Loan Program. You asked when the Department of
Education's records would be in a condition for an audit of
its StUdent Loan Insurance fund, and when that audit would
be available for the Congress.

As you may know, over the 25-year history of tne Fund, we
nave either issued an adverse audit opinion of the Fund's
financial statements or declined to issue an opinion
because of the poor condition of the Department's financial
records. Many of the conditions causing us to issue such
reports continue. The Secretary of Education, in his 1990
Federal Managers' Financial Integrity Act report,
acknowledged tnat serious deficiencies remain in the Fund's
financial management systems, and that auditable financial
statements still cannot oe produced.

We are working with the Department to develop a oalance
sneet that accurately reflects the Fund's financial
condition at Septemoer 30, 1491. Once the statement is
prepared, we will conduct tne audit and anticipate
reporting to the Congress oefore tne end of fiscal year
1992.

Our Accounting and Financial management Systems 32vis::n Is
conducting the audit. If you wish to discuss our work
further, please contact Mr. Donald Wurtz, Director in
charge of tnis assignment, at (202 175-9449.

Sincerely yoors,

-Iflr--

Lawrence 4. Thompson
Assistant ;:omptroller General

flr ,
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Pablic 2-yoar 2,333,545 1,033,635 3,317,180 4,541,054

Public 4-year 1,956,526 416,401 2,342,934 5,432,200

Total Pablio 4,190,071 1,520,042 5,710,114 9,972,254

Private 2-year 90,326 22,994 103,320 235,161

Private 4-year 061,088 212,197 1,122,282 2,118,220

Total Private 2,042,411 195,191 1,226,602 2,703,319

All lustitations 5,232,482 1,705,224 6,936,710 12,746,642
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HEARING ON THE REAUTHORIZATION OF THE
HIGHER EDUCATION ACT OF 1965

THURSDAY, MAY 30, 1991

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION,

COMMITTEE ON EDUCATION AND LABOR,
Washington, DC

The subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 9:45 a.m., Room 2175,
Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. William D. Ford [Chairman]
presiding.

Members present: Representatives Ford, Hayes, Lowey, Serrano,
Andrews, Reed, Roemer, Coleman, Molinari, Petri, Gunderson, and
Henry.

Staff present: Thomas Wolanin, staff director; Jack Jennings,
education counsel; Maureen Long, legislative assistant; Gloria
Gray-Watson, administrative assistant; Jo-Marie St Martin, minor-
ity education counsel; and Beth Buehlmann, minority education co-
ordinator; and Rose Di Napoli, minority professional staff member.

Chairman Foam I am pleased to convene the Subcommittee on
Postsecondary Education for its 14th hearing in a series of 44 on
the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. Today is our
third hearing in a series of three which addressts one of the most
crucial issues we face during reauthorizationthe integrity of the
Federal student fmancial assistance program.

We have before us today witnesses representing State guarantee
agencies, the State approving agencies for Veteran's Ainistra-
tion programs, the State higher education officers and the Council
of Postsecondary Accreditation.

Today we also, at the request of Representative Paul Henry of
Michigan, have a panel of witnesses to address the issue of college
athletics financial disclosure and public accountability.

I look forward to hearing the comments of our witnesses, and I'm
hopeful that these hearings will bring forth suggestions for sup-
porting public confidence in our student fmancial assistance pro-
grams

Would you gentlemen like to come forward for the first panel:
Don Sweeney, Legislative Director, National Association of State
Approving Agencies, Augusta, Maine; Joe McCormick, Executive
Director, Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation, Austin
Texas; Dr. Samuel Kipp, Executive Director, California Student
Aid Commission, Sacramento, California; Dr. David Longenecker,
Executive Director, Colorado Commission on Higher Education,

(353)
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Denver, Colorado; and, Dr. Thurston E. Manning, President, Coun-
cil on Postsecondary Accreditation, Washington, DC.

Without objection, prepared remarks of each of the witnesses
will be inserted in full in the record immediately following their
oral comments.

And, without objection, Mr. Gaydos' opening statement will be
inserted at this point in the record, before we hear from the wit-
nesses.

[The prepared statement of Hon. Joseph M. Gaydos follows]
STA'TSMEIVT OF HON. JOSEPH M. GATI108, A ItzpussErmawz IN CONGRESS FROM THE

STATE OF PENNSYLVANIA

At the past two subcommittee hearings, we have heard extremely distressing tes-
timony questioning the integrity of the student assistance programs.

Although I'm sure we will hear more bad news today. I would like to point out a
little good newsno one, at any of the hearings, has said that the assistance pro.
grams are beyond repair and no one has suggested that these programs be discontin-
ued.

Everyone seems to recopize that these programs are very important to improving
the quality of students' lives and the lives of their families. And, some of the wit-
nesses we heard earlier this month recognize that the survival of these programs is
also essential to ensuring that we, as a Nation, have a well-qualified workforce and
that our workforce can compete with those of other countries.

I would like to thank the Chairman for devoting 3 days of hearings to program
integrity. The perception of the programs in general and how effectively they are
managed will have a direct impact on future hearings when we deal with each of
the programs in the Higher Education Act of 1965.

Chairman FORD. And we'll start with Mr. Sweeney.

STATEMENTS OF DON SWEENEY, LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR, NA-
TIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE APPROVING AGENCIES, AU-
GUSTA, MAINE; JOE MCCORMICK, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR.
TEXAS GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN CORPORATION, AUSTIN,
TEXAS; DR. SAMUEL KIPP, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, CALIFORNIA
STUDENT AID COMMISSION, SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA; DR.
DAVID LONGANECKER, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, COLORADO
COMMISSION ON HIGHER EDUCATION, DENVER, COLORADO;
AND DR. THURSTON E. MANNING, PRESIDENT, COUNCIL ON
POSTSECONDARY ACCREDITATION, WASHINGTON, DC

Mr. SWEENEY. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee,
thank you for the opportunity to address the topic of integrity of
the Federal Title IV student financial assistance programs and how
State Approving Agencies have addressed this topic in the adminis-
tration of GI bill educational assistance programs.

Let me begin by providing some background information on
State Approving Agencies, how they came to be and the nature of
their responsibilities.

Following the enactment of the World War II GI bill, Congress
and the Veteran's Administration recognized the need for an effec-
tive approval process to help curb abuses in the new program.
Scrupulous schools were beginning to set up shop on every street
corner in order to attract veterans and the educational assistance
dollars available to them.

During their deliberations, members of the Congress determined
the Federal Government was not legally nor organizationally, in a
position to perform educational approval functions; thus, the birth

tr,)
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of State Approving Agencies with general guidelines provided at
the Federal level to insure stability and consistency of operations
throughout the country.

Section 1771 of Title 88, United States Code, is the statutory pro-
vision that provides for State Approving Agencies, either by State
law or executive appointment.

The primary responsibility of a State approving agency is to
evaluate, approve or disapprove, and subsequently monitor or su-
pervise approved programs of education and training. Let me em-
phasize that evaluations occur at the program level at accredited
and nonaccredited educational institutions, at main campuses and
branch sites, and at job training establishments.

Results of a State Approving Agency's evaluation are forwarded
to the Department of Veteran's Affairs so that the department can
pay or not pay, whichever is appropriate, educational assistance
benefits to veterans and other eligible persons.

State Approving Agencies utilize Federal and State laws and reg-
ulations and private sector standards in evaluating educational
programs. At the Federal level, 38 CFR 2140-53 and 38 CFR 2142-
54 provide the general approval criteria for evaluating programs
offered by educational institutions.

These criteria cover a wide range of items. Some are specifically
program oriented, while others focus on the policies and practices
of an institution.

Let me now describe in greater detail how State Approving
Agencies, how a State Approving Agency process, may help to en-
hance the integrity of the administration of Federal Title IV stu-
dent financial assistance programs.

State Approving Agencies are organizationally located in various
State departments or agencies. Most are in departments of educa-
tion or higher education. They employ personnel with educational
backgrounds and experiences and, when needed, call upon the ex-
pertise of others in State government or the industry to assist them
in making determinations about the approvability of a program of
education.

State Approving Agency process centers around on-site annual
reviews or evaluations at the program level. Some specific exam-
ples of program related items that are evaluated are curriculum,
instructional methods, equipment and facilities, administrator and
instructor qualifications, admissions policies and practices, progress
standards, graduation requirements, policies for awarding credit
for prior learning, and attendance policies.

Some other items that are more institutionally oriented '',iclude
advertising, tuition, refund policies, and financial stability. It is im-
portant to note that State Approving Agencies have the authority
to apply nonaccredited and/or additional criteria to accredited pro-
grams should it be warranted by the circumstances.

Throughout the application and expansion of these criteria, State
Approving Agencies help to prevent schools from: (1) attracting and
enrolling students from misleading and false advertising; (2) accept-
ing students who are not academically prepared to benefit from the
educational program in which they wish to enroll; (3) enrolling stu-
dents in programs where either the curriculum, methods of instruc-
tion, equipment, facilities, student counseling or other program re-

t I
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lated factors are not adequate; and (4) keeping students enrolled
who are not progressing satisfactorily through their educational
program-

More importantly, State Approving Agencies through their work
with educational institutions, help veterans and other eligible per-
sons receive the quality education that they desire and deserve.

Although it may have just sounded so, let me mention State Ap-
proving Agencies are not perfect. However, over the 40 some years
of our existence, primarily through the National Association of
State Approving Agencies, we have worked to perfect State Ap-
proving Agency process and have received support from the Con-
gress and the Department of Veteran's Affairs to do so.

In order to bring about a higher level of effectiveness and ac-
countability, Public Law 100-323, enacted in May of 1988, called for
the development of National State Approving Agency performance
standards, minimum personnel qualification standards, and a na-
tional training curriculum.

The first two have been developed and implemented. The devel-
opment of the national training curriculum was finalized within
the week and is expected to be available for use by the end of
August.

I'd like to close with three other points. The first is that State
Approving Agencies serve as a single coordinating point for the De-
partment of Veterans Affairs in establishing institutional and pro-
gram eligibility for participation in GI bill educational assistance
programs. They operate under a contract between the State, their
State, and the Department of Veterans Affairs. The total budget
for this activity for Federal fiscal year 1991 is $12 million.

Second is that another significant difference between the admin-
istration of GI bill educational assistance programs and the pro-
grams administered by the Department of Education is the distri-
bution of funds to students. GI bill benefits are paid monthly to the
recipient, and only after continued enrollment and satisfactory
progress has been reported.

Student financial assistance grants and loans, on the other hand,
are paid in lump sum amounts to the institution or student, in
most cases, and generally at the beginning of a term. For most of
the student financial assistance programs, the Department of Edu-
cation has limited direct control or indirect control through guar-
antee agencies to withhold payments on a prorate basis or to
recoup funds recently awarded.

The last and final point is that members of the National Associa-
tion of State Approving Agencies believe that the State Approving
Agency process used in the administration of GI bill educational as-
sistance programs can serve as a viable model, in whole or in part,
for emulation by the Department of Education to enhance the in-
tegrity and the effectiveness of the administration of Federal Title
W student financial assistance programs.

The first step would be the construction of language for a single
coordinating agency in each State and the development of national
standards by the United States Congress in conjunction with other
concerned parties.

f;
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Please let me emphasize that the implementation of an equiva-
lent process could only be accomplished with the financial support
of the Federal Government through payments to States.

The necessary funding level would be primarily contingent upon
the level of State responsibility for assisting the Department of
Education in determining institutional eligibility for participation
in student fmancial assistance programs and, secondly, the exist-
ence or extent of a monitoring or supervisory role at the State
level, especially expanded beyond the level of insuring the quality
of educational programs through conducting fiscal audits.

Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommittee, thank you for
the opportunity to address the topic of integrity in the Federal
Title N student financial assistance programs and to describe the
role of State Approving Agencies in administering GI bill pro-
grams.

I will be pleased to respond to your questions. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Don Sweeney follows.]
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF STATE APFROVItIG AGENCIES, INC.

STATEMENT FOR

THE RECORD BY

C. DONALD SWEENEY

LEGISLATIVE DIRECTOR

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION Of STATE APPROVING AGENCIES

BEFORE THE

SUBCOMMITTEE ON POSTSECO4DARY EDUCATION

UNITED STATES HOUSE Of REPRESENTATIVES

MAY 30, 1991

Mr. Chairman and mmobers of the Subcommittee.

Thank you for the opportunity to address the

topic of integrity in the Federal Title IV student

financial assistance programa and how State Approving

Agencies have addressed this topic in the

administration of GI Bill educational assistance

programs.

Let me begin by providing some background

information on State Approving Agencies; how they came

to be and the nature of their responsibilities.

Following the enactment of the World War II GI Bill,
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the Congress and the Veterans
Administration recognized the need for an

effective approval process to help curb abuses in the new program.

Unscrupulous schools were beginning to set up shop on every street corner in

order to attract veterans end the educational assistance dollars available to

thee. During their deliberations, members of the Congress determined that the

federal government was not legally nor organizationally in a position to

perform edUcational approval functions: thus, the birth of State Approving

Agencies with general guidelines previded at the federal level to insure

stability and consistency of operation throughout the country. Section 1771 of

title 38, United States Code, is the statutory provision that provides for

State Approving Agencies either by state law or executive appointment. (copy

attached)

The primary responsibility of a State Approving Agency is to evaluate,

approve or disapprove, and subsequently monitor or supervise approved programs

of education and training. let me emphasize that evaluations occur at the

program level; at accredited and nonaccredited educational institutions; at

main campuses and branch sites; and, at job training establishments. The

results of a State Approving Agency's evaluation are forwarded to the

Department of Veiw-ans' Affairs so that the Department can pay or not pay,

whichever is appropriate, educational
assistance benefits to veterans and other

eligible persons.

State Approving Agencies utilize federal and state laws and regulations

and private sector standards in evaluating educational progress. At the

federal level. 38 CFR 21.4253 and 38 CFR 21.4254 provide the general approval
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criteria for evaluating programs offered by educational institutions. (copies

attached) These criteria cover a wide range of items; some are specifically

program oriented utile others focus on the policies and practices of an

institution. Before elaborating on these criteria and other factors which have

the potential to help enhance the integrity of the administration of the

Federal student financial assistance programs, it seems important to develop a

context for these remarks.

Recently, much has been said and written about the misuse of public funds

intended to provide support for students pursuing postsecondary education.

Most of the comments have been aimed at the Federal student loan programs,

either because of the actions of participating educational institutions or

their students. The conclusions that have been draw seem to center around the

fact that there are fundamental problems with the processes for (I) determining

institutional eligibility for participation in Federal Title IV student

financial assistance programs and (2) monitoring participating institutions to

insure that students receive positive outcomes from their educational

experiences, to include opportunities for employment at a level where they will

be able to repay student loans. I think it is important to note that the basic

concerns about the student loan programs ray carry over into all other forms of

Federal Title IV student financial assistance and that these possibilities and

their impact also should be addressed by committees of the Congress, agencies

of the Executive Branch and the higher education community as a whole,

. )
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As we know, the current system for determining institutional eligibility

IS comprised of state licenser*, private sector accreditation and the

Department of Education certification process, commonly referred to as the

triad. Several studies and reviews ever the course of the last few years all

seem to indicate that state licensor, is very disjointed. fragmented,

underfunded and generally not coordinated at the state level. The

accreditation process, although programmatic at times, is ordinarily

institutional and is comprised of voluntary peer reviews or evaluations that

generally occur several years apart. The Department of Education's

certification process places heavy emphasis on the outcomes of the first two

components.

I would now like to return to describing how a State Approving Agency

process may help to enhance the integrity of the administration of federal

Title IV student financial assistance programs. State Aeproving Agencies are

organizationally located in various State departments or agencies, most are in

Departments of Education or Higher Education. They employ personnel with

educational backgrounds and experiences and, when needed, call upon the

expertise of others in State government or the industry to assist them in

making determinations about the approvability of a program of education. The

State Approving Agency process centers around on-site, annual reviews or

evaluations at the Program level. Some examples of specific program related

items that are evaluated are curriculum, instructional methods, equipment and

facilities, administrator and instructor qualifications, admissions policies

and practices, progress standards, graduation requirements, policies for

awarding credit for prior learning, and attendance policies. Some other items
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that are more institutionally oriented include advertising, tuition, refund

policies, and financial stability. It is important to note that State

Approving Agencies have the authority to apply nonaccredited and/or additional

criteria to accredited programs, should it be warranted by the circumstances.

Throughout the application and expansion of these criteria, State

Approving Agencies help to prevent schools from (1) attracting tnd enrolling

students through misleading and false advertising; (2) accepting students who

are not academically prepared to benefit from the educational program in which

they wish to enroll; (3) enrolling students in programs where either the

curriculum, methods of instruction, equipment. facilities, student counseling

and/or other program related factors are not adequate; and, (4) keeping

students enrolled who are not progressing satisfactorily through their

educational program. More importantly, State Approving Agencies, through their

work with educational institutions, help veterans and other eligible persons

receive the quality education that they desire and deserve.

Although it may have just sounded so, let me also mention that State

Approving Aeenties are not perfect. However, over the forty some years of

existence we have worked, primarly through the National Association of State

Approving Agencies, to perfect the State Approving Agency process and have

received support from the Congress and the Department of Veterans Affairs

to de so.

f)fa.
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In order to bring about a higher level of effectiveness and

accountability, Public Law 100-323, enacted in May of 1988, called for the

development of national State Approving Agency performance standards, minimum

personnel qualification standards and a national training curriculum. The

first two have been developed and impleemnted. The development of the National

Training Curriculum will be finalized within the week and is expected to be

available for use by the end of August.

I would like to close with three other points. The first is that State

Approving Agencies serve as a single coordinating point for the Department of

Veterans' Affairs in establishing institutional and program eligibility for

participation in the GI Bill educational assistance programs. They operate

under a contract between their State and the Department of Veterans Affairs.

The total budget for this activity for federal Fiscal Year 1191 is $12 million.

The second is that another significant difference between the

administration of the GI Bill educational assistance programs and the programs

administered by the Department of Education is the distribution of funds to

students. GI Bill benefits are paid monthly to the recipient and only after

continued enrollment and satisfactory progress has been reported. Stadent

financial assistance grants and loans, on the other hand, are paid in lump sum

amounts to the institution and/or student in most cases and generally at the

beginning of a term. For most of the student financial assistance programs,

the Department of Education has limited direct control or indirect control,

through guarantee agencies, to withhold payments on a pro rata basis or to

recoup funds recently awarded.

(
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The last and final point is that members of the National Association of

State Approving Agencies believe that the State Approving Agency process used

in the administration of GI Bill educational assistance programs can serve as a

viable model, in whole or in part, for emulation by the Department of Education

to enhance the integrity and effectiveness of the administration of Federal

Title IV student financial assistance programs. The first step would be the

construction of language for a single coordinating agency in each state and the

development of national standards by the United States Congress in conjunction

with other concerned parties. Please let me emphasize that the implementation

of an equivalent process could only be accomplished with the financial support

of the federal government through payments to states. The necessary funding

level would be primarily contingent upon the level of state responsibility for

assisting the Department of Education in determining institutional eligibility

for participation in student financial assistance programs and, secondly, the

existence or extent of a monitoring or supervisory role at the state level,

especially if expanded beyond the level of ensuring the quality of educational

programs to conducting fiscal audits.

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee, thank you for the

fre

Opportunity to address the topic of integrity of the Federal Title IV student

financial assistance programs and to describe the role of Stat oproving

Agencies in administering GI Bill programs. I will be pleaset. J respond 10

your questions.
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9 1771, Designation
(a) Unless otherwise established by the law of the State con-

cerned, the chief executive of each State is requested to create or
designate a State department or agency as the "State approving
agency" for such State for the purposes of this chapter and chap-
ters 34 and 35 of this title.
(Added P.L. 88-126, § I; amended P.L. 89-358, §3(aX6); P.L. 92-540,
§403(2); P.L. 94-502, §513(aX1).)

(bX1) If any State fails or declines to create or designate a State
approving agency, or fails to enter into an agreement under section
1774(a), the provisions of this chapter which refer to the State ap-
proving agency shall, with respect to such State, be deemed to refer
to the Administrator.

(2) In the case of courses subject to approval by the Administra-
tor under section 1772 of this title, the provisions of this chapter
which refer to a State approving agency shall be deemed to refer to
the Administrator.
(Added P.L. 88-126, § 1; amended P.L. 100-323, § 13(b).)
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Chairman Folio. Thank you.
Mr. McCormick.
Mr. McCoamics. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcommit-

tee, thank you for the opportunity to appear today to talk about
the subject of program integrity in the Title IV student aid pro-
grams. I would ask that you accept my comments as my own per-
sonal comments and not the position of the corporation I represent,
but based on my 25 years of experience in the student aid business.

I heard the testimony given yesterday, and I altered my remarks
to try to put in some perspective, in my view, why we are here
today to talk about program integrity.

I feel that in the 19800 there were dramatic changes to the stu-
dent aid programs that affected program integrity. Some of these
changes were mandated by Congress, others by the Department of
Education. But other changes to our society and our economy col-
lectively placed a severe strain on the ability of the Federml pro-
grams to serve needy students.

Program integrity 'is vital to the continued success of the student
aid program. And that's right; I said success of the student aid pro-
gram. We must be clear on what the real threats to program integ-
rity are.

I will share with and the committee my personal views on what I
perceive to be those threats, the recommendations that I feel the
committee should review in the reauthorization.

The first threat tAa the program integrity, to me, is the Federal
budget process that Qmgress :s unfortunately coping with in the
1980s and through the 1990s. I simply would point out that many
of the changes that have been made to the programs over the past
10 years were made as a result of budget targets that had to be
met by budget deficits. They were not made to improve program
administration. They were not made to expand access to financial
aid. And, unfortunately, viCre now seeing the negative effects of
those changes.

Secondly, and a topic that has been talked about a great deal,
the increase in the student loan defaults Many of the changes that
were made to the law in 1980 now are being seen in the form of
$2.7 billion a year in student loan defaults.

A third threat to program integrity is fraud and abuse. Although
we were sharply criticized for it, we were one of the first guarantee
agencies to speak out loudly and aggressively against the program
reviews that we experien. ced in the late 1980s and, I am sad to say,
to some degree dill exist today in the p

cNumber four is program complexity ariingsient aid delivery. We
have, unfortunately, I think, in our enthusiasm to insure that Fed-
eral dollars go to the intended target populations of eligible stu-
dents, created a highly complex system of need analysis and stu-
dent aid delivery that is very difficult for people to understand and
to cope with.

I can honestly remember, Mr. Chairman, several years back
when you could explain needs analysis to a family and they would
understand it. And, unfortunately, that is not the case today.

To me, the fifth threat to the integrity of the student aid pro-
grams, as I perceive their purpose and goal, is the exclusion of the
middle class from participation in student aid. If the trends of the

P'4
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1980s continue into the 1990s, I feel that we will create a system of
student aid delivery in which only the very poor and the very rich
can afford to attend coll

In order to restore pane confidence in these programs and to
maintain the high standards of program integrity, I would submit
to the committee the following recommendations.

Under the category of defaulted student loans, I would ask the
committee entertain legislation to provide performance based regu-
lations in the collection of loans instead of the current compliance
based due diligence regulations we now have. The current incen-
tive is to comply with the law. We need incentives to collect loans
from students.

Secondly, enact legislation to front load grants to needy students
in their first 2 years of college and not allow borrowing during the
first 24 months of their postsecondary education. This one change
could have a dramatic effect on student loan defaults and more ef-
fectively encourage postsecondary education participation.

Next, all guarantee agencies should share some risk on the guar-
antee of the loan and responsibiliV for reducing defaults. A new
schedule of reinsurance should be &veloped which provides incen-
tives to all agencies to reduce defaults, but which does not penalize
guarantee agencies that served high risk, low income populations.

Fraud and abuse: Congress should enact legislation to require the
Department of Education to develop regulation!: that reward good
particimtion in this program, goo& performance. Schools, lenders
and other particints that carry out the purposes of the program
should be treatW differently from schools and lenders and others
that do not. Treating all participants exactly alike in all ways in
costly and ineffective, and the department should have a different

tory process.
ext, remove accreditation as a part of the process that schools

complete to be certified to receive Federal funds. The Department
of Education must determine the standard, the criteria, for schools
receiving Federal funds and enforce it.

A recent study by the Inspector General's office indicated that
during a 4 year period in the late 1980s. over 2,000 institutions ap-
plied for eligibility for Title IV assistance, and only 60 applications
were denied.

Next, I would require minimum standards, Federal standards,
for the State licensure of schools who wish to participate in Title
IV. The Federal Government, in a variety of other programs, has
provided standards for the States to comply with in order to re-
ceive Federal funds. And I think student financial aid should seri-
ously consider a similar approach.

Under the threat of program complexity, I would recommend
that you give full support to the recommendations of the Advisory
Committee on Student Financial Aid, of which I've had the pleas-
ure of serving these past 4 years in the following areas: integration
of need analysis models into one model; simplifying the Federal ap-
plication for student aid; and the promotion cf the use of the free
Federal form. Personally, I would go further and require the use of
the free Federal form for all Title W student aid.

Next, require the use of the simple needs test for all who qualify.
Low income families should not be subjected to a battery of useless,

277
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unnecessary questions simply in order to feed the revenue stream
of a need analysis processor.

And, fmally, the middle class student should be brought back
into eligibility for the program. Eliminate the calculation of home
equity from the calculation of need analysis in order to qualify for
aid. It is unfair to penalize families who have for years worked
their lives to simply have a decent home and a modest income.

Reexamine, if you will, Mr. Chairman, the Middle Income Stu-
dent Assistance Act of 1978. It was good law then, and it's good law
today.

In summary, these programs must have the confidence of the
American public in order to survive. We must restore that confi-
dence because this program is far too important to fail. We've edu-
cated an entire generation of Americans. We've given this country
doctors, teachers, mechanics, plumbers and nurses. We've produced
taxpaying citizens who are now sending their children through

her education.
reauthorization must make this program fair, understand-

able, reasonable, and as free from fraud and abuse as possible. The
ultimate test of the integrity of the Federal student aid programs
will be whether or not, in the minds of the American people, we
are successful in delivering the American dream that these pro-
grams promise.

I thank you for the opportunity to share my thoughts with you,
and would be glad to answer any questions you may have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Joe McCormick followsl
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INTRODUCTION

Mr. Chalrrmtn end Members of the Subcommittee, thank you for the
invitation to appear before you today to testily on the subject of °Program
Integrity° in the Title IV Student Financial Aid Program& My name Is Joe
McCormick and I am President of the Texas Guaranteed Student Loan
Corporation. I also serve as Vice Chairman ol the Advisory 'Zommittee on
Student Fintncial Aid. h is indeed an honor to again be involved in the
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act with such a dedicated and
distinguished ommittee on postsecondary education. Please accept these
comments as my own, based on 25 years of student financial aid experience,
and not the official Reauthorization posigon of the Texas Guaranteed Student
Loan Corporation.

During my higher education administration work in student financial aid, I
have seen many changes to the federal student aid programa. In my own
experience, most of the changes have improved aid for students and
oonlAbotod to maintaining a nigh &gni of Integrity within the programs. For
this I am very proud to have been a part of Us good %vor% that you, the Ozngress

of the United States, have done to provide educational opportunity for all our
nation's young people.

The 1980s brought dramatic changes to the student aid pmgrams. Some

of these changes VIM mandated by Congress and the Department of
Education, but other changes to car society and to our economy collectively
placed a were strain on the ability of the federal programs to genie needy
students. The outcome of all those changes to student iild programs seriously

threatens the 'Ineptly of the program ae It now exists. In my testimony, I would
like to share with the Committee my view on what some of these threats are and

my recommendations to strengthen the integrity of the Federal Student Ald
Programs, pargoularly the Guaranteed Student Loan Program.

MoCormiok - 1
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THREATS TO THE INTEGRITY OF THE PROGRAM

The Foderal Budget Process and its impact on !Rudolf Aid

I do not pretend to have any expertise In federal budget matters, but I do
wish to make one important point with some examples: The vast MIJOrity of
changes to the student aid program In the last ten years have been primarily
driven by budget cutting factors designed to achieve "sevings in federal
expentituree In order to meet mandated budget targets. The changes were not
*signed to Improve student access, improve program administration, or
necessarily protect and enhance the Integrity of the programs. In many cases,
the results hnve been to reduce access, complicate program administration,
and threaten the integrity of the program.

we see evidence of this erosion of the effectiveness of the student aid
program when: (1) the purchasing power ot Pell Grants has diminished and the
most needy students must rely more heavily on student loans to pay college
costs and (2) guarantee agency reserves are seized by the Department of
Education causing serious apprehension In the financial community about the
'certainty that guarantors will always have sufficient reserves to pay default
claims.

Tho Northing Rise in Dalsulted Studont Loons

Then Is no doubt that one of the most itertous threats to the Integrity of the
Guaranteed Student Loan Program is the amount of dollars paid to lenders on
defaulted Student loans. In 1933, $443.3 million dollars was paid out In defaulted
claims and in just sevsn short years the total had risen to over $2 billion dollars
paid out In fiscal year 1990. Efforts to control defaults have bean incriap at all
levels In recent years. There are a number of reasons for this Increase in ail
fairness to this program, one should resist the temptation to generalize onc. so point
fingers. The default problem must be thoroughly examined from all angles and
viable solutions brought forth, It is riot an Insurmountable problem nor Is It an
indication that ths Guaranteed Student Loan program Is seriously flawed. It is,
rather, ono of the outcome* of a variety of events in the limos that have seriously
strained the Federal Student Aid Program.

McCormick - 2
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Fraud and Abuse

Two years ago, in July 1989, the Texu Guarantied Student Loan

Corporation published study (School or Sandal?) which looked at the effect that

the proprietary school sector wee having on the Guaranteed Student Loan

Program. We urged swift and appropriate oversight In an effort to head off the

proeteMS we sew approaching Congress took soma preventive measures in both

the Budget Reconciliation Act of 1989 and 1990. The Depanment of Education

now has In place a Default Reduction Program.

Yet, despite legislation In several areas, we sell have not eliminated abusive

playem from Ms program. DOM Wove II when people le you that frsud and

abuse have boon eliminated from this program. it has not.

This month In Texas we have taken action against a ex:hoot that displayed

serious Mandel and administrative problems to the extent of co-mingling their

Stafford loan account and their operating account. Al the same time lenders were

receiving refund checks marked NSF, a school employee withdrew enough cash to

pay for a luxury automobile. Out the most disturbing part ot this story I. that the

management of this school vas also involved with mother school that had boon

terminated from the program two years eariler. We bailey, this school was

reincarnated from the terminated school offering the same programs at

the same location.

In focusing our attention on the abuses of trade schools, little attention was

paid to the lenders, secondary markets, and yes, Sallie Mae, which provided

money and looked the other way while default rates soared. A national ockacation

publication recently quoted a student loan officer al what used to be one of the

largest lendem In the program stating that he earned a U bonus for every student

loan that was mad* above a minimum level.

This program cannot continue to tut the patience of the American public

much longer. Those who abuse this program must to eliminated from

participation. I agree with Senator Nunnis committee report that this abuse is hot

occurring solely in the school sector this proper has been exploited by lenders,

seniors, guarantors and secondary markets. It must not be toierated.

McCormick - 3
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School Eligibility in Federal SPA Programs

The number of eligible schools in the student aid programs glow rapidly

in the 1960e al did the level of their partidpation in Pen Grants and Guaranteed

Student Loans. The vast melority of these schools were lorprofif proprietary

schools which in many asses offered short-term training programs In trucking,

nursing assistant, badmen°, and security guard Veining. In Texas alone, our

participating pmprkeary schools grew from 164 in 1968 to over 500 by 1990.

According to an inspector General's Report in 1990, Ms Department of

Education provided Me oversight responsibility in approving new schools; in

just a tour-year period over 2000, new schools were approved but only 60

IOWA WON denied eligibility.

State licensing aeincles and school accrediting bodies were no more

observant during this period of growth in participating schools, as shown by the

work of the inspector General and the Congressional Research Service. Tying

school eligibility to these functions has tailed.

Although many participating proprietary schools provide a valuable

education in a variety of fields, there were some unscrupulous schools who

seriously abused the system, provided no meaningful educational experience.

and left thousands of young people millions of dollars in debt with little hope of

repaying their student loan. At present in TIMM OW 70% of the totsi default

claims am paid on students who attended a proprietary whoal.

Program Complexity end Student Aid Delivery

While the Congress, the Department of Education, the states and the

schools focused on providing mossy to higher education, they were also just as

concerned about the tunds going to only the intended population of students. In

OW Alla ti) become accountable, many became insensitive to the effect that

these numerous changes were having on the complexity of the application

process.

Over the Out 25 yearn an entire industry, almost a cult, has grown up

around the Student Financlid Aid Delivery Systems, particularly needs analysis.

To insure that funds go to intended populations this group encouraged an

McCormick - 4
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overly regulated, highly complex Student Financial Aid Delivery System.
Unftetunataly, this system has itself become a barrier to providing acorn
Uninformed and unsophisticated bunnies, particularly low-income and
minorttla, have become so frustrated with all the forms anti the processes
needed to receive financial aid that they get discouraged and drop out of the
POWS offorfhor. The aoroPflodlY of our sYntem has helped foster an industry
of paid financial consultants and overzealous commissioned propristery school
recruiters just to help these families through the labyrinth of forms and
procedures needed to obtain student aid.

The Plight of the Middle Class

Although there has been an impressive commitment to the student
inancial aid programs in spite of the overwhelming budget deficit problems In
the 1121130s. there is growing evidence of a serious erosion of middle income
famines from participation in the student aid programs. Sines teal the
Guaranteed Student Loan program has virtually been restricted :2 low-Income
families. What is feared is a system of finencing higher education In which only

the very poor or the very rich can afford to go to college.

It is frustrating for famines to be told that their children simply do not
qualify tar any federal aid, including a Guaranteed Student Loan because they
own a home or earn a modest income. These are the famines the Guaranteed
Student Loan program was originally designed to serve. Even more Insulting is
not being able to explain the needs analysis system wail enough for the
rejected family to understand why they do not qualify. This may surprise you,
Mr. Chairman, but r can remember when you could explain needs analysis to a
family and it did make sense.

moCormida - 5
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MCOMMENDATIONS

1. The Federal Budget Proms

A Provide for more careful examination of the impact of
proposed mandatory budget deficit cuts prior to adoption.

B. Enact legislation to mobs Poll Grains an entitlement so
that needy students will know before they begin their
postsecondary education the Wel of commitment that is
available to them.

C. Enact legislation to recognise and protect the Guaranty
Agency Reserves set aside for payments of defaulted
loans In order to restore confidence In the financial
markets in the Gueranty Agency's future ability to pay
claims.

D. Ali guarantors share some responsibility for reducing
defaults. A new schodui. for reinsurance should be developed
which provides Incentives to all agencies to reduce defaults, but
which also does not eeverely penalise guarantors which serve low-

income populations.

2. Defaulted Student Loans

A. Enact legIslation to provide "performenee based"
regulations In the oollection of loans instead of the
current iscomp Ilene based, due diligence regulations we
now have. 11 should be noted that the way the system of
reinsurance and claims payments now works, the incentive is solely

Wed on following the due Opine requirements. There is
virtually no Worm** for the noteholder to collect payments from the

botrower. In Texas, 70% of the claims waived from lenders have
had no payments collected from the borrower.

MoComildi - 8
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elinplIty Ste Student Lean Determent Preens - A recent study
by the LII1 School of Public Maks, University of Texas at Austin,
showed that deferments were ovally understood. The study looked at
WOW public and private vocational education students. A statistically

significant Memos between defaulters and repayers' knowledge of
deferments was found. This suggests that many borrowers may be
defaulting when they are actually eligible for Mennen* Who can
blame them for not understanding the 18 different types of deituments?

C. Enact legislation to "front-iced" grants to needy students
in their first Iwo yews of college end net allow borrowing
during the first 24 months of their postsecondary
education. Statistics gathered over tho years in the Ousmnteed
Student Loan program clearly indicate a high consiation among
defaulted borrowers in their first two yews of school. More
imponentiy, students should not be exposed to or *WM to take on
large debts dining the most risky stages of their educational
experience. Ms ono change to the way we fund student aki couid
have a dramatically positive affect on student loan *Wits.

3. Fraud and Abuse

A. Inset legislation to require the Department of Education
to develop regulations that reward good performance in
carrying out the purposes of the programs. Exemplary
schools, lenders, guarastors, and service* could be relieved from
the more burdensome, redundant, and unnecessary rules . The
position of the Deportment of Education that all participants must

libido by all the earns rules is costly and ineffective, and is actually

impairing moons at community colleges in my home state of Texas.

a Require the Secretary of Education to Improve its own
program compliance activities in accordance with recent
recommerlations by the inspector GeneraL

McCormick - 7
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C. Senator klunifs committee moon calls for inoroased oversight of ail

secondary markets and senfieers. We *Worse that moommondation

WW1 to stopping abuse In those motors.

4. School Eligibility

A. Remove accreditation os e port or tho precise that moots
somplote to be cortflod to maitre federal funds. School
eligIblety requiremsms should be strengthened and separated from the
aocreditation process. The federal govommont should establish its
ravn Independent standards for eligibility based on financial soundness
and proven labor market demand for the occupations for which the

*rants are Wing trained. In approving schools for eligibility. iho

Dopartment of Education can work %TM Stilt. Occupational Information

Coordinating Councils to determlno slate specific labor monist needs
andfor set criteria to most national work force goals. BY faking
scamilting agencies out of the loop, the federal governmont con assert
Its proper authortty in approving schools for Tito IV student aid.

B. Roquire cortain minimum fedoral standards for the stet.
licenser of proprietary schools who wish to whelps's in the
Mend student sid programs.

O. Program Complexity

A. Glve full support to the rocommendatIons of tho Advisory
Committee on Student Plnenalal Aid In the following
arm: Intagration of needs analysis models Into one modoi,
simplifying tits %dorsi application, and the promotion of the us* of

the free federal form (persons*. I would go fuither and icoulta the
use of the fres federal fon for all The IV student aid).

S. Roquire Guaranty Agonoles, in cooporation with the
Dopartment of Education, tO dovolop and implement
common data formes to nee the use of loan data by
schools, tandem, serviews, and other *natio*.

Warr** -
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C. Direct the Department of Education to come into
compliance with existing federal law by bringing th
National Student Loan Data Base into full operation as
soon as possible.

D. Require the use of tho Simple Heeds Test for all who
qualify. Low Income families sIxtuld not be subjected to a batten/
of useless, unnecessary questions simply in order to feed the
revenue einem of an Multiple Data Entry (MDE) contractor.

$. Middle Claes Student

A. Eliminate the calculation of home equity from the
calculation ot need In order to qualify for federal financial
aid.

EL Return middle income students to eligible statue for
Guaranteed Student Loans, Ravish the Middle income Student
Aid Act of 1971; it was good law then, and it Is good law now. Wr
must provide a system of Wend financial aid that does not exciude

the middle clot

MoCormlok 9
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SUMMATION 

The federal Me In higher education has done much to provide 

educational opportunfty for its citizens. And up to now, the American people, 

the SYStage SW hes strongly supported this mie. Although I have spent most 

of my time this morning pointing out the flaws in the Federal student aid 

program 1 pemonally feel thee they we mom:rusty successful programs that 

have alroady made a tremendous contribution, not only to the students they 

have served, but to the nation. 

However, these programs must maintain positive public suppon to thrive. 

They must be fair, understandable, rsasaitelaa, and u free frOm fraud and 

abuse as possible. We must seriously review the problems that have been 

pointed out and we must correct the errors that hsve occurred; sa that MOW 

aid progneme can once again enjoy the public support they deserve. The 

ultimate tett of the integrity of the %brat student aid programs wiR be whether 

or not, In the minds of the American public, they am successful in deilvering the 

'American Dream' they promise. 

Thank you for this opponunity to share some of my thoughts on the subject of 

Program Integrity and Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. I will be 

happy to answer any questhms you might have. 

McCormick - 10 

47-011 0-91-1111 
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Chairman Foam Thank you. Mr. Samuel Kipp.
Mr. KIPP. Mr. Chairman and members, I'm %m Kipp, Executive

Director of the Qilifornia Student Aid Commission, but today I'm
appearing on behalf of the National Council of Higher Education
loan programs as its incoming president to provide testimony on an
issue that must be resolved successfully if this country is to assure
genuine opportunity for its citizens to participate fully in its econo-
my and societythe question of institutional eligibility and educa-
tional effectiveness in the Nation's guaranteed student loan pro-
gram.

While it's been said before, it bears repeating here at the outset.
The concepts underlining the guaranteed student loan pFogram are
fundamentally sound; the program is essential to financing postsec-
ondary education and to promoting educational opportunity.

For millions of young students education is the only avenue of
cmortunity for improving their lives and those of their families.
The importance of access to postsecondary education for all Ameri-
cans can not be overstated, yet most of the problems we confront
today will not be resolved unless we correct the glaring weaknesses
in current institutional eligibility requirements and limit aid eligi-
bility only to those institutions that can and will deliver high qual-
ity education and training to their students.

The vast amkjoriV of colleges and vocational training schools that
participate in the Title IV programs are doing a good job of prepar-
ing students for worthwhile careers. Having said that,
NCHELP is unflinching and also saying that .too many schools al-
lowed to wrtimpate in the program offer precious little in the way
of true education or valuable job training. In real terms, that trans-
lates into hundreds of thousands of students who have been hurt
and are now worse off only because they wanted to better them-
selves.

The collective concern should be that every student have an op-
portunity to obtain a postsecondary education, not that every
school have the opportunity to receive Federal financial assistance.

NCHELP believes that neither students nor taxpayers are helped
by permitting unsuspecting students to be recruited by institutions
with inadequate admission criteria, insufficient counseling and aca-
demic support services and substandard instructions.

Such practices have contributed to an appalling increasing in the
victimization of unfortunate, unsophisticated borrowers and to the
rising incidence of defaults.

The current national default problem stems not from quality in-
stitutions that are serving .r students, but from large numbers
of substandard institutions .t serve students poorly.

Measures included by Congress in the last two budget reconcilia-
tion acts have made meaningful progress in slowing past excesses
at institutions with the worst program track records. But these
measures, as valuable as they are, only provide a bandage after the
serious damage to students and taxpayers alike has already been
done.

Unless dramatic changas are made in the existing processing of
conferring institutional eligibly, other substandard institutions will
simply replace those high default rate institutims that lose eligibil-

14+ I
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ity, and the newcomers will be permitted 3 to 5 years to profit from
their students' misfortunes.

At the present time, achieving institutional eligibility for Title
IV aid only requires three thinp: accreditation by a recognized ac-
crediting_body; State licensure; and the certification by the Depart-
ment of Education.

Yet, in practice, the Department of Education and most States
simply defer to the standards and judgment of nongovernmental
private trade associations to bestow accreditation and, with it., Title
IV aid eligibility on their dues paying members.

Oversight policing of institutional performance by accrediting
bodies is too weak, especially in the face of the enormous financial
pressures that student aid provides. Policing by State licensure
bWies has also been too weak in the past. The passage of much
needed, more rigorous standards of institutional performance in a
few States suggests that mandating minimum standards for State
licensure holds considerable promise.

Policing and oversight by the Department of Education has been
quite limited, although the default regulations and other recent
steps promise some eventual relief. Still, the new leadership in the
dertment must focus much needed attention on developing a con-
siderably more demanding and effective certification and review
process.

Finally, policing by guarantee agencies through compliance re-
views and LS&T actions has been effective in a number of States,
but such LS&T actions can only be taken after substantial evidence
is produced showing a continued pattern of administrative failure
at an institution, and only after hundreds of thousands of students
have been victimized.

The status quo is no longer acceptable. As part of its comprehen-
sive paper and extensive recommendations on the reauthorization
of the guaranteed student loan program and other Title IV pro-
grams, ISTCHELP has developed 15 specific recommendations which
pnwide a better basis for institutional participating on the student
loan program by emphasizing educational effectiveness and con-
sumer protection without arbitrarily excluding any sector of post-
secondary education.

My written testimony includes all 15, but I'll mention just a few,
or highlight just a few of them now: The definitions relating to in-
stitutional eligibility should be the same for all Title IV programs;
GE& length of program requirements should be altered to coincide
with those of Pell grant and campus space programs, not less than
600 clock hours; for the pum, of demonstrating institutional eli-
gibility to participate in Fe&ral student aid programs, all institu-
tions providing occupational, vocational or technical training must
measure such training in clock hours.

NCHELP recommends that stringent institutional eligibility
standards be developed by the Secretary for institutions that wish
to participate in student aid programs, including but not limited to
mahdating minimum standards for State licensure criteria which
incorporate requirements relating to educational outcomes and con-
sumer protection measures.

Those standards must be met in order for State licensing to serve
as a basis for Federal student aid participation and, secondly, by
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requiring educational institutions to demonstrate financial and ad-
ministrative competency and integrity before participating in Fed-
eral student aid programs, and as a condition for continued eligibil-
ity.

NCHELP also offers a number of recommendations dealing with
strengthening accreditation and setting terms for participation by
new schools, branch campuses and after changes in school owner-
ship.

Current prohibitions on the use of commission sales people have
apparently not curbed the incidence of abuse in recruiting stu-
dents; therefore, NCHELP recommends that institutions not be
able to use commission employees in any phase of their operations
unless the sole basis of the commission is the graduation or place-
ment of the students involved in the recruitment.

And, fmally, because of the massive evidence of problems and
the difficulties of regulating such institutions, NCHELP recom-
mends that correspondence courses no longer be eligible for partici-
pation in the guaranteed student loan program.

The kinds of changes and recommendations offered by NCHELP
would go a long way, if implemented, to strengthening the integri-
ty of the programs and assuring that students receive the educa-
tion and training that they're promised.

Thank you for this opportunity to appear before the subcommit-
tee. I would be happy to answer any questions.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Samuel Kipp follows:}

( ) )
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Mr. kg= and Members of the Subcommittee

I am Sam ICipp, Ecomedve Director of the Califenda Sindent Aid Commission. Ibday, I am appearing on

behalf of the National Council of Higher Education Loan Programs (NOIELP) as its Warming President to

provide testimony on an issue that mmt be reached successfully if this country is to assure genuine

opportunity for all its dtteem to participate My ie its economy and society - the quakes of lostitufional

eligibility aod educational effectiveness in the nislion's Guaranteed Student Loan Program

While it has been said before. it bears repeating here at the outset:

The concepts underlying the Guaranteed Student Loan Program arc fundamentally sound; the

program is essentisl to the financing of postsecondary education and to promoting educathmal

opportunity.

The adminisuation and financing of the program represent a successful deoenualized partnership

among guarantee agencies, commercial lenders secondary markets,servicers, thc federal government

and institutions of postsecondao; education.

For millions of young students beginning their Wesas independent citizens, education b the only avenue of

opportunity for impnaving their Ilvm and those of their families New worken will find that occupations of

the future require ever-Increasing levels of education arid training. Growing numbers of Americans already

engaged in the workplace will find themselves increasingly vulnerable to displacement by abirts in regional,

utional and global economies. Far them education and ..itaining are the difference between produmbe

employability and prolonged, debilitating useemloyment. Finally, if the nation 'a to hold ha own in the world's

economic and cultural community, it must rely on improved levels ofskill, knowledge, and sophistication which

only education can provide.
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The importance of access to posoccondary edneadon for all Americana cannot be interstate& Yet, most all

the problems we confront today (I) rising Windt costs, (2) the imbalance between grants and loans, (3)

establishing reasonable and effective standards for lender and guarantor due diligence, (4) conuolling program

costs whik assuring adequate access to loan capital for all eligible students, and 95) restoringpublic confidence

sad support for essential financial aid programs niH not be resolved unless we correct the glaring

weaknesses in current institutional diglbthfy mquirententa and limit aid eligibility only to those institutions

that can and will deliver high quality education and training to their students.

The sast majorny of colleges and vocational training schools that participate in the Title 111 programs are

doing a good job of preparing their vudents for wortbwhile caroms and jobs that enable those who bormw

to pay for higher education also to repay their student loan debts.

Hating sate that, NCHELP is unflinching in also saying that too many schools allowed en panicipate in tbe

program -- particularly those offering high-cost, short-term vocational training offer precious little In the

way of true educntion or valuable job training. ln real terms that translates into hundredsof thousands of

students who have been hurt and art now worse off only because they wanted to better themselves. Texpayers

have been blind-sided too. Some unscrupulous school owners have profited greatly by these losses. Such

abuse bas stood the basic purpose of the student loan program on its head: tbe beneficiaries of student aid

should be students, not schools.

The collective concern should be that every student have the opportunity to obtain a pcntsecondaryeducation .

not that every school have the opportunity to receive federal financial assistance. NCHELP believes that

neither students nor taxpayers are helped by permitting unsuspecting students to be recruited by institutions

with inadequate admission criteria. insufficient counseling and academic support services, and substandard

hntruction. Such przzices have contribtned to an appalling increase in the victimitation of unfonunate,

unsophisticated borrowers and to the rising incidence of defaults. The current national default problem stems

2
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not from quality institutioas saving pots students, but from large ambito of substandard institutions that

serve students poorly.

Measures included by Congress in the last Two Budatt Reconciliation Acts haw made meaningful progress

in stowing the wildfire pattern of heavy bumming and its corollary high student loan defaults at

institutions wills the wont program track records. But these measures, as valuable as they are, only provide

a bandage after the serious damage to students and taxpayer alike has already been done. The current

vagueness about educational standards has enabled some educational institutions to offer programs of

questionable quality. Unless dramatic eltanges are made in the pasting process of conferring institutional

eligibility, other substandard institutions will simply replace those higb default rate institutions that lose

eligibility, and the n!ssuuners will be permitted three to five years to profit from their students' misfonunes.

At the present time, achieving institutional eligibility for Tok IV aid only requires three things: accreditation

try a recognized accrediting body. stem Measure, and cenification by the Department of Education. la most

MAWS, Mensure requires little more than accreditation. Consequently, the Depanment of Education and most

states simply defer to the stindards and judgment of non-governmemal private trade ASSOCiatiOIS that bestow

accreditation, and with it Title IV aid eligibility, on their dues-paying members

Oversight and poising of institutional performance byu accrediting bodies is weak, especially ia the face of

the enormous financial pressures that student aid provides. Some accrediting agencies provide strong

a$SUM,OCe of educational quality and consumer accountability, but for others, financial aid provides a powerful

incentive to look the other way when their schools are abusing aid programs and failing in their educational

performance. The leek of effectiveness of some accrediting agencies is also prompted by fear of being sued

by their members and of losing members through accreditation hopping.

3
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Policing by sate hi:ensure bodies has been wo weak in the past, but the passage of much needed, more

rigorous standards of institutional performance In a few states suggests that mandating minimum standards

for state licensing Criteria which incorporate requirements telating to educational outcomes and consumer

protection measures held considerable promise especiolly if such state hi:ensure standards must he met as a

condition for federal student aid participation.

Policing and oversight hy the Department of Education has beta quite limited. although the default regulations

promise some eventual relict sespechdly the new refund requirements, delayed certification of hoans, and

eligiblifty cutoffs for high default-rate schools. The new leadership te the Department must focus much

needed attention on developing a considerably more demanding and effecting con lilts tion and review process.

Policing by guarantee agencies through
compliance reviews and L S. A T actions has been effective in a

number climates, but Inch L. T actions can only be taken after substantial evidence is produced sbowing

a continued pattern ofadministrative failure at an institution, and only after hundreds or thousands of students

have been victimieed and coasules.s taxpayer dollars have been misusot

The MOS 9110 is RO iOnget acceptable. There IS SO urgent need for heightened emphasis on educational

effectiveness to assure that genuine educational opporontity is preserved and public confidence in

postseamdaiy education and training is restored. While access must be assured, it rotor be access to an

education which delivers solid, positive outcomes for suidents.

As pan of its comprehensive position paper and extensive recommendations on the Reauthorization of the

Guaranteed Student Loan PrIgrain and Other Tftle IV Programs, NCHELP has developed fifteen specific

recommendations which provide a better bats for institutional participation in the stodent loan pnvinm hy

emphasizing educational effectiveness and CORIiiiiner protection without arbitrarily excluding any sector of

pastsecondary education:

4
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The *Snide= relating to insfflutioaal eligibility should be the same for nil Tide IV Programa. GSL

Lenvhof-program mg/dements should he altered to coincide with those of the Pell Grant and

eampns-based programs (600 bonn). Mt would have positive benefits in the area of default

reductiou, since it would minimize tbe prospect of uudents relying exclusively on loans in order to

finance their education. FUnbermore, it would address the questionable recniiting practices of some

short-term *volitional institutions with wry high default rates.

a For the purpose of demormtrating eligibility to participate In Wald student finencial aid programs,

all institutions providing oceopedons, vocational, or technkal training must measure such training

in dock hours. Thu would ekd the current practicv of course-streldting through artificial conversion

from clock hours to credit bouts.

Stems must become more heavily imbed in oversight activitiesof and licensing requirements for

vocational postsecondazy institutions. They must monitor the quality of education and perform

calfinlarr protection functions with regard to Institotkais they license. These functions should

incinde. bat not be limited to, monitoring advertisbsg or placement claims and institntiocal /Wend

policies, Evidence of accredited= should no longer be the sok basis for receiving a state license to

operate.

Although the Secretary has no authority to regulate institutional curricula, be clearly has authority

to provide consumer protection guidelines to safeguard the use of public student aid funds and

subsidies. NCEIELP mcommends that stringent institutional eligibilitystandards be dewrioped by the

Secretary kw institutions that wish to participate in Oudot: aid progrems, including ben not limited

tor

$
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Mandatbsg Mandards far state Um:min alleria which immapotale follikaalstds Manna to

educational outcomes and menanner protection mcasures. These standanks mast be met in

order for Mats ticenshtg to sena as a basis far firdend student aid participation.

ilequhins educational institutions to dernoosteets financial and achninistrathe conspinency

and tatevity before partidpadm in federal student aid programs and as a condition of

continued eligibility.

NCHELP then offers a number of =commendations dealingwith accreditation and terms for participation by

new schools, branch campuses and after changes in sebool ownership

In order for the Secretary to recognise accredlting associatioos as maks Are conferring eligibility

for Mend student aid holds, ft is necenaty that he eseselse stringent central over the scope of

accrediting practices related to conferring sod: eligibility. In addition be must enforce minimum

standards for review and oversight..

National and regional accrediting entities must be required:

to incorporite stringent consumer protectioe standards as pan of the accreditatioe

requirements;

to inform the Secretary of gfl Babas taken with regani to schools;

So hare pub* support (financial anchor legal), where deemed appropriate by the Secretary.

If son, by institutions for removal of accreditation;

to approve any Dew and/or branch site separately, and to pro** for better oversight of

branch campuses.

Any new institution wishing to participate in the CSL Pmgram must establish a Default Management

Program, as outUned tro current regulations, for tbe first two years of such pasticipation.

6
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Ass lastilution *bids chines ownenhip or beennses a branch should also be added to a Delhi*

Management Props. for two years after change of ownership or status. In addition, guarantee

agencies should have authority to regulate imam volume of such Institution.

Anz change In instftutional owaership wtU Wailer U new eligibility test for licandal soundness end

an examination of tbe stew ownees record, *a wdi as a check kr parlous program caspeashoo.

Institutional codes for GSL, Pen, and carapus-based programa should be unified into a single code

number. The Secretary must Melnik through a separate code, all branch and subsidiary campuses.

AU histianions aunt have an independent third-party aampliance and finamdal moth perthrmed

biennially which certifies that federally mandited inedastion.wide standards me being met. Such

audits shall be available to geserantee agenda, secondary markets, lenders state licensor, agencies,

accroditing agendas, and the Secretary.

Stroag ineasures should be taken to provide for consumer protection for all students by requiring

the thilowings

Refund policies should be fair and pranced.

Institutions that advertise must prominently disclose In such advertisements their own

experience with:

typical amounts borrowed

placement rates

compktiou rates

salary offers

successful licensors of graduates.

7
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A gesrantee nem shall remise pertpation movement with an institutionsserved by the gam.

1 S & T odious mut be effective moss agency /Ines hansediately and the Secretary mud be

instructed that the wood Visqualift In section 422 may mean suspension or Ihnitatien -- not

nommully temination. The Secretary mum ad with due speed on agency 4 S & T odium; If be

fails to overturn an agency's co procedural votmds within di days, that decision Is antomatimny

extended to an ether guarantors.

Current prohibitions oo the use of commhsioned sale:spasms have apparently not curbed the

incidence of abuses in recruiting students. Therdom. NCHELP peoposes that hotheads nut be able

to use commissioned employees In up plum of their openness, nukes the sole beak of the

mennission is the grodumion or placement of the 'students lambed In the recruitment.

a Correspondence educatioa is almost impossibk to monitor, and muse length (which determines

institutional eligibility) is difficult to verify. Costs of such piogram are minimal, and all too often

a Onarameed Student Loan becomes a vehicle of basic student living support rather than ataistance

to defray educational costs. Therefore, NCHELP necommends awnspondenee modes no longer

be eligible Ibr partkipetion in the Gueriatesd Strident Leen Polgrmn.

Thank you for this opportunity to appear before the Subcommittee- humid be happy to answer anyquestions-

8
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Chairman Foam. Mr. Longanecker.
Mr. Lomitiv WM. Mr. Chairman and members of the subcom-

mittee, I appreciate the o rtunity to testify to you today on the
reauthorization of the er Education Act, specifically, on the
issue of institutional eligi ility for Federal student fmancial aid
programs.

I'm David Longenecker. I'm the Executive Director of the Colora-
do Commission on Higher Education and President-elect of the
State Higher Education Executive Officers Organization, on whose
behalf I spaak to you today.

As you know, institutional eligibility for participation in the Fed-
eral student aid programs has traditionally involved the so-called
triadthe three stage process that includes being accredited by a
legitimate accrediting agency, being licensed by the State in which
the institution operates, and being certified by the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education.

Until recently, there was general faith that these three rt!quire-
ments assured program integrity. That was certainly their intent.
Mounting evidence, however, has made it clear that the triad is no
longer achieving its purpose.

e current system for establishing institutional eligibility is
both confusing and ineffective. Little, if any, communication exists
among the three parties involved.

The reasons lie not with any one of the parties, but with all
three and with the process. Our =Oar concern within SHEEO are
wtest with the role of the States which, in many cases, simply
haven't done an adequate jobs in the State licensure function. The
States are highly inconsistent in their standards, with some States

Mr8vely pursuing reform of licensing practices and procedures
l:4:81hers lag behind.

Further, standards within a single State are often inconsistent
and uncoordinated, with multiple agencies performing similar
tasks but using a wide isnge of standards and procedures. Unfortu-
nately, this has resulted in a process that inadequately protects the
consumer, the education or the training offer.

Now, that's our history. We want .you to know, however that
SHEEO and the States are seriously mtereeted and committed to
helping restore integrity to institutional eligibility through height-
ened attention to State level institutional approval activities.

SHEEO and the States have confronted this issue in three dis-
tinct ways: First, a number of States have initiated regulatory
reform to improve the licensing of postsecondary institutions. If I
can use Colorado, my own State, as an example, the State legisla-
ture last year consolidated the regulation of all private occupation-
al institutions, including barbering and cosmetology, within the
new agency of the Department of Higher Education.

This year, the legislature established a training assurance fund
to assure that all students have the opportunity to complete the
educational program in the event that the institution in which
they initially enrolled goes out of business before they complete
their education.

I might mention that New York has also been very active in the
reform of its regulation of postsecondary institution. And, in fact, I
should also mention that the legislation that we propose and have

4
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included with my testimony as part of SHEEO's was fashioned
with a great deal of help from the State of New York.

Second, SHEEO itself, as an organization, has commissioned a
major study of the meihods and effectiveness of State licensing,
winch will be presented to our membership for adoption this
summer. This study will call for national standards for State li-
censing to be adopted by the 50 States. These standards will be
based on the series of universal principles that regardless of the
nature of State governance, can be used to fashion State specific
laws and regulations governing the licensing of postsecondary insti-
tutions.

We believe that adopting these national uniform strengthened
standards will not only help assure better State practice, but will
also increase substantially the integrity of the student aid pro-
grams.

And, third, and more directly related to your deliberations, the
SHIM has proposed specific legislative language in the reauthor-
ization of the Higher Education Act that would make State licens-
ing the centerpiece of institutional eligibility for Federal student
assistance.

I should mention that the attached language to my comments
has been revised from those we originally submitted to the commit-
tee.

We believe that this process would be entirely appropriate and
consistent with your Federal policy goals. First, it establishes the
primary locus of responsibility close to the source of regulation.
And, indeed, the strong recoM of the VA approval process, which
was discussed earlier here, demonstrates that such a process indeed
can work well.

Second, it retains for the States what is constitutionally and his-
torically their preeminent responsibilitythat of providing and as-
suring quality delivery of educational services.

And, finally, it places the lion's share of oversight responsibility
for governmental programs in the hands of governmental bodies,
rather than ceding this authority to private nongovernmental ac-
crediting groups, which for very legitimate reasons shun away
from a regulatory role.

Specifically, SHEEO proposes that Congress authorize the Secre-
tary of Education to enter into agreements with States. These
agreements would designate a single State postsecondary approving
agency responsible for approving institutions and educational pro-
grams which receive Title IV programs.

This proposal would not require that the licensing of institutions
be done by a single agency, only that one agency be responsible for
certifying to the Federal Government that all licensing bodies in
the State meat these minimum Federal standards.

In the event that a State chooses not to participate, the Seem
tary would be free to enter into agreements with other reliable
agencies or organizations which would monitor the institutions in
question using federally set standards of accountability and integri-
ty.

Operating within broad guidelines established by the Secretary
and consistent with the legislation, the designated postsecondary

r I 3
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approving agency would establish a State plan which would be sub-
mitted to the Secretary for approval or disapproval.

Our proposed legislation calls for licensing standards in nine
areas. Those areas range from looking at the business viability of
the institution to the educational viability of the institution.

We also propose that the Federal Government help the States
pay for the cost of this increased regulation and oversight. Current-

. ly, States do either direct appropriations or institutions through
fees share the cost of State licensing and regulations. A strength-
ened State partnership, however, especially with the establishment
of minimum Federal standards for licensing will require increased
custs which we believe should be borne by the Federal Govern-
ment.

This model works well with the VA State approving agency
system. The minimal cost of such a prograzu would be more than
offset by the significant savings and improved program delivery
achieved through the reduction in fraud and abuse of Federal stu-
dent aid programs and funds.

Mr. Chairman, we believe that adopting the simplified approach
to determining institutional eligibility that SHEEO has proposed
would reduce the confusion and ineffectiveness of the present
system by unequivocally holding the States responsible for insuring
both consumer protection aad educational quality and by providing
the resources to demonstrate this responsibility. We believe that
the proper balance of oversight functions and responsibilities will
finally be accomplished.

We look forward to continuing, and we hope enhanced partner-
ship relationships between the Federal Government and the State
governments and expanding educational opportunity through Title
IV of the Higher Education Act.

Details of the REED proposal in the form of legislative lan-
guage developed in cooperation with the New York State Educa-
tion Department and others are attached to my written statement.

Thank you very much for the opportunity to appear before you
today. I'd be happy, as well as the others are, to answer any ques-
tions.

[The prepared statement of David Longanecker follows:}
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, I antedate this oppommity to testify to you

today on reauthorization of the Higher Education Act, specificallyon the issue of institutional

eligibility for federal student assistance programs. I am David Longenecker, Execudve Director

of the Colorado Commission on Higher Education, and President-Med of the State Higher

Education Executive Officers (SHEED) on whose behalf I speak to you today.

As you 'mow, institutional eligibility for participation in the federal student aid progrems has

traditionally involved tht so-called TRIAD, a three stage process that includes: being accredited

by a legitimate accrediting agency, being licensed by the state in which the institution operates,

and being certified by the U.S. Department of Education. Until recently, there was general faith

that these three requirements assured program integrity. Mountie% evidence, however, has made

it clear that the TRIAD is no longer achieving its purpose. The current system for establishing

institutional eligibility is both confusing and ineffective. Little, if any, communication exists

among the three parties involved.

The reason lies not with any one of the parties, but with all three. Our major concern within

SHEEO, however, is with the role of the states, which in many cases simply haven't dune an

adequate job in the state licensure function. The states are highly inconsistent in their standards,

with some states aggressively pursuing reform of licensing practices and procedures while others

lag behind. Further, standards within a single state are often inconsistent and uncoordinated,

with multiple agencies performing similar tasks but using a wide range of standards and

procedures. Unfortunately, this has resulted in a process that inadequately protects the

consumers of the education or training offered.
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That's our history. But please know that SHER) and the states are seriously interested and

committed to helping restore integrity to institutional eligibility through heightened attention to

state level institutional approval activities. SNEED and the states have confronted this issue in

three distinct ways.

First, a number of states have initiated regulatory reform to improve the litensing of

postsecondary educational institutions. Within Colorado, for example, the state legislature last

year consolidated the regulation of all private occupational institutions within a new agency of

the Department of Higher Education. This year, the legislature established a training assurance

fund, to assure that all students have the opportunity to complete their educational program in

the event that the institution in which they initially enroll goes out of business before they

complete their education.

Smond, SNEED has commissioned a major study of the methods and effectiveness of state

licensing, which will be presented to our membership this summer. This study will call for

national standards for state licensing to be adopted by the fifty states. These standards will be

based on a series of universal principles that, regardless of the nature of state governance, can

be used to fashion state-specific laws and regulations governing the licensing of postsecondary

institutions. We believe that adopting these nationally uniform, strengthened standards will not

only help assure better state practice, but will also increase substantially the integrity of the

federal student aid programs.

2
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TWA and more directly related to the deliberations of your committee, SHEEO has proposed

specific legblative language in the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act that would make

state licensing the centemiece of institutional eligibility for federal student assistance. (The

attached language has been revised from that previously submitted.) We believe this wtadd be

entirely appropriate and consistent with your federal policy goals. First, it establishes the

primary locus of responsibility close to the actual source of regulation. And, indeed, the strong

record of the VA approval pnacess demonstrates that such a process can work well. Second,

it retains to the states what is constitutionally and historically their preeminent responskility for

providing and ensuring quality delivery of educational services. Finally, it places the lion's sinve

of ovessight responsibility for governmental programs in the hands of governmental bodies,

rather than ceding this authority to private, non-governmental accrediting groups, which for very

legitimate reasons shun may from a regulatory role.

Specifically, SHEE0 proposes that Congress authorize the Secretary of Education to enter into

avvements with states. These agreements would designate a single State Postsecondary

Approving Agency Jevons,* for approving institutions and educational programs which receive

Title IV funds. This proposal would not require that licensing of institutions be done by a single

agency; only that one agency be responsible for certifying to the federal govanment that all

licensing bodies in the state meet these minimum federal standards. In the evest a state chooses

not to participate, the Secretary would be free to enter into agreements with other reliable

agencies or organizations, which would monitor the institutions in question using federally set

3
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standards of accountability and integrity.

Operating within broad guidelines established by the Secretary, and consistent with the

legislation, the designated State Postsecondary Approving Agency would establish a state plan,

which would be submitted to the Secretary for approval ordisapproval. Our proposed legislation

calls for licensing standards for: institutional financial and administrative capacity; facilities.

equipment, and supplies; personnel; cuniculum and instnicfion; student support services;

admissions, academic calendars, tuition charges and fees, grading, academic progress, and

advertising; data on enrollments, successful completions, and finances, maintaining student"

records; and other standards that a state may legally require. Each state would develop

appropriate state level standards within each of these areas, and submit that plan to the Secretary

for his approval.

We also propose that the federal government help the state pay for the costs of increased

mutation and oversight. Currently states, through direct appropriations, and institutions,

through fees, share the costs of state licensing and regulation. A strengthened federal-state

partnership, however, especially with the establishment of minimal federal standards for

licensing, will require inueased costs, which we believe should be borne by the federal

government. Ills model works well with the VA state approving agency system. The minimal

costs of such program would be more than offset by the significant savings and improved

program delivery achieved through the reduction in fraud and abuse of federal student aid

provaIns and funds.

4
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Mr. Chairman, vie believe that adopting the simplified approach to determining institutional

eligibility that SHEEO has proposed would reduce the confusion and ineffectivenen of the

present system. More clearly defined responsibilities would fedi= the finger pointing we now

see among the mtor players. By unequivocally holding the states responsible for ensuring both

consumer protection and educational quality, and by providing the resources to demonstrate this

responsibility, we believe the proper balance of oversight functions and responsibilities will

finally be accomplished.

We look forward to a continuing, and we hope enhanced, partnership between the federal and

state governments in expanding educational opportunity through Title IV of the HigherEducation

Art. Details of the SHEEO proposal, in the form of legislative language developed in

cooperation with the New York State Education Department and others, are attached to my

written statement. Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you. I would be happy to

answer any questions.

5
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A NEW FEDERAL PARTNERSHIP
FOR ASSURING INSITIVI1ONAL INTEGRITY

AMENDMENIS TO HIGHER EDUCATION ACT TITLE IV

Title IV of the Act is amended by adding aftzr Setsion 486A the following new section:

"DEMONSTRATION GRANTS FOR IMPROVED
ADMINISTRM1ON

AND THE REDUCTION OF REGULATORY BURDENS

'SEC 4S6B(a) Program Audtorized.(1) The Secretary is authorized to make grants to apFopriate

public agencies, non-profit private organizations and institutions of higher education to demonstrate

innovative approaches to the administration of student assistance programs authorized by this tide

desisned to improve the administration of such vrograms and reduce regulatory burdens on eligible

institutions.
"(2) No demonstration grant may be made under this section unless an application is

submitted to the Secretary at such time, in such manner, snd containing such information as the

Secreary may reasonably require.
Authcsization of Appropriations.There are authorized to be appropriated $10,000,000

for fiscal ye...* 1992, and such sums as may be necessary for each of the 4 succeeding fiscal years

to carry out the provisions of this section'.

Tide IV Odle Act is further mended by adding at the end thereof the following new mainly

"AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS FOR

ADMINISTRATION EXPENSES

'SEC. 492. Then are authorized to be appropriated such sums as may be necessary for fiscal y

1992 and cor each succeeding fiscal year thereafter for mdministrative expenses necessary for carrying

out this title, including expenses for staff personnel and compliance activities.'

Title IV of the Higher Education Act of 1965 is amended by adding at the end thereof the

following new part H:

"PART H INSTITUTIONAL INTEGRITY

'FEDER4V., RESPONSIBILITIES.

'SEC. 491(a) Performance Standards.(1) In o:der to strengthen the adrnirustrative capability and

financial responsibility ptovisions of this title, the Secretary shall, after consubation with institutions

of higher education, eligible institutions, guaranty agencies, educational aswciations representing

postsecondary education, and other appropriate public tgencies and nomproilt private organizations,

develop and carry out obJective performance standards for the administration of programs authorized

by this tide.

'(2) In carrying out this subsection, the Secretary shall
"(A) provide for the conduct of program reviews on a systematic basis deaigned to
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imlude all eligible institutions participating in programs authorized by this title; and
"(B) provide for the conduct of recertification reviews of administrative capability and
financial responsibility of institutions over a 5-year period on a targeted basis using
objective criteria, together with provisions for automatic recenificadon and on-she
reviews of suit institutions.

'(b) Information Required.The Secretaty shall require all eligible institutions to submit to
the Depanment detailed information on revemrs end expenditures of the institution.

'STANDARDS REQUIRED FOR APPROVAL OF
ACCREDITING AGENCY

OR ASSOCIATIOW

"SEC. 494.No accrediting agency or association may be approved by the Secretary for the purpose
of this title, unless the agnicy or association meets the standards established by the Secretary
pursuant to this section. The Secretes7 shall, after notice and opportunity for a hearing, establish
the standards. The standards shall require that

II) the accrediting agency or association must be a state, regional, or national agency or
association, and must demonstrate the ability and experience to operne as an accrediting agency or
association within the state, region or nationally, as appropriate:

12) such agency or association accredits Institutions and/or programs of higher education;
13) such agency or association maintains a clear distinction from any professional or trade

organization having a related membership; and
"(4) such agency or ainOciatiOn applies standards of accreditation that determine that the

service', curricula, fecuity, facilities, and fiscal resources of the institutions of higher education and
the achievements of hs students are of sufficient quality that each such institution provides
satisfactory education and training.

15) such agency or association notifies the Secretary and the appropriate State Postsecondary
Approving Agency In s timely fashion of any approval or accreditation of an eligible institution, any
denial, withdrawal, or termination of approval or accreditation of an eligible institution, together whh
any other negative action taken with respect to an eligible institution.

'STATE APPROVING AGENCY PROGRAM'

SEC.495. STATEMENT OF PURPOSE.it is the purpose of this pan to authorize the Secretary to
enter into agreements that would

(a) establish one State Postsecondary Approving Agency in each State to approve
possecondary instinulons and educational programs for the purposes of this Title; and

(b) provide Federal funds to each State Appmving Agency for performing the functions
required by such agreements with the Secretary.

SEC. 496. STATE APPROVING AGENCY PROGRAM ESTABUSHED.

2
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(a) PROGRAM AUTHORITY,The Steamy shall, In acceadance with the provbions of
this psn, enter into agreements with each of the Sloes to carry out the purposes of this part If any
State fells to enter into an agnumere with the Secretary for the purposes of this part, the provisions
of this part which refer so the Stae, with respect to such State, shall be deemed to refer to other
appropriate arrangements made by the Secretary for program approval in that State. If any
bstinzions eligible to pattkipate in student assistance programs authorized under this TWe are not
offering (duodenal programs in a State (e.g., foreign medical schools or schools located in U.S.
territories), the provisions of this part which refer to she State, with respect to such Institutions, shall

be deemed to refer to the Secretaty.

b) AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIATIONS.For the purpose of enabling the Secretary
to make mums to States which have made agreements with the Secretary under this part, there
is authorized to be appropriated an amount not to exceed one percent of the student financial
assistance programs ffinded under this Title for fiscal year 1993 end surreeding fiscal yurs.

(c) REIMBURSEMENT SUBJECT TO CONTINUING COMPLIANCE.The Secretary
shall make payments for agreements only to Stabs which continue to meet the requirements of their

aenremente.

(d) EFFECTIVE DATE.This program shall be effective 12 months after enactment.

SEC. 497. DEFINMONS. Fur the purposes of this pan
(a) the term "Stain means each of the several States, the District of Columbia, and the

Commenwealth of Puerto Rico;

(b) the term "instionion" means an eligible institution defined in section 435(a) of this Title
or an institutive defined in section 481 of this Title that (I) has entered into a progrem participation
agreement with the Secretary as described in section 487 of this Title and (ii) has a total annual

enrollment of 100 or more students;
(c) the term 'educational program' means:
(1) a postsecondary education program provided by an institution defined in subsection (b)

and leading to a degree, certificate, or odter educational credential recoenized by the State in which

the program is offered;
(2) a course of postsecondary study necessary for enrollment in a program defined in

ParallraRil (1); and
(3) a program of postsecondary vocational or technical education provided tu an institution

defined in subsection (b) and designed to prepare individuals for useful employment hl recognized

occupations.

SEC. 498, STATE APPROVING AGENCY AGREEMENTS.
(a) STATE ORGANIZATION STRUCTURES.
(1) Each agreement shall describe a State organisational structure that includes every

institution, defined in section 497(b) of this part, in the State.
(2) Ftw the purposes of this put, the selection of the State entity authorized to act on behalf

of the Sate for the purpose of entering into sn agreement with dte Secretary shall be in accordance

with the State law of each individual State with respect to the authority to make legal agreements

3
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heaven the State and the Federal Govenunent.
(3) Noth 1141 In this part shall be construed so authorize the Secretary to require any State

to adopt, as a condition for entering into an agreement, a specific State organizational structure.
(4) Nothing in this part shall be construed as a limitation on the authority of any State to

ode,: a State organization structure for postsecondary education agencies, institutions, or proarams
which is appropriate to the needs, traditions, and circumstances of that State, or as a limitation on
the authority of a State entering into an agreement pursuant to this pan to modify the State
organizational structure at any time subsequent to entering into such agreement.

(5) Notwithstudiol Rho Provisions of ForalP*Pai (2). (3) end (4) of this subsection, the
Seaetary may require each Stabs to develop an organiational structure, subject to the limitations of
paragraphs (2), (3) and (4), that incorporates every institution, as defined in this part, in that State
as pan of the *erne/neat pursuant to this pan. The Secretary shall provide to each Smte, at intervals
to be specified in regulation, a list of every institution thm shall be incorporated into the
organisational structure of such State for the purposes of this pan.

(b) CONTENTS OF AGREEMENTSAgreements between each State and the Secretary
shall contain the following features:

(1) Designation of the State entity responsible for granting State authorization to each
inAtution in that State to offer postsecondary education;

(2) Designation of the State entity responsible for assuring that each institution in that State
remains in compliance with State requirements for offering postsecondary education programs in that
State;

(3) Detignation of the one State Postsecondary Approving Agency that shall represent all
entities of that State designated in paragraph (1) and (2) of this subsection for the purposes of this
Pan;

(4) Assurances that the State Approving Agency will administer the program authorized by
this part and will keep such records and provide such information to the Secretary as may be
requested for fiscal audit and program evaluation, consistent with the responsibilities of the
Secretary;

(5) Description of the relationship between that states State Approving Agency designated
for the purposes of this part and both (I) the asency or agencies designated for the purposes of
Ohquer 36 of Title 38 of the U.S. Code and (ii) the State loan insurance program established under
section 428(b) of this Tale; and

(6) Plan for performing the functions described in section 499 of this part

(c) FEDERAL RESPONSIBILITY.Notwithuanding any other provision of law, no State
shall be required to fulfill the obligations of an agreement with the Secretary under this part unleu
d 4cretary reimburses that State for the Federal costs, specified in section 4911A of this pan, for
performing the State Approving Agency functions required by such agreement and no State shall be
required to enter into an agreement with the Secretazy under this pan unless the Congress
appropriates the fimds to pay those Federal costs.

SEC.490A. FEDERAL REIMBURSEMENT OF STATE APPROVING AGENCY COSTS. The
Secretary &hail reimburse the States for the costs of performing State Approving Agency functions
requited by agreements with the Secretary mnhorized under this part. Such casts shall include
reasonable and necessary expenses of salary and trove incurred by employees of such agencies and

4
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allowances for administrative expenses. The Secretary may also reimburse such agencies for work
performed by their subcoutracton where such work has a direct relationship to the requirements of
agreements with the Secretaty.

SEC. 499. FUNCTIONS OF STATE APPROVING AGENCIES.
(a) APPROVAL AUTIKIRITY.The State Approving Agency shall approve an buthudon

for the purposes of this part if the following conditions are met
(I) The insthudon obtains initial authorization to offer programs by meeting published State

stands* for
(A) Financial and administrative capacity la a specified scale of operations.
(13) Facilities, equipment, and supplies;
(C) Persmael;
(D) curriculum and instruction;
(F) Student support services;
(F) Admons, academic calendars, tuition charges and fees, grading, academic
progress, and advertising;
(6) Submitting data and documents on enrollments, completions, finances, and other
topics;
(H) Maintaining student records; and
(I) Other standards that a State may legally require.

(2) The beatitude's demonsuates that it continues to comply with standards related to
paragraph (I) of this subsection and that the achievement of its students are of sufficient quality that
it provides satisfactory education and training.

(3) If a State does not have State standards related to paragraph (a), the institution shall
meet standards prescribed by the Secretary through regulation or through an agreement with such
State.

(4) If the State Approving Agency uses either () accreditation by s private accrediting
agency or body or (ii) compliance audits performed by a State guaranty agency established under
section 428(b) of this Title as a substhute for State approval of compliance with standards in
paragraph (I), such substitution shall be provided for hi an agreement with the Secretary.

(b) DIFFERENTIAL STANDARDS FOR APPROVALA State Approving Agency may
establish different standards of approval for different classes of institutions as defined by hs relevant
State laws and regulations. However, a State Approving Agency must have some published standard
of approval for each paragraph in subsection (a) paragraph (I) for each such class of instinations
unless the agreemem with the Secretary under this part specifically exempts such classes of
institutions as defined by the State.

(c) DISAPPROVAL AUTHORITY.A State Approving Agency may determine that an
institution or educational program should be disapproved based on its own findings or the findings
of a Federal entity.

(I) STATE APPROVING AGENCY FINDINGS. If a State Approving Agency finds that
an institution is not in compliance with standards established for subsection (a), such State Approving
Agency must notify the Secretary of its findings and the actions that such Agency is taking, or has
taken, in response to such &dins within a time period prescribed by the Secretary's regulations.
If a State Approving Agency disapproves an institution or an educational program at an institution,

5
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arch Sate Approving Agency must notify the Secretary of its actice as prescribed by regulation.
(2) SECRETARY'S FINDINGS.If the Seesaw or other Federal entity takes any action

against viz, hotitution with which it has a participation sgreemem as provided in section 487 of this
the Smeary shall roily the State Approving Agency (or agencies, in the case of muld-state

innitudoes) of such action within a time period preserthed In the Secretary's regulations and the Sate
(or States) msy disappove such institutions lir the purposes of this part

(3) PROCEDURAL PROTECTIONS FOR DISAPPROVALInstitutions shall have the
SIM procedural pandit:ins fix the purposes of disapproval under this pan as they have under this
Ilde and under the relevant laws only: Sates.

(d) UMTT ON STATE APPROVING AGENCY FUNCTIONS.Sate Approving Agency
timcdons shall not include either (I) performing financial and compliance auditsas may be required
under subsections 428 or 487 of this Act or (li) assuming financial liability for claims against
insdtutions vAtich have been approved by such agencies.

(a) CONSUMER COMPLAINTS.A State Approving Agency shall establish procedures
for receiving and responding to cowl= complaints sheet approved institudons and shall keep
records of such complaints ht order to determine their frequency and nature for specific benitutions.

(f) PERSONNEL DEVELOPMENT.A State Approving Agency shall provide initial and
cominuag training to its own personnel and other penonnel in hs State, including personnel at
institutions subject to apprvval, to serve the purposes of this pan.

(g) ENFORCEMENT MECHANISMS.Nothing in this part shall restrict the authority of
the States to establish mechanisms to enforce the standards esablished in subsection (a) or require
the Sims to establish specific mechanisms recommended by the Secretary. The plan required in
Section 49800(6) may Include, ba not be limited to, such nsschanisms as:

(I) Assessing hes to finance State oversight and protect against tuition liabilities;
(2) Cceducting on-site invenignions;
(3) Pressing civil or aiminal charges against institutions cw school owners or imposing civil

(4) Imposing pre-enrollment academic standards for students;
(5) Regulating the use of paid recruiters; and
(6) Establishing disclosure and reporting requirements on institutions and school owners.'

fines;

6
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Chairman Foan. The committee will stand in recess for a fewminutes while we go to vote on the rule on military construction.
And we'll resume as soon as we get a member of the majority partyback here.

red3A.Yirs. [presiding] I'd like to call on the next witness, Dr.
Mr. LNNING. Mr. Chairman, thank you for the opportunity topresent testimony. My name is Thurston Manning. I'm the Presi-

dent of the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation, which is com-monly called by its acronym COPA. COPA is a not for profit orga-nization whose members are accrediting organizations that meetCOPA's own criteria for recognition and have joined together insupport of various professional activities. COPA's members also in-clude several of the national organizations of postsecondary educa-tion.
I have provided an extended written testimony, which I know

will appear in the record, and I do not wish to repeat too much ofthat.
Mr. HAYES. Without objection, you have unanimous consent that

your statement will be a part of the record of this hearing.
Mr. MANNING. Thank you very much. I do, however, want to em-phasize a couple of points.
The first is that the integrity of the federally funded student fi-nancial assistance program rests on a great many pillars. Repre-

sentatives of some of those pillars are here at the witness table thismorning because they include the guaranteed student loanthe
guaranty agencies. They include the State VA agencies. They also
include the students and the institution themselves.

As you have heard, the beginning of the entrance into the Feder-al student aid program is accomplished through the department's
eligibility process, a plocess which relies upon two elements: the
first, State approval, State authorization, for an institution to oper-ate; and, secondly, accreditation.

The Federal Department of Education in operating its eligibility
and certification activities also has the authority to provide addi-tional re9uirements upon an institution in granting eligibility andcertification.

This three-pronged arrangement of the States, accrediting agen-cies and the Federal Government has been in place for almost 40
years now. It is a process that has worked reasonably well, al-though it has experienced severe strains in recent years, largely be-
cause of the strong development of the guaranteed student loanprograms.

It is a process which requires cooperation among the three com-ponents. If any one of the three components is weak, the process
does not work well.

We've already heard testimony this morning and in the written
testimony indicating that there are difficulties with the State au-thorization elements and the State Higher Education Officers have
proposed ways in which that might be strengthened. I agree withthem that tre are problems in the State authorization proce-dures, The State regulations are a hodgepodge: Over 50 jurisdic-

417
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tions are involved; they have different statutes; they are adminis-
tered with different effectivems in the different States.

I will confess that I am skeptical that the infusion of millions of
dollars of Federal money eadi year in perpetuity is going to
produce substantial and significant improvements in the State au-
thorization elements. I think they do need to be improved. I think
that's a State responsibility. And I think the Federal Government
can provide incentives to the States to do so without funding the
whole process.

Similarly, I believe that the accreditation activities which are
provided by private nongovernmental associations which receive no
tax moneys whatsoever can also be improved. These are peer
review processes. As peer reviews processes, they draw upon an
enormous reservoir of qualified experts to provide an exmrtase that
is essentially unavailable at any price. This is donated service by

them and it is provided free of charge for the benefit of higher edu-
cation and its students. And the public disclosure of the accredited
status is what is utilized by the f'ederal Government as a compo-
nent of its eligibility procedures.

The accreditation process can be strengthened, particularly as
has been pointed out here, with respect to the exchange of informa-
tion among the componentsthe Federal Government, the States
and the accrediting bodies. The Federal Government could provide

a substantial benefit to both the States and the accrediting bodies

by serving in an information exchange capacity. It is the one ele-
ment that is common in the whole eligibility procedure.

The accrediting bodies, the States, the Federal Government com-

plement one another, not simply because two of them are govern-
mental and one is nongovernmental, but because the accrediting
bodies, unlike the States, stretch across State boundaries. They
tend to be freer of the internal political arguments that occur
within States and which, in fact, do affect State authorization stat-
utes and procedures.

The Federal Government, on the other hand, in prohibited con-
stitutionally from dealing with questions of faculty qualifications,
curricular content, graduation requirements and other educational
matters. These must be dealt with by the accrediting bodies and

the States.
The Federal Government has its own responsibilities and, as the

administrator of the Federal financial aid programs, needs to
strengthen its own activities. That's been documented in other
places, and I will not repeat them here.

I do, however want to emphasize that this triadthe States, the
accrediting bodies and the Federal Governmentrepresent comple-

mentary activities. They complete one another. They need to work
in concert, and all three of them need to be improved at the

present time.
I also want to point out that there are systemic problems in the

present student ftancial aid programs that can be improved and
that Congress needs to address. One of these is the fact that the
Federal guaranteed student loan programs make available a very
large amount of money, which has encouraged unfortunate and un-
controlled, in some cases, increases in size among educational insti-

tution.
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In my testimony I suggest that the amount of Federal loan
monies available to students in a given institution might well be
limited, based upon past experience, simply to control this unneces-
sary or unwarranted increase in size among a single institution.

I also suggest that the Federal eligibility process could be
strengthened on the Federal Government side by requiring not
only State licensure and accreditation, but by also insisting that an
eligible institution have public representatives on ita governing
board so that there is an outside look at the activities of the insti-
tution at the highest level, and also that the institution provide
regularly an annual certified external audit of its financial activi-
ties. These two requirements would strengthen the eligibility proc-
ess, and I think would do a great deal to deal with the most potent
abuses that have been uncovered.

Mr. Chairman, members of the subcommittee, I would, of course,
be happy to answer questions and provide additional documenta-
tion if that is desired. Thank you for the honor of being with you.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Thurston E. Manning followsl
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by

Thurston E. Nanning
President, Council on Postsecondary Accreditation

Ore Dupont Circle, N. W., Suite 305
Washiegton DC 20036

Nay 30, 1991

Representative Ford and Members ot the Subcommittee:

Ny name is Thurston E. Nanning. I am President of the Council on
Postsecondary Accreditation, commonly called by its acronym. CDPA. COPA is a
not-for-profit orqanization whose aembers are accrediting organizations that meet
COPA's criteria for recognition and join together in support of professional
activities. COPA's members also include several of the national organizations
of postsecondary education. COPA, a non-governmental organization, is supported
financially by annual dues from its member organizations. COPA is governed by
a nineteen person Board of Directors, some members elected by its member
organizations and some by the Board itself. Three of the Board must be persons
representative of the public.

Not all accrediting organizations ars members of COPA. Some have not
sought membership. Some have inquired about membership and have concluded that
they did not wish to meet tbe provisions for recognition. !Weever. COPA members
include most of the active accrediting bodies, including all of the regional
commissions which accredit the majority of public and independent colleges and
universities, mayoral of the accrediting bodies that deal principally with for-
profit schools, and some forty of the accrediting bodies that accredit progress
rather than institutions.

In addition to my experience with COPA, for twelve years before coming to
COPA I was the executive of the North Central Commission on Institutions of
Higher Education, which accredits some 900 colleges aud universities in a
nineteen state region centered in the midwest.

The Subcoesittee has asked that I address the issue of integrity in the
Federal student financial astistance programs. The integrity of these programs
rests mummy pillars, including tho integrity of the student recipients, of the
institutions they attend, and of the financial institutions that make Federally
guaranteed loans to students, among others. It also rests on the three agents

4 "
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that together P rovide initial access to the various programs. Several years ago

these three agents were dubbed the "triad," a tern which is useful, but which

does not denote any organization or formal connection among the parts.

The three agents constituting the triad are the states, which grant the

legal authority for an educational institution to operate and confer degrees; the

accrediting bodies, which grant accreditation to the institutions; and the

Federal government in particular the Departeent of Education -- which by

formal action grants eligibility to institutions to participate in programs of

federal student financial assistance and subsequently certifies institutions as

qualified to participate in specific programs.

The accrediting bodies differ sharply from both the states and the Federal

government. Accrediting bodies are private, non-governmental organizations. The

accrediting bodies that accredit institutions (as opposed to educational

program's) are organized as not-tor-profit corporations. Accrediting bodies

receive no tax monies tor their operations and activities. As uon-goverumental

organizations, they have no legal powers to enforce disclosure ot information or

to punish transgressing institutions. Their sanctions are limited to moral

suasion, public disclosure and, of course, ultimately the withdrawal of

accreditation.

The process of accreditation has developed over the BOOR ninety years since

accreditation began. Yet its fundasental characteristic has remained constant.

That characteristic is peer review. Those establishing the standards for the

accrediting decision, those gathering and interpreting information bearing on

whether an institution or program conforms to those standards, those making the

derision, all are drawn from the universe of accredited institutions and

programs. This process thus shares the advantages and irawbacks of all peer

review.

Foremost among the advantages is the undoubted expertise of the

participants: only within the accredited institutions is there a sufficient

supply of persons made coapetent by experience to judge the quality of

educational institutions. Accreditation has also developed as an activity

regarded within education as a professional responsibility; as a result those who

participate do so with little or no personal monetary gain. Each year thousands

of professionals; from our educational institutions devote hundreds of thousands

of hours to the accrediting process. To provide this rich resource through

governmental means would require the expenditure of millions of dollars annually

-- it indeed it could be provided at all.

This supply of professional expertise is essential to tbe accrediting

process because its accrediting decision is, at bottom, a professional judgment.

As a professional judgment it requires among thoee who make it undoubted

professional expertise. This is obviously true when the criteria for

accreditation are general. But it is also true when accrediting standards are

apparently simple and specific -- for the formulation and adoption of such

standards is itself an exercise of professional judgment. In dealing with a

organization as complex as an educational institution or program, with so many

4 2
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interdependent parts, it Is simply not possible to identify a few numeric
measures that make a simple summary and persit a rapid and easy judgment to be
made by anyone. An educational institution or proem is not simply a collection
of parts each to be evaluated by simple numbers; its successful operation lies
as much in the interactions among its parts as in their individual quality. Theproper judgmeet of institutional or program quality needs to be a holisticjudgeent. That judgment can be sade only by tbose with expertise in the field.Tbus the ability of the accrediting organizations to have access to such
expertise is an important consequence of accreditation as peer review.

Peer review also has its drawbacks. It can be a lengthy procedure because
accrediting activities are not the full time obligation of eost of theparticipants. It suet therefore be fitted In among other obligations, a process
that usually requires much advance notice and often multiple tries to recruit thedesired membersbip of a visiting team or committee. Accrediting organizations
have sought to deal with such problems by having small. full time staffs chargedwith the management of the process -- but not with the accrediting deciions.Peers have multiple interactions with pee another, and peer review must guard
against being corrupted by cronyise. Accrediting organizations have nought to
deal with ouch probleea by establishing strict rules to guard against conflicts
of interest in the process, and by

incorporating public representatives into tbedecision process without diluting the expertise necessary to a defensibledecision.

In outline, the accreditieg process is simple. A central body of
professionals and Public members (usually called a commissios) establishes the
criteria to be met by au institutiou or program. Mtn the criteria are voted
on and so accepted by the institutions or programs affected. The 'augers of the
Process (the commisaion staff) recruit and train persons from the institutions
and programs to serve as site visitors, and assign them to the teams. The
institutions or prove"' being evaluated are required to conduct a self-
evolution, using the accrediting criteria as guides. The self-evaluation is
documented, usually very extensively, and tbe docoment, along with such public
materials as the institution's catalog, serves as a basis tor a visit by the
commission's visiting team. The team mks to validate the information in the
self-evaluation document and to gather other information useful in machine the
accrediting direision. Its members meet with students, faculty members, governing
board members, administrators and often graduates. following the visit the team
prepares a writteu report os its findings. The report is then reviewed, tbe
institutioe or program ander examination always being given opportunity tocomment on it. Finally tbe reports and comments come to the commission which
considers the evidence before it and metes the accrediting decision. That
decision may be appealed to another body it it is adverse to the institution orprogram.

The accredited iustitution or program is subject to additional scrutiny.
There are periodic full evaluations tor reaffirmation of accreditation; theperiod varying with the patterns of the several accrediting bodies, but usuallyseveral years in length. Accrediting

commissions require accredited institutions
and programs to provide periodic reports, commonly annually. These allow the

1
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commission to become aware of changes that way affect the accredited status, and

so advance the time for a full evaluation. Accrediting commissions respond to

complaints about their accredited institution and programs, and the pattern of

such complaints may aleo suggest advancing the time tor a full evaluation. It

is common practice among the commdssions which accredit institutions to have

interim' teem visite focused on particular problem' or issues; the findings of

such visite become part of the information for the next full evaluations as well

as affecting the timing of that full evaluation.

The accreditiog process, just outlined, is clearly a complex one. It

compleeente the processes appropriate to the other two components of the triad.

A state, as an authorizing agent, must employ standards tor authorization that

can be spelled to institutions just being established as well as those already

in operation, since without state authorization au institution cannot operate

legally, In contrast, accreditation is not granted to an institution until it

has been in successful operation tor a period of time. A state is influenced by

local coaditions. The accrediting bodies deal with institutions in Several

states. and are much less subject to the pull and tug of local interests. A

state la a major operator of colleges and universities, and has invested millions

of tax dollars in their development and operation. An accrediting body deals

with both public and independent inotitutione, and bas no interest in furthering

one institution over another. None of this is said to denigrate state activity

in authorizing institutions. On the contrary. I believe that the states should

take a more vigorous rale than they have an authorizing agents, for one of the

current deficienciea in guarding the integrity of the federal student financial

assistance programa are inadequacies in the authorization statutes and operations

in many states. Tbe ssential point, however, is that state authorization and

private accreditation are coeplementary. Both need to work well.

Similarly the third component of the triad, the Federal governaent,

complements the other two. Constitutionally prohibited from imposing educational

standards on institutions or programs, the Federal government mut look to its

trimd partnere to deal with educational issues. But as an important provider of

funds to students, the Federal government has responsibilities in monitoring

whether those funds are properly administered. Like the states, but unlike the

accrediting bodies, the Federal government has available to it legally

enforceable sanctions. Like the accrediting bodies. but unlike tbe states, the

Federal government's interests span more than one state. It is clear that the

components of the triad, the states, the accrediting bodies and the Federal

government, have complementing powers and interests.

Experience also shows that the triad has be'n less successful in recent

years than it would like to be. Rising defaults in Federally insured student

loans are a symptom of difficulties in the integrity of the Federal student

assistance programa. Where are the problem's, and what eight be done to deal with

thee?

We suet be careful to recognize that the causes of student loan defaults

are complex and not as obvious as some analysts with axes to grind would like to

think. Tbue we hear that high default rates are tied to low graduation rates and

4 1 3
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low placement rates; the plausible reasoo is that those who do not graduate or
who do not find jobs cannot repay loess. Yet a recent study ot schools of
cosmetology found oq correlation between guaranteed student loan defaults and
graduation rate or placement rate. While we badly need careful, comprebensive
and quantitative studies, there is as abundance ot anecdotal evidence supporting
the idea that the reasons for high default rates are complex. For example. one
California school, accredited by one ot the regional commissione, hae a high
reputation, a clean bill of health IMO the accrediting commission, and a high
default rate. It is a school of dramatic arts, and it is not unreasonable to
suppose that the high default rate is more 4 reflection of the uncertainty and
low income of beginners in the theater than it is of the school's educational
quality.

We should also be careful not to be mo overvhelmed by the chronic cries of
problems with the student assistance programs that i. overlook their great
success. While we would all wish to have a lower default rate tor guaranteed
student loans, the tact is that the amount paid by the federal government for
defaulted looms iS inch, much less than the total dollars loaned. The Federal
guarantees have opened billions of dollars ot print!, capital that has gone to
provide education tor millions of Americans. No other federal program of support
for postsecond2ry education has made available anythiag like the dollars made
possible by the guaranteed student loan program.

Yet we recognize that the programs could be made much better than they
are. Mere are some suggestions for improvement:

1. The institutional authorization work of the states is a hodgepodge. Some
states have reasonably good authorization statutes, others have poor or,
iu some cases, SODe. FOS, if any, states have invested enough in the
adeinistratioo and enforceeent of the statutes they have to provide a
minimal level of public protection against poor practice. Substantial
improvesent of state authorizatioo statutes and state enforcement would be
beneficial in improving the quality of educational institutions.

The federal government cannot do the work ot the states, and, in my view,
should not finance the work of the states (as some have proposed). It is
appropriate however, for tbs Federal government to eneourage state
action. I suggest that the nigher Education Act make provision for
preferential treatment to schools and students in those states which have
authorisation statutes and enforcement of them that meet at least minimal
criteria to be established by the Secretary of Education.

Such preferential treatment might include exemption from sits visits
conducted by the Department of Education at school expense as part of the
federal certification for progran participation. It might also include au
additioual component of Federal interest subsidy on guaranteed loans. The
first would benefit the schools, the second would benefit the students.
Doth forms of preferential treatment would give incentive to a state to
beet up its authorization statutes and administration tor the benefit of
its citizens.

44,
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2. The Federal government should improve the level and quality of its

scrutiny of institutionm participating in Federal etudent assistance

programa. The staffing of the Department ol Education dropped from about

8,000 persons to something over 4,000 during the past eight years. The

department is understaffed -- as the reports of its Inspector General

document. It needs to have a staff of sufficient size to carry ont its

oversight responsibilities.

The Department also neede to pay more attention to its responsibilities.

Only the Department can limit, suspend or terminate au institution fro*

participetion in the student assistance programs. Yet it was years after

it received authority to take such actions before it took the first one.

The:e are signs that the Executive Branch is finally reconciled to having

a Department of Education and will see that it does what it is supposed to

do. But it needs the stimulation of Congressional oversight to make sure

that it administers as it should. It unoecessary here to repeat the

many specific suggestions already in the record.

The Department could easily improve the eligibility proctr which is the

concern of the triad. In addition to the current requirements of state

authorization and accreditation, the Department should require for

eligihility that the school have
representation of the public on its

governing board and make externally audited annual financial statements

publicly available. Suck requirements would not be excessively burdensome

to schools, bat they would discourage those tempted to abuse Federal

financial aid programs.

3. Finally, thine is much that accrediting organizations can do to improve

their actions. They need to increase the speed with which they obtain

monitoring information from their
accredited institutions and act upon it.

kmong the data elements that should be monitored as a matter of routine

are admissions numbers and rates of acceptance and enrollment; placement

rates for vocational programs; volume of student financial aid and sources

of such aid. Bo one of these elements by itself, or Oven all taken

together, will identify a problem school -- but rapid and unexplained

changes should be trigger for professional examination to identify

CSIMAI of the changes.

To 40 this means utilizing
current technology. That costs money -- always

in short supply in largely volunteer organizations -- but it must be

food. The federal government could assist through pilot programs that

establish procedures and demonstrate feasibility. COFA several years ago

developed a computer compatible data element dictionary. It has yet to

see use in data accumulation and sharing because the small staffs of the

accrediting organizations have not hod time to develop the common forms

and data collection techniques.

The accrediting orgasizatioes also need to improve information sharing --

.
and for that matter, information

sharing among the components of the triad

would be helpful in better informing ach partner. The Department of
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Education, the one common partner for every institution participating in
Federal student aesietance programs, could establish a central information
sharing office to which the states and accrediting bodies could forward
intormation and from which that information would flow to the appropriate
states and accrediting bodies.

It is ieportant to recognize that the accrediting bodies cannot monitor
the Federal programs. Their visiting teams are composed of peers, not
trained accountants skilled at the details of adainistration of student
assistance programs. They are focused on educational quality, not on
financial assistance. Nor can they serve in place of state authorizing
personnel. They are not knowledgeable of state statutes and :egulatione,
and they do not have the legal authority to demand documents.

Let me make some specific suggestions tor the Higher Education Act:

First, the language making accreditation one of the components of the
Federal eligibility process should be retained. As discussed above,
accreditation serves a purpose that neither the states nor the federal
government can serve. Its role should be retained.

Second, the language in place requiring the Secretary of Education to
maintain a list of accrediting bodies regarded as "reliable authority as
to the quality of education or training in the institutions or programs
they accredit' should also be retained. Accrediting bodies are non-
governmental: they are not franchised nor regulated. For the Federal
government to rely on accreditation it met be able to pick and choose
those accrediting bodies it finds to be reliable tor its purposes.
Language should be maintained to 'peaking only to educational quality;
accrediting bodies are not organized nor staffed to monitor the details of
Federal programs, and they should not be expected to do what they cannot
do well.

?bird, some of the systemic problems of the Federal guaranteed student
loan programs should be addressed. No increase in policing or regulation
can eliminate fraud and abuse, and increases in policing can increase
haraesment of the innocent. Se need to make the iietitutions active
participants in the prograe, not merely passive observers as they are now
(passive observers, / must add, who are often blamed for the diefunction
et the progress). Sere are some possibilities:

a. me know that rapid expansion of institutional site because of
easy availability of student loan funds leads to problems. In
some cases the institutiou simply outgrows the managerial
abilities of its officers. In other cases there have liven
attempts to use the availability of student loans to "make a
killing." A possible solution: limit availability of the
total loan dollars mad. to students in a school to that used
in the previous year plus some reasonable increase (say 10%).
which could be adjusted by the Department of Education in
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cases of individual school need. This would permit reasonable

growth 1114 school while discouraging or making impossible the

uncontrolled growth that has led to abuse.

b. Enroll schools as partners in guaranteeing the loans. Not all

schools will have the financial capability to share the

Federal role as guarantor. But those who wish to participate

se guarantors isay of the first 511 of dollars loaned) could be

enconraged to do so either by more favorable interest rates to

their students or by having available larger amounts of loan

funds available.

The Federal student assistance programs have had a substantial and

unprecedented salutary effect on the educational level at our people. They

should be continued. The triad of state, accrediting body and Department of

Education should be continued as the initial eligibilki mechanism. All three

components need to improve their performance -- bv. what is needed is

improvement not replacement. The triad has served us tor .1mottt forty years.

The vast ma)ority of the 8,000 institutions participating in the Federal student

assistance programa perform well. We need to aim at doing better, not at doing

differently.

END

4 4
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Mr. HAYES. Thank you. I have only one question that I'd like to
pose, maybe, to the entire panel. I, too, would like to rid ourselves
of a whole system of institutions which are not providing quality
education. I, too, would want to protect those students that have
been victimized by such institutions.

However, I fear that an overly punitive approach could, in fact,
impact negatively on access to many students, particularly minori-
ty students that are concentrated in populations at certain types of
institutions, such as proprietary schools.

Could anyone on ti& panel respond to my feelings, my reserva-
tions? Do you think credence should be given to it?

Mr. MANNING. Mr. Hayes, since I went last with the testimony,
let me go first with the question.

The problem that you have posed is an extremely difficult one. It
is very difficult to consider any kinds of restrictions, stipulations,
reductions or more vigorous enforcement that does not in some
way reduce access to higher education.

We have not been very successful in finding any recipes up to
the present time. The current arrangements in the statutes that
exclude from participation institutions whose default rates are too
highwe can argue about what too high isdo, in fact, reduce the
access of students to postsecondary education and will cause some
difficulties.

I think we have to balance and say we know that if we are going
to be more strict in admitting students or admitting institutions to
eligibility, we will in some respect reduce access. And we must
simply balance the question of reduced access with the question of
how much we are willing to pay for providing that access.

Mr. HAYES. Mr. Sweeney, you looked as though you wanted to re-
spond. Did you?

Mr. Swum Ev. Yes, sir. I would agree with Dr. Manning. I think
that balance is really what we're striving for. And I guess there's
one other word that comes to my mind as well, and it's quality. I
think you can have access and ensure opportunity without having
to delete or compromise quality. That's where my mind is at this
moment.

Mr. HAYES. Mr. McCormick.
Mr. McCosmicx. Yes, sir. I agree with the statement of a delicate

balance of providing access on the one hand and having integrity
on the other. But I think in these days of appropriating $18 plus
billion a year to student financial aid, this Congress has the right
and the duty to ask the question, "Access to what?"

And it has, I think, the responsibility to give some direction to
the answer to that question. When you take students and thrust
them into a loan program and for whatever reasons, unfortunate
though they may be, they wind up not trained in a productive job
that they can make a living a, but yet they wind ip as a defaulted
borrower, this is what happens to them.

Their IRS income is offset, refunds are offset. Their credit is
ruined. And, ultimately, we take that student to court and get a
default judgment against him. I don't think that we've provided
any access to that student. I think we've irreparably harmed that
student. And I think we have to be extremely careful who we allow
to be eligible to participate in these programs so that we can have

),
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the kind of positive outcomes that Dr. Sweeney refers to. Thank
you.

Mr. HAYES. You do accept the fact that some of the students who
are thrust into loan programs should not have been there in the
first place, that they should have been given a grant?

Mr. Mc Comic& Yes, sir. I definitely think we have to maybe be
a little more courageous in that area than we have in the past and
really address the whole question of the grant/loan imbalance.
That's why I recommendor I agree with the recommendation of
the chairman of this committee that we should front load the
grants.

Mr. HAYES. Dr. Kipp.
Mr. KIPP. I agree that there's a very important issue of balance,

but I think there's also a certain degree of misunderstanding. I
think the question of access to what and how do we assure that it
is, in fact, quality education or training is a critical one.

Because I think what we've seen is, in fact, proliferation of would
be providers of education and training, including a number of
people who are more interested in securing the dollars than provid-
ing that training. In too many cases we've seen access to exploita-
tion.

The closing down of particular schools that have abused the pro-
gram, the limitations in many instances of their eligibility to con-
tinue to participate has not affected access for students. There are
other institutions that, in fact, are going to do a good job to provide
that training and assure those students get the kinds of jobs they

deserve.
I think there's been inadequate attention to counseling and to

providing sufficient support services and to providing the solid edu-
cation and training that the students deserve when an institution
admits them. It seems to be it's almost a sacred obligation of theirs
to deliver for those students.

I had an interesting experience very recently. I spoke at the
graduation at a proprietary school, something I had never done
before. It's a school, quite frankly, that a year or so ago because of
the 1989 Budget Reconciliation Act lost eligibility for the SLS pro-

gram.
But the school looked at its practices. It looked at the kind of

performance. It decided rather than giving up or going out of busi-

ness to commit more of its resources to providing the kinds of sup-
port the students needed, to making sure that its instructional pro-
grams were effective. And it's dramatically increased its retention
rates. It's had excellent placement rates for those who finished,
and my expectation is that that school will again be eligible.

My feeling as well is that the kinds of recommendations that are
contained in the NCHELP proposals are recommendations that in-
stitutions committed to providing service to low income and disad-
vantaged students, but committed to providing quality training,
can and will meet. And that's what we have to try to make sure we
assure.

Mr. HAvirs. Dr. Longenecker.
Mr. LONGANECKER. Yes, just to build on some of the things that

have been said. I think what we need to do is expand opportunity,
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but the opportunity to succeed, not the opportunity to almost cer-
tainly fail which is what happens today.

So by ;oetually reducing access, that is, to those institutions
where students don't succeed, we may provide the right incentives
to increase access to the opportunity to succeed. And I think that's
the key to what we need to do.

Now, germane to my testhnony this morning, I believe the States
haven't been as focused on that as they should have been in the
licensure of some of the institutions in those States. And that's
partly because they haven't really perceived that as their responsi-
bility.

I think that attitude is changing, and we think there are a set of
recommendations that would help change that more significantly,
and that if we set the right incentives in place.

I think it's also important to keep in mind that higher education,
in general, is moving into a new generation of looking at its busi-
ness and looking more at the outcomes rather than just at the
process and the inputs. And so I think, to some extent, this reau-
thorization needs to, and will, it would appear, start to capture
that sense of looking at performance as well as just good inten-
tions.

Mr. HAYES. Congressman Coleman.
Mr. COLEMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Mr. McCormick, you

have a lot of recommendations, some of which I agree with, and
with some which I have problems. But one in which I am surprised,
is a very candid and frank statement which should have set off a
lot of alarm bells here today, and had people on that panel, well,
some of them, at your neck. And I haven't seen it yet.

And that is, would you please explain about removing the accred-
itation process for certification in one of your recommendations,
number four.

Mr. MCCA3RMICK. Thank you, Mr. Coleman. I frankly feel very
strongly that accreditation is exactly that; it's accreditation. It
deals with curriculum. It deals with the requirements of a faculty.
It speaks to the quality of instruction. It speaks to the purpose, the

, the missions of an institution, and that is its viaAble purpose.
And that has, historically, in education been the purpose of accred-
itation.

I don't think accreditation has any role to play in certifying what
schools receive Federal funds for what reasons. I think the purpose
of the program itself, the Department of Education, should be the
one to determine, based on the direction the Congress gives them,
the criteria that all schools, whether they be private, public or pro-
prietary, must meet in order to qualify to administer Federal stu-
dent aid on their campus.

And I think accreditation has a very viable role in the grand
scheme of things, but it does not have the responsibility or the role.
It's inappropriate, in my opinion, to ask it to be a part of the triad,
if you will.

I think the evidence of the last 5 years is very clear; the triad
has not worked.

Mr. COLEMAN. Would you have more faith in suggestions that
have been made here for State licensing and, perhaps, a more de-
pendent role with some standards developed and requirements
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made by Federal law? Is that something that you think is stronger
and better than the current system?

Mr. Mc Comex. I would be much more supportive of that ap-
proach, combined with a very clear direction on the part of the
Congress to the Department of Education to exercise, in my view,
more authority that they currently have in the current law to cer-
tify schools eligible to participate in Title IV.

I think all you have to do Is go to the Inspector General's report
on the program certification process of the Department of Educa-
tion and look at the current deficiencies in the way the department
exercises that role. And you don't need any new legislation; you
just need someone in the department to assert themselves in re-
sponse to that report.

Mr. COLEMAN. Dr. Manning, what do you think? 1 know what
you think about this, but what he says has some validity to it. Give
me your best shot in about a minute and a half, or so.

bb". MANNING. Let me try a minute and a half, Mr. Coleman. Ac-
creditation was looked to by the Congress in 1952 because of poor
experience with the GI bill of World VVar U. Fraud and abuse were
rampant at that point and the private accreditation system was the
only mechanism available to the Congress to do something about
providing the kind of eligibility or screening for institutions.

It has served as a component of the eligibility triad for some 40

years. And the success of that triad, while it's had problems in the
last 5 years, I think is evident,

The accrediting bodies have never asked to be a part of the triad.
They have been eager and willing to serve the public good by
making the public designation of accreditation available to the Fed-
eral Government for its use in the eligibility process.

If there were a viable alternative, I can suspectwe've not con-
ducted a canvas so I don't know-1 suspect that a great many of

the accrediting organizations would say we are primarily a volun-
tary nongovernmental activity and we will proceed along the lines
that we have historically proceeded.

At the moment, we do not see a viable alternative. The States, I

think, are simply not going to do it. You have 52 plus jurisdictions,
and to suppose that are all suddenly, after years and years of doing
nothing, they're going to leap forward and come ahead. I think it's
just unrealistic.

I think accreditation is a useful and important competent and
should be retained.

Mr. CoLEMAN. If we were to spell out, say, ten factors that the
accreditation process had to cover, and some of them would be new
ground for you to cover, specifically dealing with educational loans
and grants and so forth, financial aidwould you do it?

Mr. MANNINO. My adviceand I should say I'm retiring short-
lymy advice to the accrediting organizations would be no. I do

not think they are qualified to deW with that. They are a peer
review process. The people who serve on their teams, who serve on
their commissions, who serve on their review processes, are not
qualified to deal with the details of Federal programs.

Mr. COLEMAN. Well, that's a pretty firm statement. And let me
sayand I know you're leaving but I do want to have the record
show that I believe that since we are dependent upon the accredita-
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tion agencies to the extent that we are, one of the real threshold
questions is why they haven't adapted more and pursued efforts to
deal more in this area.

And I'm beginning to think Mr. McCormick's suggestions, and
the others here, have more relevance to this process than what the
accreditation agencies want to reveal or have said in the past Ithink a key partand it's so important, perhaps the most impor-
tant thing we can do, is to certify a school or not. And if they're
certified for the wrong reasons, then that's where I think the prob-
lem has come about.

And this is one of the things I want to be sure we can do some-thing about this year.
Now, the guys from the States. Why do you need any Federal

monies to do any of these things? Are you asking for Federal
money, Dr. Longanecker?

Mr. LoNGAxsexga. Yes.
Mr. Coutwor. Why do you need our money for this?

LONGANECKER. I think, in part, you can see the advantage
that Federal funding provides through the VA approval process,
that Federal funding there has allowed that process to develop to a
robust enough level that it can provide the kind of oversight that's
necessary.

Many of us put substantial resources into this activity in the
States, but that varies substantially from State to State. What we
are proposing is a level of funding that wouldn'twell, depending
on whose proposal you takethat would help but not necessarily
supplant what the States are doing today but would allow us to do
a much more rigorous effort in that regulation.

And we think that it's a justified request because we are, in fact,
proposim to do this as a partnership with the Federal programs,
for the administration of the Federal programs.

Mr. Comax. Dr. Kipp, do you have a different opinion?
Mr. KIPP. Yes. Speaking on the basis of Californm's experience

and what we've done in the last couple years, we didn't ask for any
Federal money when we passed new legislation abolishing the old
State licensure agency as ineffectual and creating a new commis-
sion that was less controlled by the industry to enforce tougher fi-
nancial administrative and consumer protection requirements. It's
not going to be financed with Federal funds.

And, certainly, I think it's possible to have a dramatic strength-
ening of the State overlight and licensure process as it relates tostudent aid and, more importantly, to adequately protecting stu-
dents as consumers without asking for Federal funds to finance it.

Mr. Comm AN. Now, the administration has proposed that the
States play some sort of risk-sharing role. They recommend that
States with 20 percent or above default rates for their borrowers
would share in the risks.

Are you familiar with that proposal?
Mr. KIPP. Yes.
Mr. COLEMAN. Then you have a direct stake in the process. Even

more so because you have monies to lose.
But my two-part question: One, where would the funds come

from in your State, or where do you think they would come from in
mast States, to pay for these defaults that the Federal Government
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wants the States to become involved in? Would you answer that
first? Where do you think the money is going to come from?

Mr. KIPP. Coning from a State that's faced with a $14.3 billion
deficit in the current year, I don't think it's going to come from
any visible source. We don't happen to be a State that has a de-
fault rate over 20 percent, but I think that proposal, frankly, is
misguided and misdirected.

As long as States are limited in terms of dealing with the issue
of institutional eligibility to impose a no condition or requirement
that's more stringent than that which the Secretary of FAucation
requires, the States are in no position to be able to tighten down
eligibility and control defaults in that manner.

We've had to go to different techniques and different approaches.
And I think the solution is in the licensure area and elsewhere; it
isn't in the State risk-sharing.

Mr. CAmmtAx. Dr. Longenecker.
Mr. LoNGAbieciria. Yes. Speaking now for myself as a SHEEO,

rather than for the organization, I believe that in 03lorado in
terms of public institutions that they are above that level we would
probably go to theit would be a combination of publicly appropri-
ated dollars, probably a reduction in other student financial aid
programs and a combination of some expectation from the institu-
tion.

For those private institutions, we would probably try to recap-
ture those dollars from that industry.

Mr. CoLmor. From the student?
Mr. LONGANECXER. That's correct.
Mr. Cotanwi. A loan origination fee or guaranteed fee or some-

thing similar?
Mr. LONGANECKER. Something along those lines.
Mr. COLEMAN. Students would pay for it?
Mr. LONGANECKER. I think that given the economic circum-

stances of States, that's the likely approach they would take.
Mr. Combilai. So what incentive does this plan afford to keep

the default rate down if the costa are just passed on to the families
of the students?

Mr. LONGANECKER. I think there are ways. You asked me to re-
spond to the adminstration's proposal. I think there are ways to de-

velop true fmancial partnerships with the State. I think the States
would be more likely to accept that partnership if they also had
some discretion or authority in determining whether that financial
was likely or not to occur.

It's very difficult for a State, I think, to accept an obligation over
which it has no control whether that obligation is going to be in-
curred or not. And that's one of the dilemmas you have in the pro-
gram today or with, I think, the adminstration's proposal.

Mr. COLEMAN. Finally, Mr. Chairman, is there a model code out
there for licensure and so forth? And is it any good, or is it written
by the industries? We know that we're concerned about it. What if
we were to create or work with someone on a model which had
teeth?

Is that something that's could solve the problems?
Mr. LONGANECKER. If I might address that. SHEEO is presently

working on a study which will be completed this summer which is
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intended to provide a set of national standards. And, in fact, em-bedded in the legislation we proposed are about nine areas for na-tional standards that we think, if adopted, could substantially im-
prove the overall regulation.

We don't think there's a single model because there are various
cultures in this country. And so we think different States need to
develop different approaches to it. But we do think that there are aset of standards, national standards, that would be legitimate to
apply to all States.

h4r. Couoktsm. Other comments there?
Mr. KIPP. Congressman Coleman, if I might. I think a number of

the NCHELP recommendations focus on that issue. And, again,
speaking personally I know that in the case of the California Stu-
dent Aid Commission we have submitted at the chairman and your
request as a part of our proposal for reauthorization specific lan-guage in the three column format you suggested that deals precise-
ly with the details. It's a very detailed proposal on what we believe
would be model minimum State licensure requirements that could
provide the kind of protection and integrity we're all seeking.

Mr. MANNING. To respond directly to your question, Mr. Cole-
man, in 1973 the Education Commission of States developed amodel statute for authorizing postsecondary educational institu-Ems. There's been a model statute in existence for almost 20
years, but it has not been used much.

Mr. CouruArr. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Chairman FORD. Mr. Manning, you mentioned the upheaval that

was rampant across the country because of the fly by night back
alley garage that suddenly overnight became an automobile repair
shop. I came out of law school in 1951 and was one of the veterans
who resented the fact that somebody was stealing this money that
we had discovered was the most important thing in the world be-
cause it was paying for our college.

There was another kind of fly by night idea that I remember.
And what everybody takes for granted today. It is air conditioning.
It didn't really exist for the great unwashed public in this country
until after World War II.

When I was in Colorado what was originally called air condition-
ing was really a block of ice in a box with a fan blowing over it.
And then somebody came up with a marvelous idea that you could
use a compressor and nin air through a radiation type device and
cool it instead of hauling the ice in and draining the water out.

Before this time it was called refrigeration, but hadn't been ap-plied in that way. And suddenly everybody who knew anything
about it had an air conditioning school. I suspect that some people
who went to those air conditioning schools got jobs because nobody
knew a good air conditioning job from a bad air conditioning job.
Nobody ever had an air conditioning job before and nobody knew,
even after air conditioning was installed in our house, whether itwas good or bad unless it wasn't as good as your bother-in-law's.

There was great anxiety from out in the higher education com-munity that the GI bill was wrong; it shouldn't have been paying
for things like that. And then we found out that some of our
friends had gone to Paris and were studying art on the West Bank,
and that sounded good. Then we found out that some of our friends
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were taking flying lessons in Piper Cubs with no real commercial
value involved, but it kept them busy.

When I got here in 1964, I found out that this place was broiling
with anger. It remained from the period of the much publicized
abuses of the GI bill, not only in the so-called trade schools and fly
by nights, but the kinds of tlungs that people were going to college
for. It irritated people that a veteran was studying pre-Columbian
art, for example, at the university with the GI bill.

But from that time on, I've seen over and over again people with
ideas about how we magically decide what is and what is not a
good school. And I was very interested when I came back to hear
your response that you don't know how to define that either and
you wouldn't recommend that your voluntary agencies try to do it.

During the Carter adminstration when we did the reauthoriza-
tion in 1979 and 1980, the Carter Administration was intent upon
the fact that we had to have some kind of new government involve-
ment in accreditation. Mr. Coleman's predecessor and I set out co-
operatively to try to accommodate that concern and try to draft
something.

In a relatively short time, we had our head handed to us in re-
swctive baskets by the education community, who said, "You can't
do this to us because we have always voluntarily submitted to ac-
creditation agencies, the membership in which is voluntary and the
benefits and penalties thereof are voluntary."

So you're going to replace government dictate for voluntary
action. Now, if you would compare the sensitivity of the Carter
people, who ducked and ran as soon as we tried to do it, with an
adminstration that talks about a thousand points of light and vol-
unteer everything. The Family Medical Leave is a bad bill not be-

cause the idea isn't good but because it mandates that somebody
does something.

Now, does anybody at that table suppose that when the Carter
adminstration ducked 1111d ran the last time we tried to talk about
the Department of Education, then the Department of HEW, writ-
ing regulations for accreditation, that this administration, the
champions of volunteerism, are going to replace these volunteer ac-
creditation agencies with a government mandate?

Does anybody really believe that we would be doing anything
except wasting our time if we went in that direction? How would
any of you who suggest that we ought to be doing something sug-
gest we approach the problem without having a tremendous erup-
tion that causes everybody to run politically on it?

Mr. LONGANECKER. There's some danger in jumping into this
one, but I will do so. I think this is an area where there may be a
good case for some redundancy. I'm not one to propose that the ac-
creditation process should bethat the triad should necessarily be

disbanded.
What I would suggest is that one of thcee partners be substan-

tially enhanced, not only in what it can do but what it should be
clearly expected to do. Today, what it says is, "License this institu-
tion." 'That's what the partnership is. But was licensure means is
left entirely to the State to define.

What we're suggesting is that the Federal Government and the
department make much more explicitly what their expectations of
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licensure are and that yes, indeed, there be some redundancy be-
tween---

Chairman FORD. In the State of Colorado, what kind of schools
could you get away with having a State license for? Could you li-
cense the University of Denver, which I attended?

Mr. LONGANECKER. We could. In fact, we regulate them today in
a very modest way. Actually, when I was in Minnesota, we had a
much more significant regulation of the private sector and a much
more significant private sector. And that was generally supported
by the private sector of higher education.

Chairman Foam What kind of things do you regulate?
Mr. LONGANECKER. In Colorado we have very modest regulation

of the private colleges. In Minnesota, on the other had, we did
almost everything that is identified on page five of the proposal
that's before you. We looked at financial and administrative capac-
ity. We looked at facilities, equipment and supplies. We looked at
the faculty qualifications. We looked at curriculum. We looked at
admissions and advertising criteria. We required that they partici-
pate fully in the State's data collection efforts and maintaining of
student records. It was a fairly substantial involvement with,
indeed, some overlap with the accrediting process. But we never
envisioned that that was a replacement for or an alternative to the
accrediting process which served, we though, a distinctly different
set of purposes.

Chairman FORD. Well, I have a law degree from there, my son
has a law d from there, and my daughter-in-law has a law
degree from ettreelee. Where in your list of A through I would I find
anything if I was considering sending a grandson back to that
school that would tell me a damn thing about whether it produces
a good law education?

Mr. LONGANECKER. In Colorado you woul.d not.
Chairman FORD. Now, that's part of the ,s,'Iblem here. It seems

that we quickly accept the idea that the:..! are some kinds of
schools that you can measure the people coming out of and decide
whether the school is a good school on the prothict it turns out.

My own experience as a lawyer since I took the bar in 1951 is
that two-thir&, at the maximum, of the people who take the bar
examination in my State for the first time pass it. If the beauty
schools in Michigan only passed two-thirds of the people who take
the State beautician's license examination each year, we would be
condemning the devil out of them as not giving people their
money's worth.

But everybody accepts the fact that fully one-third of the success-
ful graduates ranging from Harvard to Michigan to Stanford and
you name it don't make it the first time around in Michigan.
That's not atypical; that's fairly typical across the country. They
accept that as evidence of the fact that we've got fine, rigid regula-
tions that keep the unfit out of the practice of law.

But they never question the fact that a law school turns out a
definite number of licensed attorneys. I might say that the school I
went to was superior to the University of Michigan law school
which I couldn't get into when I was ready to go to schoolbecause
I had two friends who took the bar with me, both of whom had
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grades far superior to my grade point average in law school, and
failed the first time and I passed the first time.

Now, it bothers me when we try to oveisimplify these things and
say that there's any yardstick by which you can decide when an
educational institution is educating somebody. Now, clearly, train-
ing a one-legged person to be a truck driver is outrageous or trying
to train an illiterate person to be a computer operator is outra-
geous. Those are the anecdotal kinds of things that get us all excit-
ed.

But what would you do about the fact that recent averages show
that it takes 6 years to get a 4 year degree in this country for most
people who go to 4 year colleges? Whose fault is that? And who is
getting their money's worth and who is not?

We're close to the point where a majority of people do not finish
a 4 year degree in 4 years. That's close to the reality of the whole
system.

But when we look down at certain types of schools it seems
easier to select out, like Mr. Sweeney was doing. I'd like to observe
to you, Mr. Sweeney, that I had a great deal of respect for all the
tightening that the Veterans Administration did on these fly by
nights until I experienced, again during the Carter Adminstration,
something called weekend collwe for automobile workers who were
veterans of the Vietnam war. They would go to school on Saturday
and Sunday, continue working in a factory all during the week and
work toward a degree on weekends.

Lo and behold, the Veterans Administration with its rigid little
yardstick looked at the number of hours that they sat in a seat and
said this doesn't qualify as college training and disqualified all
these Vietnam veterans at Wayne University in Detroit, some
12,000 at one time, a program that every educator thought was a
great success.

And we never were able to get enough muscle on the VA to
change those rules to permit the continuance of the weekend col-
lege, not only there but in other parts of the country. And the
result was that the pig-headed bureaucratic approach that they
take over there in defining with absolute certainty what is and
what is not adequate educational time stood in the way of any kind
of innovation.

I tell you all of this because I am getting more and more frus-
trated with everybody coming in here and saying you've got to try
something new. I've been trying something new for years here;
eighteen things we have done since the last reauthorization to
tighten up on fraud and abuse and mismanagement in student
loans alone. And the department was here yesterday.

Mr. McCormick, it's always refreshing to have you because you
and I agree so often. You point out here that the data bank that we
authorized way back in 1985 isn't on line. Yesterday, the GAO told
us that they finally have decided over there that they need a data
bank because they can't answer our questions, they can't answer
your questions, they can't answer any questions about what's going
on in these programs.

We authorized it in the last reauthorization 5 years ago. They
started working on it last year, and the GAO has been assured by
the department that by late 1993 it will be up and running, which
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means that sometime in 1994 we'll be able to ask questions and get
answers.

I sent to the department this morning those 18 changes that we
made and asked them what was done about them, if anything,
what is being done now, and what they intended to do in the
future. And I know already what some of the answers are, and the
answer is nothing.

And I now have the feeling that we've been sitting here like a
legislature passing drunk driving laws only to be told that the cops
don't like to arrest anybody for driving while they're drinking. All
kinds of changes in law, and yet they are up here, like everybody
else who's here, "Make some more changes in the law."

Mr. McCormick points out in his statement very clearly without,
attacking the department that that's really where our problem is.

We'll be back in just a minute.
[Recess.]
Mrs. LowEv. [presiding] Gentlemen, I'd like to begin with Mr.

David Longanecker. I was particularly interested in your pro
with regard to improving State licensure and State oversiggr:l
educational institution participation in the student aid programs.
In fact, you made several important points.

First, that it's important that responsibility be close to the prob-
lem. Number two, you wanted to be sure that you see major re-
sponsibility for oversight in the hands of the governmental body
that is responsible to the public. Number three, this basic scheme
has been tried successfully with the VA educational programs.

However, if I recall, Mr. Manning made a statement that the
State governments are not exactly going to leap into assuming re-
sponsibilities for these programs. So that I wish you would make
clearer for us why this particular plan will provide the strong lead-
ership. why it will provide strong oversight, and why it will have
an impact on aiding us and getting rid of all the fraud in this pro-
gram.

Essentially, I'd like to know why you think this plan will suc-
ceed.

Mr. LONGANECKER. Thank you for the question. I think Mr. Man-
ning has raised a very legitimate concern, but I think there's a
good response to it as well. Why would we trust the States given
their one partnerand I've indicated in my testimony that the
States haven't done their job to this point, so why would I suggest
you trust them.

Mrs. LOWEY. Some States.
Mr. LONGANECKER. Yes. Trust us. I'm from a State: Trust 11.9 and

we'll work with you kind of thing. I think there are a variety of
reasons, some of which you mentioned. But there are a couple of
others that I think are key to this. You've mentioned that the
States are governmental agency and they are closer to the source
of the provision of educational services. I think that gives us a dis-
tinct advantage over the Federal Government as the principal part-
ner.

One of the dilemmas we have with the triad today is it's very
easy for us to point fingers at all three of the actors. And so we say
the problem was accreditation or lack administration at the De-
partment of Education. The Department of Education say it's those
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damn States and the accrediting people. The accrediting people say
the States should have been better about their licensing, ifonly the
Federal Government is really interested.

What we're sort of suggesting is maintaining this partnership
but having a captain of the team, if you will, with the States
having much more clear requirements and expectations. That's the
other reason I think it would work.

What we're suggesting is that the Federal Government through
legislation make it more clear what they expect of us, what stand-
ards they expect us to uphold. And we've listed nine that we think
are important ones. Not tell us exactly what we have to do. We
don't think that would be helpful. B;it to give us standards which
we would have to develop State guidelines then to respond to. And
we think that would be one help.

The other one, and I think it is important, is that we have pro-
posed that there be some financial assistance from the Federal
Government to do this. We think we would benefit from this, cer-
tainly, because we would have a stronger standar& and a better
set of institutions operating within our States.

But we also think there's substantial benefit to the Federal Gov-
ernment and so there should be a partnership in the financing of
that. And we also would be candid in saying that the finances
would provide a stronger incentive for all of us to partnership on
this, rather than some of us.

I think the other is that there is a new enlightenment, if you
will, in the States. Many of the StatesCalifornia, New York, Colo-
rado, Tennessee, and a number of othersare becoming much
more serious in accepting this responsibility and to looking forward
to it.

So there's some momentum upon which we think the Federal
Government could build. Is that responsive?

Mrs. LOWEY. Yes. And I wonder if you can elaborate further. You
talked about flexibility for the States to let them develop their own
plans. I wonder if you can elaborate on what should be the Federal
responsibilities. And how would you see States differing? What
would be the basic elements?

Mr. LONGANECKER. Well, we think it's important for the Federal
Government to set the standards, the general areas in which we
would need to set regulations, and to have then some oversight to
see if we were serious about it in bringing what we brought back.

So we propose that the Secretary would have the authority to ap-
prove or disapprove the plans that we brought forth. But we think
it is important for the States to develop their own criteria. The
State of Colorado, a basically rural State with three and a half mil-
lion people is a very different State than California or New York.
And what is going to work for us in a much smaller environment is
not going to necessarily be the ideal plan for a State with 30 mil-
lion people or however many there are in New York.

So I think it's very important to allow States which have the re-
sponsibility, the primary responsibility constitutionally, for over-
sight of educational services, the delivery of that, to fashion some-
thing that fits for them but also fits witlain a national framework.

Mrs. LOWEY. I wonder if you or any of the panel members would
care to elaborate on '..he specific functions of the States. What role
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do you see the States performing given the fact that there will be
some differences between States? Perhaps you would like to com-
ment further. What specific functions, what is the role you see
them performing? And I'm sure there are certainly differences, and
we should respect that, between the large States and the small
States.

Mr. LONGANECKER. I think in some States, for example, in Colo-
rado, the function would probably be provided almost exclusively
by one agency or a set of activities under the jurisdiction of one
broader agency. In our State, that's the Department of Higher Edu-
cation. And currently, virtually all of postsecondary education is
mulated and monitored and encouraged to improve under the
rubric of that organization.

In another State there might be more agencies or more entities
involved, but we think still there needs to be one entity that is des-
ignated by the Federal Government and held accountable for deliv-
ering on this if the State is unwilling to do that in the entire array
of postsecondary education. Then the Secretary and the Federal
Government ought to have the prerogative to establish a nonstate
agency or some other entity to work in that.

But I think it could be done. I think it involves looking at the
business operations of those institutions. I think it also involves
looking at the educational operations and outcomes of that oper-
ation to assure that they're viable on both counts.

Mrs. Lowxv. Dr. Kipp.
Mr. KIPP. One point in terms of flexibility, in terms of the struc-

ture. Both in the NCHELP recommendations and in my own per-
sonal experience, what we're really talking about is a role for the

or the Congress in terms of mandating minimum State
for licensure, not maximum standards.

Quite frankly, a number of the standards for fmancial capability
for administrative capability and in terms of performance that are
now what the Secretary calls for, California no longer feels confi-
dent will provide adequate protection to the students and to the
taxpayers of the State.

And so our standards for being able to operate a school in Cali-
fornia, independent of any issues of financial aid, are more de-
Manding. In that connection as well, I think whether we're talking
about overseeing, in addition to putting those standards in place,
whether the States actually enforce them, one of the problems that
we have, as Joe McCormick pointed out, is that we do have, in fact,
in place a number of standards that in terms of the Federal certifi-
cation process by the dertment are simply being ignored or not
being rigorously enfomd.

The one to one asset to liability ratio that exists rightnow
we've been looking at some of the schools that have recently re-
ceived certification by the Federal Government and reviewing
those statements, which are unaudited statements. And even a be-
ginning accounting student would not be willing to account some of
the things that are listed as assets there. And a closer inspection
suggests quite clearly that the school doesn't even meet minimum
Federal standards.

I think we need to have minimum Federal standards. I think we
need to have flexibilities for States to go further in terms of pro-
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tecting their own citizens. The areas that NCHELP and many of
the States are focusing on are truth in advertising and disclosure
areas, performance standards, financial capability, administrative
performance.

In our own case, we are not looking at areas such as curricula,
'cal techniques, the qualifications of faculty and so forth.

re ooking at the actual performance of the institution in deliv-
ering the education and measuring it in terms of outcomes and
trying to make sure that there's a reasonable assurance that what
they promise is, in fact, what they can deliver.

Mrs. LOWEY. Thank you. Mr. McCormick.
Mr. Mc Comics. I really would not have a lot that I would add

to what Dr. Kipp has already said other than to say that you find
in several States, Texas being one of them, there are standards of
performance. There are standards of adminstration, if you will, for
the traditional sector in higher education that are enforced and are
regulated by a State agency that, in fact, you do not find in the for-
profit sector. And the agency that licenses those institutions does
not put them under the same tests.

And I guess it may be at the risk of an oversimplification that I,
as a consumer, would simply like to know that if I decide to enroll
in plumbing, that that plumbing course is credible whether I
decide to do it at a traditional institution, a junior college or a for-
profit institution. That in some minimum way, all of those institu-
tions have had to meet a minimum standard.

And you simply do not find that present in several of the States.
And I think the proposal that Dr. Longenecker is putting forth
speaka to that, and that I would support that.

Mrs. LOWEY. Would either Mr. Sweeney or Dr. Manning care to
comment?

Mr. MANNING. I just wanted to emphasize again, Mrs. Lowey,
that I think these remarks point out that a cooperative arrange-
ment among the States, the Federal Government and the private
accrediting organizations work well. The accrediting organizations
do look at curriculum and faculty and, as you have heard, some of
the States do not in their arrangement.

This, I think, the triad, is a well established activity that needs
improvement, not replacement. And many of the suggestions that
have been made today and elsewhere would indeed speak to the
improvement of three components.

Mrs. LOWEY. Now, before you stated that you don't think the
States would leap forward. I guess the question is here is how
much should we push them forward, encourage them to move for-
ward, encourage their participation more actively in order to pre-
serve the integrity of the program?

Mr. MANNING. I think you should. And in my written testimony,
I suggest that the Federal Government does have a role in encour-
aging the States to improve their authorization statutes and their
authorization and the administration of those authorization stat-
utes.

Various kinds of incentives could be devised, including the lower-
ing of interest rates to students, which would benefit the students,
provide and incentive for the States to change their practice to
benefit their own citizens. Similarly, incentives could be provided
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to encourage the institutions to pressure the States to improve
things, as well as, possibly, direct subsidies to the States.

I'm a little skeptical about direct subsidies to the States because
if you look at the history of the VA program, succe3sful as it may
be, it costs roughly $14 to $15 million a year at the present time
and has been going on for some 45 years with no possibility of its
departing in the future.

Mrs. LOWEY. Actually, that's a direct, to Mr. Sweeney because
certainly your testimony commented on the effectiveness of the VA
program and the impact of Federal funds working within the VA
program.

Would you care comment?
Mr. SwEENEv. I certainly believe that $12 million, although a

large amount of money, when you're talking about over $2 billion a
year in just the one area of student financial assistance programs,
the Stafford loan program, to increase the effectiveness of the
entire field of student financial assistance programs with a dollar
amount that might double or triple the amount that I've just men-
tioned, is certainly an effective way of approaching government.

One other comment that I would make is that with respect to the
single coordinating entity within a State, I think it's extremely im-
portant that this occur because of the fragmentation of current li-
censing bodies. You have varying levels of expertise within States.

I come from a very small State and we have a half a dozen li-
censing bodies. And those licensing personnel, I think it would take
a great deal of training to bring the people up to a level of exper-
tise that we're talking about where people could adequately ad-
dress such things as appropriate admissions standards, appropriate
progress standards, financial stability of an institution, quality of
the education and so forth. I would add that point.

Mrs. Lowzv. Thank you. And before I turn the questioning over,
I just want to say to the panel that in order to preserve the integri-
ty of this program, I am interested in pursuing State licensure. I
know that Mr. Good ling is also working on this issue and I hope to
work closely with him. And I thank you very much for your input.

Mr. Henry.
Mr, HENRY. I have no questions.
Mrs. LOWEY. Mr. Andrews.
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you , Madame Chairwoman. I appreciate

the testimony of everyone this morning. Mr. McCormick, I wanted
to see if we could expand a bit on some of the things that you've
said very well.

I understand the sort of implicit assumption behind your testimo-
ny is that if these continuing problems of the program intty
persist, we're going to undercut the public consensus that's been
built up over the last 25 or 30 years for these kinds of programs. I
think you make that connection very well.

On page two of your statement you say that the vast majority of
changes to the student aid programs in the last 10 years have been
primarily driven by budget cutting factors designed to achieve
"savings in Federal expenditures" in order to meet mandated
budget targets.

Could you give us some of the specific manifestations of budget
driven decisions that have undercut program integrity?
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Mr. McCouncx. Yes, sir. I think the most classic example in
recent years was the 1985 Budget Reconciliation Act, which spelled
out that guarantee agencies would return to the Treasury through
a spin-down process some $250 million. And that was Imised on a
study that the GAO did at that time that said guarantee agencies,
by and large, had adequate reserves at a level of 1 percent of loans
outstanding.

You heard testimony yesterday from the GAO. the same GAO
that recommended $250 million be returned to the Treasury, that
guarantee agencies needed to maintain certain minimum reserve
levels in order to maintain credibility and soundness in the guaran-
teed student loan program.

That is just one example of in the heat of the moment in the
effort to reach the budget targets that you were trying to reach in
a given year a solution was embraced that did not necessarily serve
the student aid program well.

There are other examples of where that has occurred, and the
actual result has not been to improve the program, has not been to
enhance our ability to collect loans. It has made it more difficult
for not only guarantee agencies but lenders, secondary markets
and others to maintain the healthiness of the program.

Mr. ANDRT L.. Sounds like what you're saying is that program
integrity hr. 4een sacrificed on the altar of cash flow for the Fed-
eral Government. Bring in the dollars.

Mr. McConticx. What I'm trying to suggest, and I know that
this committee can not do that in reauthorization, but I hope that
you can share this information with your colleagues on the Budget
Committee to say as we strive to meet our responsibilities to curb
the deficit and deal with the Federal budget, we take a little more
care as to the methodology we're going to employ to do that.

Mr. ANDREWS. Now, there's another couple statements which I
think fit together. On page two you say, "It is not an insurmount-
able problem," referring to the default problem. "It is not an insur-
mountable problem, nor is it an indication that the guaranteed stu-
dent loan program is seriously flawed."

And then on page three you say, "In focusing our attention on
the abuses of trade schools, little attention was paid to the lenders,
secondary markets and, yes, Sally Mae, which provided money and
looked the other way while default rates soared."

When I read those two statements together, I'm reminded of yes-
terday's testimony from the Department of Education where we
were confronted with facts that said that defaults have risen from
10 percent of program outlays to 44 percent of program outlays
over about a 10 year period.

The number of individuals assigned to work on this problem
within the department has gone from 800 to about 1,100 over the
same 10 year period and they're requesting, apparently, 150 more.
Programs that do truck driving by mailand thank God they don't
do brain surgery by mail, I said to someone yesterdayprograms
that do that sort of thing have been increasing in their funding.

What that sounds to me like is that the people who are looking
the other way are those responsible for regulating this. And our
focus ought not to be so much on flaws on the statutory structure
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as it ought to be on negligent or inadequate regulation and enforce-
ment.

Would you agree with that statement?
Mr. McCoasticx. Yes, sir, I would. If you would examine the ac-

tivities of the Department of Education in the 1980s, particularly
after the Bu t Recvnciliation of 1981, you will see that in the last
full year, 19 , over 2,000 program reviews of schools and lenders
were conducted by the Department of Education in 1980. In 1989,
only 300 program reviews were conducted. In 1986, it was mandat-
ed in the law that guarantee agencies do the primary program
compliance review effort.

And I think what you saw over the whole period of the 19808 was
a Department of FAucation that pulled back, that did not scruti-
nize, did not oversee the program with the same intensity that they
were in 1989. And you saw a proliferation of loan volume, of
number of new schools being certified in the period of 1986 to 1989.

And it really was not until the latter part of 1989 when Congress
enacted some restrictions in the budget reconciliation of 1989 and
then again in December of 1990, it wasn't until then that we start-
ed getting a little different signal from the Department of Educa-
tion that maybe all of us should be a little more responsible in
what we're doing.

Mr. ANDREWS. What kinds of signals do you think they ought to
be sending? What kinds of things should the department be doing
to be more responsive to the legislation that's already in place that
would help us attack these integrity problems.

Mr. McCzahticit. I think Chairman Ford hit the nail on the head
when he said they ought to be doing exactly what the United
States Congress has told them to do for the last 12 years. They had
the legal authority, they had the power within the Secretary's
office to have avoided these problems from the very beginning.

Mr. ANDREWS. One of the aspects of your testimony on page
seven that I think is instructive is that you're, in effect, proposing
a solution as well as defining the problem. We hear from the de-
partment that it's subjected to diminishing resources, although I'm
not sure the facts always bear that out, that they're subjected to
diminishing resources and they have too few hands to do much
more work.

You suggest that we look at enacting legislation to require the
department to develop regulations that reward good performance
in carrying out the purpose of the p ryExempla schools,
lenders, guarantors and services couldrogairlelieved from the more
burdensome, redundant and unnecessary rules.

I take it that what you're really s ing is a system of inn-
tive based regulations, where those tar ce

Etire lending and en
in guarantor work and operating schools, who are within t e pa-
rameters of the rules are given more flexibility and freedom, and
then we target and focus our regulatory resources on those who are
abusing the rules.

How would that work?
Mr. McCoakucx. It's very simple. Historically, the Department of

Education has taken a blanket approach to the regulatory process
and said irrespective of the abuse, irrespective of the problem we're
trying to address, all institutions, regardless of how long or how
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short a time frame they've been in the programs, must abide by
those regulations.

And as a result, I have had public junior colleges in Texas that
historically have been in the student aid programs for many years
drop out of the guaranteed student loan program by simply saying,
"Enough is enough. I can not deal with the regulations that I'm
now required to do."

I think that we are professionals; I think there are professionals
within the department. And you can recognize exemplary perform-
ance when you see it. And you can reward it by saying, "I'm not
going to put you under the same yard stick that I necessarily will
put another school or another lender or another guarantee agency
that is not performing at the same level that your are."

Negotiated rulemaking is an example of this. And it works in
other areas of the Federal Government, and it can work in this
area. You actually have a pilot project being conducted right now
by the Department of Education on quality assurance that involves
some 100 to 200 colleges. In exchange for their agreeing to do some
things differently, they don't have to come under the whole litany
of rules and regulations that all the other schools do.

I think that ought to be encouraged and ought to be expanded
greatly.

Mr. ANDREWS. In effect, what you're saying is we multiply the
existing incentives, both market and regulatory, for the good guys
and multiply the market and regulatory disincentives for the bad
guys. And I would assume focusmaybe the department wouldn't
need 1,100 bureaucrats if they spend more time on some of the
black hats.

The other point that I just want to close on. I was struck by your
way of talking about the opportunity cost of this careless regula-
tion that we've had. And let me use that phrase. You know, if the
default rates were where they were at the beginning of the decade
of the 1980s, around 10 percent, it seems to me we would be getting
about another $2 billion a year in interest subsidy, which could le-
verage up to $20 billion a year or so of loans for students.

And how many more people could we educate with an additional
$20 billion worth of money in the pool, which would address your
concern about the plight of the middle class.

I guess one of our problems is we don't know answers to ques-
tions like that, or at least we didn't hear them yesterday from the
department because, as you point out on page nine, there is a need
for us to direct the Department of Education to come into compli-
ance with existing Federal law by bringing the national student
loan database into full operation as soon as possible.

The question I want to ask you, and again, I go back to your
point about Chairman Ford's point, we ought to go to the rudimen-
tary point the department ought to follow the instructions written
into the statute. If those instructions were followed and if we were
able to achieve that, what other kinds of things might we know
and what would the benefits of that be in crafting a more intelli-
gent policy?

Mr. McCoab ticx. I think if we had in 1981or, in the 1980s, if we
had gotten serious about the student loan data bank and we really
had the ability to exchange information among States, we could
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have avoided what many of us in the industry term technical de-
faults. Young people that literally would not have defaulted on
their loans had the system had the ability to keep track of them
and respond to their mobility in the process.

We literally have cases in which students were in school, were
fully qualified for in-school interest benefits and deferments and
didn't get it because the system through the guarantee agencies,
Department of Education or whrtever, lost them.

And we have gotI don't know what the number is. I'd rather
not say. But there's no question that there is a problem in our in-
ability to communicate in this program that I think is inexcusable.
We've waited long enough, and there are ways that the department
can implement this recommendation. And I think you could avoid
a very serious problem that we call technical defaults where stu-
dents really should have gotten a deferment instead of gotten an
IRS offset.

Mr. ANDREWS. Finally, I note you have 25 years of experience in
this field and have dealt with all different levels of institutions and
decision making. Why do you think the department hasn't come
into compliance with creating the data base? What's your analysis
of why that hasn't happened?

Mr. MCCORMICK. I think, in all honesty and candor, and this will
get me in trouble again, too.

Mr. ANDREWS. We won't tell anybody.
Mr. McCoamicx. Over the past several years there's been an

entire industry, as I mentioned in my testimony, growing up
around the student aid programs. And there are those who fear a
national loan data base. There are those who fear it simply because
they feel the department is too incompetent to administer it and
all they would do is mess it up.

And there is some historical evidence to indicate that might be
the end result given the department's track record. But I think the
bottom line that we ought to face up to as States, as institutions, as
lenders, as the national secondary market, is that technology has
finally brought us to the point that even someone as incompetent
as the Department of Education probably could adequately admin-
ister a data base. And technology is so far ahead of this industry in
terms of how you administer these programs.

It is time for all of us to quit malthig excuses and get on with it.
Mr. ANDREWS. I appreciate that. I just wish you'd be a little more

forthright about how you feel about the department.
[Laughter.]
Mr. ANDREWS. Thank you very much.
Mrs. LOWEY. Mr. McCormick, I appreciate your testimony and

also the questions from my colleagues. I would just like to pursue it
just to clarify it. I believe you were quite forthright, but I just want
to be sure we have it clear for the record.

As we all know, in the period of the 1980s, during the deregula-
tion of the S&Ls, and there seems to be some comparison hereat
the same time as we were deregulating the S&Ls there was a very
clear directive to decrease the administrative oversight of the
S&Ls. And we know that in places like Texas the administration of
this program was decreased more than 60 percent.
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I just want to clarify, is it total incompetence? Was there a direc-
tive? Was there a specific policy not to administer these programs?
Or is it just total incompetence?

Mr. Mc Comma. No. I think that the thing that was brought to
bear from the research that I have done on the Federal Govern-
ment's behavior over that 10 year period was very much part of
the philosophy that that Administration had as to how to adminis-
ter programs in the various departments.

rs. Lowav. Just don't do it.
Mr. McCoamicx. And they had a mission, they had a mandate

from their President and their Director of Office of Management
and Budget that they would conduct business in certain ways and
they would reduce the employees of the Department of Education.

You have to remember that President Reagan ran on a campaign
in 1980 that he would abolish the Department of Education. And I
don't think in 1981 he changed his mind very much about his
desire to deal with that department. And I think they dealt with
the Department of Education based on their philmophical ap-
proach to what that department should do. And we're now paying
the price for that.

Mrs. Loma. Could you also clarify for us the numbers of staff of
the Department of Education during the period of 1980 through
1990. As I understood from my colleague, I believe there was an in-
crease from 800 to 1100; is that correct?

Mr. McConricx. There was an increase in the staff of the Collec-
tions area. In total, there was a decrease of approximately 20 per-
cent in the Department of Education staff from 1980 to 1988.

Mrs. LOWRY. But an increase in the Collection area from 800 to
1100, yet the default rate kept growing so that those staff that
were added just seemed to be equally incompetent and didn't do
the job any more effectively.

Mr. MCCORMICK. If the only thing we're going to focus on is the
student after he's defaulted, we're going to lose the game. We have
got to get to the front door of this process, and that's where they
were cutting back in the staffing and cutting back in their over-
sight responsibilities.

If all we're going to do is just add collectors in terms of trying to
resolve these problems, we're going to be spinning our wheels and
we're ring to lose the game. And I think that was a strategic error
on their part.

Mrs. LowxY. Given the incompetence of the way the program
was administered, just to reinforce your earlier recommendation,
you feel we have a better chance at success with a State licensure
procedure.

Mr. MCCAIRMICK. Absolutely. I think the department ought to
recognize it's limitations, if you will, and recognize the availability
of the States to assist them and be full partners. There are some
extremely competent agencies and people in the several States that
could very well save the Department of Education a lot of time and
money. The Veterans' Administration has demonstrated a method-
oleo!, a way of doing that.

You might not agree with all that parameters the Veterans' Ad-
ministration has placed on the way they administer that program,
but you very well have a model that you can look at where a Fed-
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end agency has used the several States in a very meaningful way
to administer a Federal program.

Mrs. LOWEY. Well, I thank you very much and I certainly look
forward to working with you as we develop State licensure legisla-
tion, and I thank you very much.

Mr. Mc Comma. Thank you.
Mr. COLEMAN. Let me, Mr. McCormick, make sure I understand

your recommendation and your testimony regarding removing ac-
creditation from the processwe talked about this earlier.

Mr. Mc Commit. Yes, sir.
Mr. COLEMAN. You're not suggesting that the department, itself,

maintain a staff administrative apparatus to do the things that you
think the States ought to be doing and licensing.

Mr. Mc Comm. That's correct. I am saying that for the pur-
poses of licensing schoolsthat has been a time-honored, tradition-
ally State role and that's exactly where it should remain.

Mr. COLEMAN. To be made eligible for certification for Title W
programs?

Mr. MCCORMICK. For certification for Title W programs, I think
the Federal Government, through its Department of Education has,
under existing law, all the criteria that it needs to provide that cer-
tification with the improvement in having minimum Federal stand-
ards that States would adhere to in terms of licensing schools to
operate.

Mr. Courmarq. The States would actually continue to do the li-
censing based upon Federal guidelines and criteria which, as I
think I asked earlier, could be written into the statute.

Mr. McCoamicx. Yes. But the question of whether or not you
allow me as a school to participate in Title IV student aid should
be squarely answered by the Department of Education in its certifi-
cation process.

Mr. Comm AN. So, if a school were to be licensed under your pro-
mai, it does not automatically then, trigger a certification by the
Department of Education.

Mr. Mc CoamicK. No, it does not.
Mr. Couch' Am. What I'm trying to get at is that there is more to

it.
Mr. McCoamicK. Exactly.
Mr. COLEMAN. It's not a ministerial act, it is a very important

and substantive act that that department wants to make and
should make, under your proposal.

Mr. Mc Conuoc. Yes, sir. And they should be held accountable
for those certifications.

Mr. COLEMAN. So, on the one hand, we're going to try to beef up
the auditing and the collections and also the threshold certification
aspect of this program; that's your suggestion.

bin Mc Comm Yes, sir.
Mr. COLEMAN. All right. Let me also ask you, in Texas I know

you've gone through some lendingthere was some suggestion that
perhaps all schools weren't being serviced and the lending wasn't
being made to certain students to attend proprietary schools, or
what have you. And I wonder, do you believe that the current law
allows the department to prohibit certain lenders from lending if
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they have, what we would call a default rate, like we do with insti-
tutions, of a certain percent?

Mr. McCoRmics. I think under the current law, and I think it is
important that everyone understands this, private lenders are in
the program under a volunteer basis. They are not required to
make loans to any student attending any type of institution. And I
think we have to keep in mind that, given that premise, they have
delivered ;11 billion a year in capital to this program, willingly,
and in a volunteer sense, on the basis of their ability to earn a re-
spectable yield and on the basis of minimizing their risk, and that
is very crucial.

I don't think, under the law, that they are required to make
loans to any particular type of school per se. They have the ability
as originating lenders to set certain criteria, and the lenders in
Texas have done that, and said, "Under certain conditions, we'll
make loans, and under certain other conditions, we're not willing
to make loans."

Probably, years ago, when we first got into the Guaranteed Stu-
dent Loan business, the criteria that was most often talked about
was a bank only served its customers. And then it expanded to a
geographical area

r. CoLzmAri. But my question is: A default rate of a lending in-
stitution, is that a significant factor that we ought to take into con-
sideration? We have taken it into consideration for institutions,
we've made them ineligible. Should certain banks be made ineligi-
ble to lend more money if it is likely to end up as part of the $2
billion we're all concerned about, that is, if they continue to make
bad loans and end up having the taxpayers pick it up?

My question was: Dom the current law allow that? Should it, if it
doesn't?

Mr. McCoamicx. I'm not a lawyer and I'm not an expert on the
actual nuances of the rules and regulations, but I would assume
and please don't hold me to this answerthat if the department
can pass a regulation that puts schools under certain levels of de-
fault rates, it could also pass a similar recommendation that ap-
plied to originating lenders.

Mr. COLEMAN. Should we require that? That's a valuable ques-
tion.

Mr. McCoamicx. No.
Mr. CoughttN. You don't think so?
Mr. McCosmicx. I don't think that you should require that. I

think the marketplace, itself, takes care of that for you.
Lenders cannot stay in the program. They cannot maintain the

yield on the use of their money if they continue to have higher and
Mgher default rates. So the marketplace provides a very adequate
control in that respect I think.

Mr. CotzmAx. But they are guaranteed loans, so the lender endsup
Mr. McComicx. I'm glad you raised that point. One of the

points that was not made yesterday that should have been made is
it's a conditionally guaranteed loan. It is not an absolute guaran-
teed loan. It is guaranteed under the condition that you made the
loan to an eligible borrower attending an eligible school, enrolled
in an eligible program.

4
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And though the entire life of that loan, prior to submitting a
claim to a guarantee agency, you would do certain things as a
lender. We have, for example, in our program a rejection rate on
claims submitted by lenders of 35 percent on the average. Now that
means 35 percent of the loans that lenders submitted to me, he
gets back as noninsured loans that he has to "cure" or reestablish
their insurability so he can submit a claim. So he is taking some
risk by participating in the program.

Mr. COLEMAN. MOSt of those are based upon the due diligence re-
quirements?

Mr. McCoasticx. Exactly. Yes, sir.
Mr. ComagAN. Which really don't get to the heart of what we're

talking about in the sense that Bank A lends to students who
attend Institution Z, and Vs got a default rate, or questionable
quality of education. But they continue to do it because as long as
they follow these due diligence procedures, they're going to be all
right.

1{nowing of your background and your testimony, we believe that
you would think that there ought to be some area here that we
might be able to tighten down a little bit. But probing and not get-
ting much, I'll leave this witness alone.

Mr. McComucx. It was not a part of my testimony, but I think
the re asking for 12 weeks without pay. It will not cost the employ-
er anything to let you take off. The only thing is, they do not give
your job away while you are gone.

We are so far behind the rest of the coin Texas and I'm sure they
do in California, if you really scrutinize these claims as they come
to you and you actually reject some, you get a much more responsi-
ble lender in your program.

So I think there are some things that you can do within the cur-
rent law that would derive a different result by the lending com-
munity.

Mr. COLEMAN. One final questionDr. Longenecker, and I appre-
ciate your testimony and we hope to follow up with some personal
visits if you can come back and do this ad hoc, so we can see, if
we're working together, how we can get this thing done.

But let me ask youone of the things that we're always told by
accrediting associations is that if we crack down on some of these
schools, they're going to sue us. And if they sue us, we could be
liable, and also, we could be tied up in court for years. Do we avoid
that scenario under your licensing suggestions by the State, or has
your experience been that the schools sue you instead of the ac-
creditation agency, and are they still tied up for years in court?

Mr. LONGANECKER. There will be suits. There are suits today.
There will be more suits. I think if we have nationally proved
guidelines and we operate under rules and mgulations that are
consistent with those, then we aren't going to have as much liti-
giousness as we have today.

One of the dilemmas we have today, I think, is that if we have
fairly substantial regulation, then people say, "Well, that's outra-
geous." If we were to try to impose some of the things we've even
suggested here, they would say, "You don't have the authority to
cut us off on the basis of that." But if its established that we
should develop guidelines within those parameters and we do that
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and it's approved by the Secretary, we may still be sued but we'll
win the case.

Mr. ComasAN. Well, the difference is that one's a private, volun-
tary association, the other one is public action by the State. And as
you indicated, as long as you are framed within the per legal
requirements of due process and certainty and are not ing vague
in your regulations of the statutory language, itselfwhereas the
accrediting agency is somewhat nebulous, and in a voluntary orga-
nization, it seems to me that we would do much better by moving
ahead toward this type of approach with some real teeth rather
than toward a continuing process that we have which has all sorts
of, I think, problems with it.

Mr. LONOANECKER. I think one of the other dilemmas you have is
accrediting associations are voluntary organizations that review
the progress of their members. And that's a very valuable piece of
the overall quality control activity in higher education. It's a self-
examination process. But if it, in fact, becomes onerous on the
selves they won't play in that game. It's kind of a Catch 22 for
them.

Mr. MANNING. If I may make a comment with respect to the liti-
giousness, that is a concern. The accrediting organizations are not
insured and, in fact, liability insurance, which they have had, has
just been dropped by the insurer because of their concern over the
costs of litigation which they were uncertain about. It is a problem.

You may, however, as you look into this further, want to exam-
ine the question of the Federal Bankruptcy Code, because while
changes were made with respect to the legislation last fall, we're
talking here about State authorization to operate. And it is not
clear what the status of that is with respect to protection under a
Chapter XI reorganization. So I simply raise that as an issue.

My own feeling is we need a good triad, they complement one an-
other, and I stand alongside my friend, David Longenecker, in
saying we really do need to improve State authorization process as
we keep awrWitation and deal more with the Federal eligibility
certification process, all three.

Mrs. LOWEY. I want to thank the panel, and we look forward to
working with you. And I was pleased to see that there is a consen-
sus about the importance of improving State licensure, and I thank
you.

Win the next panel come forward?
Mr. Henry?
Mr. HENRY. Thank you Madam Chairman. I would like to ex-

press my appreciation for the chair for allowing us to have this
brief hearing and this panel presentation on H.R. 2433, the Nation-
al College A.thletics Accountability Act, legislation analogous to
that which the House adopted last year pertaining to public disclo-
sure of athletically derived revenues and expenditures.

By way of background to the panel and of welcome to our panel-
ists, Ma4am Chairman, let me indicate that one of the problems we
have in college athletics is that we have tolerated many of the
abuses in major sports programs under the assumption that these
programs generate revenues for the general operating budgets of
the school. And many of the abuses which we have seen develop
over the years have been tolerated by the public in the belief,
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which we now know very clearly is mistaken, that big time athletic
programs are revenue raisers for schools.

The magnitude of the financial losses attributable to athletic pro-
grams, particularly in Division IA schools where the programs
have grown increasingly large, continues to grow. And this matter
really relates very directly to the cost of education.

A studywell I'll come to that in my formal statement in just a
minute. It would be fair to say that the average student at a Divi-
sion IA school, the average student in tuition charges, is subsidiz-
ing athletic program losses, just losses, by $100 a year. If every stu-
dent receiving a Stafford loan were attending a Division IA school,
the Stafford loan subsidies on an annual basis for university athlet-
ics would amount to $170 million per year.

Over the 4 year cycle of higher education, that would mean that
over a 4 year cycle, one college cycle, we would have Stafford or
government subsidies of athletic program losses approaching two-
thirds billion dollars. Now that's just the program revenue losses.
That does not deal with the subsidies for the operation. Very con-
servative figures would estimate that the average college student
at a Division IA school is paying up to $100 a year in cost for ath-
letic department program subsidies, including losses but also other
operational costs.

I would submit, Madam Chairman, when one of the issues before
us is affordability higher education, that this is a serious problem.
Eighty-six years ago, there were 18 deaths on college football fields
caused by violent play with inadequate equipment. That prompted
President Theodore Roosevelt to call for reform in intercollegiate
athletics. And the following year, in 1906, saw the establishment of
the National Collegiate Athletics Association, the NCAA.

Last year in the Qmgress, three Right to Know bills were intro-
duced, relative to higher education. The first was introduced by
Congressman McMillen, our colleague who also served on the
Knight eximmiss:xi, which called for disclosure of graduation rates
of athletes. The second was introduced by our colleague, Mr. Good-
ling, to have disclosure of campus crime rates, particularly assault
and violent crime. The third was introduced by myself, which
called for a disclosure by institutions on uniform data base of ath-
letically derived revenues and athletic expenditures.

All three proposals were placed together in one bill and passed
the House comfortably. However, in the Senate, the NCAA, an in-
stitution which was originally established ihrough Congress in 1906
to reform college athletics, removed that latter provision relative to
income and revenue disclosure in negotiations with the Senate and
the Conference in the waning hours of the session.

However, the public, again, is looking to bring about reform in
college sports. Death is no longer the obvious danger, but many
livelihoods are at stake. Big time athletic programs have taken
focus and resources away from academics at the very moment in
our history when America's level of play in the global marketplace
and in the world of ideas is slipping.

Now is that time that we, as a Nation, must examine our prior-
ities in higher learning. The members of this subcommittee have a
special opportunity as we revisit the Higher Education Act to write
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the course, to make the positive statement that this country's
young minds come first.

Gnawing at the underside of our national love affair with college
sports is the fact that it is a business bust, many athletics pro-
grams are millions of dollars in the red despite sellout crowds and
post-season appearances. A 1986 study by the American Association
of State Colleges and Universities found that among 67 NCAA divi-
sion schools, only 9 generated surplus revenues. They fear that our
colleges and universities are mortgaging their academic programs
and their integrity on deficit-laden sports programs. I believe the
public has a right to know about it through disclosure of their
budgets.

No data exists to support the popular perception that athletic
success benefits academics or any other aspect of the college or uni-
versity other than the sports program itself, and I believe the
public should know about it. Alumni giving inspired by sports is
almost always directed at the sports programs itself. Sports gener-
ated revenue from sources such as ticket sales, broadcast income,
et cetera is most often quickly swallowed by the self-perpetuating
sports programs.

I have introduced legislation which would simply require public
disclosure of athletic revenues and expenditures at public schools
and private institutions that ofter athletic scholarships. The bill
would simply bring to light information that's been buried for
years at most schools.

Madam Chairman, here's what has to be understood: many of
these programs are off-budget items with privately incorporated
athletic departments and programs. Thus, the revenues, as well as
the colt, are often not available even to the college officers or the
boards of control.

My legislation is in no way intrusive in terms of telling a college
president or State legislature or a board of control or trustees how
they ought to manage their athletic programs. It seeks, however, to
establish in law a uniform data base whereby the public can make
it well known to its governing officials, and whereby the boards
and the college CEOs can, in fact, get control of their athletic pro-
grams.

It will be argued in the testimony before us that such data al-
ready exists. The NCAA presents a report which was published just
last year on a 5 year study of its own programs. However, in their
own study, there was over a 40 percent nonparticipation rate, and
the third highest expenditure totalled in that study is miscellane-
ous. There's no !guarantee of uniformity in the data.

Even the Knight Commission report does not make any recom-
mendation guaranteeing uniformity, mandating collection of the
data, or most importantly, disclosure of the data. And that is why
Representative McMillen, who served on that commission, is also
supportive of my quest in this area.

With that, Madam Chairman, I would like to introduce two
people who are here with us to deal with this: Mr. Andy Geipr,
who is the Athletic Director of the University of Maryland, and
Murray Sperber, an English Professor from Indiana University. Dr.
Sperber has written a very well-known book called College Sports,
/nc. which has provided a lot of interest in this issue.
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Also, Madam Chairman, I would ask unanimous consent to enter
into the record a written testimony presented by sports broadcast-
er, Howard Cosell, whose book is approaching the best seller list,
What's Wrong With Co lige Sports, the first 60 pages of which deal
with the problems of college and university sports, and also a writ-
ten testimony provided by Robert O'Neil, a professor of law at the
University of Virginia.

Thank you Madam Chairman.
Mrs. LOWEY. Without objection, thank you Mr. Henry.
[The prepared statements of Hon. Paul B. Henry, Howard Cosell

and Robert O'Neil follow]

rv 1,
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OPENING STATEMENT BY RE.P. PAUL HENRY (R-MICH)

ON THE NATIONAL COLLEGE ATHLETICS ACCOUNTABILITY ACT

KR. 2433

BEFORE THE SUBCOMMI1TEE ON POSTSECONDARY EDUCATION

MAY 30, 1991

Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for this time to discuss an increasingly critical topic.

Eighty-six years ago, 18 deaths on college football fields, caused by

violent play with inadequate equipment, prompted President Theodore

Roosevelfs call for reform in intercollegiate athletics. The following year,

1906, saw the estabiment of the National Collegiate Athletics Association

the NCAA.

Today, Washington once again is looking to bring about reform in

college sports. Death is no longer an obvious danger. But many American

livelihoods are at stake. Big-time athletics programs have taken focus and

resources away from academics, at the very moment in our history when

America's level of play in the global marketplace, and in the world of ideas, is

slipping.

Now is the time that we, as a nation, must examine our priorities in

higher learning. And the Members of this Subcommittee have a special
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opportunity, as we revisit the Higher Education Act, to right the course to

make the positive statement that this country's young minds come first.

1 am a former college professor and a former member of my states

Board of Education. And, most importantly, I am a father. I understand the

importance of higher education.

I am also, like many, many Americans, a fan of college sports. And I

understand, particularly as an alumnus of Duke University, that it is athletics

programs that provide the means by which most colleges and universities are

known today.

But, gnawing at the underside of our national love affair with college

sports is the fact that it is a business bust. Many athletics programs are

millions of dollars in the red, despite sell-out crowds and post-season

appearances. A 1986 study by the American Association of State Colleges and

Universities found that among 67 NCAA Division 1 schools, only nine

generated surplus revenues. I fear that our colleges and universities are

mortgaging their academic programs and integrity on deficit-laden sports

programs. And, I believe the public should know about it.

No data exist to support the popular perception that athletic success

benefits academics or any other aspect of the college or university, other than

the sports program itself. I believe the public should know about it.

A r .
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Ithimni giving inspired by sports is ahnost always directed at the sports

program. Sports-generated revenue from sources such as ticket sales and

broadcast income is mcst often quickly swallowed by self-perpetuating sports

programs. And I believe the public should know about it.

I have introduced legislation that would require public disclosure of

athletics revenues and expenditures at public schools that offer athletics

scholarships. This bill, H.R. 2433, the National College Athletics

Accountability Act, would simply bring to light information that's been

buried for years at most schools. The legislation would put athletics programs

in line with most academic departments, whose financial books are open,

My goal is simply to provide the public with the tools of knowledge as

it seeks to understand the role of athletics within host institutions-

This bill was passed by the House last year as part of the College

Student Right To Know Act, but the financial disclosure language was

dropped in conference during the waning hours of the Congress.

Mr. Chairman, we are by now familiar with the excellent work of the

Knight Commission, and its series of reform proposals And we are also

familiar with the growing consensus within Congress, that the College Sports

Reform Movement has arrived on Capitol Hill. Interest is growing in

Congressional remedies. But the last thing we shou.d consider are policies

that would amount to government-managed university programs.
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However, that approach appears to be the trend in several bills being

considered or planned in this Congress. Among their provisions are new

Congressionally-imposed requirements for the distribution of post-season

revenues among NCAA member schools, mandated "due process"

procedures for the NCAA, and restructured governing and advisory bodies

within intercollegiate athletics. These are examples of what 1 consider to be

the wrong legislative direction.

I believe that Congress does have a role in encouraging reform, but that

role must stop short of federal meddling in the actual governance of our

nation's colleges and universities. I believe that the missing, hands-on

players in the college sports retorm process are the American people. It is

their tax dollars that support the institutions of higher learning whose names

are carried by their athletics programs.

Let me reiterate, Mr. Chairman: My approach has been rooted in a

concern shared by more and more Americans: We must, as a nation, reassess

our educational priorities. The role of intercollegiate athletics is one crucial

issue we must re-think. And in that sense, the issue is central to a serious

discussion of education reform.

Will public disclosure of athletics budgets make it easier for the public,

college administrators, and college boards to demand accountability? Will

they be able to ask more questions about the role of sports programs in their

colleges and universities? 1 hope so.

A r. )
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I am not anti-sports, Mr. Chairman, and my bill is not anti-sports.

College sports definitely has a place on our campuses and in our national life.

am simply asserting that the public, through access to reality, must le able to

help determine that place, at a time of intense concern over the kind of

graduates our schools are producing. Afterall, when did we last import a

quarterback to Japan?

Mr. Chairman, James Duderstadt, the president of one of the nation's

truly excellent higher learning institutions, thc University of Michigan, once

stated that he hopes one day that his school will be known more for its Nobel

Prize winners rather than sports championships. I share his hope, as I'm sure

my colleagues do as they think about the schools in their own states. It is in a

spirit of hope and true concern that I have introduced H.R. 2433, and I want to

thank you again, Mr. Chairman, for this opportunity today to discuss the bill.

Let me conclude with a quick word of thanks to our-two witnesses

today, Mr. Andy CAlger, who is the athletic director at the University of

Maryland, and Dr. Murray Sperber, an English professor from Indiana

University, recognized nationally as an authority on the topic of finances in

college athletics. I also ask for unanimous consent to enter into the record

written testimony provided by Robert O'Neil, a professor of law at the

University of Virginia and general counsel of the American Association of

University Professors, and from the renowned sports commentator, Howard

Cosell.

4 5
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My name is Howard Cosell. I have been a sports commentator
associated with the American Broadcasting Companies for more than
38 years. During that time my life has chartered many courses
but I have been unwavering in one, and that is my conviction
about education and the fact that college sports as presently
constructed have not been a beneficial force in terms of
education.

It is clear that at this point in time education has never
been more important to the American society. During the course
of my life I had this privilege of being invited to conduct a
fully accredited course at Yale entitled *Big Time College Sports
in the Americen Society.° I had been invited to come to Yale by
Aingman Brewster as a Hoyt Yellow at Silliman College. It was an
invitation I eagerly accepted and it derived from Dr. Brewster's
expressed respect for my reporting work on the 1968 Olympic Games
in Mexico City. Subsequently Dr. A. Bartlett Giamatti made it
absolutely clear in nationally recorded conversations with me
that °Athletics can be an extension of the best values we hav
and the best a university has to offer its students. But that's
not the way it is today.*

There is a fiction about sports -- one of the great myths in
our society. This is the fiction that physics laboratories and
great contributions toward learning derive from profits in
sports. This is not so. On the contrary, monies deriving from
athletics teams ars poured right back into athletic programs. So
great a university as the University of Michigen, with so skilled
an administrator as Don Cenham, is a prime example. The athletic
department is separately incorporated and the monies go right
back into recruitment and subsidization of athletes.

Like Congreseman Paul Henry, I do not want to see government
regulation of college sports, but proposed bills like XT. Henry's
are designed, not to regulate college sports, but rather to help
ahed light on the true state of college sports. John Brademas,
President Emeritus of New York University, spent many years in
Congress as an Indiana legislator. B. created the University
Athletic Association when he took over at New York University.
Ha, like Congressman Henry, vas deeply concerned with college
sports and he was deeply concerned with education. Thus the
University Athletic Association, comprised of a group of ths
finest universities and colleges in this country, was born. The
Association includes tbo University of Chicago, Washington
University of St. Louis (where I dedicated their athletic
facility), Carnegie-Mellon, Case Western Reserve, University of
Rochester, Brandeis University, New York University, Johns
Hopkins University (where I delivered the commencement address

I
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two years ago), and Miry University, and they ars proof positive
that you oen derive the beet value of sport without defiling
educational standards.

$o we are making inroads and Congressman Henry's efforts are
vital and to be applauded, as arm the efforts of Senator Dill
Bradley of New Jersey and Congressman Tem MtWillan of Maryland.
I lived through the horror of the MUnich Olympics with
Congressman McMillan,. I lett the great stadium on September 6,
1972 with the words of tha late Avery Srundage ringing in my

ears. °Let the games go on.* I will never forget that day.
Also with me were my late wife, Emmy, and Doug Collins, now an
NBA analyst, then the star of our Olympic team. I will never
forget that day. Red Smith wrote an impassioned column demanding
the cancellation of the games. I said, *There was a time tor
Avery Brundage. It was the time of William of Orange.* What all
this points out is not just the national , but the international
confusion about the proper place of sports in this society.

I thank Congressman Henry for his efforts and I think the
country should be grateful to him. I support his efforts as I do
Senator Bradley's and Congressman McMillan's. President Bush
wants to be remembered as the Education President, symbolizing
the importance of the very work that is being undertaken.
Senator Metzenbaum of Ohio is Oseply interested in these efforts

also. The tragic story of Dexter Manley must not be repeated and

this is only one example.

I thank the Committee for this opportunity and I look
forward to the chance to appear before Congressman Henry's forum
personally at a suitable date in the future.

461
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I welcome the opportunity to comment briefly on legislation proposed to address
fiscal and operational integrity in intercollegiate athletics. These are surely not easy
times for %adversity athletic programs. There hies been unprecedented attention to these
issues front the media, from several levels of government, from govendng boards, and
of course from within the college athletic world itself. The recent release of the report
of the Knight Commisakm attests to the iniceptional importance the academic community
itself today attaches to these issues and the urgency with which we seek solutions.

The question before you is whether Congress ought to add its mandate to those
of others. However urgent and critical you believe to be the problems of fiscal integrity
and accountability, I would urge great caution before adding federal standards to a field
that is increasingly regulated by others. At least it would seem wise to wait long
enough to see what effect these other controls may have, before concluding that
Congress need step in with a unifonn set of national federal standards.

The National Collegiate Athletic Association itself has dramatically increased ib
oversight of financial matters. The rules adopted several years ago add meny new
requirements notably the mandate by which every president or chancellor must
receive and review an annual audit of the athletic program and of alumni or other
groups which provide financial support to the athletic program From my own
experience as an university president at the time this rule took effect, I can assure you
the level of information and attention increased dramatically. We do demand the audits,
we receive them promptly, and we read them with care. We also are now in a position
to keep OUT governing boards informed of financial issues in the athletic program, to a
degree that seldom was possible at most institutions in the past and was not required
by NCAA or conference rules.

There has also been much greater concein on the part of regional accrediting
associations, The Southern Associabon of Colleges and Schools recently added
intercollegiate athletics to the areas about which a visiting team must have information,
and to which its attention must be given in every review. While of course no institution
has yet been denied accreditation for this reason, such a sanction is apparently now
possible for the first time in the history of regional accreditation. Here, too, Ls a major
new approach that ought to be given time enough to work before deciding that Congress
must intervene. Clearly the accrediting community has begun taking to heart the
challenge of athletics, and has concluded that it has a role to play in reform.

There are other major efforts in process. You are well aware of the
reconunendations of the Knight Foundation Commission, co-chaired by former
University Presidents William Friday and Theodore Hesburgh. The commission several
weeks ago released a report with a number of important and timely proposals, most of
which will need time for study and implementation. Many of those proposals respond
to the concerns that underlie the legislation now before you.

Finally, I would note that the American Association of University Professors, of
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which I am General Counsel, has recently issued a report and proposed policies on
athletic matters a bold and novel initiative for a gimp historically concerned with
faculty rights and responsibilities. After the February meting of the Association's
Executive Committee, the report was made public and received considerable attention
in the higher education press. Two paragraphs give special attention to matters of
finance. By Toting those two paragraphs, if I may, I would hope to convey to the
subcommittee a sense of the concern and the conviction of a major national organization
of college and university faculty:

financial operations of the department of athletics, including
all revenue, received from outside groups, should be under the full
and direct control of the central administration of the campus.
Complete budgets of the athletir department for the coming year
and actual expendihares and revenues for the past year should be
published in full detail. Annual budgets, as well as long-term
plans should be approved under the regular governance prooadures
of the campus, with input bum elected faculty representatives.

Particular scrutiny should be given to use of the institution's
general operating funds to support the athletic department.
institutions should establish regulations governing the use
of and fees for university facilities by private businesses,
such as summer athletic camps. Fees charged to coaches should
be assessed on the same basis as those charged to faulty and
other staff engaged in private businesses on campus. Published
budgets should include an accounting of maintenance expanses for
sports facilities, activities of booster groups, payments by
outsiders for appearances by coaches and other athletic staff,
payments by sports apparel companies, and eources of scholarship
funds.

4
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MIMICS

Concern about pervasive abuses in intercollegiate athletics
is widespread both in higher education and in the community at
large.

Ws solicit comments both on the substance of this statement
of the problem, and on the format that would make it appropriate
for adoption by faculty senates and similar bodies as an
expression of desired policy for their institutions.

INTRODUCTION

On many campuses the conduct of intercollegiate athletic
programs poses serious and direct conflicts with desired academic
standards and goals. The pressure to field winning teams has led
to widely publicised scandals concerning the recruitment,
exploitation, and academic failures of many athletes.

Expenditures on athletics may distort institutional budgets
and can reduce resources available for academic functions. Within
some academic programs faculty members have been pressured to
give preferential treatment to athletes. Coaches and athletic
directors are themselves often trapped in the relentless
competitive and financial pressures of the current system, and
many would welcome reform.

Not all institutions have probleaa with athletics of the same
type or to the same degree. Nevertheless, we believe that all
colleges and universities would benefit from the adoption of a
national sat of standards that would protect athletes from
exploitation and get expenditures on and administration of
athletic programs under the regular governance procedures of the
institution.

We urge faculty participation in the cause of reform. We
urge our administrators to enter into national efforts to
establish new standards through the NCAA or other regulatory
agencies. Ws specifically endorse the following proposed
reforms and ask faculty colleagues, administrators, and athletic
department staff throughout the country to join with us in
working to implement them on their campuses, in their athletic
conferences, through the NCAA, and nationally:

4
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1. Institutions should not uSa admission standerds for
athletes that are not comparable to those for other students.

2. A committee elected by the faculty should monitor the
compliance with policy relating to admission, the progress toward
graduation, and the integrity of the course of study of students
who engage in intercollegiate athletics. This committee should
report annually to the faculty on admissions, on progress
toward graduation, and on graduation rates of athletes by sport.
Further the committee should be charged with seeking appropriate
review of cases in which it appears that faculty members or
administrators have abused academic integrity in order to promote
athletic programs.

AVOIDANCE OF ExPLoITATION

3. Students who are athletes need time for their academic
work. Participation in intercollegiate athletics in the first
year of college is ill-advised. Athletes should have at least
one day a week without athletic obligations. Overnight absences
on weekday evenings should be kept to a maximum of ona per week,
with rare exceptions. The number of events per season should be
periodically reviewed by the faculty. Student athletes should be
integrated with other students in housing, food service,
tutoring, and other areas of campus life.

yliihrclia.

4. Financial aid standards for athletes should be comparable
to those for other students. The aid should be administered by
the financial aid office of the institution. The assessment of
financial need may take account of time demands on athletes which
may preclude or limit employment during the academic year.
Continuation of aid to students who drop out of athletic
competition should be conditioned only on their remaining
academically and financially c

FINANCING ATNLETIO: GOVERNANCA

5. Financial operations of the departnent of athletics,
including all revenues received from outside groups, should be
under the full and direct control of the central administration
of the campus. Complete budgets of the athletic department for
the coming year and actual expenditures and revenues for the past
year should be published in full detail. Annual budgets, as well
as long-term plans should be approved under the regular
governance procedures of the campus, with input from elected
faculty representatives.

15. Particular scrutiny should be given to use of the
institution's general operating funds to support the athletic
department. Institutions should establish regulations governing
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the use of and roes !or university facilities by private
businesses, audit as summer athletic camps. Pees charged to
camases should be assessed an the same basis as those charged to
faculty and other staff engsged in private businesses on campus.
Published budgets thould include an accounting of maintenance
expenees for sports facilities, activities of booster groups,
payments by outsiders for appearances by mooches and other
athletic staff, payments by sports apparel companies, and sources
of edholarehip funds.

7. Elected faculty representatives should comprise a
majority of the campus cosaittee which formulates campus athletic
policy, and sudh a committee should be chaired by an elected
faculty 'member.

CSMIELISMUILUOTZEZEI

8. Paid-for trips to games, and other special benefits tor
!acuity, administrators, or members of governing boards involved
in the oversight of athletics, whether offered by the university
or by outside groups, create conflx4ts of interest and should be

eliminated.

LINELBUNIATUN

9. in order to avoid the obstacles to unilateral reform
efforts, the faculty believes its chief administrative officer
should join with counterparts in other institutions to pursue
these reforms and report annually to the academic community on
the progress of such efforts.

10. Beginning five years from adoption of these principles
at an institution, athletic events should be scheduled only with
institutions, and within conferences and associations, that
commit themselves to the implementation of these principles.

* * *****
Institutions should redouble their efforts to enroll and support
academically able students from disadvantaged backgrounds
regardless of their athletic ability. Athletic programs never
should hove been considered as a major way of supporting students
froa disadvantaged backgrounds in institutions of higher
education. If these recommendations are adopted, athletes who
lack acadesic skills or interests will no longer be enrolled, and
moms of those excluded will be from such backgrounds. In the
interee*. of such athletes, institutions and the liCAA should avoid
regulat4ons that interfere with the formation of other
channels of entry for these athletes into professional athletics.

3/5/91
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Mrs. LOWEY. Mr. Geiger and Dr. Sperber, your entire statements
will be entered into the record if you care to summarize. And we'll
begin with Mr. Geiger. Thank you.

STATEMENTS OF FERDINAND A. GEIGER, ATHLETIC DIRECTOR,
UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND, COLLEGE PARK, MARYLAND; AND
MURRAY SPERBER, PROFESSOR OF ENGLISH, INDIANA UNI-
VERSITY, BLOOMINGTON. INDIANA

Mr. Goan. Thank you, Madam Chair, Congreseman Henry.
My name is Andy Geiger. My name is Andy Geiger. I am Direc-

tor of Athletics at the University of Maryland, College Park. I ap-
preciate the opportunity to appear today on behalf of the National
Collegiate Athletic Association.

With reference to the general issue before the subcommittee, col-
lege athletics financial disclosure and public accountability, the
NCAA believes that the dominant responsibility for such disclosure
and accountability is and should be to the institutions chief execu-
tive officer and its board of trustees or regents.

Thus, NCAA regulations require that budgeting for intercolle-
giate athletics be controlled by the institution and subject to its
normal budgeting procedures, and that the chief executave officer
of the institutions or his or her designee from outside the Athletics
De nt approve the annual budget

CAA regulations also require, except with reference to the
smallest programs, that an independent audit of intercollwiate
athletics expenditures be conducted on a regular basis annually in
the case of Division I institutions, and every 8 years in the case of
Division II institutions. These provisions are designated to assure
that the institutional CEO and trustees are in a position to deter-
mine what role intercollegiate athletics is to play in institutional
life.

It is safe to say that my institution, the University of Maryland,
the Atlantic Coast Conference, of which it is a member, and the
NCAA membership believe that this determination is most appro-
priately made by those individuals and not by the Federal Govern-
ment or the public at

The legialative proposal offered laNt year to require publication of
financial data was said to rspresent an aid in dete the
prow role of college sports. The fact is, however, that cant
public data already exists as to the revenues and expense inter-
collegiate athletics programs. For several years, this data has been
collected and reported lay Dr. Mitchell Rathorn, a professor of ac-
counting of Bradley University.

Dr. Raiborn's most recent study, covering the years from 1981
through 1989, provides swific data for each NCAA division as to
revenues and expenses of institutional program, broken down be-
tween men's sports and women's sports, and further broken down
in the case of men's sports to separately account for football and
basketball.

The NCAA members* finds it difficult to understand what ad-
vantages are to be gained by requiring an annual per-sport audit of
revenues and expenses as proposed under KR. 2433. Such an ap-
proach obviously radically increases the detail necessary for defin-
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ing proper allocation of individual items of revenue and expense,
and the potential for distortion is similarly heightened.

Quite frankly, however, the NCAA is less concerned by the de-
tails of an institutional accounting method than it is by the view
that legislation such as the bill now being proposed is necessary in
order to deal with the various issues involved in the adminstration
of intercollegiate athletics in 1991. The NCAA membership simply
does not agree and believes that events of the last several months
demonstrate that the education community has both the will and
the capacity to accomplish serious reform of the intercollegiate ath-
letic system without the necessity of Federal involvement.

The fact is that a carefully prepared process of redirection of
intercollegiate athletics was seriously begun at the January 1991
convention under the leadership of the NCAA President's Commis-
sion, a 44-person body of institutional CEOs enjoying significant
powers under the NCAXs organic documents.

The Commission designed and brought to the convention an inte-
grated reform package involving reductions in permitted recruiting
activities, phasing out of athletic dormitories, limiting the number
of coaches for Division I sports, cutting back the number of permis-
sible grants and aids to student athletes, and reducing permitted
athletics time demands on student athlete& All of the Commis-
sion's reforms were overwhelmingly adopted, in major part because
the Commission vigorously lobbied its proposals to CEOs through-
out the NCAA membership.

Detractors have suggested that Presidential interest will now
wane and that the 1991 Convention will prove to be aberrational. It
is obvious that the President's Commission does not plan to permit
this to happen because it has already begun serious work on its
proposals, this time with reference to tighten admissions and, its
satisfactory progress, academic standards for student athletes for
the 1992 Convention this coming January.

The NCAA membership submits that although not all people
within and without the eduattion community will agree as to the
appropriate role for intercollegiate athletics in the postsecondary
education process, mIst will agree that the proper group to decide
this issue in its various complicated aspects is that comprised of
the institutional chief executives, themselves.

The process of redefming that role for at least the balance of this
century is now well underway under the leadership of the NCAA's
President's Commission. And the NCAA memberships invites close
scrutiny of this process both by this subcommittee and the public.
The NCAA doubts seriously, however, that passage of H.R. 2433
will contribute in any significant way to the success of the process.

The final recital to H.R. 2488 states that per-sport revenue ex-
pense data would be helpful in assuring institutional control of
intercollegiate athletics programs. As stated earlier, that assurance
already exists, pursuant to specific mandates of the NCAA regula-
tions.

[The prepared statement of Ferdinand A. Geiger followsl
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My name is Andy Geiger. I am Director of Athletics at
the University of Maryland, College Park. 1 appreciate the
opportunity to appear here today on behalf of the National
Collegiate Athletic Association, of which my institution is a
member. Prior to taking my current position at Maryland, I was
Director of Athletics at Brown University and the University of
Pennsylvania, and most recently at Stanford University. I have
served for several years on various NCAA Committees. including
most recently its Men's Basketball Committee.

The NCAA is an unincorporated association of
approximately 1100 members, over BOO of which are four-year
colleges and universities. The Association is dedicated to the
promotion and regulation of intercollegiate athletics. The
member institutions of the NCAA, acting in annual convention,
adopt the substantive rules for the conduct of intercollegiate
athletics and for operation of the association itself. Contrary
to popular belief, the nation's colleges and universities are the
NCAA.

The NCAA understancs the focus of there hearings to be
the issue of "college athletics financial disclosure and public
accountability", but that its views are also more specifically
sought on H.R. 2433, a bill which would require institutions
awarding athletically-related financial aid to cause an
independent annual audit to be conducted of the per-sport
revenues and expenses of its intercollegiate athletics program,
and to make that audit data available to the federal government
and the public.
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As the Subcommittee is aware, the NCAA membership
opposed a fundamentally similar proposal last year. In the
"right-to-know" legislation ultimately adopted by the Congress,
that proposal was dropped in favor of a mandate to the Secretary
of Education to study and report on the feasibility and
desirability of requiring production of this per-sport
revenue/expense data. To the knowledge of the NCAA, that report
is still in the process of preparation.

With reference to the general issue before the
Subcommittee -- college athletics financial disclosure and public
accountability -- the NCAA believes that the dominant
responsibility for such disclosure and accountability is and
should be to the institution's chief executive officer and its
board of trustees. In the case of state-supported institutions,
this responsibility will obviously also extend to the state
legislature.

Stated otherwise, the NCAA members believes that
responsibility for disclosing and justifying operational results
of the interc'llegiate athletics program is identical to and
coextensive with the same requirements for every other
institutional program. The fact that a segment of the American
public often appears to have a greater interest in this aspect of
institutional affairs does not provide, in the NCAA's view, the
basis for suggesting that the chief executive's and trustees'
authority is any greater, or any lesser, than with respect to all
other institutional programs.

As to intercollegiate athletics, the NCAA's member
institutions have adopted a number of rules designed to reinforce
this authority on a common basis. Thus, NCAA regulations require
that budgeting for intercollegiate athletics be controlled by the
institution and subject to its normal budgeting procedures, and
that the chief executive officer of the institution (or his
designee from outside the athletics department) approve the
annual budget. NCAA regulations also require, except with
reference to the smallest programs, that an independent audit of
intercollegiate athletics expenditures be conducted on a regular
basis -- annually In the case of Division I institutions and
every three years in the case of Division II institutions.

Also noteworthy in this general regard is the NCAA
requirement that every five years, member institutions must
conduct a comprehensive self-study and evaluation of their
intercollegiate athletics programs, covering such topics as CEO
control, finances, personnel, recruiting, services for student-
athletes, and sports programs. On request, this evaluation must
be made available to the NCAA. This self-study requirement is
regarded by many individuals as a necessary preliminary to a
program of institutional certification, scheduled to be
considered by the 1992 Convention.

- 2 -
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All of these provisions, put into place by the NCAA
member institutions themselves, are designed to assure that the
intercollegiate athletics program is operated as an integral part
of the institutional structure, that the CEO and trustees are
presented with full and accurate data concerning that program,
and that these institutional managers are in a position to
determine what role that program is to play in institutional
life. It is safe to say that my institution -- the University of
Maryland -- the Atlantic COast Conference and the NCAA membership
believe that this determination is most appropriately made by
those individuals, and not by the federal government or the
public t large.

The legislative proposal on this subject offered last
year was said to represent an aid in determining the proper role
of college sports. The fact is, however, that significant data
-- made publicly available at the initiative of the NCAA itself
and at its expense -- already exists as to the revenues and
expenses of intercollegiate athletics programs. For several
years, this data has been collected and reported by Dr. Mitchell
Raiborn, a professor of accounting of Bradley University. Dr.
Raiborn's most recent study. published just seven months ago and
covering the years from 1981 through 1989, provides specific data
for each NCAA Division as to revenues and expenses cf
institutional programs, broken down between men's sports and
women's sports and further broken down, in the case of men's
sports, to separately account for football and basketball.

In general, the Raiborn study -- which is based upon
voluntary responses from about 57% of the NCAA membership --
shows that on tl i average, institutions in all NCAA Divisions
except I-A have operated at increasingly large deficits over the
course of the decade; Division I-A institutions (in general the
largest institutions) on average have shown a modest operating
profit. Institutional trustees and CEOs are only too aware of
this data, and for this reason, a major emphasis of recent NCAA
Conventions have indeed centered on cost-reduction proposals.

H.P. 2433 differs from the provision reported by the
Subcommittee last year in that it no longer appears to
contemplate collection of per-sport institutional revenue/expense
reports by the Secretary cf Education and compilation of that
data for public consumption. This change appears designed to
meet the argument that such a program would require the
expenditure of undue amounts of federal funds on an ongoing
basis. The proposal nevertheless contemplates that the annual
audit will be conducted in accordance with federal "guidelines"

suggesting that the necessary accounting system for performing
the audits will be defined by the government.

- 3 -
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Dr. Raiborn, who collects revenue and expense data on a
confidential basis from individual institutions, provides only
the most limited definition of °revenue" and "expenses" in his
report, and makes no effort, for example, to specify how to
allocate varioUs types of overhead expenses among individual
sports nor how to account for institutional contributions, e.g.,
campus security, admissions processing, etc. to the
intercollegiate program. I believe that unless a uniform system
of revenue and expense accounting is devised, significant
disparities in accounting methods will exist, with the result
that comparisons of institutional data -- particularly per sport
comparisons -- will be inaccurate end even unfair. Without
doubt, creation and monitoring of this accounting system will
require aubstantial federal input and expense.

Expense to the federal government will of course be
modest in comparison to that which will be incurred on an
incremental basis by those institutions covered by the proposal:
not only need they devote staff time throughout the year to
calculation of revenues and expenses, including overhead, on a
per-sport basis (a requirement not appearing In NCAA budgeting
and auditing regulations), they must then pay the professional
fees of an independent auditor to prepare the required report on
that basis.

The !CAA estimates roughly that it has already devoted
at least $50,000 in staff time to preparing the necessary forms
for compliance by its members with the 2990 "right-to-know
graduation rate legislation (calculation of almost 1,100
different entries is required to complete the form); it further
estimates that each institution will require half the time of one
additional staff person to develop and report the necessary data
each year -- an aggregate annual cost for its Division I and II

members of some $750,000. If the current proposal is passed, an
even more comprehensive set of institutional staff calculations
will be required.

The NCAA membership finds it difficult to understand,
moreover, what advantage is to be gained by requiring an annual
per-sport audit of revenues and expenses. Such an approach
obviously radically increases the detail necessary for defining
proper alloeation of individual items of revenue and expense, and
the potential for distortion is similarly heightened. The
Raiborn study already provides significant summary data as to the
two "major" men's sports and as to women's sports as a whole;
what serious social objective is met by requiring allocation by
each of thirty or forty sports doss not readily appear,
especially when one considers the additional expense which would
necessarily be involved.

Quite frankly, however, the NCAA ls less conceLned by
the details of an institutional accounting method than it is by
the view, apparently held by soma members of Congress, that

- 4 -
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legislation such as the bill now being proposed is necessary in
order to deal with the various issues involved in the
administration of intercollegiate athletics in 1991. The NCAA
membership simply does not agree, and believes that events of the
past several months demonstrate that the education community has
both the will and the capacity to accomplish serious reform of
the intercollegiate athletics system, without the necessity of
federal involvement.

The fact is that contrary to the claims of those who
last year were not really paying attention to what was happening
within higher education, a carefully-prepared process of
redirection of intercollegiate athletics was seriously begun at
the January 1991 COnvention under the leadership of the NCAA
Presidents Commission -- a 44-person body of institutional CEOs
enjoying significant powers under the NCAA's organic documents.
After extensive consultation among themselves end with various
formal and informal elements of the intercollegiate athletics
structure, the Commission designed and brought to the Convention
an integrated reform package involving reductions in permitted
recruiting activities, phasing out of athletic dormitories,
limiting the number of coaches for Division I sports, cutting
back the number of permissible grants-in-aid to student-athletes.
and reducing permitted athletics time demands on student-
athletes.

All of the Commission's reforms were overwhelmingly
adopted -- in major part because the commission vigorously
"lobbied" its proposals to CEOs throughout the NCAA membership,
with the result that almost 30% of the CEOs were in actual
attendance, and many more had instructed institutional delegates
as to how to vote on the Commission proposals. In short, the
Commission mobilised institutional chief executives -- who under
NCAA rules have always had the power to determine institutional
votes -- and persuaded them as to the wisdom of the Commission's
package of reforms.

In an editorial appearing shortly after the 1991
Convention, the Chicago Tribune commented:

"what was expected to be a nip-and-tuck
contest [at the 1991 Convention) between the
forces of reform and defenders of the status
quo quickly became a rout . . . .

The results are enough to make even a
hardened cynic believe that college sports
really may be ready for reform.

* * *

"I.
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As important as they are in their own
right, the proposals adopted at Nashville are
significant because they say who is in charge.
And that, finally. is who ought to be: the
chief executives."

Detractors have suggested that presidential interest
will wane, and that the 1991 Convention will prove to be
aberrational. It is obvious that the Presidents Commission does
not plan to permit this to happen, because it has already begun
serious work on its proposals -- this time with reference to
tightened admission and satisfactory progress academic standards
for student-athletes -- for the 1992 Convention. The Commission
is fully aware of the ongoing need to involve all elements of the
intercollegiate athletics community in the process by which its
proposals are drafted, and it would be a mistake to assume that
the Commission intends to slacken its efforts directly to involve
Institutional CEOs. Without doubt, moreover, the recently
published report of the Knight Commission -- highly supportive of
direct involvement of institutional CEOs in the reform process --
will aid the Presidents Commission in its efforts.

The MCAA membership submits that although not all people
within and without the education community will agree as to the
appropriate role for intercollegiate athletics in the
postsecondary education process, most will agree that the proper
group to decide this issue in its various complicated aspects is
that comprised of the institutional chief executives themselves.
The process of redefining that role for the t least for the
balance of this century is now well underway under the leadership
of the NCAA President's Commission, and the NCAA membership
invites close scrutiny of this process both by this Subcommittee
and the public.

The NCAA doubts seriously, however, that passage of H.R.
2433 will contribute in any significant way to the success of the
process. The final recital to H.R. 2433 states that per-sport
revenue/expense data would be helpful in assuring institutional
control of intercollegiate athletics programs. AS stated
earlier, that assurance already exists pursuant to specific
mandates of the NCAA regulations, and it is hard to see how
putting institutions to the trouble and significant expense of a
further, per-sport audit will add to the Association's existing
requirement of institutional control.
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Mrs. LOWEY. Thank you.
Dr. Sperber?
Mr. SPERBER. Thank you, Madam Chair.
One of the best kept secrets about intercollegiate athletics, well-

guarded because athletic departments are extremely reluctant to
open their financial books, is that in spite of the huge amount of
revenue from ticket sales and T.V. rights fees, most athletic depart-
ments lose money.

If profit and loss is defined according to ordinary business prac-
tices, the 803 belonging to the NCAA, the 493 of the NIA, and the
over 1,000 junior colleges, only 10 to 20 make a consistent albeit
small profit, and in any given year another 20 to 30 break even or
come close. All of the rest, over 2,300, lose anywhere from a few
dollars to millions, annually, on college sports.

Thus, the myth that college sports is immensely profitable for
the schools that supply the teams is false. And the corollary that
the money earned from this enterprise helps other parts of the uni-
versity is clearly untrue. All of the revenue that athletic depart-
ments generate stays in their cash drawer and at the end of the
year when the drawer is empty, they take money from other parts
of their colleges and universities, usually from the general operat-
ing fund. Thus, dollars that could go for educational purposes dis-
appear down the college sports deficit hole.

Don Tyson, chairman of Tyson Foods and a member of the State
of Arkansas Higher Education Committee, put the matter succinct-
ly when he commented on the multi-million dollar athletic depart-
ment deficits in his State, "We've got the deal spotted. If athletic
departments don't get enough money, they steal it out of the edu-
cation budget."

Why we're here today and why Representative Henry introduced
his bill is that fact that ascertaining the exact amount of red ink in
college sports ia extremely difficult. Because athletic departments
are often autonomous or semi-autonomous units with little real su-
pervision by university officials, they can erect iron curtains
around their operations. Even at public universities, where no legal
justification exists for their secrecy, they will not reveal their true
fmancial situation.

One university researcher on this subject said, "When I went
after athletic department books at public universities, even though
I clearly have the State Freedom of Information laws on my side, it
was always me and my lawyer and very shallow pockets against
the athletic department and the universities' lawyers and very
deep pockets. I was told by one school that they would fight me to
the State Supreme Court rather than open their athletic depart-
ment books."

And I know in my own research, this has certainly been the case.
Although, Mr. Geiger points out on the NCAA books, there are var-
ious recommendations for financial discicsure, in no way are these
public, in no way did the Night Report endorse this, and that, in
fact, is the crux of the matter it seems to me. Thus, only the most
tenacious newspaper reporters and academics have been willing to
search for the facts. And only those newspapers such as IJSA
Today, who can afford the legal costs, have been in any way suc-
cessful.

"
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In addition, because athletic departments use creative accounting
methods to remove as many expenses as possible from their books,
they are adept at concealing millions of dollars of losses. Their real
annual deficits are much more extensive than the NCAA and indi-
vidual athletic directors admit, and reading their financial books
muires an expertise that most investigators lack.

Same people are pessimistic about Federal Inigation being possi-
ble in this area because of the statistical pr6lems in comparing
the finances of various kinds of athletic departments as well as the
finances of the universities that house them. Although the pessi-
mists make a number of good arguments from a statistical point of
view, I disagree with their complaints and I very much applaud the
attempts by Representative Henry and others to get athletic de-
partments to disclose their fmancial operations.

Obviously, athletic departments will do their books in a number
of different ways, but if the public and the press has access to the
books, then the athletic departments will have to explain and justi-
fy their accounting procedures such as moving maintenance and
debt servicing costs off of their books and on to the universities'.

The main point is to open the books and to allow the public to
decide what it wants to do with what it fmds. The best legislation
now, beyond disclosure, would be taxing as unrelated business
income, broadcast rights fees and booster donations as well as clos-
ing the priority seat tax loophole. But the emphasis on disclosure
should not be obfuscated by statistical jargon and complaints.

Let me say in conclusion, because the commercial objective and
operating methods of big time college sports are totally separate
from and mainly opposed to the educational aims of the institu-
tions that house its franchises, the justification for this huge enter-
prise are increasingly shaky. Moreover, the many tricks and de-

vises that athletic departments use to underwrite their annual defi-

cits prompt queitions about their continuing existence.
In an era when the academic units of most colleges an 3 universi-

ties are begging for money, when classroom buildings and research
labs are falling apart, when tuition and other student costs rise ex-
ponentially, when graduate teaching assistants are not paid a
living wage or faculty commensurate with their professional skills,
does it make sense to throw needed money down the athletic de-

partment deficit hole?
And in the 1990s, because of the increasingly expensive athletics

arms race and in spite of the infusion of T.V. dollars into the
NCAA and individual schools, these deficits will increase. College

sports is undergoing systemic failure and only mAjor surgery can

save the patient. Representative Henry's bill is an important first
step in the process, and I urge the Congress to adopt it.

In conclusion, just to very briefly add to Mr. Geiger's comments,
the NCAA, which really began in the finit decade of the century,
has never been able to reform college sports. I think finally you're
having a movenimt on the part of faculties and the public in-
formed by the press and as well as within the Congress to bring
reform to college sports. So it seems to me that the greatest aid to
this movement is full disclosure,

477
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Representative Henry's bill is not a radical bill. All it asks is dis-
closure in many cases of public universities or universities that re-
ceive public funds, so I very much endorse it.

Thank you for inviting me and I would be very happy to answer
any questions.

[The prepared statement of Murray Sperber followsj

..4
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INDIANA UNIVERSITY
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May 20, 1991.

Seprosentative Willies D. Ford,
Chairmen.
Subcommitree on Postsecondary Education,
Committee on Education and labor,
United States douse of Representatives,
Washington, D.C. 20515.

Dear Representative Ford,

Thank you tor &eking me to present my views on college
athletic financial disclosure and public accountability.

Some people are pessimistic about federal legislation being

possible In this eras because of the statistical problems in
comparing the finances of various kinds of athletic departments

as well as the finances of the univareitlea that house them.
Although the passmiste make a number of valid arguments Troia a
statistical point of view, 1 disagree with their complaints and

way much applaud the attaapts by Rep. Paul Esnry and others to
get &thistle departments to disclose their financial operations.
Obviously, athletic depertments do their books In many different

ways but If the public and the press has access to the books,
then the athletic departments will have to explain and justify

their accounting proceduressuch as sowing maintenance and debt-
servicing costs off their Woks lind onto the university's.

The main point is to open the books and to allow the public

to decide whet it wants to do with what it finds. The best
legislation now, beyond disclosure, would be taxing as unrelated
business income, broadcast rights fees and booster donations as

well as closing the priority *oat tax loophole. but the emphasis

on disclosure should not be obfuscated by statistical jargon and

complaints.
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Pegs Two

Papresentatiwe William V. rord

I enclose a long excerpt from an article that I just wrote for
the amiss miglA imansi at Columbia University (it will appear in
the summer issue ot the journal), that outlines the basic problems In
athletic department financing and the reasons why full disclosure of
their financial books is imperative.

fours sincerely,

(7-7.r7e0/'

MUrray Sp* r.
Associate Professor of
English & American Studies,
Indiana University.
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Tou can probably count on your two hands the number of athletic

departments that actually have a surplus annually."

--Dick Schults, executive director Of ths NCAA.

One of the best kept secrets about intercellegiate athletics--

well-guarded because athletic departments are extremely reluctant to

open their financial books.,is that in spits of the huge amount of

revenue from ticket sales and 2V rights fees most athletic

departments loss money. If profit-and-loss is defined according to

ordinary business practices, of the $03 members of the NCAA, the 493

of the NAIA, and the over 1,050 junior colleges, only 20-30 athletic

programs maks a consistent albeit small profit, and in any given

year, another 20-30 break even or come close. All of the rest--over

3,300 --lose anywhere from a few dollars to 'millions annually on

college sports.

Ivan the NCAA acknowledges the poor financial health of college

sports. Its most recant study on this topic, /hi Menges And

Win= al latusallesials AILLASis =Mil, polled member athletic

departments and reposted that the vast majority lost money. Tor

xampl . the University of Michigan's athletic program in 1941.4e, in

spite of a consistently sold-out 201,700 seat stadium And victories

in the Reef Bowl And in the NCAA men's basketball tournament--serning

$3.5 million from these vents--endud the year $2.5 million in the

red and projected a 15.3 million annusl deficit for the early 20900s.

Thus the myth that college sports ie immensely profitable for

the schools that supply the teams is tales, and the corollary that the
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money arned from this enterprise helps other parts of the university

is Clearly untrue. All of the revenue that athletic departments

generate stays in their cash drawer and, at the end of the year, when

the drawer is empty, they take money free other parts of their

colleges and universities, usually from the General Operating Fund.

Thui dollars that could go for educational purposes disappear down

the college sports deficit hole. non Tyson, Chairman of Tyson roods

and a member of the State of Arkansas Higher Education Committee, put

the matter succinctly when he commented on the multi-million dollar

athletic department deficits in his state, "We've got the deal

spotted. If they (athletic departments) don't get enough money, they

steal it out of the education budget."

Ascertaining the exact amount of red ink in college sports is

extremely difficult. Because athletic departments ars often

autonomous or semi-autonomous units with little real supervision by

university officials, they can erect "Iron Curtains" around their

operations. Even et public univereities, where no legal

justification exists for their secrecy, they will not reveal their

true financial situation. One university researcher on this subject

said, "When I went after athletic department books at public

universities, even though I clearly had the state freedom of

information laws on my side, it was allay' me and my lawyer and very

shallow pockets, against the athletic department and the university's

lawyers and very deep pockets. I was told by one school that they

would fight me to the :state supreme court rather than open their

2
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athletic department's books.0

Thus only the most tenacious newspaper reporters and academic.

hav been willing to search for the facts, and only those newspapers

uch as jim Today, who can afford the legal costs, have been

consistently ueeeesful. (In 1916 Ugh nslay did a very

comperehensive survey of collage football and basketball coaches'

falerise, perks, deals, and financial scams, and est in motion a

number of academic studies of thin problem.)

In addition, because athletic departments use ocreative

accounting' methods to remove as many expenses as possible from their

books, they ars adept at concealing millions of dollars of losses.

Their real annual deficits ars much more extensive than the SCAA and

individual athletic directors admit, and reading their financial

books requires an expertise that most Investigators lack.

If a reporter Is serious about examining athletic department

finances, the first item to study is the most obvious and the most

overlooked. The immediately visible sysibols of college sports are

its huge stadiuss and arenas; ironically, the most significant hidden

coat in intercollegiate athletics is the financing and maintenance of

these facilities. Very few schools build I stadium or an arena with

cash up front: Once the money is borrowed, someone has to pay the

interest charges and try to retire the debt, and that someone in

usually the students in the form of mandatory annual fees. At most

state of Virginia schools, for example, each student pays at least

SIO0 a yearoften placed in the innocuous appearing "Activity Fess'

item on the student's bill--for debt-servicing and other thLetic

3
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department xpenses. In most cases, the students are unaware that

they ors paying part of the athletic department's bills by moans of

this hidden tax.

Horsover, betause of what the sociologist Harry Edwards terms

the *Collegiate Uhletics Ares Race.° coaches and athletic directors

demand state-of-the-art fecilitle. end min never stop spending to

acgUire them. In the last decade, almost all Rig 10 athletic

departments built multi-million dollar indoor football practice

fields although the.legielatures in these rust-belt states frequently

cut funding to higher education.

Once the stadiums and other facilities are built. maintaining

them is enormously expensive. Football stadiums, used five or six

times a year, need special care because of the stress on concrete

during cold winters and hot summers. Indoor arenas, weight-rooms,

et. al ars also costly to maintain. Whenever possible, athletic

departments molle these maintenance costs off their books and into the

°Buildings-and-Grounds' line in the university-wide budget, thus

avoiding million dollar-plus bills. Some athletic departments,

without informing the public of these financial maneuver., then claim

that they balance their books and reporters dutifully report this

"fact.° If the press would probe these claims end examine the

maintenance and debt-servicing expenses of athletic departments, the

reality would amass them and their readers.

Th Single greatest expense, however, for athletic programs Is

personnel. This year, most bigtime athletic departments will pay

over $S million in wages and benefito to their employees (also

SthiltiC departments are notorious for their bloated payrolls and

nepotism). Schools often absorb a large part of this expense by

4
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placing athletic program personnel, Including coaehms, on regular

faculty or *toff lines in their budget., even though few of these

people see the( inside of a classroom on a regular bests or do any

work for the university other than college sports tasks. At state

institutions, personnel lines in the budget are public information

and Schools have to reveal thee (often the library reference desk

keeps the master list). A reporter armed with a list of an athletic

department's coaches and staff--instantly obtained from the

department's publicity office--can easily discover their salaries as

well AS whether they ars listed as teaching personnel.

Another multi-oillion dollar expense often removed from athletic

department books ere grant-in-aids (athletic scholarships). Athletes

ere the only group of students recruited for commercial

entertainment, not academic, purposes and they era the only student*

who go through school on grants based on their talent and potential

as commercial entertainere, not on their edocational aptitude.

Nevertheless, the NCAA admits that many athletic departments *that

award grant-in-aid to
participating athletes do not report these

costs as operating expenses" because they are able to get their

schools to fund them out of regular student scholarship money or

other sources. This financial naneuver becomes particularly

pernicious when institutions
allow coaches to take Opportunity Grant

and other money targeted for needy minority students end award it

instead to athletes with minimal SAT scores and little aptitude for

college work.

Another grant-in-aid
financial trick is the "out-of-state/in-

state shell game. At public institutions. some athletic departments

5
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pay tuition for out-of*state athletes at in-state rates, reducing

this expense by six figure *mounts. Reportrs could take the gess

programs, ascertain the thletes' hometowns, and then oak the

university to supply copies of the fee statements tor these athletes.

The NCAA also adeits that a majority of athletic departments

receive °Direct Stwte or Other Government Support* and that at *any

public institutions with bigtime programs this Comes to over $1

million a year. When he was athletic director at the University of

Viryinia, Dick Schultz told the Eichmmd limos Dina= that "A
five- to six -aillion dollar program ought to be able to generate its

own revenue without resorting to public funds. Taking state tax

money place* you in a position or people being able to say you're

taking money that could be used for general education.* Schulte

added, "I know peblie twee!' Se teepting but I like to be sale to look

professors in the eye.* Now that he has become executive director

ef the =Mk, Schults hes yet to convince ths college sports

stablishaont of his position on this issue.

The Nekh acknowledges that *Direct* government subsidies help

support intercollegiate athletics. In fai4, athletic departeanto at

both public and private colleges receive millions more in InOirect

Subsidise. In the rulings on Temple University's challenge to Title

II, thircourts pointed out that Temple's athletic program *benefit*

from governmental aid to other branches of the university. Federal

money to those other branches allows the university to divert other

funds to the sports program.* Divert seems too mild a verb for vhat

can occur in the various money-laundering schemes used by some

athletic programs and compliant university officials.

In similar ways, central adsinistratore cover e huge number of

A ( 4 .
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miscellsneous athletic department expenses or pass on those costa to

the students : the pharmacy department or the university health

service AMMO* the increasingly expensive drug tests mandated by tha

NCAA; some of the medical peradonsi who service the intercollegiate

athletes ars paid out of health service funds: the athletic

department's legal prOblema ere taken Cars of by the university

attorney's office; the telephone bill for recruiting (often

$50,000plus item) is moved to the university-wide telephone bill,

and every other possible expense that an athletic director can

convince a central administrator to carry vanishes from the AO's

books. If reporters would inquire into these financial maneuvers

end inform the people paying these bills--the taxpayers as well as

students end their parents--much of this subterfuge might end.

*Despite the pious helf-tima pronouncements we see on televised

football end basketball games, in which the future of humankind I.

tied to the missions of universities with bigtime athletic programs,

these very programs contradict the fundamental aims of American

higher education.*

--Richard Warch, President of Lawrence University, Appleton,

wieconsin.

Because the commercial objectives and operating methods of

College Sports Inc. are totally separate from, and mainly opposed to,

the ducational aims of the institutions that house its franchises,

the justifications tor bigtime college sports are increasingly

ehakey. Moreover, the many tricks and devics that athletic

departments use to underwrite their annual deficits prompt questions

S
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Excerpt from gannet& Mae jouggal article by Murray Sperbor...e

about their continuing existence. In an era when the academic units

Of most collages and universities go begging for money, when

classroom buildings and research labs ars falling apart, when tuition

and other student costs rise exponentially, when graduate teaching

assistants are not paid II living wage or faculty commensurate with

their professional skills, does it maks sense to throw needed stoney

down the athletic department deficit hole? And in the 1490s,

beceuse of the increasingly expensive *Athletics Arms Race* end in

Spite of the infusion of TV dollars into the NCAA, thee* deficits

will incrwies. College sporte is undergoing systemic failure end

only major surgery can save the patient.

The best ally for the reform movement is an honest and active

press. National magazines and newspapers, end even a few local ones

lite the Leming= au Herold-Leader, hav exposed some of the

recruiting and booster scandals involving various athletes, coaches.

and athletic departments. In a number of cases, including the

Lexington one, they hava won Pulitzer prises, validating their

efforts and the isportance of their topics.

but recruiting and booster 'candela are a result of the systesio

problems in college sports, not the cause. Editors must now assign

reporters to investigate the less sexy issue of the finances of

athletic departments and expose this root problem. Probably special

task forces will be more effective than beat reporters because task

force journalists ars not beholden to athletic departeent personnel.

In this way the media can shortcircuit the *special interest network*

am' imith *Woe* the ways in which the network's °goals farej quite

different* and generally opposed to *the stated purpose of the
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univereity.°

William Atchley, a former president of Clemson University and

now head of the University of the Pacific, 9n4 an adalinistrator with

long experience on these issues, summed up the tension between

College Sports Inc. end American higher education : "When academics

takes a back seat to athletics, you have a problem. You no longer

have an institutiOn where people with integrity want to teach, or

wher people with common wee end good values want to send their

children to learn."

Unless American higher education solves this problem, College

Sports Ins. will contime to corrupt it, end with increasing speed.

The reformers want to derail the athletic department juggernaut. The

press should report on this conflict as honestly and fairly as

possible instead of riding in the club car of the thletic

department's high-speed train.

Murray Sperber is an Associate Professor of English and American

Studies at Indiana University, Bloomington.
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MIS. LOWEY. Thank you Dr. Sperber.
ni turn the questioning over momentarily. I just have one brief

question for Mr. Geiger. I.n looking at your statement, you said to-
wards the end that "Most will agree that the proper group to
decide this issue and its various complicated aspects is that com-
prised of the institutional chief executives themselves." Given Dr.
Sperber's testimony, I wonder who the "most" is and why should
we have confidence that if we conduct business as usual the system
will improve?

Mr. GEIGER. Well, I think my point is that it is not business as
usual. I am a reformer in terms of my own direction in college ath-
letics. This is not the first time I have sat with Dr. Sperber. I was,
until October 1st of last year, Director of Athletics at 83anford Uni-
versity and disclosed all of our financial information to him and ita
w.rt of his research for his book. So, not all athletic directors try to
hide things.

I think that momentum is under way for reform. I think the
President's commission of the NCA.A is a very important body. It
got off to a good start then faltered somewhat a couple years ago,
and is now greatly renewed and had tremendous success in 991 at
the January convention. The Night Commission has come forward
and, I think., in its ringing declaration said that control of intercol-
legiate athletics must rest with the chief executive officers of the
universities themselves.

And I think its time to fall in line with that type of thinking and
not add Federal legislation at this time which will increase the bu-
reaucratic nature of things but will give encouragementwe need
go give encouragement and increase the momentum that has been
underway with the CEOs through the President's commission and
the Night commission.

Mrs. LOWEY. Then you don't think the legislation is that appro-
priate encouragement at this time?

Mr. GEIGER. I do not think so.
Mrs. LOWEY. Mr. Coleman?
Mr. COLEMAN. Thank you. Both of you have very good statements

and very good perspectives. And as with most things, there are two
sides, but it is quite convincing listening to both of you at the same
time.

Mr. Geiger, I want to encourage you and your reform efforts. I
think the NCAA has fmally begun to realize the importance of
these issues that Mr. Henry has brought up in this bill and previ-
ous bills, because it reflects, I think, a general concern of the public
regarding the role of intercollegiate athletics in the context of
higher education.

And while all of us are sports fans and enjoy the drama of the
sporting events, they do have to be put in their place. And I cer-
tainly know the reputation of Stanford and past associations with
other universities and the current one too that you hold those same
beliefs. And hopefully, the message through you to the NCAA and
the presidents and everybody else is to keep on moving along the
lines that they have done.

Whether or not it has been spurred by such legislation offered in
the past or currently, we don't know, but the fact is that you're

;
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doing some things that hadn't been done before that needed to be
done.

Regarding the Raiborn study, Dr. Raiborn who made the study
on losses, either one of you? Mien you say it was broken down be-
tween the women's and the men's sporting events, I would guess
from an observer that the women's sporting events were big losers
financially. Is that a conclusion of that study?

Mr. Ggioza. It's one of the conclusions of the study or one of the
conclusions you can draw from the study. I have always felt that
there are really three segments of an athletics program; men's foot-
ball and basketball, which are revenue producers, and other men's
sports, and other women's sports.

In most athletics programs, when you get beyond football and
men's basketball, all of' them look about the same in terms of reve-
nue generation.

Mr. Comistax. And yet, those are the sports that the student
body participates in more than the big time football or basketball;
is that true or not? I see one shaking his head no.

Mr. GEIGER. Well, it depends on how your program is structured
but at both Stanford and the University of Maryland we had tiers
of emphasis of sports. We had some sports in which we were vigor-
ously trying for national championships and fully funding in terms
of financial aid and coaching and equipment and all those kinds of
things, and others that we were funding at a lesser level which are
more opportunities for participation sports. So, there are a variety
of ways of doing things.

Mr. SPERBER. Could I
Mr. COLEMAN. Yes, I do want to hear your answer. But in attrib-

uting to a balance sheet, do you attribute within the department
those football and basketball expenses, and divide those out, as op-
posed to the rest of the sports?

Mr. GEIGER. My goal as an athletic director has always been to
reinvest in athletics programs and to provide as much athletic op-
portunity on the campus as we possibly could. Rather than trying
to make money for the institution or make money for the athletics
department, the first goal, I think, of an athletics program ought to
be athletic activity and opportunity for students.

I was an oarsman as an undergraduate, not a revenue producer.
I know about participating and practicing in athletics in anonymi-
ty. And my experience in athletics changed my life. I had that op-
portunity at Syracuse University, my alma meter, during the same
period of time when the university was national champions in foot-
ball.

And I'm ever grateful to that university for reinvesting its re-
sources in my sport so that I could have that opportunity to partici-
pate in athletics. We were also national champions during that
period in our s rt, and it meant a great deal to all of us, and for
me was a life c activity.

Mr. COLEMAN. Dr. perber.
Mr. SPERBER. Mr. Geiger and I were talking before, and this is

the point where we most disagree. Certainly Stanford is a fpod ex-
ample. In these nonrevenue sports, baseball, swimming, this whole
panoply of nonrevenue sports which, by the way, the NCAA man-
dates that a school have a certain number in order to play Division
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I basketball-14 teams and 7 sportsand they keep raising this
number and locking schools into this tremendous cost.

But increasingly these are for elite athletes, and these are not
for regular students. And certainly at my own school, Indiana,
there are special pools for the swimmers, there are special tracks.
If the regular faculty and staff and regular students want to use
them, they can't. Increasingly these sports have become minor
leagues for very wealthy professional organizations.

Baseball is a good example. Stanford has produced national colle-
giate baseball teams, and it's also produced a huge number of play-
ers in mWor league baseball. Something like 75 percent of all play-
ers in major league baseball today; 60 percent played Division I
baseball or NCA.A baseball, and the others played junior league
baseball.

But major league baseball does not give a cent to the schools. In
most cases these programs lose huge amounts of money. A good ex-
ample is hockey. For instance, 20 percent of the players in the Na-
tional Hockey Lftgue played college hockey. A huge percentage of
them were Canadians, recruited from Canada to play here. I called
up the National Hockey League and I said how many players in
the league played Canadian college hockey? They could only come
up with one, Mike Ridley of the Washington Caps.

The answer is that Canadian Colleges don't give full ride athletic
scholarships. So, increasingly these sports which began for regular
students and are now for elite athletes and serve as minor
leaguesI'm all for college sports. I played a lot of intramural
sports and club sports.

But what happens when athletic departments lose huge amounts
of money is very often they suck money away from these intramu-
ral programs and regular student programs. So, it seems to me
that of all the areas of college sports that need to be exposed to the
public, its these losses which I really feel are most out of control
and are most locked in by the NCAA.

Mr. COLEMAN. Do you have an opinion in your studies as to
whether or not women's sports are going to be the big losers be-
cause they do not produce the revenue that most men s sports do?

Mr. SPERBER. Well, what has happened in women's sports is
really interesting. In the early 1970s women's owes were run by
an association called MAW. They were very student based. At first
they didn't give athletic scholarships. There were lots of teams that
were regular students.

Then in the early 1980s, the NCAA decided to take over the
MAW and put them out of business, and essentially they did. So,
increasingly they've turned women's sports into a bad imitation of
men's sports. One of the amazing statistics is at the beginninf,
under the AIWA, over 90 percent of the administrators of women
athletic programs were women, and over 90 percent of the coaches
were women.

Now, only a small percentage of administrators are women and,
even more amazing, over half the coaches of women's college sports
are now men. Because if a male can't get a job with a male team,
he will take a job as a women's basketball coach. It's become an
entry level position for male coaches.
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So, what has happened under the NCAA with the women's pro-
grams is they've been turned into elite programs. Now, there are
women at Mr. Geiger's former universityJanet Evans who's
dreaming of the OlympicsStanford has provided very good minor
league service in women's sports for the USOC, another very
wealthy professional organization.

But again, this is at the expense at many schools of regular
women's sports programs. It seems to me that it's not simply a
matter of the women's teams will suffer, it's the regular students
who are suffering.

I mean, you're talking about activities that are for elite athletes,
that are of interest to about 5 percent of the entire university com-
munity, if you look at their attendance which are very low. And as
I said, increasingly, even in the women's sportsthe LPGA uses
the colleges as a minor league; the ladies' tennis organization.

Mr. CoLEMAN. ...ou are obviously using this as one of your argu-
ments, but I don't know that anybody has great concern whether
collegiate athletes are successful enough for one to go on to a pro
career. I'm not sure that is any reason why we ought to disclose or
not disclqse revenue.

Mr. Smarm. No, I guess maybe I didn't make my argument
clear. Should the universities provide minor leagues for these
wealthy professional organizations? In football and basketball,
there is a historic reason because the college game preceded the
NBA and the NFL. But amazingly in these nonrevenue sports,
where the professional leagues long preceded the college leagues,
the colleges have been turned into minor leagues essentially and at
tremendous cost.

I mean, if universities were wonderfully wealthy places and
could afford these elite athletic programs, well, fine. But as you
know as well as I, universities are rattling the tin cup. Professor/
student ratios keep increasing and any number of things. So, I
guess, I see it within the university context, and within that con-
text, these programs don't make a lot of sense to me.

MT. COLEMAN. Mr. Geiger?
Mr. GEIGER. I have obviously a differing perspective on this.

During my tenure at Stanford, the university won 27 NCAA cham-
pionships in a decade, the most in the country. I believe, in the
1988 Olympics in Seoul, Stanford had more representatives on the
United S'tates team than any other university in the country. They
were students and they were athletes, and my attitude has been at
Brown, at Pennsylvania, at Stanford, and now at Maryland, where
I hi.i served all four institutions as director of athletics, is that
athletes are by nature interesting people.

They add to the diversity of the community, they add to the life
of the campus in a great many important ways. Athletes think in
interesting ways, they do things a little bit differently, they're won-
derful time managers, they're very creative, innovative, improvisa-
tional people because of the nature of their excellence in athletics.

Not an of them are necessarily great students academically, and
we all know of colossal failures and concerns that we have in those
areas. I think we're attempting to address those kinds of problems.
But athletes and athletics are not bad and not evil. Excellent ath-
letes are as valuable to a community in their way as excellence in
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other kinds of ways, whether it's playing the saxophone or the
violin or being a great dramatist or an artist or whatever. I think
athletes and athletics are valuable things in a community.

So, I don't see anything wrong with supporting them. I think
we're trying to find a system and reform a system so that it's alittle bit more comfortable, a little hit more affordable, and a little
bit more compatible with life and higher education in the 1990s. I
think all of us are on a mission to try to do that. But I don't think
athletics inherently are wrong or bad or evil.

I also believe in athletics for all. And I think that there should
be a broad base recreationally, I think there should be excellent in-
struction at the beginning level in colleges and universities for stu-dents that wish to learn an athletic skill for life, for life improve-
ment, lifestyle improvement. I think there should be intramural
activity for those that are a bit more gifted then that, and I think
there should be elite programs for those that are very gifted.

Mr. CoixstAx. I thank you, I know Mr. Henry has a number of
questions that he undoubtedly wants to ask and comments he
wishes to make. One final comment from me, I think it was good
for college athletics that a school like Duke can win the national
championship and still graduate well over 90 percent of their ath-
letes. They are outstanding scholars as well as athletes, and are in-
volved in athletics to the degree it should be all about.

A second item, this weekend I enjoyed the exceptional talents of
a young musician who was a graduate of the University of Indiana.He is the youngest student ever to be admitted to that institution;
he was 12 when that occurred. He now plays professional violin
and probably will make some money off of that some day.

So, at least Indiana is not only serving the NBA well. But it also
serves some very fine chamber musicians who can go out and grad-
uate from the minor leagues into the majors. I thank both of you
for appearing today.

Mrs. Idawitv. Mr. Henry.
Mr. Hinvav. Thank you, Madam Chair. We've gotten off on a

number of tangents that we could disagree or agree on all sorts.
Let me make very, very clear to Mr. Geiger I'm not agahist athlet-
ic programs. I have no strongly established positions as to whether
or not we ought to treat NCAA Division I programs as minor
league sports activities you know, professionalize them or not,
that's not my concern in the least.

I just wonder why we can't have the data publicly disclosed. That
is really what I would like to focus on, because the only point of
the legislation is to establish a uniform data reporting base for in-
stitutions on athletic revenues derived and expended by sport.

The reason for that is my belief, first of all, that it's not avail-
ableand I'll come back to thisand secondly, believing that some
kind of uniform disclosure, publicly disclosed, is the best protection
for a reformer such as yourself because of the tremendous pressure
you will get, from your alumni association or from the institution's
constituencies or whatever, to go around the edge in order to keep
up with the other guy because everyone thinks the other guy is
doing the same thing.

So, let me start backwards on this and first of all ask you, Mr.
Geiger, whether or not you believe it's needed? Is there anything in
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this bill, in terms of just asking disclosure which is intrusive on
the jovernance of a higher educational instatution?

Mr. Gamut. I don't think, per se, that it's intrusive on the gov-
ernance. My concern about it is that it is one more step that we all
have to take that I think is perhaps unnecessary.

Mr. HENRY. We'll come back to that later, but I just
Mr. Galan. We have a requirement now in the State of Mary-

land that I applaud that the Board of Regents passed this year that
all of the instatutions in the State of Maryland system, University
of Maryland system report annually to the Regents in a prescribed
way. In the university system in Maryland there are common ac-
counting systems. We all understand the bases in which the report
is being made, and it's very clear as to what we're doing.

I don't wish to sound like somebody who may be typically trying
to obfuscate this thing, but accounting procedures from institution
to institution, State to State, public versus private, all of those
kinds of things are very different, one from the other.

I've just fmished revamping the accounting system in the Mary-
land system to make it more precise and more clear as to what our
per sport expenditures are and how we are, indeed, able to analyze
long range forecasting and other kinds of things in our own system.
But ours is very different from others in the Atlantic CAiast Confer-

ence, because rye tried to compare them.
There have been other things that have been done. The NCAA

has come forward with graduation rate disclosure forms. Here is a
90-page form that takes considerable amount of time and effort to
do. 105 a good idea to disclose graduation rates. I'm not opposed to
it. I certainly hope that ours at Maryland will improve, and I'm not
afraid to disclose them. But the weeks of time it takes to prepare
just this part of the right to know aspect of this thing is amazing to
all of us.

And we would like to continue reforming along this way in ways

that the NCAA understands, knows how to do, continue to expand
Dr. Raiborn's work and work within the NCAA and within the
reform that's already underway, under the direction of our CEOs.

We just think that's a better way to go.
Mr. Harm. Thank you. The reason I wanted to ask the question

is that I want to establish that my objective here is not, in any
way, to become intrusive into the governance of a university.

Now, to Dr. Sperber, Mr. Geiger tells us in his testimony, or cer-
tainly infers, that sufficient data already exists. And I'm wonder-
ing if you would address the issues to whAlwr or not a CEO or a
board of trustees, a college president or a boanl of trustees, in fact
has access to all the data that typically large NCAA Division I ath-

letic programdo they, themselves, have the data?
Mr. SPUBER. I think, well, yes. They can get the data, although

there's a tendency by CEOs to delegate this to a vice president of a
university whoand if the athletic department is not involved in

any scandals that hit the newspapers. I think most CEOs would

rather not examine this problem because they know this is a very
emotionally charged area and involves the public and the press.

I think the real problem, though, if you go a step beyond the
trustees and the CMs is that the NCAA says that every member
has to have a faculty athletics committee, a committee that's sup-
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posedly in charge. If you notice when the NCAA gives penalties
they talk about, "This school did not have institutional control of
its athletics program." And this athletics committee is supposed to
be one of the main instruments of institutional control.

Well, in my research, one of the things that amazed me is I
found almost a handful of faculty athletic committees that got to
see the financial books of their athletic department. Now these
committees historically have often been rigged by the athletic de-
partment in conjunction with the CEOs, and they tend not to be
representative faculty members. They tend to be faculty who are
very infatuated with college sports who also get tickets to the
games, are often on the charter flights, go to the ball games, and
such, so they have a tremendous conflict of interest.

But even in just asking the straight up question, "Did you see
the books? Can you see the books?" And over and over again, they
don't get to see the books. They get to see the budget at the begin-
ning of the year, and in many cases they didn't even get to see
that. And the budget, as Mr. Geiger can attest, because of the
nature of college sports, is very conjectural. You don't know how
many people are going to come. You don't know how many games
you're going to win, if you're going to go to a ball game, or what-
ever.

So the idea that beyond a very small number of people, the presi-
dents and the trustees who actually could have access if they chose
to use it, no one else really gets access, even these faculty athletic
committees. And if you go beyond that, regular faculty members
can't get access. And of course the press has used to use the Free-
dom of Information laws.

So I guess my own attitude is, maybe, simpleminded, but they
say, "Well, we have nothing to hide." Well, okay, open the books.
At many universities right now the faculty salary lists are 4e-
posit in the library.

If you go, at my school or any school in my State, a public insti-
tution, if you go to the library reference desk and you say, "I'd like
to see the salary list," they'll go and they'll hand it to you. They'll
hand you departmental lista. They'll hand you any number of uni-
versity financial books. But if you go and ask to see the athletic
department books, they're very edgy about this and it's almost im-
Possible.

Now, I congratulate Mr. Geiger. In my research, Stanford, which
is a private institution and did not have to open its books, was very
forthcoming, was astoundingly forthcoming. But I think one of the
reasons there is the University has had tight control of college ath-
letics and the administration, not simply the president but various
administrators, look at those books very carefully. The faculty ath-
letics committee input in such.

Stanford in a way is a model for the rest of this country, and,
ironically, it's a private university. But then again, universities
that receive public monies, where they're private or public, I think
should be also open their books.

So I think you're asking for minimal stuff. I find it hard to be-
lieve that there's any controversy in this. It makes me very suspi-
cious of the NCAA which claims it wants to reform college sports
to do this very minimal step. They have to do their books anyway,
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just say, "Okay, Cleveland Plain Dealer, you want to see Ohio
State's books? They're in this place. Come and see it," or, "Profes-
sor X, you're a researcher, you want to see it. Come and see it."
And I don't think it will take any great time.

Now, with the graduation statistics, the NCAA likes to present
them their wa,y, and maybe that takes a little bit of time. But I've
worked with the NCAA academic reporting forms. It doesn't take a
great time. Maybe people work very slowly in athletic departments.
But I'm sort of amazed that you said the amount of time it takes
because I've gone through great numbers. There's a ggentleman
from the press, from the Chronicle of Higher Education here today,
who went through all Division IA schools, well over 100, and it
took an amount of time, but that, even there, was not a huge bur-
densome thing.

So I guess pot this idea of "Why not open your books?"if
you're not hiding anything, no problem.

Mr. HILNIty. One of the biggest sectionsand most of our hear-
ings on these extended on the Higher Ed Reauthorization Act are
on the difficulties in the Student Aid program. And, of course,
we're dealing there with aid programs based, primarily, on finan-
cial need.

We really don't have, other than basically saying you have to
ymir position to be a student, we don't have extensive merit-

Federal scholarships. We have our military academy appoint-
ments, we have these new science scholarships from the last year.
We have very little by way of any kind of merit-based, they're fi-
nancially need.

And your athletic programs, of course, basically run on merit-
based scholarships in terms of athletic ability maybe not academic
ability. Now, I k.now that NCAA rules are digging into that and
there are some reforms in the last 2 years that you've stood by, and
I commend you for that.

But I'm wondering if Dr. Sperber has done any relationship in
the number of meri scholarships by way of departmental en-
rollments in athletic de 4,, - ts vis-a-vis let's wy physics, chemis-

try, foreign language, D% lish, economics, social science, history.
Do you have any comparisons on ratios?

Mr. &mama. 'Well, it depends on the school and the division of
play, but they tend to be much higher than pure academic scholar-
ships. Most regular students who receive scholarships receive fi-
nancial aid.

One of the interesting thing that you touch upon that the NCAA
and their academic reporting forum gives information about is
what are called " Every echool has a certain
number of students who they admit who do not qualify under
normal admission regulations. For instance, when I was at that
University of California, Berkeley, they had what they can the 2
percent rule and it was mainly for Asian-American kids who were
math wiz's but English was a very distant language for them and,
obviously, these students belong in the universities.

Well, athletic departments long ago figured out the special admit
loophole and recently the Chronicle of Higher Education went
through the NCAA reporting forms and came up with brilliant sta-
tistics. I'll give you my own school, for example, 6 percent of Indi-
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antes students are admitted as special admits, but 28 percent of the
athletes are adritted as special admits.

And what WL really fascinating was that only 26 percent, I be-
lieve, of the football and basketball players, whereas a very high
percentage of the nonrevenue sports athletes were admitted as spe-cial admits. I think at some whools like Stanford, as Mr. Geiger
pointed out, they turn out to be regular students. But at many
other schools because thew nonrevenue sports have become such a
big thing, they're less and less regular students.

Going through the special admit shows some amazing things. My
alma mater as an undergraduate was Perdu, and I'm very proud to
see that only 1 percent of all Perdu students were special admits.
And less than 1 percent of the athletes, which could also explain
why Perdu is at the bottom of the big ten in athletic wins.

So I think a whole sort of subculture has grown around the ath-
letic department that eats away at the university not simply in
these financial areas, but also in the area of admissions. Now, regu-lar students are very aware of the special admits, the athletic
scholarships, for a skill, not for academics, but for this nonuniver-
sity skill. And I find that rather than breed school spirit, it tends
to foster a tremendous amount of cynicism on the part of regular
students and faculty.

You point if this were open to the public, too, I think the public
would be increasing exercised about what's happening in higher
education at a time where, as you point out, we're not completing
globally as well as we should. Our classes are getting bigger. Some
studies show that our students are less and less educated. Mean-
while, there's this black hole over in the athletic department that's
sucking up huge amounts of money.

give you a perfect personal example. Every year at Indiana I
teach freshman English. Because of our financial constraints, we
are teaching itI have to teach it in a class of 150 students. I have
to teach students to learn to read and write at a university level in
this huge sort of operation. Meanwhile, the athletic department
budget at Indiana last year, their revenues and expendituresand
they lost money at the end of the year they admittedwas $30 mil-lion.

It seems to me, increasingly you're talking $80 million for beer
and circus, meanwhile, the regular education part is rattling the
tin cup.

Mr. HENRY. You're introductory English classes are 150?
Mr. &EERIER. That's right.
Mr. HENRY. Are there any intro football classes, and what's the

ratio there?
Mr. SPERBER. Well, if you tookfootball coaches are very upset

because, as Mr. Geiger pointed out, the NCAA has cut the number
of assistant coaches allowed. But if you took the total number of
coaches, as school like mine has 15, and you have 95 players on a
team, which is coming down to 85, so say 15 into 85.

Mr. HENRY. Excuse me, you said 95 coming down to 85? I
thought the NFL only allwwW 44 on a rooter.

Mr. SPERBER. They do. This is one of the great boondoggles in col-
lege football. I've never understood why an NFL team can manage
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a much more difficult schedule with, I think its 47 on a roster,
meanwhile a football team needs 95 full athletic scholarships.

But as you point out, I think ita these kind of financial facts
you would look at your athletic scholarship list. You would see
your 95 players and such. And you would see the cost of this. At a
school like Sianford, the athletic scholarship bill was over $5 mil-
lion I believe, when you left.

You're talking very significant numbers, and I think the public
has a right to be informed about this. And there's all kinds of
myths that burden any public discussion of college sports. Such as
the number one one, that it makes money for the schools involved.
But I think if the public became aware of just the financial facts, I
think the public would get behind the reform movement.

Indeed, Mr. Geiger is one of the real reform ADs but, as he
knows better than I, there's a world of ADs and coaches out there
that don't want any reforms, and some of them have very powerful
backers, both on boards of trustees and within their regions.

But it would seem to me if the public can get behind this whole
question and put a little backbone in the presidents, I think you
might get real reform. And the best way is to open the books, allow
the press in, allow researchers in, and to inform the public.

Mr. Thum. Madam Chair, you've been generous, and it's late so
I have one final questionMr. Geiger, in closing then, I'll give you
the last wordwhich I think :.; kind of generous of me, given my
interest in the bill. Why then, don't you want open disclosure and
sunshine on the records? And why would not, in light of Dr.
Sperber's comments, actually assist the reform movement, because
it's open for everyone to see what you do? And can't you take pride
in that?

Mr. GEIGER. Well, in factagain, I'll repeat what I said in my
testimony. I think there's a fair amount of sunshine now. And I
think most of us are disclosing a great deal and will disclose a
great deal more as we get into NCM directed, NCAA led reform
movements. And I think we ought to be encouraging our chief exec-
utive officers to do this without the overlay of Federal legislation.

I think its time for the higher education community to close
ranks and to accomplish the goals of the Night Commission and
the President's Commission of the NCAA and accomplish some of
the kinds of things you're talking about, some of the kinds of

things Dr. Sperber talks aboutalthough I don't agree with all of
themand some of the things I've said.

I think that we're on our way. And, I think, left to that, with
your scrutiny and with the scrutiny of the public, I think that we'll
deliver.

Mr. HENRY. Thank you.
Thank you, Madam Chair.
Mrs. LOWEY. Thank you. And I want to thank you for your testi-

mony today. It certainly opened my eyes and gave me information
that I didn'y have the foggiest notion existed. And I appreciate
your input.

And I still am puzzled, Mr. Geiger, as to why the additional in-

centive that coulcl be provided by this legislation to encourage
those who might not be as forthright as yourself would be in any
way damaging.
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Mr. GEIGER. I don't think its necessarily damaging, I just don't
think its necessary.

Mrs. LOWEY. Thank you very much.
[Whereupon, at 1:20 p.m., the subcommittee was adjourned, sub-

ject to the call of the Chair.]
[Additional material submitted for the record follows.]
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AMERICAN MINCE ON EDUCATION
Office ot the President

May 3L 1991

The Honorable William D. Ford
Chairman
Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education
Committee on Education and Labor
U.S. House of Representatives
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Mr. Chairman:

On behalf of the American Council on Education, an association of
over 1,600 colleges and universities, we are submitting this letter for
inclusion in the record of the hearings of the Subcommittee on college
athletks financial disclosure and public accountability.

ACE supports the position of the National Collegiate Athletic
Association that accountability for operation of the intercollegiate athletics
program should reside with the institutional chief executive officer and
ultimately with the institutional trustees. We believe that ample

:7:ents exist under current NCAA rules to assure this accountability,
bre:at least at the present time, federal legislative activity to reinforce

such accountability is premature and unnecessary.

ACE's position is this regard derives in major part from its confidence
that the process of self-analysis and reform in intawllegiate athletics matters,
now seriously underway in the postsecondary-education community, has
already shown significant resuls and, most important, is being aggressively
led by the NCAA Presidents Conunission and the institutional chief
executive officers themselves. In common with the NCAA, the ACE is firmly
committed to the process of self-regulation by educational institutions
acting singly and in concert - and believes that no need presently exists for
further federal involvement in intercollegiate athletics affairs.

Sincerely,

A -4_f vr,
Ro Atwell
President

One Dupont Orr*. Washington, 0 C 20036-1193 (202) 939.9310
FAX (202) 633-4760
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